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ABSTRACT

Luxor's heritage is one of Egypt's main cultural resources; the form and the fabric of the City is a story of 5000 years of development. The age of the antiquities make their conservation difficult enough, but the burgeoning population and the hoards of tourists have caused more havoc in the past few decades than thousands of years of erosion. More recently traffic vibration and water seepage have left their mark on the monuments.

The thesis asserts that traditional planning has failed to arrest this destruction, and sets out to formulate theoretical and practical propositions to address this problem which, it is suggested, is not only confined to Luxor and Egypt but is also world-wide. The propositions are based on the hypothesis that Public Participation provides a way forward for Urban Planning and Conservation; that Prticipation consists of a wide range of activities, and that to be effective, requires time.

In the first section, Chapters 2-4, the role of public participation is defined and its effect on administrative systems, planning procedures and training programmes are discussed. Three Egyptian case studies are presented where participatory exercises have been undertaken with varying degrees of success. The section concludes by defining the actions that need to be taken if participation is to realise its potential. Three important propositions arise from this part of the research, the first defines a social perspective of participation, the second explores social relationships required for participation and the third, the implications for Development, Tourism and Conservation.

The second section, Chapters 5-7, then explore the history and current situation in Luxor. During the course of the research, field work was undertaken which involved a lengthy questionnaire and interview with over than 200 households. The results of this are summarised in the text and the full tabulated results are included in the appendix. Administratively this survey posed many problems, problems which have halted less determined efforts, and the results of which provide a unique insight into the attitudes of local people to their historic environment. Chapter 7, draws together the issues that confront the Policy-Makers and the People of Luxor under four headings, Social, Economic, Political and Technical.

This provides the setting for the third section of the thesis which proposes a participatory exercise on the West Bank of the Nile of Luxor, where the balance between the needs of the population, the demands of the tourists and the conservation requirements of the historic monuments, is at the most precarious. An attempt is made to base the project on the major propositions that arise from the first sections.

The Thesis concludes with a series of recommendations directed at Policy-Makers, Expert Consultants and the Public over the short, medium and long-term periods with the hope that the project will not only satisfy local needs but will be a pilot for the future in Egypt and the Developing Countries.
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SECTION ONE: THEORETICAL STUDIES
CHAPTER ONE
INTRODUCTION
"Recognizing the problem is ninety percent of the solution. So the purpose of education should be to raise problems not to copy solutions. This is where our education, especially in architecture, fails." - Hassan Fathy

1.1 STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM

In thinking of the future of the city, we need to review its history and understand all the factors which have led to its present appearance. When industrialization became dominant and brought a complex society to the city, professional designers and planners have failed to deal with and manage the needs of large groups of people. Thus, many cities have lost their identity, an industrial wave submerged ancient cities and it took many years before people began to realise what they had lost, and what they have been forced to accept.

This wave started all over the world, in different places at different times, but after many years of struggle, much of the heritage has gone and the social context has changed. Although large parts of the world's heritage still survives and much could still be saved by purposeful action. For those countries facing the influence of industrialization and not adapted to meet such a wave this is a major problem. The problem is exaggerated by the fact that all the world lives in a new era of technology.

There are two major views of the technological world: the first considers all the world to be one large village bound by the technology revolution, and in support of these ideas examples are given of the powerful capacity of communication networks: any event can be seen all over the world at the same time, whatever the languages or times or boundaries. A disaster in any part of the world will affect all the people living on the

---

earth. The other view divides the world into developed and developing countries, where social, economic, political, and technical aspects in each are completely distinct. The fact is that both views are true, the earth as an environment needs the help of all its inhabitants to survive. On a large scale, national communities are represented by the United Nations, looking after world issues and human survival. On a smaller scale each nation tries to exist through its citizens, and those citizens live in a built environment in which they participate both consciously and unconsciously to keep it working. Participation is a collective effort by which people combine together, thinking about their environment safeguarding their past, present and future.

There are many diverse interests that play a part in the evolution of the built environment. In the case of historically significant environments these interests are often in conflict. The professional historian, the planner, the architect, the developer, the speculator, the resident, the worker, the politician and so on, all have potentially conflicting values about the environment which they claim to care for.

In democracies, the resolution of these conflicts is attempted through the process of representative elections and open decision making so that, in theory, all views are taken into account. In many situations the theory can be shown not to work through the abuse (or use) of power. The views that don't get heard are those that are not organized and almost by definition unorganizeable.

How can these values be fed into the decision-making process and related to the evolution of historic environments? What has been done and where? How much is the participation of the "public" part of the local culture? Can it be 'imported'? What is the situation in Egypt?

Development in historic towns poses many problems for planning authorities. Historic environments and tourism are part of these problems. Archaeology of the historic environments has a small, but vociferous, aspect with many interests. The public as a
whole local, national and international, have an interest in what is or is not done in the name of "The preservation of cultural heritage".

Luxor's heritage is one of Egypt's main cultural resources. There has been a major necessity to focus on all different aspects affecting that heritage and to adequately protect and conserve it. National and international conferences and appeals call for saving the historical environments of the City. While serious conservation projects are going on, unfortunately there is almost no integration or coordination between them.

The form and fabric of Luxor city (the chosen case study) is largely the story of 5000 years of development. The age of Luxor's antiquities make their preservation difficult. The burgeoning population combined with the hordes of tourists arriving each year have caused more havoc in the past few decades than thousands of years of erosion. Other factors, such as vibration from vehicle traffic, produce cracks in the monuments. More serious still is the damage caused by underground water leaking from pipes and sewerage systems.

It is not easy to analyze problems accumulated from past centuries: changing systems, different authorities with different attitudes, quick solutions with little understanding, and superficial actions to cover problems; to mention but a few outcomes. These make the issues more complicated and delay any useful action. The main problem in planning in Luxor as well as in all Egypt, is that all plans present solutions without understanding the main causes. There is a very big gap between the real causes of the problem and the superficial solutions; quick solutions never solve long standing problems, rather they create more difficulties for the coming generations. To find correct solutions for problems, we have to find the root of the issue, otherwise it will be a waste of time, effort, and money.

In Egypt these problems have arisen in the last forty years as a result of the inability of a series of governments to involve the participation of the people in aspects concerning
their past, present and future. Furthermore, Government, as a centralized authority, carried all the responsibilities and decisions for providing shelter, services, food, education, and jobs, and failed to achieve its objective. Finally, Egypt realized that public participation, privatization and decentralization had to be the main route for future development.

Luxor city, provides us with a microcosm of Egypt's problems. Even when the study is mainly concerned with the issues of conservation and development of the historical environment, it will cover social, economic, political and technical aspects which could be found in other Egyptian cities.

This research aims to investigate and discuss urban planning as it affects the strategy for conservation, development and tourism, within a social determinant and within the physical form of the built environment in Luxor. It considers the role of public participation in finding solutions to the problems of the city, taking into account, the root of the problems, the cost of the solutions and the time needed.
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Luxor's Heritage is one of Egypt's main cultural resources with local, regional, national and international interests.
1.2 LUXOR'S DILEMMA: REASONS FOR SELECTING THE TOPIC

"A conference was held at Luxor city and at a public session a sole representative of the Luxor citizens made the most important comments which turned everything upside down. He said: "We want to ask you only one thing; why don't you take the buried Pharaohs and their tombs and remove the stones of the Karnak temple and take it to Cairo". We were shocked and then he continued: "Nobody comes to Luxor except to see tombs of the Pharaohs and their temples. Nobody wants to ask us about our living conditions. We are the people living in Luxor. Nobody asks about the housing, water, sewage and electricity for the living people. Also nobody tries to help us to find a source of living away from tourism and especially out of the tourism season. This means we live without any source of income. WE ARE FED UP WITH THE TEMPLES AND THE PHARAOHS. You don't care about our conditions. Even the French archaeologists had suggested to remove the homes which are closer to the Karnak temple to maintain the original visual impact of the scene. THEN WE GO TO HELL. We are fed up with the tombs and the temples. IF YOU LIKE IT, THEN WHY DON'T YOU TAKE IT TO CAIRO. Perhaps after that one might come and inquire about our living conditions".

The above words were brief but gave a conclusive meaning to Luxor's problems, to the stories of misunderstanding between the different parties involved in Luxor city. No one party tries to understand the reasons and problems of the other. Each has built a high wall so as no one can enter. Every party thinks only of its own rights and blames the others for ignoring them. There is no sacrifice, no understanding, no participation.

When I was preparing for my Master's degree (1986-1990) and before I started to think about any approaches to solve Luxor's dilemma, I used to say that "In order to solve the disaster of Luxor city, its heritage should be transferred to Cairo". My reason

---


for saying that was to illustrate the centralization of information, data, and power in Cairo. No single action occurred in Luxor without the approval of the Cairo authorities, many of whom never visited Luxor. The above words represent the opinion of Luxor’s people today and provide a picture of depression and sadness. The people are looking for a place and role in the future planning of their city.

Why did I choose Luxor and focus on public participation? The first question that came to my mind nine years ago was what was the cause of the poor conditions of Luxor city and what could be done for this magnificent heritage? The second question came four years later as a result of my Master degree, when I found that the only way to address the problem was to accommodate the needs of the local residents as well as to fulfil the government’s, archaeologists’, and environmental demands, through continuous public participation in the planning process.

According to Friedman¹, planning is in a dilemma because planners have little social experience, which has resulted in looking for physical interpretations. After many exercises by local, regional and national governments using physical interpretation methods for planning Luxor city, these plans generated one very important output: CONFUSION. El-Gammal² describes this:

"This confusion results in a continual worsening of the living conditions as well as the conditions of monuments. Deterioration is evident everywhere in Luxor region, its infrastructure, housing and last but not least, its precious monuments. Revenues from tourism are declining every year which is affecting the local as well as national economy".


The role of archaeology in the future of Luxor city needs no emphasis, but archaeology, enjoyable as it is, is not an end in itself. The goal is to piece together earlier experience, to create a picture of the Pharaonic, Greek, Roman and later towns, and above all understand what made them work. However, conditions created by the tourist industry on today’s international scale cause many pressures not only on the physical structures of heritage sites but also on the socio-economic fabric of the local society.

Major Problems
Luxor in general has been suffering from many physical and administrative problems. Moreover, improper activities of urban development and the tourism industry affect negatively significant historical environments and archaeological sites. Most problems result from recent development practices observed during several field visits to the city. These problems can be classified into three categories: physical, administrative, and socio-economic.

1. Physical Problems
The physical structure of Luxor projects a disordered and chaotic mental picture of the city. Complex memories, experiences, smells, hopes, crowds, shapes, colours, arrangements, places, buildings, sequences of events, the drama of life and death and the great Nile River together create such a mental picture of Luxor city.

The field survey indicates that the city has been suffering from several physical problems such as unlawful residential areas, slum districts, uncontrolled urban growth, endangered excavation areas, devalued urban areas, unsuitable land uses, confused routes.

---


2- A detailed description of Luxor problems as observed by the researcher and as viewed by Luxor residents, tourists, and officials will be found in chapter 6 and chapter 7.
and visual pollution. As a result many parts of the city have had to be demolished, replanned and reorganized.

2. Administrative Problems

In addition to these development problems, the city has been suffering from major administrative problems and bureaucracy resulting from confusion and lack of coordination among local, regional and national authorities such as: (a) The centralized Cairo authority as part of The Egyptian Republican system, (b) The regional influence of the Governorate of Quena over the City's institutions, and, (c) Local authorities involved in the actions of Luxor City Council.

Administrative confusion is at its worst in dealing with historical sites which are directly and indirectly the responsibility of several authorities such as (a) The Ministry of Local Administration, (the new order of May 1989 proclaimed Luxor as an independent city from Quena Governorate, with a Mayor having full authority\(^1\)), (b) The Egyptian Antiquities Organization (EAO) which is related to the Ministry of Culture, (c) The Ministry of Tourism, (d) The Ministry of Development, New Communities, Housing and Public Utilities, (e) The Environmental Protection Organization (EPO), (f) Foreigners archaeological teams, supervised by the EAO.

These organizations have generated many difficulties in the control and administration of the "Development-Heritage" projects of Luxor City.

3. Socio-economic Problems

The development of the tourist industry is of major economic importance not only to Luxor City, but also to the large Quena Region and to the national income of Egypt. Tourism has some positive economic impacts creating many job opportunities and income from related commercial and service activities and from foreign exchange.

---

\(^1\)- El-Ahram, "Republic Order of the Special System of Luxor City", 16/6/1989. (text in Arabic).
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However the proposed benefits from tourism have proved illusory. Social and cultural patterns have been disrupted. Consumption of scarce resources by tourists has disadvantaged local populations. While the quality of local identity and character has suffered, it is observed that most profits flowing from the tourism industry have been channelled out of Luxor and its region. Moreover, unplanned tourist-related activities increase the level of damage and destruction occurring to the very sensitive physical environments of the historically valuable city. Such environmental damage takes many forms such as generation of noise, rubbish, waste, visual and air pollution, etc¹.

Generally speaking, the people in Luxor city can be divided into two groups. (a) a limited number of those rich people who benefit from tourism and are willing to support tourist activities, and, (b) the majority of the poor residents who have seen tourists' whims catered for while their own needs are ignored. They have experienced all that can go wrong, all the mistakes that planners, if they exist, and tourists have made. Many of the residents have decided that foreign exchange, jobs, and the glimpse of a higher standard of living are not worth the cost of destroying the religious, cultural and social fabric of their society. Without residents participating in Luxor's future, no plan(s) will be reliable. This has been seen in the west bank of Luxor city. Although there are many restrictions for development, many failures have occurred in transferring people living on west bank archaeological sites. For instance, Hassan Fathy, in his famous experiment to build the New Gourna village, failed to transfer the target people. The main reason for this failure is because the residents have resisted the idea and refused to participate².

1.3 LUXOR: SOME SIGNIFICANT QUESTIONS

The major and most complicated problems of conservation-development projects are the expectations generated by the enthusiasm to save the archaeological sites and buildings


²- Fathy, Hassan, "Architecture for the Poor", The American University in Cairo press, 2nd edition, 1989. This experiment will be analyzed and reviewed in chapter 3.
and the reality which results in the inadequate use of these historical environments in times of few resources and thin budgets.

All the studies that have been prepared to develop Luxor city started with a basic goal to maintain the distinguished urban heritage and build a suitable environment for the excavated buildings (basically the Sphinx-lined avenues and the surrounding areas) by relocating the inhabitants on the west bank. The main problem lies in the fact that the places which are rich in heritage are over-settled with a large number of poor people. Therefore, the crisis is not a single phase process, but it involves environmental, social, cultural, political, financial, technical, administrative and many other issues.

In order to reach better understanding of the situation facing the development of Luxor, three major questions must be raised and answered before any planning activity:

a. How can the language of conservation be heard in an environment in which people are suffering from the lack of shelter and basic necessities?

b. How to get the Luxor tourist industry and other urban development activities to recognize their dependence upon the cultural heritage of monuments, tombs and ancient sites, the landscape of the River Nile, and its wider desert setting?

c. How to respect and complement this conserved heritage when commissioned to design new visitors’ facilities, new infrastructure of roads and services, and new hotels and other related buildings to accommodate modern tourists and urban activities conducted on and around heritage sites?

1.4 PLANNING AND PUBLIC PARTICIPATION

Planning is no longer ONLY a problem-solving process, but one which manipulates community resources and keeps future problems from occurring, or at least minimizes them. Planning is now considered to be a method that coordinates and integrates various and rather complicated organs of modern social life. Planning is a learning process, it should update itself from experience and should be a dynamic process. "It is a statement
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of goals, a list of desires, an expression of ambitions". El-Gammal\(^2\) summarized a long-term comprehensive plan as having to:

a. Identify goals that should be achieved to meet the future extrapolated trend in the city, taking into account the public and administrative input,

b. Identify the means by which these goals will be reached and the path of each and every means,

c. Allocate the resources to achieve these goals,

d. Direct and inform the public as well as officials of where the city aims to go,

e. State the method(s) by which official laymen should carry out their part in the policy and how their work will integrate with the goals set and with one another,

f. Take into consideration the existence of both public and private sectors in the economy,

g. Include the implementation process and its implications for the various sectors of the communities, and

h. Finally, outline the methods of evaluation that will be used to examine the results and time frame of this process.

i. Last but not least the plan should, set alternative paths and means for reaching the desired goals in case an adjustment should be made.

Thus, on the one hand if these points constitute the planning process it could be said that none of the steps have been realized in Luxor's past and recent plans. On the other hand, the majority of residents in Luxor may care less about planning and preserving their heritage than pilfering for personal gain. They may not even know that their monuments have value beyond considerations of immediate survival. However,


conservation and tourism should be the two main axes of Luxor’s future. The conflicts of urban conservation and tourist development of Luxor city will be resolved by a better understanding of the need to encourage more local participation and a better role for the private sector. This can be achieved only through public participation with a long term physical planning process which aims to cure illiteracy, increase awareness, provide adequate shelter, supply health facilities, create an efficient education, and enhance the social standards of Luxor residents. All these planning objectives should be part of the functions of the "Heritage-Tourism" projects. It is my belief that proper planning should be expected to change Luxor’s future while "keeping alive and healthy the goose which lays golden eggs".

Photograph(1-2)
Conservation and Tourism are the two main axes of Luxor's future.
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1.5 OBJECTIVES
The objective of this work aims to establish a conceptual framework of why and how public participation could help to achieve the following national and local goals:

(a) to develop the city of Luxor, physically and socially, to meet current and future needs of society at a local, regional and national level; and

(b) to manage the historical environments and the archaeological resources of the city so as to preserve and conserve Luxor’s heritage, allowing excavation works within the available techniques and funding, and at the same time increasing the national income by adequately utilising these historical environments to increase job opportunities, to revitalize the tradition of craftsmanship, and to activate the tourism industry in Luxor city.

1.6 HYPOTHESIS
Within the above mentioned objectives this research will test the following hypothesis:

1. Public participation is a possible way for planning, conserving, and shaping historical cities, especially in developing countries.

2. Public Participation will vary from passive participation such as giving advice, opinion and evaluation, to active participation involving time, effort and finance.

3. Public participation, to be effective, requires public time.

1.7 METHODOLOGY
To help achieve these apparently conflicting objectives, continuing field studies related to the development of physical and human resources of Luxor City have been and should be undertaken and reviewed. These should include studies of: the city’s urban heritage and fabric, socio-economic development, legislative and administrative systems, as well as tourism development. Such a review aims at updating knowledge about the city. Also it helps the researcher provide a framework of policies ensuring the most...
desirable and suitable physical and human development of urban and historical sites in a way which conserves and preserves the most outstanding archaeological resources.

The analysis and discussion of the stated objectives are organized and presented in three parts. Part one: Theoretical Studies: covers the concepts of public participation, public participation experiences (in this case by drawing on the Egyptian experience), and the main actions which will need to be considered for the future of Luxor.

Part two: Empirical Studies: the scope of this thesis is focused on Luxor city as a case study; First: by identifying the major problems and questions of Luxor's dilemma, Second: the field work; both documentary and field surveys were conducted in order to present the current condition of the city, and finally, some possible ideas, approaches and suggestions about public participation to deal with the situation.

1.8 SCOPE OF THE RESEARCH

To achieve the above mentioned objectives, the research will undertake the following:

1. Survey the available literature concerning the topic of public participation and its various parameters, i.e. scales, types, techniques and forms.

2. Study the existing situation of Luxor city internally and as part of the Egyptian nation as a whole, as well as a part of human civilization, with a clear understanding of the social, economic, political and technical aspects affecting the built environment of the city, and any suggested future plan of the city.

3. Survey the social and demographic characteristics of the residents of the city.

4. Investigate some strategies for Luxor within the perspective of public participation as a primary component of the planning process in the conservation and reshaping of Luxor city.

5. Draw conclusions depending on the previously mentioned stages and recommendations for future research.

---
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1.9 CONSTRAINTS AND LIMITATIONS OF THE RESEARCH
The study faced a major problem of funding. While in the end this has been resolved, as many organizations, foundations and individuals contributed to the financing of this work, real problems emerged at every stage and the researcher had to apply to many interested foundations for funding. Furthermore, the researcher had to balance the costs of the theoretical and practical aspects of this study.

Although many people gave moral support to the researcher to carry out this work, there were many other depressing factors. Among these constraints bureaucracy and the lack of information were the most significant. The researcher had to travel between Cairo, Assiut and Luxor to get authorization for obtaining information and doing the field work. The main problem is that Luxor was and still is getting to grips with the new administrative arrangements of being a city with a special order. This was not clear to any governmental institution in Cairo, or in Luxor, which created confusion when collecting data. In the absence of reliable existing data, field work and primary data have become the main source of information. There were many other difficulties in the administration of the residents questionnaire and interviews with officials of Luxor city. The methods adopted to collect data will be presented in Chapter 6.
1.10 STRUCTURE OF THE STUDY
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SECTION ONE: THEORETICAL STUDIES

In Chapter 2, the objective is to explore the wide interpretations of public participation and to examine both the limitations of participation and conditions under which it can best realize its potential. The chapter will examine public participation through an in-depth analysis of all the components of the participation process. Its nature, effects, parameters, concepts, theories, and the aspects that surround or have an effect on the participation process will be reviewed. This involves an examination of social, economic, technical, political and bureaucratic factors.

Chapter 3, is an examination of public participation in Egypt. It is confined to government projects which are affected by four main factors: social, economic, political, and technical. "Relocation of Nubians", "Between the Future and the Past" and "Nasriya Upgrading Project" are three experiences in public participation within Upper Egypt. Each of them parallels some of the issues of Luxor's dilemma.

Chapter 4, explores the different actions required for future planning. These actions include: conservation, development, tourism, environmental concerns and urban planning within its social determinant. The aim is to find a framework for integrating these conflicting actions in order to achieve sustainable future development.

SECTION TWO: EMPIRICAL STUDIES

Chapter 5, is a background study of Luxor, giving a definition of its physical reality, its history, urban components, heritage components, urban fabric and population.
Chapter 6, the field work, is to understand the city from the point of view of its residents’ values, behaviour and attitudes. This chapter will end with another definition of the city which is the social reality.

In Chapters 7, actions which have been identified in chapter 4, will be examined within the social, economic, political and technical realities of Luxor city. The chapter then will discuss two cases in Luxor where the actions (conservation, development, tourism, environment and the urban planning) interact with the integrated realities (social, economic, political and technical).

SECTION THREE: IMPLEMENTATION
The two previous parts, theoretical framework and empirical studies explain why public participation could help to achieve the objectives of this research. Chapter 8, investigates how public participation would be implemented in Luxor city.

In conclusion, Chapter 9 summarises the major issues highlighted in the three parts of the research and provides recommendations needed to be taken by authorities, experts, businessmen and citizens. Topics for future research work are also suggested.

Finally, the appendices provided at the end include the field work, pilot Questionnaire, final Questionnaire, Questionnaire results and some of the issues about Luxor mentioned in newspapers and magazines in the past eight years.
CHAPTER TWO

PERSPECTIVES OF PUBLIC PARTICIPATION
primarily in decision-making processes in industrialized societies. Neither is the association of public participation and development a new issue. It started to be officially recognized in the mid fifties when the United Nations defined the term 'community development' and considered participation of local communities as one of the main strengths of such development. Therefore, the concept of "participation" was not only a technical process or tool at that period but it actually existed as a social mechanism reflecting the natural political transition towards democratic systems.

Since the mid 1970's, public participation has become one of the key features of development planning. It has emerged from the wider conceptualization of development, both as an important condition for achieving sustained economic growth and social progress, and as a fundamental goal of development in its own right. According to this conceptualization, public participation is generally associated with the active involvement of the broad mass of the population, but especially disadvantaged groups, in the formulation, implementation and monitoring of policies, programmes and specific projects aimed at the attainment of clearly-defined objectives and targets of development.

Modern life is now described as a continuing condition of rapid change within turbulent environments. Seemingly intractable conditions of crime, pockets of poverty and inequality, unemployment, scarcity of resource, and elements of social change in the developed world are not dissimilar in severity from conditions of underdevelopment, poverty, political instability and absence of human rights among the unenfranchised of the world. Perhaps now the image of "spaceship earth" sharpens our understanding of the challenges we all face of the opportunity presented for mutual learning while engaged in the search for resolution of these challenges.

The need for public participation in the process of planning, shaping and developing our living environments is greater than it has ever been. Egypt, like many other developing countries, commissioned many studies by international organizations, as well as national
and local bodies, which concluded and recommended public participation to be the main route towards future socio-politico-economic development. Therefore, public participation becomes a requirement of most developmental projects financed by the USAID\(^1\) in Egypt for the present five year plan 1993-1998. Furthermore, The United Nations, within the "UNICEF" programme in Egypt, aimed to produce a mutual base to support approaches of public participation in all developmental projects on the national scale.

This dissertation examines public participation through an in-depth analysis of all the components of the participation process. Its nature, effects, parameters, concepts, theories, and the aspects that surround or have an effect on the participation process will be reviewed. This involves an examination of social, economic, technical, political and bureaucratic factors.

The objective of this chapter is to explore the wide interpretations of public participation and to examine both the limitations of participation and conditions under which it can best realize its potential.

\(^1\) The United States Agency for International Development (USAID) announced a new approach for providing financial and technical aid in developing nations. The main aim is to "directly improve the lives of the poorest of their people and their capacity to participate in the development of their countries". This includes an emphasis on priority projects such as: Human resources development, health and education, local government development, nutrition and family planning and so on.
2.2 DEFINITIONS OF PUBLIC PARTICIPATION

The concept of participation is subject to numerous definitions. A wide range of different arrangements may be adopted for making the concept operational within the context of the development process. Public participation was defined by the United Nations Conference on Human Settlements, held at Vancouver, Canada, in 1976, as one of the main issues in the development of human settlements:

"Public participation should be an indispensable element in human settlements, especially in planning strategies and their formulation, implementation and management. It should influence all levels of government in the decision-making process to further the political, social and economic growth of human settlements".¹

At the International conference on improving public management and performance, held in Washington in 1979, one of the discussion groups accepted the notion that to *manage a program is to make things happen through people*².

All the religions call for participation of whole communities to enhance life. In the Arab Islamic world, one finds many examples of communities that were developed through public participation under Islamic guidelines generated from "the Holy Quraan" and the "Hadith"³. The Yemeni city 'Sanna' is one of those examples which became famous because of its outstanding forms, special character, and appropriate environmental solutions, expressed in terms of religious and local culture through public participation⁴.


³- "Hadith" is the saying of the Prophet Mohammed (P.B.U.H), which is the second source of Islamic law after the "Quraan".

To succeed in the participation process, people must share common language, common values and general needs.

The nature and scope of public participation will vary with the culture and politics of the system, as well as with the local possibilities for it. Its definition by planners and policy makers will also reflect such variations, because the cultural background and social characteristics of those defining the concept will also play a part.

Public participation means different things to different people. The concept of public participation in the development process lends itself to a plethora of definitions and interpretations which reflect the variety of participatory practices and experiences in the real world situation today. This is not surprising since differences in cultural and socio-economic settings, stages of development and political structures and styles are bound to influence both the degree and the nature of public participation in the development process. Effective public participation development can be realised through a range of practices and institutional arrangements of both a formal and informal nature.

From the sociological point of view, public participation is an essential element in changing the world of social relationships. The concept is that all changes should be introduced with the fullest consent and participation of those lives that will be affected by the change. Arnstein¹, for instance, defines participation as:

"...the redistribution of power that enables the have-not citizens, presently excluded from the political and economic process, to be deliberately included in the future".

Involving people in developing programs is complex. Boyle\(^1\) identified participation as establishing congruence between target ends (purposes), and means to reach them (methods):

"Public participation means including citizens in the development process, connecting them to the process, or establishing situations that occupy their attention. It is a process that encourages the involvement of individuals in relation to groups and affects the persons involved to various degrees".

Clearly, participation allows opportunity for the people involved to define their basic needs as they perceive them and to express demands or priorities requisite to the satisfaction of those needs within a specific time dimension.

Therefore, the concept of public participation should also be defined in relation to the notion of self-reliance. Self-reliance also supports the requirement that the desire to participate should ideally be voluntary and originate from people themselves. From a practical point of view, this condition constitutes a safeguard against 'paternalistic' or 'authoritarian' forms of mass mobilization or participation which may well work against the interest of the majority\(^2\). The concept of self-reliance refers to a greater degree of independence by the public in their actions. Independence in public participation according to White\(^3\), takes various forms: self-reliance in ideas and initiatives (endogenous development), self-reliance in funding and control (autonomy), and self-reliance in materials and manpower (self-sufficiency). More discussion will follow later in this chapter.

---


Broadly speaking, public participation may range from the token involvement of people indirectly in the formal decision-making process to *autonomous* decision making by public organizations at the local level. It can include co-operation between decision makers and those affected by their actions, without any formal surrender of power to participants, although these may be allowed to modify decisions in order to retain their co-operation. In another form, participation can concede to participants a *share of formal power* varying from the right to impose temporary or permanent vetoes, to the right to joint or sole decision making. Furthermore, effective participation may be obtained by negotiation between power-holders and representative groups within society.

There is no single meaning of participation on which all, or even most, professionals agree. Definitions differ depending on the purposes of the activity which is to be undertaken. Each specialist defines participation with an eye to the specific purpose of his work, and because of this, each purpose has a special definition.

Public participation generally means any process by which the public take part in the shaping of the environment within which they live and work. Participation is the means of communicating between the residents and the community's elected officials, the decision-makers, specialists who build and form the built-environment, and all the many people who influence the life of citizens.\(^1\)

\(^1\) Halprin, Lawrence, *"Take Part"*, Lawrence Halprin & Associates, San Francisco, 1972.
2.3 THE ROLE OF PUBLIC PARTICIPATION

Christopher Alexander¹ spoke about the role and benefits of public involvement and participation in environmental interests, when he stated that:

"Participation is inherently good; it brings people together, involves them in their world; it creates feeling between people and the world around them, because it is a world which they have helped to make. The process of participation tends to create places which are better adapted to human functions than those created by centrally administered planning process. People need the chance to make active decisions about their environment. This is a fundamental human need. It is a need to create; and a need to control. Whenever people have the opportunity to change the environment around them, they do it, they enjoy it, and gain enormous satisfaction from what they have done. On the other hand, people need a chance to identify with the part of the environment in which they live and work; they want some sense of ownership, some sense of territory".

But, while there is a universal agreement about the important role of public participation in promoting economic development and social progress, there are some professionals who deny that role. Goldblatt², as an example, argued that it is not necessary and even undesirable for the public to participate in planning their environments, mainly because of the wide range of required expertise, and because participation may cause delays and may increase expense.

It is a common prejudice that the public are unable to participate, unless they are encouraged and taught how to do so. This prejudice presupposes a number of issues such as the lack of homogeneity in the community, the level of participation required and the site and nature of the scheme. These issues need to be examined and appraised. One of the major objectives of participation is to effect psychological changes in the


participants themselves that will better prepare them to participate in all changes that affect them and their environment.

The important role of public participation could be summarized as follows:

a. Public participation promotes integration. It is important that the participants understand their roles and the objectives of the projects and that they receive sufficient information on which to base their decisions. Public participation is a practical way of integrating local communities' interests and development goals.

b. Public participation increases performance and stimulates a greater acceptance of performance criteria. Participants become emotionally involved and gain feelings of pride and accomplishment from the projects and become committed to their goals and standards. In this context participants more readily accept final decisions, feel more responsibility for carrying them out, and exhibit less resistance to change.

c. Public participation helps deal with the significant problem of the lack of sensitivity and effective response to local community feelings, needs, problems, and views, which often characterize the relationship between planners and the public in developing countries. Public participation may require time for participants to learn how to handle their newly found responsibility and time for the project managers to learn how to trust the public. Participation can change the total atmosphere so that people share their concerns about the projects, allowing grievances to be aired and discussed openly.

d. Public participation brings higher and better-quality output. Participants often make suggestions for both the quality and quantity of improvement. Although not all the ideas might be useful, there are many of value that can produce genuine long-term improvements.

e. Public participation increases the amount and the accuracy of information that project managers have about work practices and the environmental contingencies associated with them.

---


f. Finally, public participation allows a more economical operation by permitting a greater use of local human resources, eliminating expensive support services required by outside consultants.

However, although public participation has an excellent potential for building teamwork, it is a difficult practice and can fail if poorly applied.

2.4 DIFFICULTIES OF PARTICIPATION

"Some say that participatory processes take too long, that people do not know what they really want even if asked, and even when they do know, they are not properly equipped to get it. Others say that given the chance, people will do silly things, and if they do not, they have neither the time, the commitment, nor the capability to be involved in decisions that can be very costly if they are wrong ones. Yet others hold that these participatory processes increase the burden of management on already overburdened administrators. They are often an excuse for professional incompetence. Participatory planning and design, they charge, is a measure imposed by poverty; most people do not want to get involved unless they have to"¹.

Most plans and projects, especially in developing countries, are formalistic documents of "project-by-project" approach with several varied projects related neither to the national development plan nor to each other. The plans are often totally ignored by the agencies responsible for implementing them. Governments and policy-makers take the projects as their own creation, but, in addition to that, they predetermine every move and decision². Furthermore, most of the technical ministries do not have personnel who are qualified to identify, evaluate, and implement projects.


Many professionals believe that they are trained to plan for the public, and that participation is impossible or has to be restricted to some forms of consultation\(^1\). They underestimate the benefit which could be gained from the "ignorant" and "illiterate" people involved in decision-making.

Professionals and administrators often treat the ignorant and illiterate poor in an authoritarian manner, and make this attitude clear to people. The real reason for limiting or discarding participation in many cases is the unwillingness of professionals to share their decision-making power with ordinary people\(^2\).

However, another important reason why participatory planning is seldom practised, even when the political will is there, is the lack of knowledge of how to do it. Participation will create chaos, because in planning and design, people don't know what they are doing. There are four major obstacles to genuine public participation\(^3\):

a. The dominance of one group over others
Securing prestige or wealth for a few prominent members of a local community, by over-representing the interests of the more powerful. Participants invariably differ in their respective positions of power.

b. Lack of interest of potential participants
It is often very difficult for the poorest of the local residents to understand why they should participate since this approach usually fails to give them any immediate (financial) rewards.

c. Lack of sufficient time
Real participation requires an"educational campaign" which is a time-consuming procedure that often threatens to extend the deadlines set by both donors and national governments to start and complete projects. The time factor is also one

---

\(^1\) Consultation means involving the public to some degree in decision-making concerning the activity which is proposed.


of the objections to the idea of participation. Sometimes participants of a long term project will not gain its fruits, therefore, there is no reason why they should bother themselves with participation.

d. Restrictions generated by present structures and systems
A major obstacle to applying public participation is the conflict it might create with national authorities. Public participation represents a threat to central government who often view negatively any trends towards decentralization. Public participation is viewed as something that can trigger awareness and contribute to a loss of political control over the poor rural communities. An additional conflict, in certain cases, may be that any increased involvement of local community residents in development projects may hurt the vested local interests of those who dominate the existing local structures.

Finally, there should be a language and shared principles in the community to avoid chaos in the built environment. This will be discussed later.

### 2.5 PARAMETERS OF PUBLIC PARTICIPATION

Since the concept of participation is broad, several assumptions should be made more distinct in order to understand the purposes and methods of participation in development programs. There are four parameters which can be distinguished in the analysis of the participation process:

a. Scales of Public Participation;

b. Types of Public Participation;

c. Kinds of Participants;

d. Ways and Forms of Public Participation

---

A. Scales of Public Participation
Mainly, there are four scales of action: International (UN, UNICEF, UNESCO...), that is the participation on the scale of one World; National, central government action; Regional, governorates and counties; and finally, the local scale, municipalities and community organizations. Clearly different scales of action can be combined in one strategy.

Scale is very important when considering any participatory activity, since the difference of scale should result in different types of participation, different kinds of organizations, and different mixes of skills, where each level of action offers various opportunities for participation.

Despite the fact that Luxor is an important issue Internationally, Nationally, and Regionally, where the heritage and tourism planning play a major role, this research is concerned with local scale issues and what possible opportunities for participation to enhance these significant environments. As mentioned before, in chapter one, most of the problems in Luxor happen as a result of the confusion between the different parties of the city. Participatory projects at local scale will vary according to the level of the interest in the project. For example, there will be projects on the national scale carried out locally that are related to such issues as: housing, literacy, birth control, conservation, providing basic needs and so on. In general, Luxor is divided between two groups of interests, one is the administrative interests (or policy interests) and the other is public interests. Both groups of interests have different priorities and different techniques for implementation. The parameters for scale are size, cost and duration of the project. As projects get larger, public participation becomes clumsy and if the projects are too large, participation is killed. People will take part only if they feel responsible for their own environment, and they feel responsible only if they are encouraged to identify the parts of the environment which belong to them. When the public are organized or organize themselves for participation in any project, three kinds
of situations can be distinguished which directly and indirectly affect the scale of the project:

a. There is no appropriate organization within the community to deal with the project. (The fact that an organization does not exist may be an indication of the heterogeneity or instability of the community).

b. There is one organization which covers either the entire population or a part of it. The question is how to be sure that the organization is representative of the entire population.

c. There are two or more organizations, each covering some portion of the population: complementary, overlapping or competing. A choice will have to be made of which organization or organizations can be involved in the project, unless the organizations can be persuaded to join hands).

A consideration of scale in any participation process raises the following issues:

a. Different people may be interested in participation at different scales.

b. Scale may influence the feasibility and cost-benefits of participation.

c. The effects of participation may be different at different scales.

d. Scale may affect the opportunities to participate, i.e. as the scale gets larger, the ability for individuals to participate becomes impractical, and it is then only practical for a local representative to participate on behalf of the whole community.

e. Scale also affects the possibilities of communication between the participants.

Thus, for the purposes of this research, different scales will be chosen for the different disciplines involved in the dilemmas facing Luxor.

---


B. Types of Public Participation

Type of participation relates to the phase in the project's life cycle i.e. decision-making and programming; design and planning; implementing and constructing; maintaining; and finally evaluating and feedback. With each of the above mentioned stages, different levels of participation are possible. For example, participation at the decision-making stage may have different levels, from full participation, to choice between alternative decisions, to expressions of opinion, and to no participation. Each type of participation may have different levels within each type.

1. Participation at the Decision-making and Programming Stage

The early stages are important for any project. Participation at this stage will relate to many of the decisions and choices that influence the success or failure of the project. Participation in decision-making and programming increases the possibility that the final results will fit public needs. Innovative programmes and decisions need a favourable public response, political will, technical competence and financial resources. The right combination of these ingredients is difficult to obtain.

The decision-making dialogue usually takes the form of contacts with local authorities and formal leaders, extended by one or more general meetings. Special arrangements may however be necessary to ensure that the interests of weaker socio-economic categories are sufficiently represented. The degree of participation varies from public information and acceptance to consultation, joint decisions, to decisions that are exclusively made by the public.¹

Three basic modes of participation in decision-making and programming can be distinguished and each mode has a range of variants. The first mode of participation is one in which the participants have no formal voice in planning and decision-making (the

only decision is to accept or reject the offer). The second mode of participation is one in which there is an advisory role for participants in the decision-making process (the people are consulted about plans, but the authorities take the decisions). This also could vary. In the first case, the main decisions have been taken, and consultation only means extending information. In the second case, the planners prepare the plans together with the community. This requires considerable time and energy, but the advantage is that, when the final decision is made, the proposal will be the work of the community and planners together. Finally, the third mode of participation (which can occur in combination with the second one) is one in which there is representation of the participants on the decision-making body.

Again the scale of the project will influence the way the public participates in decisions and programmes. The concept of a representative ‘development council’ at the local/community level is one which can be explored in order to ensure that the decisions taken by the council reflect the diverse interests of the local population. Representation might have to be based on legally fixed quotas for different socio-economic groups. Where the style of government is characterized by distinct hierarchial social/class structures, legitimate representation may be based on the need to ensure adequate participation of underprivileged groups in decision making, e.g. by allocating a number of seats on the council to disadvantaged minorities and the poorest social groups and classes. In Egypt, an adequate representation of the poor and ‘medium-poor’ peasants in the decision-making bodies of production co-operatives is guaranteed by reserving half (50%) of the seats on the Republic Congress and administrative committee and on the control commission for these low-income groups (peasants’ and labourers representatives).

Finally, it is important to note that "organization" is not the same as "participation". In the case of large populations, a multi-tier organization, with delegation of powers, becomes a necessity. On behalf of the population, representatives (elected or natural leaders) negotiate with professionals and authorities, theoretically at least, in close
consultation with the population. It is difficult to ensure, however, that the population is kept well informed by these representatives and that the representatives express the opinions and defend the interests of the population, and do not merely present their own views¹. The input from the public by any means in the decision-making and programming stage is of great value, and if it is not obtained, the objectives of the later stages of design, planning and implementation may not be achieved.

2. Participation in the Design and Planning Stage

The design and planning stage is an aspect of the decision-making process, where the participants are involved in the detailed physical planning of their particular area and not in the general planning of the whole city. Alexander² suggests that participants of any project should themselves prepare their designs through a selection of people who form a core group, and design decisions are made step by step. He states the principle of participation at any design and planning stage which can be modified as:

"All decisions about what to build or plan, and how to do it, will be in the hands of the public. ..., there shall be a public planning/design team for every proposed project; any group of the public may initiate a project or part of it, and only those projects initiated by the public shall be considered for funding; the planning staff shall give the members of the planning/design teams whatever patterns, diagnosis and additional help they need for their design, the time that public need to do a project, shall be treated as a legitimate and essential part of their activities; the planning/design team shall complete their schematic designs before any architect or planner begins to play a major role".

There is a lack of systematic formulation of participation in actual design and planning of environments, and there is a range of levels of public participation at the


planning/design stage in the project cycle. Wandersman\(^1\) mentions ranges of public intervention in the planning/design process from full control, to choice of plans, to no participation. Wegge\(^2\), from the other hand, insisted that planning/design teams should manage the process. He then classifies two means of participation by the public in the planning/design stage: indirect, by responding positively to project surveys, and direct by expressing ideas and interests. He states opportunities for community members to participate in the general project design to include:

a. Promoting among themselves the notion of improvement to encourage discussion of needs;

b. Meeting with authorities and groups of citizens to explain programmes and gather feedback;

c. Organizing a community development committee;

d. "Walking through" communities to gather information on the location of roads and footpaths, community facilities, public service delivery points.

Members of the community can also participate in the design of specific parts of the project, such as houses, community buildings, open spaces and shopping areas. This type of participation can be facilitated by the skilful use of scale models, drawings, competitions, posters, "comic books" and video tapes. Furthermore, this can only be reliable in small projects, but as they become bigger, the possibility of self planning decreases and becomes more difficult and impractical. Citizens may only give advice and express opinions and attitudes to the designer/planner team based on their backgrounds, traditions and daily activities to help produce a good and desirable


environment for them, or choose among alternatives prepared by the designer/planning team.

3. Participation at the Implementation Stage

The role of the public which is the real meaning of participation for many architects and planners is the self-help action by participants at implementation. There are three opportunities related to participation at the implementation stage:

a. Construction or improvement of buildings, particularly houses;

b. Construction of infrastructure; and

c. Extension of services.

Participation in project implementation can take the form of individual self-help, mutual self-help or participation through hiring of labour, and could be seen as an ongoing activity at three levels:

a. Individual basis, in completing housing construction and improving it.

b. Group basis, in the housing construction process and upgrading of the housing environment.

c. Community basis, in undertaking the unskilled aspects of the contractor's work or in constructing additional community facilities.

Projects with self-help construction components have been faced with some problems. First, families do not always have the appropriate technical skills or the manpower to build their own environment. The second problem of self-help construction is of a financial nature. The advocates of self-help construction assume that most urban poor are unemployed or underemployed and, therefore, have ample time to participate in the project. In fact, employment of low-income groups is characterized by long working hours and unstable and irregular jobs. Consequently, low-income families cannot find

---


2. The questionnaire which will be presented in the field work, chapter 6, will examine the citizen at the three levels mentioned.
the time to construct their own houses. However, to encourage participation in implementation, a kind of management must be prepared by project officials, whether from a government agency or the community, to demonstrate patience, administrative understanding, and respect for the community in order to create an atmosphere of "working together".

4. Participation in the Financing Stage

Since poor families are the majority of the community, financial arrangements should be kept as simple and as flexible as possible. It should be easy to adapt to the wishes, needs, and resources of the people they are intended for.

The participants are generally not in a position to pay the costs of the project from their own resources. Therefore, the projects usually provide loans to the beneficiaries. The interest rate is usually related to, but lower than, the interest rate currently prevailing in the country. Normally, loans have to be paid in monthly instalments over a period of time (10-30 years) depending on the project and the loan offered.

"The recovery of the loan from beneficiaries through monthly instalments is often the most difficult part in the execution of a project. Two issues should be distinguished with regard to cost recovery: the willingness of the beneficiaries to pay; and the method by which the payments are collected"\(^1\).

Participation in implementation and maintenance positively affects the financing stage in two ways\(^2\):

a. Immediate Saving. In certain operations it is simply cheaper to train the citizens and provide them with the tools than to rely on existing trades. In implementation there are many minor jobs that must be done, and in subsequent


maintenance, most are minor. Major tasks are sensibly delegated to professionals. The know-how and judgment to enable the citizen to decide when to call the specialist, whether to trust his word, and what to do himself, must be developed.

b. Long-Range Consequences. Even when a future citizen's participation in a given task cannot be justified within the initial cost, his participation is beneficial when seen as "education". In the long run, the citizen copes with countless recurring situations that professional maintenance or management services cannot handle at a reasonable cost.

The major financing problem emerges when a project deals with high densities, as maximum densities do not develop quickly, but over a period of time which could be extended to 10 years. The key to cost control lies in maintaining the planned schedules. That again, requires an organization of the community which can stimulate participants and bring them into the planning/design phase. In addition, to avoid costly delays, project components should be divided into two categories; those for which decisions can be delayed, and those for which decisions cannot be delayed.

5. Participation in the Use and Maintenance Stage
The participation of the public in the operation and maintenance of the project is of utmost importance. In many cases the operation and maintenance of new facilities by agency personnel is the weakest link in the program sequence, thereby threatening the work done by all other sections.

The public can make a real contribution in this stage, by providing volunteers for training as local operators or caretakers, by paying for operation, maintenance, repairs, replacement and extension, by taking responsibility for the inspection, by reporting problem and through social control as individuals and groups1.

---

6. Participation in the Evaluation Stage

The original function of evaluation is to record what has been done with the money and efforts invested. With so many alarming reports on breakdown and acceptance problems, there is a growing interest for evaluating the effectiveness and impact of completed projects. Wegge described evaluation in the participation stage as¹:

"Evaluation offers an opportunity to evaluate the effectiveness of participation. Managers should be aware that the level of participation is rarely consistent in all phases of the project, but that participation varies. Evaluation can help determine whether the level of observed participation is due to success in meeting people’s needs or is due to less desirable reasons, such as lack of a voice in project control, lack of organization, or lack of incentives".

C. Kinds of Participants

The use of the term public is not clear and specific. It is used in a variety of social and political situations. Each definition fits a specific condition. In this study, "public" means the community and its residents, with a high degree of face-to-face contact and some shared values, common problems, and common substances. The kind of participant within the public is an essential determinant for the success or failure of any participation activity, since individuals or groups of people always have some shared characteristics as well as differences. Generally, there are many groups that might be involved in the planning, design, and use of the environment e.g the residents, the experts, the governmental agencies, local leaders, voluntary bodies, educational institutes and all the members of the public. Residents will form the main group of participants largely because it is difficult to specify other groups even though most are citizens in the environment or the city.

It would be misleading to think of residents as a "homogeneous group", as these have a diverse set of interests and a variety of roles and statuses. We can distinguish between different kinds of participants according to socio-economic characteristics (e.g. local residents, leaders, government staff and socio-economic categories based on sex, income, length of residence etc). Wandersman\(^1\) identified categories of individual difference that may exist between people and groups, as follows:

a. Personality variables: Including educational status, cultural background and lifestyle.

b. Demographic variables: such as age, sex, race and socio-economic status.

c. Environmental preferences: Concerns the degree to which a person cares about or is sensitive to a particular environment.

d. Effectiveness factors: Perceived expertise and relevant prior experience may affect willingness to participate and the results of this participation.

It is obvious to say that the desire of individuals to participate will vary from one individual to another. Some people like to participate while others would be glad not to have the burdens and the responsibilities of participation. Even for the people who would like to participate, they would vary in the stage and level of participation they prefer, and in the type of areas in which they like to participate.

Local leadership participants

Good leadership is regarded as essential for promoting the public participation process at the grass-root level, for two obvious reasons. First, in view of the decision-makers by direct interaction with local population, local administrators are better informed about the range and variety of local problems which can impinge on development efforts and, hence, local leaders are better suited than 'outsiders' to provide appropriate solutions to local problems. In this regard, local leaders can contribute immensely to the successful implementation of local development programs and projects. Second, again in view of

their familiarity with the local scene and conditions, local leaders tend to be more sensitive to the socio-economic, cultural and traditional complexities of the society, and as a result adopt policies and methods which take full account of the socio-economic framework within which they are intended to operate. An outsider, on the contrary, might easily overlook or not be aware of apparently minor but important local details which can have grave consequences for local-level development.

D. Ways and Forms of Public Participation

It is obvious that the objective of the project will affect the process of participation, such as: Housing, literacy and so on. Before we analyze different types of participation, three arguments are employed to advocate the use of participation in any project:

a. Participation is an end in itself. People have the right to participate in the execution of projects which profoundly affect their lives.

b. Participation is a means to improve project results. If people participate by contributing their ingenuity, skills and other untapped resources, more people can benefit, implementation is facilitated, and outcome is more responsive to the needs and priorities of the participants.

c. Participation is a self-generating activity which stimulates people to seek participation in other spheres of life. Participation builds up a self-reliant and cooperative spirit in communities; it is a learning process whereby people become capable of identifying and dealing actively with their problems.

As it was indicated before, there are different scales, types and kinds of participation and participants. There are also many ways and forms of public participation in developing the public's own environment or improving their living conditions. Where participation


does occur, it may take very different forms, ranging between the genuinely effective or merely symbolic. Participation may be direct or through the mediation of others; it may be obtained through formal institutions or through informal processes of action and discussion. It can be unfettered or regulated, but political and administrative constraints vary over time. Which combination of these forms will be more amenable to community development strategies depends upon the prevailing economic, social and political structures and the resultant distribution of power and resources within the society in a given context.

These ways and forms of public participation have been classified and identified according to White separately. They are categorized into groups of activities which appear to be similar in their essential social features. In this categorization, the first five items are forms of participation in which the role of the external development agency remains dominant. In the last five, the role of the external development agency is more limited, and the initiative is in the hands of the public.

1. Consultation
2. Financial Contribution by the Public
3. Self-Help Projects by Groups of Participants
4. Self-Help Projects Involving the Whole Public
5. Public Specialized Workers
6. Mass Action
7. Collective Commitment to Behaviour Change
8. Endogenous Development
9. Autonomous Community Projects
10. Approaches to Self-Sufficiency

---


1. Consultation
The basic means of giving the community some voice, involving it in decision-making. Main rationale: to ensure that the project or the programme introduced by the development agency is adapted to meet the needs of the community members, and to avoid difficulties in implementation. This kind of communication involves some degree of negotiation. There are two levels of consultation: the first level is the consultation with community representatives or leaders only, and the second level is consultation with all sectors of the public.

2. A Financial Contribution by the Public
It means cash collections made by and within the community, generally prior to, or at, the time of implementation of a project, usually as a contribution to capital construction. The financial contribution could be made in many ways such as: payments as fees for services provided by the development agency, contribution through voluntary collection and collection through local taxes.

3. Self-Help Projects by Groups of Participants
In these projects a specific group of local inhabitants contribute their labour, and perhaps other inputs, to its implementation, while there is also the assistance of an external development agency.

4. Self-Help Projects Involving the Whole Public
Projects in which every family in the community is expected to make a contribution (usually in labour), while there is also an input from an external development agency.

5. Public Specialised Workers
This form of public participation is achieved through training and appointment of one or a few of the members of the public to perform specialised tasks. Training and technical supervision are carried out by an external development agency, but some form of public authority is usually exercised over the specialized workers.

6. Mass Action
This form of public participation can be achieved by the collective work of the population in the absence of a major input from external development agencies. Often such actions are directed at environmental improvements.

7. Collective Commitment to Behaviour Change
This form of public participation is performed when the public makes a collective decision to change customs or personal habits. In this case collective social pressure is exercised for the realization of such change. To achieve this form of public participation, it is necessary to identify the customary behaviour needed to be changed. While changes of behaviour could occur in other ways, public participation is involved when an explicit decision is collectively taken.
8. Endogenous Development
This form of public participation is obtained in cases where there is an internal generation of ideas by the public for the improvement of living conditions. The concept of this form of public participation is that the people themselves decide what they want, as they are in the best position to know what new development is needed. The members of the public may, however, have access to external development agencies to help with the implementation of, or indeed press for, such help. On the other hand, where this is simply pressure for services to be provided, it hardly qualifies for the term "public participation", though in a wider sense this is an example of political participation.

9. Autonomous Community Projects
Public participation in this form is found in projects that are manage and resource from within the community. This includes the hiring of any outside expertise or professional staff. Such projects are therefore under the control of the public. "Self-reliance" is often used in this connection.

10. Approaches to Self-Sufficiency
This form of public participation could be achieved through projects in which the objective is to satisfy local needs as far as possible by using local materials and man-power directly, and not by depending on goods and services from outside, or by buying them after collecting funds. "Self-reliance" is also sometimes understood in these terms.

The above ways and forms could be adjusted according to local conditions and the socio-economic characteristics of the public. The validity of each of these ways and forms could also be examined within the national policies of public participation.
2.6 PUBLIC PARTICIPATION AND ADMINISTRATIVE SYSTEMS

Above all, participation is critically dependent upon the attitude of governments: dependent for legal sanction and enforcement, for political tolerance or encouragement, for access to resources of land, capital, information and skill. Whilst national governments are outside the purview of this study, it has to be recognized that the political and cultural environment of many countries in the Third World, as well as Egypt, is not very conducive to effective public participation. Indeed, there is a trend away from unrestricted large-scale public involvement towards "de-politicisation" and "de-participation" on the part of many Third World regimes. Autocratic rulers, military Juntas and radical "guided democracies" alike, seek to set limits to the amount of public involvement in decision-making. Furthermore, governmental rulers may also wish to determine what kind of participation can be practised.

Low levels of education and technical skills, combined with traditions of subservience to authority, may compound the indifference of rulers to power-sharing. Such concerns and practices may produce symbolic or low levels of participation, designed to legitimise a regime and maintain national stability rather than improve the conditions of the public.

Even the least sympathetic regimes may accept, or even encourage, some form of participation for reasons not related to the real needs or satisfaction of the public, such as to undermine a political opposition or to provide a safety valve for political ambitions at a local level. Other governments may have a deeper and more lasting interest in participation, stemming from ideology or from what they see as the imperatives of economic and social development. Yet public participation may conflict with the goals of economic and social development, when these are sought exclusively or mainly through growth of large, formal sector operations such as the tourism industry, heritage exploration or plantation agriculture.

---

Nevertheless, there are indications that where governments are disappointed with results of centralized planning and large-scale, capital-intensive investment, and where they are pessimistic about access to resources in an age of world recession, interest in participation may be less ephemeral and opportunist, and more genuinely experimental.

To understand the governmental issues more fully, it is necessary to understand how different theories and concepts of political systems reflect at the local scale and which will directly affect any participatory exercise. Garcia-Zamor\(^1\) identified two basic kinds of delivery systems:

"a 'push' system and a 'pull' system. By the 'push' system the deliverer of the product or service triggers the delivery; in the 'pull' system the recipients of the goods or services seek out and trigger the delivery. The 'push' system requires less effort on the part of the beneficiaries and more effort on the part of the program deliverer, since the deliverer must seek out the people to whom to give the service or product. The 'pull' system implies that the beneficiaries must seek out service or product and do whatever is necessary (travel, complete forms, etc.) to receive the product, hence they have manifest interest in it".

However, the central issue here, which will generate very different immediate ends in the participation process are the ways and means of administrative systems. Two opposite sets of ways and means were indicated by Turner\(^2\);

* Heteronomous\(^3\) are ways and means of centrally administrated systems, (other-determined and centralization), and,

* Autonomous; ways and means of self-governing, local systems, (self-determined and decentralization).

---


3. Heteronomy: subjection to the rule of another being or power, subjection to external law.
Participation requires a "bottom up" approach as the ideal approach to development. Moreover, decentralization of decision-making powers is generally regarded as a major prerequisite for fulfilling the objective of public participation in the development process. Given the differences that may exist between regions within a country, in terms of socio-economic and cultural characteristics, it becomes extremely difficult to plan and direct a variety of local development programs from the centre, particularly where some of these might relate to essentially local problems. Hence, a centrally designed policy package is unlikely to be strictly relevant to specific local problems, and, even where this may be so, it is less likely to be implemented efficiently without the active involvement of local people or their representatives. This implies that power and authority should be decentralized to local decision-making bodies. It is important for such bodies to have a say in what is going on in their localities, since decisions taken at the local level are generally more likely to be in accordance with local interests and priorities and, hence, more readily acceptable.

Despite the fact that in developing countries, the bulk of the population does not understand the process of public administration and economic development, local people may be in a better position to perceive the needs of their environment than the planning specialist who is operating in the capital. The latter's global plan encompasses many variables that are not manageable at the local level. People at the local level need guidance of technocrats to develop large-scale projects that could have a significant impact on development.

Governments can play an important supporting role, for example in the vetting of self-help schemes for feasibility, the provision of supplementary resources and technical and
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managerial expertise, the supervision of the actions of local bodies and leaders to ensure integrity and full access for non-elite and less articulate groups. Similarly, and perhaps most important, governments can play a leading role in the provision of increased levels of general education (literacy and numeracy) as well as training in the aims, procedures and operations of participatory planning with the aims of increasing public access to information and knowledge which is so crucial to the promotion and sustaining of public participation.1

In many cases, investment choices critical to the satisfaction of needs may be heavily dependent upon the preferences of external donors and multinational enterprises, rather than local institutions, which may conflict with the self-reliance of some groups. Public participation is encouraged by foreign donors and international lending agencies in the hope that grass-roots participation in the projects that they finance will increase their success.2 International agencies also can seek to incorporate elements of participation in the running of projects which they finance. They can reinforce participatory institutions with resources where they exhibit promising signs of life. Finally, they can continue the process of education by disseminating experience of participation through training programs, research activities, seminars, conferences, and so on.

The real problem with external support by participatory institutions is that it can be dangerous if it arouses government suspicion. There is a tendency for donors to support promising institutions too liberally. The effect is to expand the scope of their activities rapidly, outpacing the growth of their capacity for effective self-management.


2.7 PUBLIC PARTICIPATION AND DEVELOPMENT

A new trend of development strategy based on social science concepts and methodology, rather than the traditional strategy of development based on economic criteria, centralized plans and centre-to-field (top-down) approaches, is to incorporate human-oriented concerns, transactive planning and field-with-centre collaborative action into development strategies. *People-centred* is the phrase used by social scientists which in combination with social action, produces the concept of *Social learning*. People-centred agencies dedicated to planning *with* people rather than *for* people. It is widely agreed that planning and participation are effective means of obtaining social development goals. There are three sources for this new development strategy¹.

a. The implementation gap

Many nations, especially in the third word, have failed to achieve their development objectives, both in individual projects and national goals. Development planners are increasingly aware that development objectives are thwarted by serious and continuing failure in the implementation process.

The lack of coordination among international, national and sub-national agencies, rigid bureaucracy, absence of trained personnel, inflexibility of organizational forms, unstable and shifting political support and absence of sustainability in projects are some of the difficulties described as the implementation gap.

b. Social learning theory

People-centred development is a combination of social science and action, to improve the linkage between the development agency and the client. These are labelled as "the learning process", "engaged planning", or "transactive planning".

Social learning is based on an expanded understanding of social knowledge, which differs from objective knowledge used so successfully in understanding the physical environment.

"Social reality is different from physical reality. Social reality is deeply embedded in customs, traditions, and beliefs of human beings in social communities, is not fixed or unchanging as allegedly are physical phenomena, and is dependent on value and action commitments of individuals who make up societies".

Social learning alters the traditional role of the researcher-planner-manager and the traditional role of the agents for change. The researcher is no longer a neutral observer of distant facts, but is an active contributor to the formulation of new social knowledge. The planner no longer designs only with scientific data and professional expertise but collaborates actively with clients in the formulation of human-scale plans. The manager no longer acts neutrally to deliver units of services defined from above but actively negotiates human-defined service units acceptable both to clients and to central representatives of the larger political unit.

c. Social development

Definitions of development have been changed from inadequate original concepts of development couched in primarily economic terms (GNP and per capita growth), resulting in maldistribution of basic resources and industrial output, to be refined to focus attention on the poorest majorities, on unequal distribution within successfully growing nations, and on basic needs in specific functional areas such as health, housing, education, agriculture, and rural development.

During this period of change, attention was directed toward the participation of the public in development programs. One step further was taken by adding a human value to the definition of basic needs. This added component is a sense of self-worth and a personal capacity for actively participating in life's important decisions. Social development becomes the liberation of human beings and communities from passive reception toward a developed, active citizenry capable of participating in choices about community issues.

This new understanding leads us to change many of our ordinary approaches to deal with development projects. The concept of Social Learning is the most critical issue in this study. It is different in kind to all the other criteria that have been used regularly which can be accommodated in a "top-down" approach. Social learning can't be used because "it is deeply embedded in customs, traditions, and beliefs of human beings in social communities," and as we find, social realities are created and can be changed. Furthermore, social realities are influenced by any and all research innovations. The researcher or developer therefore is not neutral in relation to the research or project objective as in the standard physical analysis and scientific design. Two new
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2- See page 50, b. Social learning theory.
intervention strategies have been utilized by agents concerned in changing and redefining developmental actions and participation projects. Community empowerment and the reorienting of development bureaucracies are two such strategies\(^1\).

**a. Community empowerment**

Limited success in achieving participation has been obtained through direct intervention in poor communities by using community organized and community developed strategies. Empowering people is the process of simultaneously linking active participation of local people and the political and administrative structures of those communities. "Give a man a fish and he eats today; teach a man to fish and he can eat every day".

**b. Reorienting bureaucracies**

Little attention, and consequently little progress, is evident in perfecting the linkages between empowered communities and existing government structures. The people-centred development strategist is challenged both to help empower development communities and simultaneously to work at reorienting governmental bureaucracies toward more effective linkages with client communities. The former may indeed not be possible without the latter.

We usually use the term *bureaucracy* to describe an idealized form of modern organization. Bureaucracy is identified by Crozier\(^2\) in three ways:

"a. government by appointed staff organized hierarchically and dependent on sovereign authority;

b. rationalization of collective activities with attendant concentration of production according to impersonal rules, and;

c. the common usage evoking slowness, routine, complexity, and frustration".

Bureaucracy is described as effective when operating in a stable and relatively unchanging environment where required procedures can be made routine, control over personnel and service delivery units can be maintained, both activity and the end product can be standardized. A centralized or *top-down* command and planning function. The
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conditions of "underdevelopment", however, might be described as different rather than backward. Poverty, high birth rates, low life expectancy, illiteracy and alienation, are examples of these conditions and can be defined as characteristic of unstable or turbulent environments in which bureaucracies are not effective. Changing or reorienting bureaucracies in these situations may therefore be a more effective strategy for achieving development. From the so-called developed side, they tend to "blame the victim" by assuming that the deficiency is theirs, that instability, ignorance and resistance to change are faults of theirs, and that the change required for "progress" is solely theirs to make. But at the same time, political leaders or decision-makers are struggling to achieve and maintain their political control, and are unlikely to welcome sharing power or reorienting bureaucracy. It is possible to draw a conclusion that it is difficult for formal systems to promote and sustain effective public participation in development projects.

The issue of decentralization is one that readily evokes the idea of a 'power struggle' between the centre and the periphery, and also one that is sometimes viewed with suspicion by central and higher level authorities. Under what circumstances and to what extent will the central government introduce genuine decentralization of planning and tolerate the establishment of effective participatory institutions and organizations which are intended to redistribute power and resources to the weaker and disadvantaged groups or communities in society?\(^1\)

However, it has been found that the decentralization of planning responsibilities to a local level by itself is not a sufficient condition to guarantee effective public participation in the development process. This needs to be complemented by the existence of committed and capable leadership by public organizations at the grass-roots level to ensure the effective mobilization and efficient use of local resources for development purposes.

The need for self-reliance in local-level development is also found to be complementary to the promotion of public participation. The adoption of more self-reliant attitude in matters of development at the local level contributes to the creation of confidence among people in their own ability to take action in defence of their interests. However, the relationship between self-reliance and public participation is often misunderstood.

2.8 PARTICIPATORY INSTITUTIONS OR INTERMEDIATE ORGANIZATIONS
Experience has shown that mechanisms need to be developed, through which communities can participate actively with government institutions, so that human resources are mobilized fully and channelled into the most effective endeavours. These mechanisms include training in skills, activities, and organization which enable community involvement in the participation process to become a starting point for changing the future of their urban environment. Turner stated the importance of involving the local people in the system as:

"The vital difference between organizations which use people and organizations which are used by people raises crucial issues at the policy level. If local decisions are made by central bodies, those decisions are bound to implement more or less standardized programs and projects for particular social groups in particular places and at particular times. But if local decisions are made by local people, those decisions must be ordered and supported by institutionalized services which must be open to all, in all places and at all time, within the normative framework of those institutions."1

Even in communities where people are somewhat apathetic or where local control is denied by the authorities, formal and informal groups usually exist. Often, such groups have selected themselves and have common social bonds. In new communities, forming organizations can be difficult because people do not know one another. Getting residents to actively participate in community actions is difficult: many people prefer to let someone else do the work. Participation can be encouraged by providing opportunities
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PERSPECTIVES OF PARTICIPATION

for collaborative work and direct contact, by community festivals and competitions, and by publications and placards.

The fundamental question remains of whether or not community and formal institutions within the administrative and political structure are appropriate and sufficient for ensuring public participation in the different project processes.

To ensure that they have every opportunity to succeed, it is important to define their function in operating between the community members and the governmental authorities.

The main tasks of these organizations is to facilitate public participation by providing the initial stimulus for organization and by helping the people to articulate their needs and aspirations into meaningful action programs. The intermediate organization can also provide the necessary access to social, technical and financial resources. This could be done after defining the role and responsibilities of both community members and local authorities in the project's life cycle.

The challenge for a development planner, therefore, is reorienting the behaviour of both administrative personnel in central government agencies and local people and their own organizations, toward collaborative planning with rather than planning for the public.

One approach for this reorienting behaviour is the functional approach to social change. This approach is named the Institutional Building Model. The basic premise of this model is that change is introduced primarily through formal organizations. Boyle stated the role of such an institution as:
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"In the Institutional Building Model, the change agents are identified as the leadership, with professional and political attributes, that facilitate the change process. Their basic tasks are to define problems, values, objectives, and operating styles of the organization; translate problems and needs into programs through policies and action measures; mobilize and develop human and physical resources; combine these resources into structures of authority, communication, and effective actions that enable the organization to carry out its programs".

Participatory institutions can also make an important contribution within co-operative actions. This is through their potential for promoting and ensuring public participation in the development process, in the following ways:

a. Defining needs: A successful co-operative movement can effectively influence national planning decisions while each participatory member can determine local decisions;

b. Mobilisation of resources: Productivity and output can be enhanced by improving inputs and outlets production.

c. Distribution of benefits: Members can obtain a share of profits previously taken by middlemen; and

d. Satisfaction: Effective participation and economic success can generate high levels of satisfaction and self-confidence.

This study is focused mainly on participation as practised at the local level, through public organizations and related institutions, that are to a large extent controlled by the people themselves. The intermediate organization could be formed as:

a. Governmental agency, e.g. department of the city council

b. An academic organization.

c. Non-governmental, voluntary, organizations (NGOs)

d. Government-private sector co-operation.
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The staff of the intermediate organization have to include multidisciplinary staffs, architects, planners, sociologists, ..., and other technical experts working together in one team.

2.9 PUBLIC PARTICIPATION AND SHARING OF INFORMATION

The acceptance of the concept of participation is a step towards sharing power. In order to share power, the participants must first share information. An effective information system offers appropriate, up-to-date, and useful information to all interested parties. Participation in the sharing of information depends on the authentic motivation to do so. The information should be sufficient to describe a given situation and should enable the participants to plan actions to deal with the situation. The information, upon which participation can proceed, should be acceptable and reliable. In the model of information-gathering and information-sharing, participants are involved in discussing the issues, collecting the information, analyzing the data, making recommendations and implementing them. In any participation project there is a need for action, but action without correct information can be misleading or harmful. Efficiency in solving problems depends on the quality of information. Therefore, information should be of practical use to all participants.

2.9.1 Communication

Participation cannot be imposed by administrative devices, by well-meaning declarations of intent or seminars recommending it. Its success depends on a clear appreciation of its aims and its process. Those promoting participation should make every effort to create the right climate of understanding, which should be sincere and humane. It can be achieved through programs of actions, which bring together all parties so that formal and informal channels of communications are opened among and between them.
However, there are two of the main approaches for information in any participation project:

a. Using promoters who approach the community personally;
This method is also known as "lodging". The promoters create regular contacts with all members of the public to promote trust within the community before initiating the participation project. It happens usually by setting up an office on the project site. This approach may be combined with field research to prepare a first diagnosis of the situation. It is difficult to find and train the "lodgers" and lodging is also time-consuming.

b. Relying on the existing leadership;
Communication between authorities and community is channelled through existing leaders. It is the leaders who inform the public of the objectives, resources and methodology of the project. They also provide the official requirements of the implementing agency.

Furthermore, participatory exercises should not be undertaken in conditions of crisis. There should be a will to learn and collaborate with others. It is fully accepted that there should be continuous two-way communication. The best way of providing this two-way flow is through public participation in the process of education. This is easier to accept for information to the community, than for information about the community. Public participation in the collection of information will depend on the sophistication of the methods and techniques chosen, and the capabilities of the members of the public. There is a number of before-after studies on socio-economic aspects of any project program, using observation, questioning (both in formal census and informal interview), and measurements and records. The following paragraphs outline the requirements for information exchange:
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Observation

Some information can be collected through *direct* observation. *Indirect* observation can also be used to collect information about community. Sometimes an investigator from outside the locality may live for a period in the community to collect information. By participating in the daily life on the site, he can gain an insight into less accessible information.

*a. The Indirect Observation Methods*

Members of the community can easily be involved in any participation project by responding positively to project surveys. This is an indirect mode of participation and in many instances surveys concentrate only on economic and superficial social data. Well-planned surveys, however, can provide vital data against which individual opinions can be reconciled. They also offer an opportunity for collaborative efforts between planners and community member to design, carry out and interpret the data\(^1\). It is a simple method to gain information, where some records of past behaviour are used to explain the present pattern and predict that of the future. It is easy, economic and does not disrupt the public and is reliable since it reflects what the people actually do, rather than what they say they do. The weaknesses of this method appears when the data may be difficult to extract, the choices sometimes depend on other factors than those of site characteristics, so, the degree of reliability of data, collected for future behaviour predictions, is questionable. Information is usually collected from resources such as
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archives, content analysis\(^1\), traces and literature survey. Literature surveys and archives are of great help, especially at the earlier stages of the participation process.

\textit{b. The Direct Observation Methods}

The direct observational techniques refer to the recording of what people actually do in the environment. Sound and speech also can be recorded if needed. Some of the limitations are that recording the inner feelings, images, attitudes and values are not possible to record, but this technique is very useful for designers and planners in their work. Observation does not require conversation, it is economical in the terms of money, but expensive in the terms of time.

\textbf{Questionnaire and Interview}

Direct communication methods are the main source of information when it is needed to know how people feel, understand and value their environment. Like all other methods, direct communication techniques have some difficulties: it is hard to externalize feelings, images, and experiences, so it is helpful to use a combination of methods and cross-checking would improve reliability. Environment, time and scale of the work might influence the survey results. Fragence\(^2\) comments that each survey presents its own problems and difficulties, but a common sequence may be discerned:

1. Determination of the purposes of the study, the hypothesis to be investigated.
2. Literature search.
3. Assessment of suitable research methods.
4. Pilot study.
5. Refinement and sample definition.
6. Data collection.

\footnote{\textsuperscript{1} The content analysis of newspapers, radio, T.V, guidebooks, political speeches; advertisements, provide useful information and impressions: all these sources reflect opinions about the current ways of life and its desirable and undesirable settings. Even if they reflect limited and narrow ideas, they are useful as indicators of group attitude.}

\footnote{\textsuperscript{2} Fragence, Michael, "Citizen Participation in Planning", Pergamon Press, 1977, pp. 282-285.}
7. Data processing.
8. Data analysis.
9. Assembly of the results/relationships to the hypothesis.
10. Writing up the results, relating to the other research, interpretation, etc.

There are many techniques of direct communication, the most usual are the questionnaire and the interview.

\[\textit{a. The Interview}\]

The Interview is a conversation with a purpose, to obtain information about a person’s beliefs, opinions, feelings and attitudes as well as personality characteristics. There are different types of interview such as structured interview, unstructured interview, and depth interview. It is better to start the interview with the more general and more interesting questions. A respondent’s characteristics such as race, sex, and social class can affect the interview.

Among the limitation of the interview technique are that what people say is not always what they do, and sometimes they are confused between what they want and what they actually need.

\[\textit{b. The Questionnaire}\]

A questionnaire is a series of written questions on a topic about which the participants written opinions are sought: It is an instrument for measurement and for correlations of particular kinds of data. It can be considered as a written interview, while the interview is an oral questionnaire.

The most difficult aspect of a questionnaire is the construction and interpretation of the results. The questionnaire design can be closed or open-ended questions, and a combination of both is recommended.
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The questionnaire is limited in use with the young, the very old, or uninterested respondents. But generally, the questionnaire is useful for identifying attitudes than for predicting behaviour and needs special care in wording the questions to avoid misleading answers.

Public Self-Survey
A more ambitious method for the collection of information, which is at the same time an educational tool, is the public self-survey. With the collaboration of the intermediate organizations, or participatory institutions, a group or groups within the public draw up a series of questions. An answer to these questions is sought by various methods, such as household and other interviews, observation and the study of records. Information can, thus, be collected by members of the public on facilities, behaviour, beliefs and attitudes.

2.9.2 Public Awareness
To debate successfully, all parties need to be aware of the issues involved. Public awareness is a necessity for a common language between experts and the public participants. In addition, people need opportunities to see their situations in a new light and to discover that some problems they can solve themselves. Awareness meetings have to be organized by the participatory institution to include all members of the public. This is part of solving a wider problem where a lack of formal education is equated with lack of intelligence. Thus the main task of awareness meetings is to agree with the participants what the issues are, the options available for addressing them and their financial and other responsibilities, with the aim of ensuring their active support and cooperation. Brainstorming, as a model of generating discussions and creating thoughts without any limits, is one aspect of participation that awakens public awareness.
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and directs community behaviour towards people solving their own problems. Public awareness can be done through many modes of communication with members of the public in small groups, such as:

- Personal contacts with members of the public or with groups.
- Public meetings and public hearings for the whole community.
- Education courses for the project participants.
- Seminars with public leaders.
- Mass Media, Television and Radio programs.
- Newspapers, posters, slides and film shows.

To generate public awareness, public meetings are essential. But the traditional way of setting them up with a fixed agenda, a platform and rows of chairs, is to set a stage for conflict. This conflict happens because the public have many different interests and few people get a chance to have a say within the limits of a fixed agenda.

2.9.3 The Mass Media

A lack of basic knowledge is one of the barriers to public participation practice. Mass communication media are very suitable for the dissemination of information on a large scale, for they can reach many people in a short time at relatively low costs.

The usefulness of the major mass media has, however, been overrated. They may contribute to a widening "knowledge gap": between high and low socio-economic status
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groups, because the latter will have less access to newspapers and radio than the former, and will understand less of their messages\(^1\).

The effectiveness of the mass media is not only affected by the socio-economic level of the target groups. It is also necessary to find the right medium for each target group and each message. Radio for example, could be more suitable for reaching women at home in the morning, while audio-visual media, such as films and TV programs could be superior in reaching the whole family in the evenings.

2.10 TRAINING

In a seminar on "Training for improving low-income settlements" by the United Nations on 1978, the establishment of reference offices or "Resource Centres" was proposed. These "Resources centres" act both as training institutions and as providers of technical assistance for participation. They provide advice to the public about responsibilities of the government and access to other necessary information. Training is a process which transfers selected and accumulated knowledge, practices, and skills, from one group of people to another. This underlines the assumption that the trainer knows what to teach and is capable of determining the content, methodology and setting of the training.

The major objectives of training programs for the promotion of public participation are:

a. To achieve an overall improvement of material and environmental conditions,

b. To bring about changes in social and administrative attitudes, and,

c. To initiate changes in the power structure, by teaching how to redistribute resources.

The training must start at the level of the individual. Individuals should be helped to understand their own values, perceptions, duties, roles, strengths and weaknesses. They

should then be trained to work with other individuals and groups. They should also acquire skills in the collection, verification, usage and communication of essential information. The individual's sensitivity and perception in human relations must be sharpened.

Training for participation includes training for both the urban poor and the urban authorities. To determine the kinds of training needed, it is worthwhile to examine the ways in which people participate in the housing process. Since housing is complex, the kinds of participation that occur are often complex, even when participation is directed at an apparently simple goal.

"As far as programmes in participation are concerned, it is recommended that trainers and trainees should collaborate with each other in devising such programmes and in taking decisions acceptable to both sides. There can not, and should not, be any fixed blueprints for training people in promoting public participation. To set rigid guidelines on this subject is to encourage undemocratic and non-participating practices. Training should be conducted through carefully planned action, involving the professionals who have full-time responsibility for the project, as well as those who have other duties to perform but are capable of helping the project if they were acquainted with its aims, methods and objectives. The members of the public should also be involved, including the policy-makers, the local leaders, the activists, the sympathizers and the critics"\(^1\).

However, it can hardly be worthwhile to teach a single mode of participation, such as building skills, to all people involved in a development scheme, as it is not an objective of the project to turn the entire population of a settlement into construction workers (and later repeat this exercise in each new scheme). The cost of training the participants and of supervising their work may well exceed the value of their contribution. Besides, certain categories of people (e.g., widows and aged persons) may be unable to contribute any labour.
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2.11 SUMMARY OF THE CHAPTER

a. Public participation is any process by which the public plays a role in the development of its environment. The process not only provides the physical development but also the means by which individuals collaborate within the culture of the community and participate in its social, economic, and political affairs. Public participation is often a fashionable concept, the meaning of which is thought to be obvious. It is either used as too general a catchword or, in a very narrow sense, referring only to the contribution of labour or of cash. In this instance, it is necessary to make a clear distinction between the meaning of public participation and self-help. In this dissertation, we have considered self-help as a phase of the participation process. Public participation means the involvement of the whole community with representatives of all modern and traditional groupings and local government staff in the planning, designing, implementing, financing, maintaining and evaluating of local and government-directed projects. While self-help is different, it is only in the autonomous identification of needs, local level mobilization of resources and local implementation.

b. Participation is not a new field since it has been founded on religious as well as traditional behaviour inherited from generation to generation. Participation is considered as the redistribution of power that enables the have-not citizens, presently excluded from the political and economic process, to be included in planning for the future. It can also be defined according to the notion of self-reliance. The concept of self-reliance infers a greater degree of independence by the public in their actions and, therefore, to participate should be voluntary and should originate from people themselves. The adoption of a more self-reliant attitude in matters of development at the local level contributes to the creation of confidence among people in their own ability to take action in defence of their interests. Broadly speaking, public participation may range from the token involvement of people indirectly in the formal decision-making process to autonomous decision making by public organizations at the local level.
c. Above all, participation is critically dependent upon the attitude of governments: low levels of education and technical skills, combined with traditions of subservience to authority, may compound the indifference of rulers to power-sharing. Participation requires a "bottom up" approach to development. Moreover, decentralization of decision-making powers is generally regarded as a major prerequisite for fulfilling the objective of public participation in the development process. The challenge for a development planner, therefore, is reorienting the behaviour of both administrative personnel in central government agencies and local people and their own organizations, toward collaborative planning with rather than planning for the public.

d. Social learning is based on an expanded understanding of social knowledge, which differs from objective knowledge used so successfully in understanding the physical environment.

"Social reality is different from physical reality. Social reality is deeply embedded in customs, traditions, and beliefs of human beings in social communities, is not fixed or unchanging as allegedly are physical phenomena, and is dependent on value and action commitments of individuals who make up societies.

Social realities are influenced by any and all research innovations. The developer therefore is not neutral in relation to the project objective as in the standard physical analysis and scientific design. Community empowerment and the reorienting of development bureaucracies are two intervention strategies used in changing and redefining developmental actions and participation projects. Public participation in development improves implementation rates, develops social learning and increases social development.

e. Intermediate organizations are well placed to articulate local perceptions and priorities by defining needs, mobilising resources and distributing benefits. But in practice, lack of information, sectional self-interest, lack of resources or restricted powers may prevent them from fully appreciating the needs of deprived groups.
f. Participation is a step towards sharing power. In order to share power, the participants must first share information. Therefore, information should be of practical use to all participants. This could be achieved if the public is aware of all the issues. This awareness can be achieved within personal contacts with the community, public meetings, education, seminars, mass media and newspapers, posters, slides and film shows.

g. Training is a process which transfers selected and accumulated knowledge, practices, and skills, from one group of people to another. This includes communication skills, environmental improvements, improvements in social, administrative and professional attitudes and how to redistribute resources.

The chapter covered the different concepts of participation, definitions, roles, difficulties, and parameters in development. It was shown that different objectives lead to different forms of participation. Public participation will increase integration, improve performance, improve the quality of data and output and increase efficiency. Difficulties of public participation are the danger of dominant groups, lack of interest, lack of time and restrictions of political systems. There are many participation parameters such as scale, types and forms of participation and kinds of participants. Fig. (2-1) illustrates these interactive parameters.
### Parameters of Public Participation

#### Figure 2 (2-1) Parameters of Public Participation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scale</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Kind</th>
<th>Form</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>International</td>
<td>Decision making and Programming</td>
<td>Local Residents</td>
<td>Consultation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>National Government</td>
<td>Design and Plan</td>
<td>Traditional Leaders</td>
<td>Public financial contribution.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Local Government</td>
<td>Finance</td>
<td>Consultants</td>
<td>Total self-help.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>City Council, Community Organisation, Local Leaders, People</td>
<td>Use and Maintain</td>
<td></td>
<td>Specialised self-help.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Evaluate</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- **Self Help**: Infrastructural Extension of Services

**Local**
- Control by External Agency
- Balance of Power

**Residents**
- Mass action. Commitment to change.

**Traditional Leaders**
- Endogenous development.

**Government Staff**
- Autonomous development.

**Consultants**
- Self-sufficiency.
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The Egyptian experience

3.1 INTRODUCTION

"When taking an example from Egypt, we have of course to remember that the Egyptians possess the oldest bureaucracy in the World, and that anyone who has ever worked in Cairo knows all-too-well what the problems of that bureaucracy involve". (HEINRICH SCHOOF)

The previous chapter covered in detail the different dimensions and activities of public participation. This chapter will review some examples of the Egyptian experience. It is the intention to present full examples of public participation within the Egyptian context, due to their relevance to Luxor's, rather than presenting a world-wide range of experiences. Moreover, most of these examples are from Upper Egypt, in order to present similar characteristics to those of Luxor. Differences in social, economic, political and technical aspects will be taken into consideration between each experiment. Luxor is an issue of historical conservation affected by relocation and housing problems, a range of problems created by illiteracy and lack of awareness as well as a need to upgrade basic social needs. The case studies will vary in their inclusion of these topics, but will give useful insights into the vital role of public participation in the development process, and, in particular, the important contribution that broad-based participation can give to the decision-making and future planning of Luxor city.

3.2 BACKGROUND

The history of Egyptian civilization gives a picture of participation in different areas. The participation of the family in daily activities was an important part of their lifestyle. Each member of the family would be familiar with a certain type of activity and
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families would cooperate in developing their own environment. There were many types of participatory activity in Egyptian history. However, stone-built buildings and monuments are the only visible indication of this participation. Mud from the surrounding earth was available to build living environments and this was done through sharing experiences in decision-making in such areas as location, design, construction and maintenance. Most of this past experience is now the tradition for Egyptian people living in rural areas at the present time. Man’s experience as a builder of his habitat is popularly described by modern architects as ‘architecture without architects’.

When Islam came to Egypt, public participation developed in different forms derived from Islamic values. It is very important to make connections between Tradition, Islamic Values, and Contemporary social life in Egypt.

Basim Hakim, in his book on Islamic Cities, investigates the role of Islamic principles and values in Architecture and Planning in Arab-Islamic cities. In his work, he describes the uniform legislative guidelines and the almost identical socio-cultural framework created by Islam. In addition to this he describes the similarity of climatic conditions and construction techniques within most of the Islamic world. Public participation and the rights of both individual and community are set down in the rules of Islam for building the urban environment and maintaining it. There are four major sources of law and guidelines:

"The Qur’an, the Sunna (the divinely inspired behaviour of the Prophet Mohammed), the Ijma’ (the consensus of the entire Muslim community), and Qiyas or Ijtihad (the use of human reason in the elaboration of law).

Hakim described the role of these guidelines in the shaping of the built environment as

---

follows:\textsuperscript{1}:

"... this mechanism was very responsive to the particular conditions occurring at the neighbourhood scale, and in effect functioned as a guide for participation and decision-making in matters of building, particularly among proximate neighbours."

The following are some of the principles and behavioral guidelines which were used in housing and in building the environment that give an idea of the meaning of both participation and privacy in the Islamic context. These are:

**HARM**
The essence is that one should exercise one's full rights providing the decision/action will not generate harm to others.

**INTERDEPENDENCE**
This principle reinforces our contemporary knowledge of the science of ecology and values emanating from it. A framework based on this principle is crucial for generating building 'solutions' to special requirements of the built-form prevalent in Islamic cities.

**PRIVACY**
In physical terms, it refers to personal clothing and the private domain of the home. It also refers to the privacy of communication. The privacy of others must be respected and invasion is prohibited, such as through visual corridors into the private domain of others.

**RIGHTS OF ORIGINAL (or earlier) USAGE**
Ownership patterns across time create rights of earlier ownership or usage, in effect granting certain rights to older and established situations.

**RIGHTS OF BUILDING HIGHER WITHIN ONE'S AIR SPACE, EVEN IF IT EXCLUDES AIR AND SUN FROM OTHERS**
This allows the owner of a property, or a building, to maximize its utilization for personal benefit by allowing, for example, the extension of the structure within the property's vertical air space. This is allowed even if the extension harms a neighbour by the exclusion of air and sun, and is the only exception to the principle of harm. This allowance was waived when there was evidence that the intent to build higher would harm a specific neighbour.

RESPECT FOR THE PROPERTY OF OTHERS
The ownership and integrity of a property (land, building or any other item) must be respected, and no action is allowed which will depress its value or usefulness or create nuisance to its owner.

PRE-EMPTION
Pre-emption is the right of a neighbour or partner to purchase an adjacent property or structure when offered for sale by another neighbour or partner. The Prophet prescribed the application of pre-emption primarily on physical indivisible items. The intent is to protect the neighbour or partner from the potential harm or inconvenience of a stranger becoming a joint owner of an indivisible property, such as a party wall or garden.

SEVEN CUBITS AS THE MINIMUM WIDTH OF PUBLIC THOROUGHFARES
The basis for this width is to allow two fully loaded camels to pass. The cubit ranges from 46 to 50 cm. The width, therefore, ranged from 3.23 to 3.50 m. The minimum vertical height of a public through street is also 7 cubits. This corresponds to the maximum vertical height of a camel with the highest load. Therefore a through public street should have a minimum dimension of 3.23 to 3.50 m horizontally and vertically.

ANY PUBLIC THOROUGHFARE SHOULD NOT BE OBSTRUCTED
(by temporary or permanent obstructions).

EXCESS OF WATER SHOULD NOT BE BARRED FROM OTHERS
The Prophet prescribed that people must share water, and that owners should give to others any surplus for drinking or irrigation. This principle resulted in the familiar public water fountain in the streets of Islamic cities.

THE RIGHT OF USE OF THE EXTERIOR FINA (outside space) BELONGS TO THE OWNER OF THE HOUSE OR BUILDING WHICH ABUTS IT

SOURCES OF UNPLEASANT SMELL, AND USES THAT GENERATE NOISE SHOULD NOT BE LOCATED ADJACENT TO OR NEAR MOSQUES
This principle influenced the layout and distribution of products in the Suq or market, which was typically built surrounding the major city mosque.

It should be noted that the principle of HARM was one of the most frequently quoted and used in building matters. Its roots are in the Prophet’s saying; which is interpreted in the Fiqh as:

'No person or party to be harmed for another to benefit'. "La dharar wa la dhirar" : No infringement, whether profitable or not.
The Dharar is the act of one who wrongs someone else with no profit to himself, and The Dhirar is the act of one who wrongs someone else for his own profit. HARM can be classified in two general categories:

1. harm which should be avoided and/or prevented at all costs.
2. harm which is unavoidable and allowable.

Hassan Fathy, and other architects who followed his approach, tried to revive the Islamic values of cooperation, public participation and self-reliance, in order not only to build suitable houses for the peasants by using environmental materials, techniques and manpower, but also to express the Islamic values inherited by the Egyptian people.

Tradition, based on social habit developed through generations, is able to solve different problems but over a long time scale, each generation playing a part in making positive progress towards a solution. This is how tradition has a creative role to play by respecting and building on the work of earlier generations. When tradition has solved its problem and ceased developing, we may say that a cycle has been completed. Tradition among the Egyptian peasants is the only safeguard of their culture. They cannot discriminate between unfamiliar styles, and if they run off the rails of tradition they will inevitably meet disaster.

Nowadays, there is a conflict between man and his environment. It is becoming more difficult to find harmony between man, nature and the built environment. This conflict can be seen in the common morphology of the urban fabric of most Egyptian cities and villages. Where there is a necessity to construct new buildings in old areas or to relocate the residents in new expansion areas, we see a conflict between the tradition essence of the urban fabric and new standards of modern forms. Thus, conflict creates a dichotomy which forces a gap between concept and implementation, and results in an alien built form. This is often a mere expression of an individual architect’s taste, regardless of the social and cultural principles which might have been expressed in the master plan.

Studies of squatter settlements in Egypt have shown how dynamic the process of
improving housing can be, even when the poor are not assisted by government. Recognition of this fact has led to greater efforts by governments to provide public services to a greater number of people while relying on them to create shelter. This strategy, which includes slum upgrading and site-and-services projects, requires a level of participation by the poor which was perviously discouraged. The most common type of participation sought is the contribution of labour.

3.3 FACTORS AFFECTING PUBLIC PARTICIPATION IN EGYPT

Egypt, like many other developing countries, has been undergoing a continuous transformation from a predominantly rural, village-based society to a largely urban one, whose economic base is industry and services. It is expected that by the year 2000, about 55 percent of Egyptians will live in cities. Provision of facilities and housing for this rapidly urbanising population have come to constitute what the government refers to as the "development problem".

Over the last 40 years, the Egyptian government has applied almost the full range of "solutions" that have been formulated locally or internationally towards the alleviation of this "development problem".

It is significant that in Egypt one finds, side by side, policies that were formulated to address social and economic conditions of widely different periods, regardless of whether or not those same conditions still apply today. Indeed, it is arguable that the present muddled nature of development and housing in Egypt is largely due to the accumulation of those polices. The policies of the country have changed according to the preferences of the leaders over the past 40 years as well as by external influences.


The administration of President Nasser (1952-1970), which perceived itself to be socialist, saw the provision of public services and low-income housing as a primary responsibility of the government. Transforming the country from Agricultural base to Industrial force was one of the main aims. Massive programs of development were set in motion. It is important to note that at the beginning of this period (1952-1964), Egypt had no public or foreign debt, there was no role for the public in any decision-making process, and all decisions were taken centrally. By the late 1960s, Egypt started experiencing political and financial crisis, most notably the 1967 war, which caused serious dislocations in the Egyptian economy. Major industries were destroyed, and the Suez Canal, a primary source of foreign exchange, was closed. In the post-war period, the Egyptian economy became increasingly defence-oriented. Investments and development programs in services and public housing were cancelled. Scarcity of resources led to restrictions on development, housing, construction industry and allocation of building materials.

After the 1973 War, the Egyptian economy underwent dramatic changes. President Sadat's market-oriented economic policies, "the open door", attracted an unprecedented flow of capital into the country. Two of the primary sources were Egyptian workers' earnings from the Gulf countries, and financial assistance in the form of loans and grants from international agencies.

The efforts of International aid agencies in Egypt tended to be poorly co-ordinated, the result being an overabundance of reports and few demonstration projects. More important, however, was the rapid development of actions financed by workers' pay, mentioned previously, both in formal and informal sectors.

From 1981, the Country has neither a socialist system nor an open-door policy. The philosophy has changed, President Mubarak supports investments from both public and private sectors. The role of international agencies and practitioners has been re-evaluated. Terms with much promise, like 'Privatization' 'Decentralization' and 'Public
'Participation' are the main topics for development and housing in today's agenda. These will be achieved only through a sensitive analysis of the social, political and economic characteristics of Egypt on a project-by-project basis.

This research is concerned with public participation in Egypt and is confined to government projects which are affected by four main factors: social, economic, political, and technical. Each of these are related and are difficult to separate. Public participation may be a political issue beside being a technical and managerial process. In Egypt, the reality is that the political factor is the dominant one in this respect. Public participation is a democratic phenomenon.

1. The Political Situation

Before the Egyptian Revolution (1952), there were different political parties and a kind of democracy. This democracy allowed some experiments in public participation, such as Hassan Fathy's for rehousing the people of Gourna. But since the revolution, there has been no organized public participation due to the political environment of a single political party. Any action should get the permission of the central government. Furthermore, any organization or committee without permission can be considered as in opposition to the government. Of course, there were many projects to provide housing, literacy, and land-reclamation, which were directed to the poor people. The form of participation was a type of participation of labour. (There were also informal efforts by individual members of the public to build their own houses. Most of these efforts were illegal as they were built without building-licenses on land owned by the government).

In recent years, the Egyptian Government has begun to accept the importance of public participation in projects. This has happened because many of the foreign donors and international organizations insisted on the involvement of more people in the projects that they finance. A Public Development Authority is a special authority established for this reason. Another authority was established to implement joint projects with USAID.
and to apply a form of public participation in housing projects, upgrading programs and site-and-services projects. The recent five years program 1993-98 for projects financed by USAID is entitled "Public Participation and Development". This requires a change in the administrative system to simplify the necessary steps to achieve any work of this nature. This is a formal recognition of public participation by the government.

However, it is equally important to study the positive side of squatter and informal housing, which proves that community participation is possible in living environments. The question now is how to organize this participation as an official activity and to encourage the public to take part in it. The problem again is a political one, and is a managerial issue with economic and social implications. Finally, Egypt seems to have a life of its own. Each policy, including international agencies' projects, involves commitment of state resources, and each supports certain interest groups who are deeply dependent upon them and have a vital interest in perpetuating the policies.

2. The Social Situation
Cities of Egypt are facing high rates of immigrants from rural areas mainly searching for jobs. These rural immigrants carry their social and cultural values with them to the new urban centres. Once a group is settled in an area it attracts others. These groups changed socially in their new areas, their strong bonds became less. Many examples could be mentioned, but this is the case of the Luxor people in Karnak and Gourna, and the case of the Nasriya District in Aswan. The rural communities were absorbed into the urban pattern of life with less social cohesion and more individuality. The areas they created became a type of squat, which became semiurban or semirural. An atmosphere of distrust between these communities and the administrative officials was created, especially because most of the new areas were informal squats where the people built their own shelters without legal permission on lands without any type of service and community facilities. It is, therefore, an important issue to remove this environment of mistrust environment, to create an understanding between these communities and local authorities in order to enable them to participate in future development programs.
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These squatters should be seen positively as there is already a kind of participation inside these communities, with sharing of problems and inventing solutions and that the role of the authorities and the professionals is to direct this potential into the right channels for development.

3. The Economic Situation

One of the important factors affecting public participation in Egypt, especially for these squatters, is that most are low-income groups working in government production and services. The individual is part of the whole, and his efforts are part of a complicated economic system. This economic system influences the daily life of the people and the patterns of their working time, place and environments. The individual in Egypt is bound to the monetary system more than to the self-production. Therefore, there is a limited time for the people to organize themselves or to participate in affecting their own environment or in building their own housing projects. If there is any free time available, they will search for extra jobs to increase their incomes and to improve their living conditions. The re-organization of the economic foundation for low-income groups becomes an important factor in applying any form of public participation in development projects.

4. The Technical Situation

Lastly, there is the issue of the need to achieve end results versus the requirement to plan adequately. Between systems for implementing more quickly, and methods of managing development more effectively. The need for speed in development and production is unquestionable politically and socially. Politicians’ control of power is often short-lived, so they seek the fruits of their policies quickly and visibly, often irrespective of the resources which may be consumed. Most professionals working in urban development and housing have such governments as their principal clients, and are therefore bound, despite good intentions, to serve their needs.

Arguments about technology start with the assumption that the key to increased production is standardisation, an ideal both revered and grossly misunderstood. Production, it is argued, has to be streamlined if numbers are to be increased and costs reduced. This is valid when applied to mass production of commodities such as pipes, nails, and so on. But this machine approach, when applied to urban development and houses as units of production, has had devastating social and economic results.

One approach argues that if productivity is to be increased, people involved in production should be decreased. The other approach argues that, while these packages are politically attractive, they are never affordable. The process that is initially argued as being fast, cheap and large in scale, becomes in the long-run slow and expensive and with little significant impact on what is perceived as a necessary development and housing shortage.

Photograph (3-1)

The mass production process that hypothetically should be fast, cheap and large in scale, in reality became slow and expensive.
3.4 CONTEMPORARY EXERCISES

In Egypt, informal public participation could be seen in many of the changes done in governmental housing projects built in the 1960s. It was noticed that the community members made some transformation in their houses because of their increased income and family size. Manshiet Nasser, Ain Al-Sira, Bab Al-Sha’rya and many others are examples of five storey walk-up units, planned in monotonous rows, with two-rooms and three-rooms, built with bricks and concrete blocks. The changes and improvements done in these units need the cooperation and approval of its members. These members found their way of participation by identifying their own problem, finding alternative solutions for it, making their final decision and doing whatever they want according to their needs and abilities.

Photograph(3-2)

The extensions of the housing blocks reflect the actual needs and the cooperation action of the community.
In the beginning of the 1980s, very few of recent projects attempted to incorporate public participation. "Al-Hekr housing project", Hay Al-Salam, Ismailia¹, may be considered to be a pilot project seeking to incorporate people at the earlier stages. The project is a large one since it was planned to have about 3527 building plots on 226 hectares of land, with about 37,000 residents. The project includes two categories of development: an upgrading area, and a new settlement. A multi-method approach was utilized, using the following techniques:

a. review of archives and existing information.

b. selective meetings with agencies and people who have a special understanding of the target population.

c. public meetings used to obtain an impression of housing problems, needs, and reactions to the outline proposals.

d. scanning surveys using systematic and simple questionnaires that were easy to be answered in the field and easy to be tabulated and analyzed.

e. case studies with a small number of households using in-depth interviews to get deeper understanding of the problems and wishes of the participants, and to identify social structures.

f. detailed surveys that were intended to cover any missing data from previous techniques, or to get more details about important issues that were not covered by the previous techniques.

To use these techniques, the planners utilized many means of communication starting with interviews, meetings, fact sheets, project newspaper, and notice boards. In a follow up study undertaken by Abdel-Samea², he found a high level of satisfaction by residents of their houses and location, but they were dissatisfied with the level of services and infrastructure.


Another important participation form was the case of "Helwan upgrading project", where loans are provided to people who want to improve their houses. Loans were available at a favourable term of 7% interest for 5 to 10 years. Emphasis would be placed upon development means to assist the traditional and successful process of construction in informal settlements without abstracting the self-help improvement process. This loan is provided with the following:

a. construction drawings of standard recommended improvements.
b. contracting assistance.
c. plans approval and supervision.
d. limited amount of training in buildings skills
e. access to scarce or specific materials.

A survey by "the home improvement loan program" completed in September 1984 in conjunction with a USAID mid project evaluation, showed that on the average, borrowing households added 60% more of their own funds to the amount that they had borrowed. There has been substantial demand for the loan programme, with the majority of the loans being used for unit expansion. This means that people are willing to pay for the improvement of their houses if they found sincere guidance and gained confidence.

The loan is given in three amounts, each one is related to a certain size of the work in the house. The monthly instalment value to pay back the loan is determined according to the investigation covering the price list, the income of the loan requester and his age. The instalment should not exceed 0.25 of his salary.

---


3.5 COMPLETED CASE STUDIES

In this section, three experiences in public participation within Upper Egypt will be reviewed. Each of them deals with some of the issues of Luxor's dilemma. These experiments come from the same cultural background. The first one, "Relocation of Nubians" happened over a long period of time (1933-1964), to relocate the Nubians, when the region was flooded because of the building of Aswan Dam in 1933, and the construction of the High Dam in 1964. The second experiment, "Between the Future and the Past" was in 1944 to resettle the Gournis people who lived on the archaeological sites at the west bank of Luxor city. Hassan Fathy, who incorporated the principles of public participation in this experiment was influenced by the Nubian approach which he studied during the Nubians' first movement in 1933. The third project, "Nasriya Upgrading Project" which is still ongoing, is mainly to provide the basic needs for a community of people using public participation, these are mainly Nubians and other emigrants who settled in a squatter area of Aswan City.

The author visited these three experiments in November 1992, to explore issues of participation. These experiments were explored through a review of the literature, in addition to interviews, observations and photographs by the researcher. Furthermore, these three experiments are interrelated and cover multidisciplinary aspects of public participation which can be important in guiding Luxor's planners.
1. The Relocation of Nubians

1.1 Introduction:

The ancient kingdom of Nubia extended south along the banks of the Nile from Aswan in the north to Merowe in Sudan in the south. The Nubian buildings, which were an architectural miracle, passed all but unnoticed until the time had come for them to disappear. The Nubian experiment gave two clear distinguishable approaches of how to relocate a mass of people, not only by rehousing them but also by changing their socio-economic characteristics. These two different approaches, resulted from differences in the political systems. The first approach was in 1933, before the revolution and the Nubians were responsible for building their own community. In the another approach in 1964, after the revolution, the government and its professionals carried out all the work, and the Nubians had to accept the product. This example attempts to show the difference between the successful move of the Nubian population to Abu El-Riche in 1933, and the unsuccessful move to Kom-Ombo in 1964.

1.2 Background of 1933

In 1933, when the Aswan Dam was raised, submerging the villages of Nubia, the Egyptian government at that time had allotted a relatively trivial budget as compensation to the Nubians for the 35,000 houses which would be destroyed. It was only natural that the Nubians resented this offer and were reluctant to accept the compensation. In consequence, they started negotiating with the government. Finally, the Nubians accepted the government’s offer with reluctance but started building themselves just one year before their houses were to be submerged. In no more than twelve months, they rebuilt their houses. No two houses were the same. Each was more beautiful than the other. Each village created its own character. Construction in the villages went ahead unimpeded. All were built at the same time at normal cost-prices.

This happened because the Nubians, being remotely situated and living in isolated

---

Figures (3-1) and (3-2)

A map of the north-eastern part of Africa, showing Egypt, Sudan and the area inhabited by the Nubians. The second map shows that the Egyptian Nubia lies between the Sudanese border and Aswan.
villages, had always depended on their own resources to build their houses. They had no contractors, engineers or architects to help them. They managed mainly because they had retained a technique for roofing with mud bricks, using vaults and domes, which had been passed down to them from their forefathers, the Ancient Egyptians.

It was obvious that the very short time in which they had to rebuild their houses did not allow for hesitation and superfluous sophistication, and brought all their creative potential to bear, uninhibited by factors alien to their nature. This is how the miracle took place.

1.3 The problem of 1964
In June 1964, with the construction of the High Dam at Aswan and with the imminent flooding of the area, the last of the Nubian population was made to leave. Nearly 50,000 Nubians were forced to migrate to lands further to the south or north of Aswan to Kom-Ombo, Abu El-Riche, Daraw and Esna, where land was made available to them.

The Nubians are a refined and dignified people, the possessors of an ancient culture with social traditions, customs and language distinct from the rest of Egypt. The vernacular architectural traditions witnessed in old Nubia, prior to the construction of the Aswan Dam meant more than just a unique aesthetic and ingenious method of building. It represented an 'owner-builder' system by which architecture could express all the intricacies of the community's socio-economic, political and cultural heritage.

The processes involved in constructing and completing buildings were in many ways more important to Nubian culture than the end-product they yielded. The structures of Old Nubia were the manifestation and perpetuation of a necessary social environment based upon communal interaction and harmonious interdependence. The cooperative effort which was so essential in the creation of a Nubian village not only served to strengthen social ties, but developed a firm sense of place and bonds of pride and mutual respect which are so strongly tied to community achievement.
Most Nubians expressed their spiritual and physical attachment to the land of their forefathers and their strong sense of loss at the sudden disappearance of their individual and collective heritage. They yearned for the freedom which they had previously enjoyed in their own lands. Some Nubians, especially the young, expressed a desire to be fully integrated with the rest of Northern Egypt which appeared to offer them greater opportunities for education and employment.

The government, however, was keen to preserve the Nubian identity and to limit the conflicts resulting from such migration. The Dam raised water levels, and houses and villages were relocated above that level. Nonetheless serious damage was caused to the economy and society of Nubia. In particular, the two changes in the level of the Nile waters damaged the Nubians' date-palm groves, the traditional source of much of the Nubian's income, and drastically curtailed the Nubian's agricultural capacity. This impoverishment in turn caused a large scale migration of able-bodied men to the cities and other areas in search of work.

1.4 The Socio-Economic-Political System

Nubia was composed of 42 administrative areas called nahiya (township). Each of them contained several villages/hamlets. The nahiya was governed by an ‘unda’, or head man, who ruled with the aid of a council of elders, and by a sheiykh, a learned religious man, and usually a deputy from the mosque-university of El-Azhar in Cairo, who was the central authority in judicial procedures and responsible for the resolution of conflicts within the districts.1

The export of dates was the basic source of income of all Nubia before the building of the Aswan Dam in 1902. Agricultural land was flooded and was not available for cultivation in many areas of Nubia. The available land is now irrigated seasonally or constantly irrigated through the shaduf. Cereals, such as maize, millet, clay beans and

wheat were grown during summer for consumption during winter. Watermelons were a poor second crop in most areas, as was sugar cane, tomatoes and vegetables, all used by Nubians and not for export.

Although Egyptians from Aswan and Sohag fished the River, the Nubian was totally attached to his land, and fishing never became an important source of either food or income. Nubians had their own goats and chickens to meet household requirements of milk, cheese and eggs, and camels to till the land, to turn water wheels and for use as pack animals.

1.5 Nubians’ Heritage
The drowning by degrees of Nubia and the impending threat to its numerous archaeological sites created a considerable interest in the preservation of Nubian monuments and in Nubian archaeology in general. Many of the archaeological missions, both local and international in origin, were involved in activities related to both the antiquities of Nubians as well as domestic or vernacular architecture, the main form of creative and aesthetic expression of these people. On one hand, the world tried to save the antiquities which were to be submerged, in particular the massive campaign for international participation to transfer and reconstruct the temple of Abu Simbel; but on the other hand, few were concerned with the living architecture of Ancient Egypt to be found in Nubian villages.

1.6 Nubian Vernacular Architecture
The Nubian Vernacular Architecture extracted its principles from both Islamic values and Nubian tradition, and its techniques from the surrounding local circumstances, such as materials, climate, construction techniques and so on. These are general factors that affected the Nubian villages. There are some differences in styles between the different regions of Nubia, which extended for 320 km along the Nile more or less parallel to the
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Figures (3-3) show the traditional house of Nubia.
Photographs (3-3,4 and 5)

Shows the constructions of traditional Nubian Houses using surrounding environmental materials.
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river. But they were similar and shared the same characteristics. The dwellings extended inland following the natural contours of the ground, forming clustered terraces. The dwellings forming the nugu’ were clustered toward the centre, which might contain the main mosque, a communal guesthouse, a post office and a few shops.

1.7 Housing Design

Nubian houses reflected the above principles in the following way:

Orientation. Throughout Nubia, principal entrances to the houses faced the Nile river, whether they were on the east or west banks of the Nile.

Doorways. The threshold was highly decorated. It symbolized the heritage of the household and was the chief feature of ornamentation, which might be carried from the doorway throughout the whole house. In addition to this main entrance, one often found a side entrance to the house which the womenfolk could use. This was used for daily chores and for the animals that were sheltered within the household.

Layout of the house. The main entrance led into an open courtyard or haush, with rooms on the exterior walls on one or more of its sides. The extended family simply expanded within the compound, adding rooms and storage chambers as the family grew. Daily rituals took place in the courtyard. It was the vital part of the house and, despite its proximity to the main entrance, was private, protected and reserved for members of the family or their intimate friends. It was provided with mastabat (raised seats of stone or brick) along the walls, which made them convenient for most activities, such as cooking, washing, sitting and even for sleeping during the hot summer nights. Vegetables were also grown, and animals raised, in the courtyard.

The living room and khayma. Some living rooms had a high wall-to-wall opening above the door or would be completely open onto the courtyard. In front of these rooms, there was a flat roofed space known as the khayma (literally the “tent”), covered with palm stems and branches. More like a loggia, which enhanced air circulation, keeping the space cool in summer.

The mandara. The guest-room usually had a separate entrance, allowing the guest freedom of movement while sustaining the privacy of the inner family quarters. It was the only room in the house to have windows open to the outside.

Methods of roof and wall construction. The main principle was that all material used were from the surrounding areas. Most of the walls were made of mud, mud brick or stone. They were thick, thus minimizing heat transfer from the Figures
Figures (3-4) Housing Design.

Plan of a terraced row house, Kanuz district. Note catenary vaulting for roofing the important rooms.

Cross sections of a terraced row house. Note loggia to the left of the open courtyard.

Front elevation and section of a terraced dwelling, Kanuz district.
surroundings. The roofs were usually constructed by using split palm trunks and wooden beams. Some other roofs were constructed as catenary vaults and domes.

**Doors and windows.** The doors and windows were placed in the walls during construction and were cut out upon completion. In order to provide privacy and reduce the area exposed to the heat and glare of the sun, the windows, such as they were, were built as narrow slits located just below the roof.

**Plastering.** The exteriors of the houses were plastered with a mixture of mud, clay and rock salt from the neighbouring hills. External plastering was generally whitewashed.

**Ventilation.** Fresh air was circulated through, and sunlight was allowed into, the internal part of the dwelling via the courtyard. This acted as a ventilating device and a "private piece of sky" for the benefit of the household. The internal openings onto the courtyard were usually doorways and sometimes medium sized windows with wood shutters.

**Water.** Drinking water from the Nile was drawn directly from the banks and transported up to the dwellings in large earthenware pots or rectangular tin containers. The women used these containers to carry the water up to the houses during early morning hours. Drinking water was kept in a jar, or zir, which was usually found in the courtyard under a covered shelter. Neither plumbing nor piping were used, even in houses lying further inland. If the distance between the house and the river was great, water was often transported by donkeys.

**Sanitary arrangements.** The toilet was not usually found within the confines of the house. The occupants tended simply to go out into the desert away from the house. Even in a large group of houses the toilet was rarely found inside. But in larger communities, this facility could be found, and was used by residents, visitors and passing travellers. It was located either near the centre of the village, by the mosque or the guest house.

**Communal amenities.** In larger communities, other communal amenities might include a village guesthouse, a public water fountain, or a mosque.

**Grain storage.** Hard staple cereals were stored in large mud silos in the haush. Dried dates, corn, tea, sugar and the like, were stored in several smaller, burnished-mud containers, that were placed slightly above ground level and were to be found in a storeroom adjoining the main sleeping and family rooms.

**Cooking and the kitchen.** Food was prepared on an open fire using dried animal dung for fuel. A cooking pot was placed on three conical supports on the ground with the fire in the centre. There was also found in many kitchens a bread oven. Meals might be eaten anywhere in the house or courtyard. If there were guests,
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meals would be served to them by their host in the mandara.

1.8 Two Different Relocation Approaches in Nubia
a. The Citizen approach in Abu El-Riche

The government in 1933 agreed on assistance and compensation to be handled in a variety of ways: first, by allotting government land at Abu El-Riche to be sold to the Nubians; second, by surveying and appraising land in Nubia which could be reclaimed from desert areas by drainage and irrigation; and third, by compensating the Nubians through cash payments to a value of no more than 50 percent of the original value of the land flooded.

The case of the Nubian Community at Abu El-Riche, north of Aswan, is interesting because the community was created by Nubians who moved after the raising of the Aswan Dam in 1933. The village of Abu El-Riche extends partially on to the desert plateau, north of Kom-Ombo, on the eastern side of the railroad. Although the same materials and building techniques have been used in the nearby villages, this village has a totally different character. The characteristic harmony between the settlement, its local environment and topography, is respected throughout the villages in this region. The intrusion of buildings is achieved with a great deal of sympathy; there is a harmony between the village and hills, using the slopes in a natural manner.

Abu El-Riche is divided into groups of families concentrated around the mosque. Each group or 'naga' would be named after a family or a location. The character of each naga lies mainly in its street articulation. The street width varies. There are winding entrances, enclosures, and limited views of the sky. All are features which reflect the inward life of intimacy and privacy of the 'naga'. In most cases, the entrance of the house does not open directly onto the street, but each two or three entrances are gathered around a small open space, provided with raised seats, or mastabat.
Photographs (3-7,8 and 9)

Citizen approach at Abu El-Riche
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Construction and building materials.
Any man in the village could build his own house, with the help of his neighbours or friends. They were all acquainted with the process of building, except for the technique of roofing with vaults or domes, for which a special mason was needed. As far as possible, only materials from the area were used, and thus building costs were reduced. Sun-dried mud bricks or mud plaster were the main materials used for walls and roofs as well as for decoration. However, since the construction of the High Dam, mud is now in short supply and its use has been restricted. Stone, therefore has gradually replaced mud brick as the principal construction material. For roofing, Abu El-Riche used a combination of vaults, domes and flat roofs. It looks now different from other villages in that special white plastering its used.

The simplicity of the plans of the houses in Abu El-Riche is due to the fact that they were all conceived directly on the site by their owners. Climate and social structure are automatically considered. In order to catch the prevailing northerly wind, all rooms are oriented windward, and the rooms open onto the courtyard but have slits cut high into the wall on the outside. For the sake of privacy in the family quarters, no windows open on the street. Thus, the only important elements of the facade are the decorated doorway and the mastabat along the walls at their base.

The whole village is like a living organism, constantly growing and changing. As long as change springs directly from the needs of the people and is directed by their inherited tradition, the outcome will be aesthetically pleasing and appropriate to the community.

b. The Governmental approach in Kom-Ombo
The Government built a new community for the Nubians in Kom-Ombo, south of Aswan City in Upper Egypt. These Nubians emigrated after the construction of the High Dam and the formation of the man-made reservoir, to be called Lake-Nasser. The studies

---
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The Governmental approach
estimated that the entire population of 50,000 would be displaced. The government undertook the planning and constructed the residential units in a short time, without making deep surveys of the community to find out their actual needs and wishes. Even so, the government established a committee named The Central Committee for Relocation of the Nubian Population (CCRNP), with members from different ministries related to the problem. The Committee's studies concluded that the payment of cash compensation in 1933 had caused the decentralization of the displaced societies and lowered their standards of living. In view of this fact, the Committee resolved to seek means of compensation other than cash payments. The survey recognized that Nubia differed socially, architecturally and culturally, as well as geographically, from the rest of Egypt.

In Old Nubia, the villages had been spread out along the Nile in extended family groupings, as we have seen. But it was decided that in New Nubia the villages would be clustered, in order to reduce the costs of building, maintenance, and municipal services. A prototype of the typical house to be used after the Nubians' relocation, was built in Aswan early in 1962. The authorities invited selected leaders from various Nubian villages to voice their criticisms of the design of an existing governmental project in Aswan area. These leaders suggested many changes, but the governmental architects and planners found themselves unable to respond. In reality, the Nubians had no choice in this matter. Nasr City was established as the principal administrative and judicial seat for New Nubia.

The new houses, from the governmental architects' point of view, were proposed to be modelled closely to those in old Nubia, to be appropriate to the people and climate. Three different types were built in stone, with reinforced concrete roofs. The new Nubia was absolutely different from the old Nubia in the following characteristics:

a. The townships, and in turn the hamlets, of the new area are in very close proximity to one another compared to the distances between them in the old Nubia. This affected and challenged the nature of the traditional society.

b. The design of the new villages created a host of social problems related to the Nubians' traditional identity with the Nile river. Important ceremonies and rituals connected with the Nile were disturbed because of the location of the new settlements away from the River.

c. The hamlets in old Nubia were built organically around extended family units. The extended family, consists of father, mother, unmarried children, married sons and their wives, and grandchildren, and is the central social unit to which the strongest loyalties are due. Its sanctity is the foundation upon which the Nubian way of life is based. These larger groupings tended to be ignored in the new settlements, by assigning houses according to the size of the nuclear family. Moreover, for ease of construction and for administrative reasons, houses were planned in stereotypical sizes.

d. The area of the courtyard remained fixed irrespective of the number of rooms it served. As the extended family unit is made up of several families of varying sizes, this crude method of allocation consequently caused the physical and social destruction of the old neighbourhoods and villages within each new district. It also segregated most of the older members of the community, who had their own homes and were assigned to smaller houses in the new communities. This made the rendering of assistance customarily due to the elders very difficult and isolated them from participation in the daily social life of the new community. This situation was further exacerbated when the government forbade the transfer or sale of the new houses.

As a result, many are trying to go back to their home land, and in addition the community have made changes and improvements in their new houses. The improvements which took place are as follows.

a. Covering most of the stone walls of their houses with plaster or clay as insulation.

b. Building a Mastaba for sitting in front of their houses, as it is a traditional habit for them.

c. Opening two large windows in the guest room, instead of the small opening which is used for ventilation.

d. Demolishing the toilet and transferring it to beside the kitchen. Building a store room beside the toilet.
e. Building a corridor parallel to the bedrooms covered with a timber structure, palm-leaf and clay for providing shade.

f. Closing window openings on the neighbour's court for privacy.

g. Closing the sheep-cote entrance for security.

It is worth mentioning that all these improvements were done by the people themselves, without any outside assistance, just depending on their past experience which they gained many years ago.

1.9 Conclusion

The difference between the architecture of the areas of "New Nubia", planned by the Egyptian government without any participation of the Nubians, and that of "Old Nubia", has had a dramatic effect on the identity-conscious Nubians. The relocation of the Nubians at Abu El-Riche had some success due to its dependence on the efforts and participation of the Nubians to create their own environment. By 1973, the Nubians relocated at Kom-Ombo and Esna began to voice dissatisfaction with their treatment and began to form cooperatives to rebuild their homes on the shores of Lake Nasser.
2. Between the Future and the Past

"I always say that we benefit more from failures than from successes. Failure makes us consider every aspect of a situation. But success has certain hidden dangers which, when repeated on a large scale, become a disaster. Only by knowing the mistakes in an idea can you find a solution to it and save it from the beginning". (Hassan Fathy)

The experiment of fifty years ago on the other side of the Nile River is certainly an example of the notion that "not all the ambitions, studies, authorities, and money can solve the problem of urban planning".

Hassan Fathy describes his experiment to build "the New Gourna Village" in his book "Architecture for the Poor". He tells the story of the birth of the idea, the decisions, the reasons behind them and the social and economic contexts.

2.1 Location and pressures

In 1944, the Department of Antiquities in Egypt was responsible for all ancient monuments, of which the old Cemetery of Thebes was one. This was situated at a place called Gourna, across the Nile from Luxor, which itself is built on the site of the ancient town of Thebes. The cemetery consists of three main parts: the Valley of the Kings to the north, the Valley of the Queens to the south, and the Tombs of the Nobles in the middle on the hillside facing the agricultural land.

On the site of Gourna lived seven thousand peasants, distributed in five hamlets. These were built on the site of the tombs of the Nobles. There were many graves, some known, cleared, and cleaned, and some still (till today) unknown. The main objective of the project organized by the Department of Antiquities was to conserve and preserve this great archaeological heritage.

---
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Old and New Gourna; a success or a frustrated.
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The whole community at Gourna lived by "mining" the tombs. For them, economy was almost wholly dependent on robbing tombs. The damage they did was measureless. They excavated and sold their finds, which was a big loss to Egyptology. The action proposed to save the heritage of Gourna by the Department of Antiquities raised a number of issues. The suggestion to transfer the seven thousand inhabitants was to serve two aims: One, to conserve the urban heritage; and two, to remove the undesirable squatter. There was a decree expropriating the land on which the Gournis' houses were built, and annexing the whole area of the necropolis to the government as public utility land. This decree gave the Gournis the right to continue using the existing houses, but prohibited any further additions or extensions. The dilemma that the government faced was what to do with all the people they intended to displace. Where were seven thousand people to be moved to? What techniques were to be used? How much would it cost? and When? Compensation as a method with such people, Fathy insisted, would only be used to marry more wives. He described the options then available as:

"If their houses were bought at current valuation, the Gournis would not receive enough money to buy new land and build new houses. Even if they were compensated generously, they would only spend the money to marry more wives and would then become landless and penniless vagabonds."

The only solution, from his point of view, was to rehouse them. He was critical about concrete buildings which were costly and proposed an environmental material, such as mud brick, which would be economic and low-cost. He was given three years to build an alternative village for the Gournis.

2.2. Choosing the site

A committee consisting of representatives of the Department of Antiquities, the Mayor of Gourna, the Sheikhs of the five hamlets and Fathy as planner and designer, was convened to choose a site for the new village. The criteria was to find a site well away from the ancient remains, with the same environment and same status. The site was

---
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Planning of New Gourna
chosen on agricultural land close to the main road and the railway line, which was a permanently dry field kept free from floodwater by a system of dikes (this was before the High Dam was built at Aswan, when there was a yearly flood which had to be taken into account when choosing any new areas for living).

2.3 Socio-economic aspects

The seven thousand Gouris who would need to create a new life were locked in a complex web of blood and marriage ties, with their habits and prejudices, their friendships and their feuds. "A delicately balanced social organism intimately integrated with the topography, and with the very bricks and timber of the village". This whole society had, as it were, to be dismantled and put together again in another setting. Rehousing people is politically hard. Size, composition, income and tradition are the main variables involved in the design of a new environment for a community. A balance between low cost and tradition are essential elements in building the new village. The most important question was what effect will the move have on the villagers' economic life? From which points could be gauged the effects of the transfer on their ability to earn and living?

As universal solutions and practices have proved inappropriate in most cases, it is now a case where each situation has to be divided on its own merits taking into account the values and conditions of the population.

2.4 Building the New Gourna

The simple architectural role is to build suitable shelters to house people. Many issues are involved in any architectural decision, in this example, Fathy as the architect, chose a form of participation in which the people themselves would build their own houses. Such a participation of the peasants in the creation of the new village solved two problems. First, the preservation of the peoples' tradition and culture, and second their participation as labourers. In addition, he chose mud brick as an environmentally sound material to build the village. This approach gave hundreds of families the chance to
Hassan Fathy chosen mud brick as an environmentally sound material to build Gourna village. Mud brick is used till now in Gourna.
make their houses as efficient and as beautiful as possible, each family made their house to suit their needs. Thus, although Gourna has nothing of the colourful and imposing architecture of Nubia, nor perhaps the same pride in really beautiful craftsmanship, yet there are occasional buildings that show a certain purity of form and that were free from the artistic corruption that degrades village building as one proceeds northward.

Furthermore, The Nubian villages, such as Abu El-Riche, had an enormous influence on Fathy when he first visited that area in 1941, opening up a whole new world to him that became the subject of a life-long study \(^1\).

Gourna was to house nine hundred families, which implied building at the rate of thirty houses a month. But Fathy found that it was very difficult to interest the peasants in their new life and houses, due to their reluctance to do anything which might be construed as an acceptance of the plan for removing them from their existing location. As an example of their inability to put into words their personal needs, one person said that so long as his cattle were accommodated he didn’t want anything else. It is difficult to change customs and beliefs. It was not easy to participate with such people, and so it was left to Fathy to design whatever he thought appropriate. How could it have been possible that he could understand what each wanted in their houses? Women would have been a great help if he could have consulted with them, as the house is the province of the woman. But because of the social dimension, it was impossible for him to have any contact with women. The intelligent participation of the Gournas as clients was absolutely essential to the harmonious working-out of the process. But if there were barriers to that participation, then the architect has to try to understand the environment and the requirements as a starting point for his work.

A man acquires a set of habits in action, which, when we wish to differentiate him from other men, we call "individuality". The same concept could be used to classify a

The Gournis had grown up to serve the antiquities trade, both legally and illegally. They had been employed as labourers on the excavations, but also made a lot of money by robbing the tombs and selling objects to tourists. Fathy, when designing the new village, proposed that the people would support themselves by becoming craftsmen, and that the new village would become a touristic base for visits to the valleys of the tombs. He described the future of the village as:

"Already the roads from the Nile that ferry the antiquities past Gourna, are macadamized, and a small bridge has been built over the Fadleya Canal. There is even talk of building a bridge over the Nile to link Luxor with the west bank. Gourna is much closer than Luxor to the majority of the important monuments, and a touristic hotel there would provide a great deal of work, both directly and indirectly. In fact, as communications improve, the value of the land will go up and the village may even become a suburb of Luxor."

This was an economic perspective by Fathy as a planner and designer of the future village. He hoped that there would be enough demand for Gournis' crafts to permanently alter their economic base.

---

1- See chapter 7 the Technical Aspects, about the proposed bridge to link the west and east banks of Luxor. It gives a clear indication about the delays surrounding the project. The bridge had been referred to in the plan of New Gourna village 50 years ago.

2.5 The plan of New Gourna

The plan of New Gourna was determined by many considerations. The location of the market near the railway, the wide street leading to the main square around which most of the public buildings were disposed such as: the mosque, the khan, the village hall, the theatre, and the permanent exhibition hall; and, away from the centre, the boys' primary school, situated by the park at the northwest end of the village. The girls' school occupied a similar position but rather more to the east.

Fathy, however, knew that the key building block of the Gourmis' society, as in all rural Egypt, was the family, and, by extension, all the relatives of the family. By tracking down this extended group, which consisted of as many as ten to twenty related families, called the "badana", he was able to clarify the nucleus of the new village. He began to identify four such groups in the existing settlements, each with its own sheikh or leader, in many ways independent from the rest of the village while functioning in a cooperative way within it. Using this separate, but equal, relationship of the five badana, he then began his plan with the concept of a large "midan", or village square, around which each group could be located.

Two other main streets curved away in crescents, one from each end of the of the main thoroughfare, where were located the little Coptic church to the south, and to the north, the Turkish bath, the police station, and the dispensary. This layout of main streets separated the four "quarters" of the village. In each of the quarters was to be housed one of the main tribes of Old Gourna, as it was planned to keep the physical distinction of the tribes, by settling them into the four well-marked quarters.

The broad streets separating the quarters were intended as main traffic routes connecting all the public buildings and meeting in the square. All these streets were at least ten meters wide to ensure ventilation and insulation of the blocks of houses, as well as to
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facilitate movement and to mark the quarters. By contrast, the streets giving access to the semiprivate squares of the quarters were made deliberately narrow, no more than six meters wide, to provide shade and a feeling of intimacy, and included many corners to discourage strangers from using them as thoroughfares and to provide the community with privacy. The houses, which varied in size according to the original houses they were replacing, were planned in a variety of irregular plots, with a variation of the plan of each to suit the people who would live in it. In general the irregular plan made for variety and originality in design, for constant visual interest, and precluded the building of boring ranks of identical dwellings that are often considered to be all that the poor deserve.
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Hassan Fathy’s house in Gourna. The young generation in front the house; are they going to complete the village one day or destroy it?
2.6 Gourna, a success or a frustrated experience?

Gourna was a pilot project and it showed the way to rebuilding a community, with cheap but good houses, and it was a great test of do-it-yourself through a system of planning and control for a village whose inhabitants gave their work free. It gave definite and useful data to the people who administer schemes of "aided self-help" to peasant communities. The project used unique architectural techniques of vaulted-roof construction, based on orthodox materials. The design and plan of the village were based on traditional principles. The costs were low, and the village is considered beautiful, in contrast to concrete buildings.

But The Gourna experiment in one way failed. The village was never finished, the principles did not succeed in practice. After a continuing series of obstacles and frustrations that are well documented in Fathy's own account of this project, construction was halted after three seasons of work, with only about 20% of the total plan completed.

"The Gournis, who had passively resisted the entire idea initially and had shifted to active resistance later on, simply drifted back to their old homes on the slopes to resume business as usual, and remain there till today".1

The basic questions about this experiment that have not been addressed and that must be answered are: If New Gourna was so carefully researched and well designed, why did the villagers not continue to live there, and why did it not in turn ignite the housing revolution in rural Egypt that Fathy expected?

New Gourna failed to initiate a wider revolution of rural housing because there were other, more basic, factors to consider. First, it must be remembered that rural Egypt, especially in Upper Egypt, has traditionally suffered from a nationwide problem of absentee landlords that has made the people extremely suspicious of any outside interference in their lives. Egyptian television, soap operas and cinema, while being
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The residents of New Gourna Replaced the original houses built by mud bricks by others different houses built by concrete.
seemingly superficial references, are an extremely accurate barometer of public opinion that consistently characterises the police and the interfering bureaucrats from the North (Cairo) as villains in plots involving rural life. Secondly, Fathy’s hopes of beginning a housing revolution with New Gourna also coincided with the far more compelling ‘silent’ revolution of the migration of the rural poor to Cairo itself. The lack of infrastructure and services, and pressures of too many people trying and failing to make a living from a limited and decreasing percentage of the agricultural land, resulted in a record migration from rural to urban cities after the Second World War (the time of the experiment of New Gourna). This level had reached uncontrolled proportions, and the rural poor that Fathy was seeking to provide with clean, dignified and inexpensive housing all flocked to the big city seeking chances for better lives.

Fathy had to defend his project against ministerial architects, who considered Gourna to be an interesting failure, a sentimental excursion along a byroad that could never succeed. Fathy referred to two main points: the peasants inability to communicate and bureaucratic hostility. He gave a description of the way these people cooperate and participate.

“When a new house is to be built in a village, everyone is expected to lend a hand. Many people help in the work, and the house is soon finished. None of these helpful neighbours are paid. The only return expected by a man who puts in a day building a fellow villager’s house is that the fellow villager will do the same for him one day. The cooperative system, however, can only work in this traditional way when it is dealing with traditional problems and when the society is truly traditional itself.”

But the people of Gourna, for one reason or another, rejected participation in rebuilding the new village. They never had any intention of leaving their old homes and way of life. They refused to learn the new techniques of building, and had always been


2. Fathy, Hassan, "Architecture For the Poor", first published in Egypt in 1989 by the American University in Cairo Press, Second printing 1989, p. 120.
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suspicious of intrusions which took away their living. So they refused to change because they could not believe the promises for the future which they saw as destroying their economic life (robbing the heritage tombs). Any outsider appeared to the peasant as an invader wanting to interrupt his life and to interfere with his privacy. Fathy described them:

"The peasant is slow to take an interest in proposals to bettering his conditions. He is apathetic and dumb, he has no education, no conception of national affairs, no statues. He does not believe that he can help himself or make himself heard".1

The bureaucracy emerged when a team of assistants were appointed by the Department of Antiquities to help him. Almost all were unqualified, and the only architect was not interested in this way of building. He opposed the process, creating problems of finance and delayed all his inquiries. In addition, the Department of Antiquities had changes in staff, and when those supporting the project had gone, they convened to stop the project. So Fathy, with his ideals and unique technical and artistic skills, faced obstacles of misunderstanding and officialdom. How can we learn from this experiment? what can be concluded for the future? how can we assess the experiment's success and failure?

The main objectives of this project were to preserve and conserve the urban heritage from the destruction, caused by the squatter villages and the pilfering of antiquities, by providing the population with their own village. These two objectives were never achieved. Only about fifty buildings and most of the public buildings were built. A few people moved from their original houses and lived in New Gourna. The rest continued to live on the archaeological heritage sites. They did not establish a new economical base. About forty years have passed, and still the question of conservation of a tradition is unanswered. It is not enough to judge the experiment as a failure, as a great number of detractors did. It should be considered as a struggle between ideals and practice, dreams (professional) and reality (public), and to avoid as much of this conflict as possible in any future issue.

---

3. Nasriya Upgrading Project

3.1 Introduction

In 1983, projects related to medium-size Egyptian cities were started with a co-operation between the "General Organization of Physical Planning" (GOPP) in Egypt, and the "Gesellschaft fur Technische Zusammenarbeit" (GTZ) of the Federal Republic of Germany. During this co-operation, the value of active participation of residents in the improvement of urban districts has been realized. Nasriya is one of those pilot projects which could be implemented in other areas.

The Nasriya area, in the Governorate of Aswan, was chosen to be one of these pilot projects because of the obvious need to improve its housing and living conditions, and because the inhabitants themselves had already made attempts to improve the problematic infrastructure. Nasriya is the most dense urban district of Aswan, located near the city centre. The people already had an existing framework of institutions, both formal and informal, which facilitated the organization and execution of labour.

3.2 The Site

Nasriya is located in the Governorate of Aswan, in Upper Egypt, about 900 kilometres south of Cairo and approximately one kilometre east of the centre of the city of Aswan. It stretches out in a north-south direction along a stony mountainside and rises steeply from a height of 93 metres to a height of 150 metres above sea-level, parallel to the KIMA Canal. The place was inhabited by some Nubian families in 1933-34, who transferred from a village located above the old Aswan Dam, the level of which was raised in the early thirties. In the 1960s, as a result of the construction of the High Dam, people, mainly Nubians, arrived from different places, partly because of the threat of the
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1. All the documents came from a study visit in November 1992, interviews with the Director of the project Dr. Omar Akbar and Nasriya people, observation and unpublished documents by the Nasriya Upgrading Project office.
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Shows Nasriya area. Which is along a stony mountainside and raises steeply, parallel to the KIMA Canal.
new Dam and partly to seek employment in the new industries and the High Dam. The origin of the social grouping is evident since the communities in the area use the name of the towns from which they emigrated. Aswan grew from a population of 48,393 in 1960 to about 127,595 in 1967. More and more stone and mud-brick houses were constructed on empty government land, and Nasriya grew to be the largest unplanned, although not illegal, settlement in Aswan. In 1986, 4,776 plots were registered with an average size of 100 m².

3.3 Socio-Economic Characteristics
Studies referred to the settlement pattern of Nasriya according to territorial origin or kinship. Correspondingly, the new residential areas generally took on the names of former places of residence.

3.4 Social aspects background
In 1986, the population of Nasriya was 50,000 in an area of 250 feddans. The community is considered to have one of the lowest living standards in Egypt (monthly average income per family is 100 L.E), less than half of the population gets a fixed income from working in government offices. Generally, the education and health levels of the residents are very low, in a deteriorating environment located on the KIMA fertilizer-factory canal, which is used for waste disposal by the residents as well as the factory.

3.5 Types of Houses
Nasriya developed, through increased immigration and consolidation, into quarters, formed by residents from their original communities (Luxor-Edfu-Kom Ombo-Qus-Armant). They instituted traditional festivities on the festival days of the saints of the former villages, as well as funereal ceremonies. They held meetings on important occasions and acted as arbitrators in conflict situations. More and more, they started undertaking tasks growing out of urban communal life, in which they saw themselves integrated ever more strongly. The elected representatives of the communities, some of
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whom were government employees, maintained contact with the municipal authorities, in order to propose measures which were in their area of competence.

The building characteristics of Nasriya were influenced by the origins of the residents.

Three construction types can be distinguished in Nasriya:

a. Poor housing with very simple construction using available site materials to build walls and roofs.

b. The traditional house of rural origin (70-90 m²) with walls 40-50 cm thick, of mud brick or stone blocks. For the roof construction different materials like mud, wood beams, palm leaves or corrugated iron are used.

c. A modified traditional house with a concrete roof, built in such a manner that a second floor can be added over the old walls and which can be reached by a concrete stairway.

d. A modern house with walls of concrete blocks or cement bricks. These houses have two or three storeys.

The largest proportion of Nasriya houses are the traditional single floor type with a limited number mud-brick houses due to the difficulties of getting materials.

3.6 The built environment

The built environment is a mix of traditional buildings. Most of which have been self-built with available and surrounding materials. The area suffered from lack of community services, unpaved routes outside and inside the site, and no infrastructure or water supply. The site is provided with only 15 public water sources, but as the site is hilly, it is difficult to get water as high as the dwellings.

Waste-water is dumped into the street or into open pits which are dug into the rocky substrata and that are, therefore, small and have to be emptied frequently. Most dwellings are connected to the electricity network.
3.7 Project objectives and upgrading expectations

Project objectives:
The objectives of this project are summarized as follows:

a. to improve the standards of living within the area;

b. to provide the area with an essential infrastructure;

c. to promote the self-help abilities of the population and emphasize the significance of the people's participation;

d. to promote the Nasriya Upgrading project as an example of integrated upgrading for other areas throughout the country.

Project Components:
The project was to encompass the following components:

a. the implementation of a waste-water network;

b. the implementation of a water supply network with a pumping station and a water tank;

c. the establishment and organization of a waste-disposal system;

d. the construction of a service centre;

e. the improvement of community organization and upgrading of the quarter's community centre (Egypt. gama'iya, plural. gama'iyat);

f. the establishment of social programmes within the community organization and their implementation in the quarters;

g. the improvement and extension of schools;

h. the setting-up of kindergartens and playgrounds;

i. the construction of play and sports areas and the landscaping of open areas;

j. the offer of obtaining land freehold titles.
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Self help and participation activities to upgrade Nasriya by implementing the infrastructure. Residents will be trained both in the field and in the community Centre.
3.8 Self-help role in the project
From the beginning of the project, it was stated that the goal was the participation of the inhabitants in the upgrading of their environment, the provision of the technical infrastructure and the development of community cohesion. One of the primary measures in the area of Nasriya was the laying of a waste-water network. Since, for technical reasons, this had to take place before laying the water supply network, it became a test case for mobilizing the population and their participation in the project. Therefore, it was necessary to look for ways in which local self-administration could be conceived and realised, which in turn, would carry on independently after the programmes had been partially initiated and funded. In order to create community cooperation as quickly as possible, an organizational model was designed. This included a community council with elected representatives out of which would be elected a chairman, his deputy, a treasurer and other executive committee members. This Community Council (maglis ahali) formed sub-committees, that were responsible for the flow of information between the project team and the maglis ahali, as well as between the latter and the inhabitants. Moreover, the committees were to mobilize the residents and the activities under the advisory and supportive capacity of the project team.

3.9 Settlement pattern and organization
For the implementation of the project, the Governor of Aswan nominated a working team, headed by a director and a number of supervisors from different government agencies. The representatives of the area-communities are responsible for mobilizing the inhabitants to support the project. The role of (GTZ) is to give managerial and technical assistance by providing a long-term project advisor and a number of local and external experts for specific issues.

3.10 Project achievements from 1987 to 1992
the project team considered the three main targets as:
   a. Upgrading of the infrastructure
      - Road Network
b. Development of Community services
   - The Nasriya Service Centre
   - Improvement and Extension of Schools
   - Improvement and upgrading of the quarter's community centres

c. Sale and the real estate of project lands;

d. Establishment of Social Programmes and Training Courses;

A. Upgrading of the Infrastructure

Road Network

Some of Nasriya's main streets have been chosen for further enlargement, giving better access for transportation, ambulances etc. Any new housing must be constructed at least 1.5 m behind the existing building line in order to achieve a network of wider streets in the future. This strip will remain public ground and is not to be bought.

Waste-Water Network

Before the beginning of the project, there was no planned waste-water disposal in Nasriya. Only about 4% of all houses were connected to the municipal sewage treatment plant. The initial planning for the waste-water network was made by the Egyptian Planning Office in Cairo which was too expensive to implement. The project team with local experts designed a sewage layout to reduce the depth of excavations by half of the original proposal, and the number of waste-water shafts by about a quarter. In addition, through the planned participation of the inhabitants in the work, it was possible to reduce the costs by about one third of the original budget.
The excavation work and the pipe-laying was done by the inhabitants, under the direction of local skilled labour, appointed by the project team, and who were largely from Nasriya itself. Construction materials and machines for the excavation work were provided by the project.

The inhabitants of the houses of a street in which excavations were about to begin, were informed through meetings called to by the project team. The residents were briefed on simple excavations and trained in the use of air-hammers by local experts. Residents worked on the length of street adjoining their property. Residents, who for any reasons were not able to perform the work, were helped by their relatives or neighbours, or could pay to have the work done by others. Before beginning the excavation on a new street, all residents involved met together and those who have already had experience with ongoing work, and the problems associated with it acted as advisors for others.

The first main waste-water line was laid on an east-west axis, between the water pumping station and a water tank built on the mountain east of Nasriya. The total length of the sewage is about 20000 m, including main and secondary lines.

The Water Supply Network

As was mentioned before, at the beginning of the project, only a small number of houses in the lower areas were connected to a fresh water line. There are 15 public water standpipes throughout Nasriya. But the higher on the hill they are situated the more the water pressure decreases.

The goal of the project is to implement a completely new water supply network in order to adequately supply the whole community with household connections. It is conceived in such a way that it can be expanded very inexpensively, without changing the basic structure, should an increase in future needs arise.

The water supply network designed by the project-team includes a pumping station with
two pumps feeding a 1000 m³ water tank on the top of the hill east of Nasriya. From there, the water goes into the network assuring equal pressure throughout the area.

The planning for water supply was considered to be the least expensive possible with a more flexible system adapted to local conditions and to the envisioned self-help actions. The work of laying the pipes is performed by the inhabitants, while the work on the water supply network requires increased supervision by the project team and continuous control by the municipal authorities. It is the connection points, the threaded sections, the seals and the water-pressure valves in particular, that need to be checked and maintained regularly by experts.

Refuse Disposal System

There is no system for refuse disposal in Nasriya. Through careful analysis, considering the daily production of 10 ton of rubbish, the topography of Nasriya and its narrow road network, a system was worked-out which involved a number of multi-purpose tractors running regularly defined routes throughout Nasriya. The plan will be established as a cost-recovery system and organized and maintained by the communities. The tractor drivers and the refuse collectors come from Nasriya and can not be government employees. Each driver and refuse collector was deployed in the sector in which he lived to make their work easier, in addition to guaranteeing the necessary communication between them and the inhabitants.

B. Development of Community Services

The new service centre is a distinctive landmark of the project’s area of Nasriya. The first steps towards its realization were undertaken by the inhabitants by clearing the ground in an open space for the foundations. The construction of the 300 m² service centre in concrete and Nubian sandstone, designed by an Egyptian architect and is being built by a local contractor. The Nasriya Services Centre consist of:

- a co-operative society, a family planning office, a bakery, a post office, a health insurance office, a shop, a meeting room for the Community Council of Nasriya,
- a pharmacy, a library, a clinic and a meeting hall.
The costs for the maintenance of the building, as well as the payment of a caretaker, will be recovered by rents paid by the private tenants of the pharmacy and the shop. The clinic is combined with a private medical practice. There is still no legal cooperative body in Nasriya which could organize and take over the administration of the service centre.

**Improvement and Extension of Schools**

There are three schools in the area of Nasriya which are not enough. Since there is no available land to construct new ones, the only possibility is additional extension classrooms on school grounds that have sufficient open space. The project team organized a variety of programmes with the pupils, like instructions on planting of trees on landscaping open areas, environmental campaigns, educational trips etc. In addition, pupils have been included in the improvement work done on their schools. Under supervision and guidance they undertake the basic cleaning of the classrooms and blackboards were given a fresh coat of paint. In co-operation with the Vocational Training Centre of Aswan, the school benches and furniture were repaired and renovated. Various local contractors were responsible for structural renovations like windows, doors, electric and sanitary equipment etc. The work began in 1991 and incorporates a two storey extension with classrooms, a room for recreational activities, vocational training rooms and a library.

**Improvement and upgrading of the quarter’s community centres**

It was possible to activate the community organizations (gama’iyat) and to make use of their organizational capacities, especially for the extension of the social programmes (literacy programs, religious studies, training programmes for simple crafts, health services, awareness committees).

Community organizations can apply to the project for assistance in improving and renovating their quarter’s community centres. Assistance is given in the form of finance for building materials, electrical and sanitary equipment and the cost of carpentry work.
Figures (3-9)

Improving of the school and building the community Centre.
The improvement and extension work should be organized and executed by the community centres themselves. Every community centre that takes advantage of this subsidy, needs to make available rooms for the following functions:

- main hall for general meetings, examination room for regular doctor's visits, room for women's activities, instruction room for literacy programmes for women, religious instruction, kitchen and toilets.

C. Sale and real state of project lands

All the houses of Nasriya are built on public land. To create the possibility of self-financing, the project aims to encourage its inhabitants to buy their properties. An agreement was made between the Governorate and the City Council of Aswan to make freeholds available with certain conditions. In order to avoid land speculation by outside buyers, only registered leaseholders who regularly pay rent to the state are permitted to buy the land.

The property prices have been fixed at about one-third of the normal market price to make it easier for the inhabitants to purchase the land. The municipality established a land sale office which takes care of the sale of the plots of land and the necessary paperwork. The profits from the land sale are placed in a special account and will be at the disposal of the inhabitants through their elected committee for further investments in the project area. At least 70% of the income from the land sale will be reinvested and used for the maintenance and the extension of the infrastructure.

D. Establishment of Social Programmes and Training Courses

Government institutions with Community centres are offering programmes such as:

- Training to prepare people to administer vocational training, courses are available in basic medicine, first aid, and family planning and there are literacy programmes for women and old people.

- Also, loans are given to low-income families for small scale enterprises and projects.
The community centres must be financially self-supporting. The money for their maintenance and activities should come from members and course participants.

3.11 Conclusion

The cooperation and participation of the inhabitants of Nasriya have contributed to substantial reductions in the project costs. Initial calculations show that at least 25% of the construction costs have been saved as a result of inhabitant participation. The main success happened with the participation of the inhabitants as equal partners and the demand for partial self-administration. The project of Nasriya has to be seen as a process which can only be successful in the long run, if the links between the various project components are continuously strengthened and secured. It is also necessary to research the situation of public participation and project programmes in changing the future social life of the area and whether these effects are acceptable by the political authorities. Also the provision of an economic base for development and management of the area.
3.6 SUMMARY OF THE CHAPTER

In Egypt, it is expected that by the year 2000, 55 percent of Egyptians will live in cities. Provision of facilities for this rapidly urbanising population is what the government refers to as the "development problem". In the last 40 years, the Egyptian government has changed from socialist administration to market-oriented economic policies, "the open door". These have been applied across the full range of "solutions" for this "development problem".

Currently the country has neither a socialist system nor an open door policy. For these "development problems" the government supports investment from both public and private sectors. The role of international agencies has been re-evaluated. Terms with much promise, like 'Privatization' 'Decentralization' and 'Public Participation' are the main topics for development in today's agenda.

In Egypt, projects are affected by four main factors: social, economic, political, and technical. Each of these are related and are difficult to separate. Politically, since the revolution, there was no place for organized participation. But informal participation has been practised in slums, and the positive outcomes, socially, economically and technically for these squatters prove that community participation is usually possible. The members of these slums found their own way of participation by identifying their own problems, finding alternative solutions, making final decisions and doing whatever they decided according to their needs and ability.

"Al-Hekr housing project", Hay Al-Salam, Ismaila and the "Helwan upgrading project" are two of the few recent projects to attempt to incorporate public participation in Egypt. In these two projects different approaches were used, such as consultation in every aspect of building the new settlement and providing loans for improving houses.

Three experiments of public participation within Upper Egypt have been evaluated. They are from similar cultural backgrounds. The results have varied between success and
failure. In the first example, "Relocation of Nubians" (1933-1964), the relocation of the Nubians at Abu El-Riche, a citizen approach had some success due to its dependence on the efforts and participation of the Nubians to create their own environment. While the relocation at Kom-Ombo, a Government, approach failed to satisfy the Nubians, therefore many are trying to go back to their original home land and others have had to make significant changes to their new houses.

In the second example, "Between the Future and the Past" (1944), the unique approaches of the project failed. The village was never finished, the theory did not succeed in practice. The reasons were partly economic, partly social and partly administrative.

Is Fathy's project technically appropriate? with its unique styling and innovative techniques? The answer is no, such an approach was inappropriate in Upper Egypt. Experiences, demanding skills and resources foreign to the people to be housed, rooted in imported ideas of settlement organization or romantic ideas of a new society and incapable of replication, create more problems than they solve. It was inappropriate to the real needs, capabilities and resources of people who often house themselves best. The Gournis resisted the project because they saw Hassan Fathy as an agent of the government which was intruding, unasked, into their lives. Any Gourni having a house built for himself with his own money would have a different attitude, and would play a far more positive part in the building than actually happened in the Gourna experiment. Fathy concluded:

"The intelligent participation of the client is absolutely essential to the harmonious working-out of the building process. Client, architect, and craftsman, each in his province, must make decisions, and if any one of them abdicates his responsibility, the design will suffer and the role of architecture in the cultural growth and development of the whole people will be diminished".

---

Finally, the "Nasriya Upgrading Project" which is in ongoing, was a squatter area. The aim is mainly to provide the basic needs for a community of people using public participation. The participation of the inhabitants of Nasriya has made a substantial reduction in the project costs. The Public and the Government are equal and the project is partially administered by the people.
CHAPTER FOUR

DEFINING THE ACTIONS
4.1 INTRODUCTION

The objective of this chapter is to study the different actions required for planning the future of Luxor city. These actions include: conservation, development, tourism, environmental concerns and urban planning within its social determinant. The aim is to find a framework for integrating these conflicting actions and to search how public participation could be implemented within a strategic urban plan as a means to achieve a sustainable future for the historical environment of Luxor city. How can the idea of sustainable development be achieved through urban conservation at the local level? To answer that it is necessary, first, to clarify the meaning of sustainable development.

"Sustainable development is development that meets the needs of the present without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs."1

In other words, the phrase "sustainable development describes the interrelated nature of economic growth and resource use, and in the case of Luxor this must include environmental protection which will allow for the long-term, sensible use of the heritage resource".2 Second, there is a need to define what is meant by each of these actions. Although conservation, development and tourism are considered to be alternatives, they do, in fact, contain both competing and common interests which must be integrated into the strategic urban planning framework.

By identifying the main framework as strategic urban planning within which the issues of conservation, development and tourism can be considered, we can provide a consistent basis for establishing the links between the issues.

---


4.2 CONSERVATION ISSUES

Conservation is the careful management of a limited resource, in order to ensure efficiency and continuity of use. There are all sorts of terms such as protection, preservation, gentrification, renewal, regeneration, restoration, adaptive use, contextual design and the like, which refer back to the generic qualities of conservation and forward to signify particular kinds of conservation. Conservation is seen as stressing the importance of the built heritage, local identity, local and environmental improvement of whole urban areas. Thus, the policy of conservation cannot be separated from the policy of redevelopment. Consideration of this approach could be because:

a. Stock designed in a previous age can provide an environment which will not or cannot be reproduced today, and therefore offers a relatively scarce opportunity for both stability in the physical environment and the enrichment of human experience.

b. Architecture from the earlier centuries can give an aesthetic character to a locality which is distinctive from the provided solely by recent and contemporary generations, and can so enrich the human experience.

c. This distinctive character, and its architectural and historic interest, will attract visitors to the locality, who will generate spending to the locality.

d. Such spending will generate employment, both direct in relation to the expenditure itself, and indirect through the spending of those employed.

The concept of conservation, as a "protection", has been practised throughout history. The human desire to leave evidences of mankind's passage through history for future generations can be observed in the "monuments" of early historical periods on one scale or another, from the tremendous structures of temples to the modest designation of grave stones. Conservation, also, is closely related to information and communication, as a "monument" will transmit a message from the past to the future. In other words, this

---
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relationship has to be defined in terms of continuity and development, to learn from the past and add to it¹.

A large part of our historical environment is still living and much of it could still be saved by timely action. But its future is seriously threatened with disfigurement and destruction by a combination of economic and attitudinal factors. Many governments accord a low priority to the conservation of the cultural heritage of their cities while others lack the financial resources or the technical expertise required to preserve it².

**Conservation of what?**

Conservation, in this context, is a highly challenging concept. Within the conservation movement there is a mass of ideologies and meanings, and there are many classifications which overlap and produce confusion³. At this point it is necessary to establish *what* to conserve? Is it the artifact or the idea that we are conserving? There are certainly great monuments and structures, such as the temples of Luxor, that are in need of technical protection. Much attention, however, has been given to the physical setting and urban context of these monuments as well as the "social values" and identity which they generate⁴.

One of the greatest problems for conservation in recent years in Egypt (as well as in

---
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many other developing countries), is the phenomenon of "heritage rejection". There is a widespread phenomenon of rejection of the traditional physical environment. This is due to a common feeling among the decision-makers and the citizens in Egypt that they are at a disadvantage with regard to prevailing imported standards and values which affect the choice of national priorities and policies. They tend to downgrade and disregard as anachronistic the past heritage. A peculiar notion of what is considered to be "progress", tends to refute certain of our fundamental values and separates culture from the material side of our existence, thereby reducing the artistic achievements of the past to the rank of curiosities that have no links to daily reality. Conservation is a process of combining social, economic, political and technical aspects to maintain the use of the limited resources of a specific environment. As a result of dealing with the resource of the inherited environment it is essential to focus on the goals of urban conservation.

a. To achieve an appropriate balance between the inherited environment and the application of the development process to resources.

b. Promoting local identity as an aspect of environmental quality.

c. Promoting conservation as an asset for all the members of a community and not as an elitist activity.

d. Promoting decentralization along with conservation consciousness.

Achieving these goals is necessary in order to set the objectives of sustainable development and to define and set the targets for the strategic urban planning framework within which urban conservation and sustainable development are integrated.

---


4.3 DEVELOPMENT

Since conservation is to be seen in relation to development, it is useful to clarify what is implied by the concept of development. Development has two interrelated but analytically separable components. On the one hand, development is concerned with increased production of material goods and services. This is the notion of development as "economic growth", where the focus is largely on quantitative problems of production and use of resources. On the other hand, development is concerned with change in the distribution of material goods and in the nature of social relations. This is the notion of "social development", where the focus is on qualitative and distributional change in the structure of societies. This is achieved through the elimination of discrimination and structurally determined exploitation, the creation and assurance of equal opportunities and the more equitable distribution of the benefits of economic growth among people¹.

The aim of this thesis is to recognize the importance of social development as well as economic development in defining a meaning for urban development.

Competing demands for the use of physical assets are becoming more complex, especially in the third world. The religious leader, the businessman, the industrialist, the resident and the visitor, all claim title to their use. In Egypt, each of these individuals can make a good case for his activity. The rapid development of economic activities gives rise to new social problems. They can occur for a variety of reasons, but mainly from redistribution of populations, the differentials in incomes between employees in the new and old activities, and from inflation. However, what has development meant for these individuals? How much did they achieve? All explanations of development on the one hand contain the principal belief of change from something less to something more or better. On the other hand appropriate development has to be set within a comprehensive change in some basic values. Thus, we can also agree in principle that any development is related to the socio-economic and cultural needs; in other words, development is about utilising the readily available resources to meet the local needs.

¹- UNITED NATIONS, "Popular Participation in Decision Making for Development", Department of Economic and Social Affairs, New York, 1975, p. 4.
It has, therefore, to observe the following: 

a. Only develop those items that are likely to raise the overall quality of life, and not mere economic growth.

b. Abandon imported affluence as a goal of development.

c. Enable people to identify their priorities and plan their own strategies, by making resources available to them.

d. Maximise local self-sufficiency by encouraging small scale regional economics, using locally available inputs to provide most of the goods and services needed in the area which minimises dependence on foreign sources.

e. Use appropriate technologies, i.e. technologies processing locally available resources.

f. "Encourage co-operative and participatory arrangements".

g. Seize the opportunities that appropriate development gives to preserve and restore cultural uniqueness.

In this instance, two key problems face planners and decision makers: first, the conflict between the need for change and the political and cultural reluctance to development programmes; second, the general fear that tackling these problems will involve enormous expenses which cannot be met. One of the key issues of development in the case study is the relocation of existing residents to serve developmental actions in Luxor city. This relocation will also facilitate conservation, archaeological excavations and tourism activities, but will the people accept this socially and economically? If they are relocated, what is the correct compensation for these people? In many other cases such relocation seriously altered social structures and that presented a conflict of moral benefits versus economic benefits.

1- Trainer T., "Develop to Death", Green Print, UK, 1989, pp.198-201.
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The role of Eminent Domain¹

"Eminent domain", or "compulsory purchase" in development, the right of a government to take or to authorize the taking with just compensation of private property for public use, has been used in modern times to ensure the implementation of master plans and programs. Many issues are involved here. To what extent can eminent domain be applied? Who will decide? And what are the criteria?

Eminent domain is often applied in cases where the public good is clearly being served. When seeking a right of way, or providing for utilities, facilities, and services, municipal governments resort to eminent domain in the interest of the community as a whole. Other cases where eminent domain has recently been used are those involving urban renewal and slum clearance and those involving the implementation of zoning clearance, especially as related to nonconforming lots, uses and structures. In the first case, the use of eminent domain for the right of way or for the provision of utilities and services, the public interest seems to be a very clearly established end, in such cases, its use has been challenged only on the basis of just compensation. As for the second case, the use of eminent domain for urban renewal and slum clearance or for the implementation of zoning codes, two issues are involved. First, the public interest is not always so obvious and hence the constitutionality of the act is often challenged; and, secondly, there is the issue of who will use and benefit from the property once the reason for its taking have been removed, that is, whether the government, when confiscating a property, has a right to give away or sell this property to someone other than the original owner.

In the case of Luxor city, to allow the excavation of the heritage, eminent domain could be used as a technique with the residents, but the question is after excavating a site and concluding that no heritage exists, are the original residents allowed to get their property back?
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4.4 TOURISM

Tourism is one part of development, which is considered of major economic importance for many countries. In Egypt, in the last ten years, tourism has been considered to be the "passport to development". Egypt has the resources for different types of tourism: cultural tourism, natural tourism, commercial tourism as well as educational tourism. Luxor city, with its magnificent monuments plays a major role in Egyptian cultural tourism. Tourism, in the early days, was naively considered to be a "natural renewable resource industry" due to its supposedly 'non-consuming' attributes. This meant that tourists were only thought to visit places to admire and appreciate their beauty or unique character such as landscapes, buildings, monuments, etc, and not to consume or disturb them. Therefore few alterations and changes to the attractions were expected. Today, however, it is difficult to justify this 'non-consumptive' character, as the tourist industry itself has grown tremendously in terms of size and scope in the past decade. Besides, many studies carried out show that the proposed benefits of tourism have proved illusory\(^1\). Social and cultural patterns have been disrupted, and consumption of scarce resources by tourists have disadvantaged local populations, the character and quality of local identity has suffered, and profits flowing from the tourist industry have been channelled out of the country to overseas companies. Therefore, tourism has had as many negative effects on the local people, their culture, environment and local economies. With this new understanding, it is necessary for the tourist industry to adopt more careful management strategies, so that a successful and sustainable local development can be achieved\(^2\). Moreover, conservation and tourism are bound together inextricably, and it is vital that the problems arising out of their relationship should be closely examined with active cooperation between those concerned with conservation and those involved in the tourist industry. Local authorities within local management plans play the major role in this cooperation. This was described by the Secretary

---

\(^1\) See for example, Eber, Shirley, "Beyond the Green Horizon: Principles for Sustainable Tourism", WWF, UK, 1992.
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General of the International Union for Local Authorities (IULA) as:1

"local authorities are more the administrative units and providers of services. They are also the communities where people live and play and with which they identify themselves. The problem is that the pressure to economize, under which local authorities in many countries are suffering today, put the conservation of monuments so far down the list of priorities, that irreparable damage is being caused. With the growth of tourism, local authorities in many parts of the world are now asking themselves whether the historical monuments within their boundaries cannot be exploited as a source of income and development. How to obtain the advantages of making a tourist attraction of their monuments while avoiding as much as possible the disadvantages?

Expansion and the creation of new forms of tourism, even at a time of global economic recession, has led to considerable interest in the industry. In most countries tourism is 'statistically invisible' and, usually, only the most obvious sectors or those exclusively devoted to tourists are enumerated in official data. Inevitably, this tends to be the accommodation sector and, perhaps, cafes, and restaurants. Yet the tourist industry is far larger than this. Tourists also spend money directly on recreational facilities, tourist attractions, shops and local services. In turn, these have indirect effects on agriculture wholesaling and manufacturing, while secondary rounds of spending of tourism income create induced linkages in the economy2.

Tourism, once seen as a service sector business, is now viewed as a resource based industry. These are some principles about tourism3:

a. As an industrial activity, tourism consumes resources, creates waste and has specific infrastructure needs. (Tourism consumes three distinct types of resources:
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natural resources, man-made resources and cultural resources. This leads to direct environmental impact as well as the indirect effects of social change. Waste that tourism creates can have a detrimental effect on the land, air or water. Tourism’s infrastructure requirements can overload the existing local infrastructure.

b. Tourism has the ability to over-consume resources in each of the three tourist resources. There is a biotic, abiotic and social capacity of an area to receive tourism. If this capacity is exceeded, the area will rapidly decline.

c. Tourism, as a resource-dependent industry must compete for scarce resources to ensure survival. Tourism uses the same environmental resources as its host communities. This can put tourism’s competitive demands in a direct competition with the needs and desires of residents of host communities.

d. Tourism is a private-sector dominant industry, with investment decisions being based predominantly on the maximization of profits. Tourism development decisions are based on the ability of an enterprise to make a profit. This inevitably leads to a number of environmental conflicts.

e. Tourism is multi-faceted industry, and as such, it is almost impossible to control. The total tourist mechanism involves a multitude of very diverse private companies, government agencies and tourist markets.

f. Tourists are consumers, not anthropologists. Tourists are seeking an escape from their everyday experience, "being on holiday".

g. Tourism is entertainment.

h. Unlike other industrial activities, tourism generates income by importing clients rather than exporting its product.

Each of these principles has the potential to give rise to a number of environmental consequences. The exact nature and extent of the environmental effects will vary in each instance depending on both the nature of tourism and the social and environmental context of the host nation.

Historic sites and monuments, apart from their intrinsic value and beauty, are major economic resources and irreplaceable capital assets, contributing significantly through tourism to the earnings of foreign exchange, to local employment and prosperity, and to central government taxation. Admission fees can rarely cover the cost of maintenance,
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repairs and operating, but if the wider benefits are taken into account, such as the customers attracted by hotels, restaurants, cafes, and shops, then the viability of conservation projects takes on a new perspective. For historical cities, such as Luxor, tourism can continue as a viable economic resource without the need for manufacturing industries which would spoil its character. Considerable employment is created in the hotel trade which is associated with higher spending by tourists on traditional crafts. This gives a better chance of survival, and local residents can enjoy a more extensive range of facilities than would otherwise be possible.

The point which should be presented in this context is that money spent on conservation is a sensible national investment producing a measurable return in terms of employment, increased trade, foreign exchange and taxation. Therefore, efforts should be made to convince government, local authorities and all those with economic interests benefiting from tourism, in the hotel, catering, retailing and travel industries, as well as banks and insurance companies, that investment in the conservation of monuments and historical sites can often make a greater return than any other investment activity. This preservation and promotion of tourist attractions can also help to prevent rural depopulations, where tourism is the only alternative source of employment, to agriculture, which is a declining source of jobs, even in prosperous agricultural areas, due to mechanization. Moreover, tourism can be seen as a complementary activity to agriculture as farmers can offer tourists accommodation and food and thereby supplement their income. The daily expenditure of tourists will fall into a number of categories, such as accommodation, food and drink, transport, shopping, and entertainment (which will include visiting to historic monuments and sites/ sound and light/ theatre/ museum and so on). Thus for every unit spent on historic sites, which are

---

the main purpose of the visit, an equivalent sum is spent on other items\(^1\).

But, meanwhile as tourist numbers grow so change accelerates. The role of conservation in this situation is clearly important and often complex and difficult to implement. Tourism and the monuments will play a major role in the future planning and designing of the historical cities. An analysis of pedestrian movement in Luxor shows that the location of the temples has a crucial effect on which shops are likely to benefit. Thus, those shops on the principal routes to the temples are in very favourable positions.

The debate will continue. Whether to compromise tourism in favour of the environment and residents present and future, or to disrupt the environment and the population to serve tourism. There is, however, sometimes a severe danger of tourism causing some of the local population to adopt or imitate values of the visitors, disrupting the local culture and creating divisive local sub-cultures. There is no easy solution, only better understanding of the problem and the need to encourage more local participation, better cooperation between governments, authorities and conservation experts and those who operate in the tourist industry.

The time for action is now; the role and importance of education is stressed; especially education at the level of primary and secondary schooling, and it cannot be stressed too often that the most effective way of changing attitudes towards the conservation of cultural values and cultural property is by early education.

---
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4.5 ENVIRONMENTAL CONCERNS

Over the last three decades cities of the developing countries have been facing numerous and various social and environmental problems, mainly due to the rapid rate of urbanization and industrialisation. Recently, there has been a considerable growth of interest in environmental issues, in sustainability and the better planning and management of development in harmony with the environment. The natural, built and historic environment issues will be encompassed by environmental planning and management in its widest sense. It will include development planning and control, planning processes and methods, housing, transport, environmental management, resource planning, design and environmental quality, conservation, tourism planning, and similarly related areas for present and future arrangements

As to the future, the ongoing view has been mostly in terms of next week, next month, or next year, "live each day", "let tomorrow take care of itself", and "don't borrow trouble" are the philosophies for meeting the future. We seem to have reached a time when we need to stop and think and learn how to identify the wisdom we need, wherever we can find it. But there is the danger that any serious attempt to grapple now with the opportunities of the future, as well as the problems we inherited from the past, will only be postponed for another decade. At the rate today's world is changing, we are deceiving ourselves if we believe a problem or an opportunity presented now will be the same as it would be later, when it suits us better to attend to it. So, when we design the setting for the historical environment of Luxor for the next fifteen to thirty years, we should take time out now to order our perspectives of the future. We still have time to learn how to take charge of the approaching, much greater impact of the technological future. We need to start now, working through participation, first with the public, then

---
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with institutions and with professionals, government, and universities¹. Turner² in charting aspects of change in the world environment today, stated that there are but two alternative futures:

a. Firstly, if current rates of consumption and pollution continue, the biosphere is likely to become incapable of supporting higher forms of life long before mineral resources are exhausted. The more people who join the feast of modern consumption, the sooner this will happen.

b. The second alternative is that, as there is no room at the feast for the rich, they must adopt lower standards in order to support the majority. "We have no right whatsoever to tell others to tighten their belts while our own bellies protrude so much that we cannot see the poverty we stand on".

Historically, we have tended to overestimate change in the short term, and when it doesn't materialize quickly, we are lulled into a sense of complacency or frustration. This leads to foreseeable 'crises' to which we respond by taking what we proudly call 'action'. Typically, we react rather than anticipate. We struggle with many present-day problems because we ignored them when they were future opportunities. Change in the long run is almost always understated. It simply outstrips our imagination. In the shock-wave of great technological and social changes that we are now in, we are confounded by the vast, seemingly endless predictability of the 'unpredictable'. But the 'immediate' technological changes we may be anticipating, or dreading, are more part of our children's future. They simply won't happen as fast as we seem to think³.

Society has not begun to understand what the human environment should consist of. We have limited social and economic action programs for 'instant' solutions, but we have
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no comprehensive social-economic-physical conception of the total future human environment, or of how to build it beginning now and phasing through the transitional period of the next twenty/thirty years into the 21st century. Human needs and the numbers involved are great, and there are limited resources. There is, therefore, a need for efficiency. This has brought forth cost-benefit ratios and program planning and budget systems. Cost-benefit ratios measure economic efficiency; as such they are constraints on the means, not the objectives. Designers of the future environment should assimilate and transcend these management tools so that they may proceed to human-benefit ratios.

Environmental Impact Assessment is the contemporary multidisciplinary activity that seeks to identify and predict the impact of changes on the environment and on man's health and well-being. The term environmental assessment describes a technique and a process by which information about the environmental effects of a project is collected, both by the developer and other sources, and is taken into account by the planning authority in forming their judgements on whether the development should go ahead. In essence, EIA is a systematic process, that examines the environmental consequences of development actions, in advance.

Environmental Impact Assessment met with strong resistance from many quarters. Many developers saw it as yet another costly and time-consuming constraint on development. Of course, planners have traditionally assessed the impacts of developments on the environment, but invariably not in the systematic, holistic and multidisciplinary way required by EIA.

---

According to Ewald\textsuperscript{1}, "Every culture has only the future that is contained in the dynamic force of its image of the future. The future of the culture can be predicated by the power of its thinking about the future. No culture can maintain itself for long without a positive and generally accepted image of the future. A culture which shuts itself up in the present, or what amounts to the same thing in a shortsighted perspective of the future, has no future".

For the development of a future environment that admits and enhances the rational-irrational-extrarational qualities of individuals, we need the scientific approach to observe, relate, abstract, distinguish, deduce and more. We must start with an encompassing philosophy derived from our values and proceed through a whole system to construction procedures that will complete the project.

---

It is the balance of human intellect, emotion, and spirit that is critical. The process of creating the future social, economic, and physical environment will either steady or tip this balance.
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We are entering an era of external social stress created by the need and demand for greater economic parity by low income groups, for equality of opportunity and choice by minorities, and for greater participation in decision-making by all groups in society. These issues will form the basis for a search for new social values and will be the most critical factors determining both the extent and nature of the development of the environment. Individuals and organizations which emerge as effective instruments to deal with these issues will have a major influence on the form of the physical environment. The critical question is to what extent future environment will be measured by the public not in terms of GNP? Will the public recognize a higher priority for greater overall improvement? The form and quality of the environment will be driven by social and political issues and will be most affected by the following:

Public Objectives: The nature of the lifestyles and environment to which the public aspires and is willing to support; the extent to which the public makes its concern for the physical environment a high priority; the extent to which citizens' groups become actively involved in the planning process.

GNP/Population. The ratio of the growth of the GNP to the growth of the population will result in a mean per capita income which will establish the degree of individual affluence. The higher the mean, the more willing the public will be to put greater expenditure into preservation and improvement of the physical environment.

Governmental Fiscal and Taxation Policies. At local, regional and national levels, policies related to the exploitation and conservation of the physical environment will be formed to reflect the public's objectives. Equally important are policies designed to stimulate or retard improvement of various sectors of the economy or segments of society or geographic areas which will be formulated at national level, and these policies will have more influence on the physical environment than any other single factor. Taxation policies will be formulated and revised and will have a major influence on the development of the physical environment. The extent to which real property, as opposed to income, is taxed for support of government, education, and public environment improvements will be a significant factor in determining public support.

---
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**Demographic Pattern.** Urban migration will continue by an even more mobile population, and it will create new demographic settlement patterns related to climate, employment opportunities, and opportunities for sought-after life styles and recreation, rather than the earlier historic ties to natural transportation routes or centres of raw-product.

**Transportation.** Long distance transportation is sufficiently advanced to predict a high degree of world mobility for an increasingly more affluent population. The character of public and private transportation for short distances is more difficult to predict, however, and the actual commuting time between home, place of work, and recreation will strongly influence residential patterns and development of urban city centre.

**Supply and Demand.** Demand will affect the cost of land near metropolitan areas, in beneficial climate zones and near natural recreational resources. This will, in turn, result in higher residential and commercial densities.

**Towards integrating knowledge**
If we are to think of building the future environment in comprehensive human terms, we need a way for different sciences, professions, and interested layman to organize their thinking and communicate with each other. An organisational framework would help use our plentiful communication technology to make the fullest use of our scattered human resources. There is a need for a common intellectual order for knowledge concerning the development of the human environment, and common access to it, to accelerate work during the critical initial phase. There is no accepted index of knowledge today that has a consistent internal philosophy, that is both flexible and comprehensive, and that is oriented toward ordering knowledge for thinking, decision-making, design, and production of the future environment.

Thus, new development may produce harmful waste but will also produce much needed employment in areas of high unemployment. However, the interrelation does not always apply. A project may bring physical benefits, but equally the socio-economic impact

---

could include pressure on local health services and on the local housing market, and an increase in community conflict and crime. A project may also have immediate and direct impacts that give rise to secondary effects over time. The direct and indirect impacts may sometimes correlate with short-term and long-term objectives. The short-term/long-term distinction of impact of the project may also relate to construction/operational stage of the project.

Environmental resources including historical environments cannot be replaced. Once destroyed, they are lost forever. The distinction between reversible and irreversible impact is a very important one and the identification of irreversible impact not susceptible to mitigation, can be a significant issue in an EIA. There is also the distinction between actual and perceived impacts. Individual "subjective" perceptions of impacts may be significant in influencing the responses and decisions of individuals toward a proposal development. They constitute an important source of information to be considered alongside more objective predictions. Finally, all impacts should be assessed relative to the "do-nothing" approach.

The whole EIA exercise is about prediction. It is needed at the earliest stages of the project, including alternatives. There is a dimension of prediction (what to predict), and the limitations implicit in such exercises (living with uncertainty).

Evaluation follows from prediction and involves an assessment of the relative significance of the impact. Methods range from the intuitive to the analytical, from qualitative to quantitative, from formal to informal. Cost-benefit analysis, monetary valuation techniques, and multi-criteria/multi-attribute methods, with their scoring and weighting system, provide a number of ways into the evaluation issue.


2- Ibid. p. 113.
4.6 URBAN PLANNING AND THE SOCIAL DETERMINANT

Urban planning was described in the late 1940s as "... to express in drawing the form of existing or proposed land uses and buildings", also planning was described as being "concerned with the arrangement of land uses and communication routes in the most satisfactory practicable form". This view re-stated in the 1960s, under the influence of new town planners, that "town planning is dedicated to the promotion of an efficient and life-enhancing relationship between man and his physical environment". This view was extended also in the early 1970s to consider urban planning as a discipline and a professional activity in its own right, primarily responsible for the physical aspects of the total development process.

The physical definition of urban planning, while it has been modified over the last few decades, still stresses the coordination of the visible, often man-made aspects, of the environment as being the main concern of planners. To produce development plans showing, in broad terms:

a. the allocation of land for different uses such as housing, industry and open space, and

b. the approximate future position of such things as schools and roads for which land needs to be reserved.

For this reason, plans are still expressed as generalised maps, diagrams and drawings concerned with the location and design of physical land uses.

---


How to measure success

Ordinarily we measure the success of any project by comparing parallel programmes on the basis of costs, time and quantity of the output. In many cases, we are willing to pay higher initial costs in the hope of some dramatic statistical success measured by the number of units produced over time. Yet a rational evaluation of housing alternatives, for example, judged from a twenty-year point of view, must recognize that ongoing maintenance and broader social considerations far outweigh considerations of initial cost or production measured solely in terms of numbers of units.

Egypt’s central Government for a long time believed that housing problems could be solved through modern technology and organization, if sufficient resources were available. A fundamental consequence of this optimistic view is an underestimation of the variability and complexity of human needs, and the resources represented by the people themselves. The result of these attitudes and their underlying values is to make people seem "invisible" to those experts, chiefly members of large bureaucratic organizations. It is only when the invisible people have made their presence felt, through political agitation or sheer force of numbers, that governments have been compelled to recognize their existence and to institute new or revised goals or programmes.

The phenomenon of invisibility

People become invisible in the housing process to the extent that officialdom chooses not to see them at all or sees them only in terms of quantities of stereotyped human beings. This blindness is the result of a genuine desire to improve the living conditions


3. Ibid., pp. 97-98.
of as many people as possible, a fixed idea of what constitutes "good" housing, a recognition of severe limits on public and private commercial sector resources to attain these goals, an emphasis on standardization of design and production efficiency and consequent discounting of the role of the dweller in the provision of housing. This approach is based on an assumption that public participation is inefficient and time consuming, that people "don't know what they want", or simply that trained technicians "know better".

This gap between residents' needs and resources on the one hand and institutional standards and values on the other, is the root of the problem faced by "invisible" people. Development policies which widen this gap instead of seeking to close it threaten everyone's freedom to build.

This blindness, which pervades all institutions of modern society, explains the stupidity of tearing down "substandard" houses or slums when their occupants have no other place to go and, therefore, are forced to create new slums from previously "standard" homes. This blindness explains the monstrous low cost projects.

Many of the fundamental design principles of Egyptian cities evolved in response to social norms that were closely adhered to. The acute concern for privacy and for proper behaviour was reflected in the development of building regulations and property rights, and in the design of streets and cul-de-sacs (haras). With today's massive urban development, this evolutionary process has been greatly disturbed. And therefore, under these circumstances, social planning has to be considered as well as physical planning. In other words, planning for man's physical survival is not enough, considerations must also be given to his values and the enrichment of his life through participation in a highly complex social system. To make it possible for man to interact with others socially, the physical environment should provide the appropriate setting for such interaction to take place. Any design decision will shape people’s future behaviour. At all stages of design-decisions are made through assumptions about human behaviour, and
the success or failure of the work may depend on the ability to predict human behaviour with reasonable accuracy (social reality versus physical reality). So, an important determinant of the pattern of social life and interaction among people is the extent of their affiliative behaviour. Affiliative behaviour may be defined as a social interaction with others physically and emotionally. Furthermore, psychologists have related the extent to which affiliate behaviour satisfies such human psychological needs as: succour, nurture, security, identity, self-actualization, differences, and understanding. So it can be concluded that the physical environment affects people's "physical reality" and that social interaction creates environments for "social reality".

War on poverty

"The basic question emerges as to who gains and who loses from the effects of urban planning and social policy. Is the distribution of these gains and losses fair or just?" Urban planners do not habitually ask these questions and the reason seems to be that their implicit theoretical stance directly precludes consideration of such issues. Thus it has been necessary to make a critique of this stance and develop an alternative. The stance which is criticised is that which sees society working cooperatively through social interaction. The alternative that is advanced is based on conflict theory which sees society as a constantly changing balance of opposing forces, as represented by economics and politics. Such a stance points clearly to the questions of distribution and justice.

---


The origins of sociology:
A definition of sociology is as difficult to discover as one for urban planning. Sociology developed first as a new point of view within traditional philosophy. It sprang from the fusion of two opposed points of view in western thought, namely, Positivism and Organicism.

Organicism constructs its picture of society on the basis of an organic model. In metaphysics, it refers to the attempt to explain the world, reality, or even the universe as a kind of organism. In contrast, positivism is associated with the rise of science. It is a term which refers to the line of thought which attempts to explain the world almost exclusively in terms of measurable experiences and the facts, forces and energies which underlie them.\(^1\)

In practice, social action takes the form of social interaction. There are four main parameters of the forms of social interaction. These are \textit{co-operation}, \textit{anomie}\(^2\), \textit{alienation} and \textit{conflict}. In reality, any actual social interaction will be something less than totally one or the other of these forms.\(^3\)

The following paragraphs illustrate the different social interactions taking place between four individuals A, B, C, and D. On the one hand, the social interaction taking place between A and B is basically co-operative. They share roughly the same values and aspirations and find that these may be achieved by co-operation. As a result, the kind

\(^{1}\) Ibid, pp. 7, 8.

\(^{2}\) In society or in an individual, a condition of hopelessness caused by breakdown of rules of conduct and loss of belief and sense of purpose.
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of society they create by their interaction may be relatively co-operative. They are not, however, totally co-operative, integrated and happy in their interaction. Thus, from time to time, small tensions and disputes arise which, when resolved, result in a slightly new form of social interaction and society. In the case of A and B these tensions are characterised as mainly anomies, that is, they arise either because their economy cannot be sufficiently regulated by them, and a poor income, for instance, leads to some dispute as to how it is divided between them. Their general co-operation is therefore marked periodically by structural or mental changes which result in some discontent but not necessarily relevant remedial action.

On the other hand, the social interaction between C and D is usually characterised by conflict. The people do not share many values and objectives, and each seeks to organise his society in a way that serves mainly his interests. This continuing dynamic tension often leads to changes in the form of their social interaction and hence to changes in their society. The ability to initiate or resist such change depends to a large extent on the control of economic resources or political power. In order to prevent such situation leading to continuous, violent and destructive interaction, C and D co-operate to some extent by establishing institutionalised conflict in forms which do not normally lead to the ultimate destruction of one or the other of them. Such a society may also be characterised by an element of alienation. To the extent that alienation exists, C and D both live and work in such a way that they do fulfil their true potential as human beings. To this extent, in their social interaction they treat each other as things rather than people and spend much of their time engaged in sub-human action, like working on an assembly line, in order to create objects for which an artificial demand is created or are in themselves of little intrinsic value anyway. Finally Simme concluded that:

"Total co-operation, anomie, alienation or conflict are all therefore relatively undesirable forms of social interaction. Totally co-operative and integrated societies are static. Wholly anomie individuals suffer from the malady of

1. Ibid, p. 11.
2. Ibid, p. 12.
insatiable but unsatisfiable aspirations. Alienated man is an object rather than a person. The ultimate in conflict leads to violence, death and destruction. Thus most individuals at most times seek social interaction and societal arrangements which are less than any of these extremes. The degree to which they are able to succeed in this search depends upon the complexity of society, the different positions that individuals and groups occupy, and their ability to comprehend and organise society according to their values and aspirations. To the extent that these factors are different either for different individuals and groups in a particular society or in different societies, so the characteristics of social interaction within a society or in different societies will themselves differ".

Sociology and Urban Planning
To use the terminology outlined above, a sociological analysis of urban planning is therefore called for, seeking explanations of the meaningful social interactions which take place between physical planners, their institutional environment and individuals and groups in society. Evidence of these meaningful social interactions is required and the social and physical effects they have on society as a whole, groups or individuals.

The main objective is to identify relevant groups and their purposes. The main evidence of their existence and aspirations will be in their differences in access to, and possession of, scarce and desirable resources, power and status. The main criteria for the selection of relevant data in these areas will be whether or not they fall within the influence of physical planning.

Therefore, two major issues should be in mind. The first is that as there are no a priori reasons for supposing that clear cause-and-effect chains exist, there is no obvious merit in starting the analysis at any particular point. The choice of a starting point depends primarily on what the analyst is trying to explain and order will make this explanation most clear.

The second issue is that as all factors exist in a dynamic and changing relationship with one another it is not possible to specify exactly what those relationships are at this point in time. It is only possible to trace them historically up to the very recent past and to project this understanding into the present and the immediate future. Analysis which
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starts with the present and concerns itself with the future is likely to be pure fancy which may or may not materialise according to who believes it and what circumstances they find themselves in.

To conclude, the standard approach to urban planning is now irrelevant. The master plan based on assumptions of distributing land uses and physical arrangements is not working any more. Furthermore, assumptions that the city necessarily contains one community sharing common values, and therefore having standard requirements, is increasingly a recipe for conflict. The major objective of urban planning should therefore be to design and develop cities in such a way that individuals and groups both want and can afford to live in them.

4.7 SUMMARY OF THE CHAPTER

The question is often: is it more important to enhance the environment or to replace it? Perhaps the more important question is to define the interpretation of "environment", is it a physical or a social phenomenon? The answer has produced conflicts. Conservation, development and tourism, what are the costs and what are the benefits for every intervention? What are the policies? The benefits generated from tourism, for example, are mainly concerned with the economic growth of the area and the provision of job opportunities, while extensive exposure to tourism leads to the disturbance of the environment, residents values and their normal living patterns. It can mean higher prices and scarcity of goods and services, more traffic problems and restrictions for them (which are some but few of the costs).

Policies which fail to take into account economic factors are unlikely to be implemented, but also there is a necessity for an optimal balance between economic, social and cultural dimensions. Heritage can find an opportunity, by linking with tourism. This link is based on the ability of a historic object to draw tourists and that revenues from tourism should be able to finance their restoration and maintenance. The concept of 'urban conservation' and its integration with the notion of 'sustainable development'
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imply extensive and complex meanings. The objective of integration brings together disciplines, development and conservation, which have traditionally been quite separate, with the intention of turning them into practical reality. This implies new interdisciplinary strategies to allow the interdependent nature of the inherited urban area and local community to be better explored. Urban conservation strategies and policies, which operate within the urban planning framework, are one of the best ways of achieving the integration.

People become invisible in the development process to the extent that officialdom chooses not to see them at all or sees them only in terms of quantities of stereotyped human beings. Therefore, planning for man's physical survival is not enough; considerations must also be given to his values, attitudes and behaviour. There are four main forms of social interaction, co-operation, anomie, alienation and conflict. To make it possible for man to interact with others socially, the physical environment should provide the appropriate setting for each interaction to take place.

Sustainable development is development that meets the needs of the present without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs. Environmental impact assessment seeks to identify and predict the impact of changes on the environment. Environmental resources including historical environments cannot be replaced: once destroyed, they are lost forever. Therefore, for sustainability, all action of developmental should be assessed relative to the "do-nothing" approach.

If we are to think of building a future environment in comprehensive human terms, we need a way for different sciences, professions, and interested layman to organize their thinking and communicate with each other.

---
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Finally, it is necessary also to identify the main forms of constraint governing integration that will allow a sustainable outcome. For the purpose of this thesis we will be focusing on a local level rather than on studying the impacts of use and development of land on the quality of the urban environment at national or regional scale.

---
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The theoretical framework contains three chapters, "Perspectives of Public Participation", "Public Participation Experiences" and "Defining the Actions", which represents an anatomy of public participation in the built environment indicating techniques, methodologies, and processes.

One of the major objectives of participation in this work is to effect psychological change in the population of Luxor, that will better prepare them to participate in changes and developments that will affect them and their historical environment. If this objective is not achieved, then at best the whole process may become one in which a few leaders emerge as representatives of the group, and the worst where ordinary governmental ways of development will continue.

Participation doesn't just happen, it is initiated. This could be through intermediate organizations, in which a professional (consultant) manages the process over time. The process would cover four phases: Initiation - Preparation - Implementation - Continuation. Time is necessary for a successful participation. Much of this time should be spent in preparation within the intermediate organization, promoting initiatives, before contact is made with the public\(^1\). One of the major reasons for the failure of Hassan Fathy's experiment was the lack of preparation time.

Successful participation can be seen formally or informally when a number of interests willingly come together to achieve some common purpose. This can be seen in Egyptian slum areas, when illegal communities share together to survive. The old Nubia and old Gourna villages were built on such principles. Furthermore, the participants do not have to be equal in skills, funds or even confidence, but they do have to trust each other and share some commitment. This takes time.

---

\(^1\) Wilcox, David, "Community Participation and Empowerment: Putting Theory into Practice", Housing summary 4, Joseph Rowntree Foundation, August, 1994, p. 3.
Commitment is the other side of apathy: people are committed when they want to achieve something, apathetic when they don’t. In The Nasriya project, people were interested in achieving the building of the infrastructure and the upgrading of their community, therefore they have been committed to the project. In contrast, in the New Gourna project, people were apathetic about the idea, and they simply did not share in the interests or concerns of those putting forward the plans.

People are most likely to be committed to carrying something through if they have a share in the idea. One of the biggest barriers to action is for plans to be imported, "not invented in the environment". The differences between the success of the Abu El-Riche relocation and the failure of Kom-Ombo for the Nubians could be explained from this point of view. In practice, the generation of local ideas means running brainstorming workshops, helping people think through the practicality of ideas, and negotiating with others a result which is acceptable to as many people as possible.

People’s participation and related activities require an appropriate physical environment. This will interact and influence their normal way of life and thereby change their perception of the quality of that life. Change will happen as a result of the interaction between the physical environment and human needs. This will grow or decline depending on the numbers of people and their requirements.

Conservation and development are two actions which have an influence on changing the built environment. Conservation carries a meaning of "sustainable development", that is the development that meets the needs of the present generation without compromising the ability of future generation to meet their own needs. Good urban planning can obtain a better balance between conservation and development than has been achieved in the past. Management and planning are interrelated, with managers seeing planning as an input and planners seeing management as an output. Management is seen as the
implementation of policies, strategies, proposals, plans and programmes, and is used to maximize the use of resources for the satisfaction of human needs, wants and desires. Therefore, two questions arise: First, who is doing the management? Is it the Government on behalf of the public, or the public themselves? Second, what is the time horizon? Is it short-term, so that the success or failure can be judged in days or weeks; or long-term, so that the result will not be available until well into the future, to be judged perhaps by future generations.

Tourism is another action which needs to be integrated with conservation and development in the future of the environment. Sustainable development for tourism is an action which harmonizes economic benefits and the protection of the environment. If tourism is to be truly beneficial to all concerned and sustainable in the long-term, it must be ensured that resources are not over-consumed, that natural and human environments are protected, that tourism is integrated with other activities, that real benefits are active to local communities, that local people are included in tourism planning and implementation and that cultures and peoples are respected. Where tourism is not integrated with other sectors and balanced through strategic urban planning, it can result in uncontrolled and rapid expansion, which often has disastrous consequences, including environmental effects such as the visual blight of concrete jungles, pollution and social damage.

Conclusion
Conservation, Development and Tourism play major roles in the future of the environment. Conservation will integrate with Development, Tourism will be part of Development, Conservation will be an investment for Tourism, Tourism will be a resource to finance Conservation and Development projects. The dilemma which is

---

physically and socially complicated and difficult. These interrelations affect and are affected by the reality of the surrounding environment. This reality is perceived as a social reality and a physical reality. The social reality is inherited and is shaped by culture, tradition, religion and external forces. The results are reflected in individual and group behaviours in the community, resulting in cooperative, anoméiation, alienation or conflict. Thus, to think of the physical reality without considering social reality is to be blind in one eye. Egypt has been trying in past decades to achieve development through the route of physical reality. The hope was that enhancing the physical environment would produce an improvement in social interaction. The ideas which were theocratically unique failed in practice because people are not objects to be arranged. There are lives, dreams, customs and hopes, there are pasts, presents and futures. The understanding of this reality caused a change in governmental attitudes. Privatization, decentralization and public participation become the new strategies for future development. Luxor is an example of all these issues. The conflicts between social reality and physical realities, appeared in every action. Conservation, Development and Tourism, conceived as physical reality need to be reevaluated in the light of this new understanding. The urban planning of the city is in crisis and the city environment suffers. New projects should be initiated. To start, urban planning should be managed through public participation which guarantees sharing the responsibilities of living in the present environment and facing the challenge for the future.
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5.1: THE CITY AND ITS HERITAGE

"We now reach the city which shares with Babylon and Nineveh the glory of being accepted as representative of all the splendour and magnificence of the ancient eastern world, and which, in some respects, and notably in the solid grandeur of its great temples, must have outshone even its two great rivals. For over four centuries, from the expulsion of the Hyksos to the death of Ramses III, the great southern city reigned without a rival, so far as Egypt was concerned, and for a considerable part of that period 'Thebes' was the virtual centre of the ancient world". ¹

1. THE SITE

On the eastern and western banks of the southern edge of the famous Quena tie of the River Nile, about 670 kilometres south of Cairo and 230 kilometres north of Aswan city, there once stood a village called Waset. This was also the site of Thebes, which was the capital of the ancient united Egypt in the periods known as the Middle and New Kingdoms (c. 2000-1000 B.C), and was the headquarters for the worshipping of the God Amon-Ra. It is now known as Luxor city.

Fig (5-1) Ancient Egypt

2. LUXOR IN HISTORY

"Waset" was no different from hundreds of other Egyptian villages. Located on the banks of the River Nile, its inhabitants, sun-dried buildings and daily life were governed by the cycle of the Nile flood and the alternation of night and day. The mysterious universe awakened speculation in the minds of the Egyptians and the greatest natural phenomenon, the sun, made the most powerful impression on the Nile dwellers. The people at that time believed in magical power, with two great life forces, the River Nile and Religion. In the little village of Waset, Amon was the God of the village. Amon-Ra was later to become the national God.¹

Egypt's various settlements slowly combined into two powerful states: a northern kingdom which included the Delta of Egypt, and a southern kingdom which extended to Aswan. During the long pre-dynastic years, sometimes peacefully, sometimes using armed strife, the southern kingdom overcame the northern one, and the two united into a single state.

With the passing of centuries, came the time of the Hyksos (1786-1567 B.C.). They came from the direction of Syria and ruled Egypt for some 100 years. The Egyptian prince Ahmose rid the country of the Hyksos plague and established the 18th Dynasty and a New Kingdom of gigantic imperial expansion in the west Asia and Sudan.

It was only then that Thebes began to develop. As befitted a new capital, the expansion was slow at first, but it continued with increasing momentum until the one-time village was transformed into a seat of world power never before witnessed. Military success and territorial expansion went hand in hand with an artistic and architectural revolution of unparalleled greatness. Magnificent temples were built for the great Amon-Ra, who was established as "Solar God", the King of Gods. The power of Amon was in evidence

Figure (5-2) The existing city components
everywhere. Conceptually, the political systems at that time were formed in a pyramidal profile with the pharaoh at its apex as the son of the god and his sole representative on earth. Under the Pharaoh were a few advisors, and at the bottom were the general public. The public were trying to satisfy the god through the Pharaoh, so that the god would accept them as being faithful souls in their millennium. So, it was a duty and an advantage to serve Amon-Ra and successive Pharaohs systematically endeavoured to outstrip their predecessors in the magnificence of the architectural and 'artistic endeavour. "Hundred-Gated Thebes" was at the peak of its glory.

To be sure of the date of the fall of Thebes is difficult, but one could say it started when Akhenaton (18th Dynasty), the sensitive, peace-loving Pharaoh who believed in a universal God, shifted the capital from Thebes to Tel El-Amarna. As Baikie described

"All this was changed by the religious revolution which was forced upon Egypt by Amenophis’s son and successor, Akhenaton. His hatred of Amonism led him to desert Thebes, and to create for himself a new capital at El-Amarna. For probably at least a dozen years, Thebes was neglected and out of favour, with her temples shut up and their incomes diverted to the service of Akhenaton’s god, the Aton."

Through the centuries, the city was occupied by the Greeks, Romans, early Christians and finally the Arabs. Ancient Thebes was gone. "Luxor" was born: the name is a corruption of the Arabic El-Uqsur, which is the plural of El-Qasr, and means ‘The Castles’.

At times the city has been cared for and at other times neglected, and is now left to the modern archaeologists. Napoleon Bonaparte’s expedition to Egypt in 1798 was combined with the discovery of the famous Rosetta Stone and the compilation of a dictionary of the lost language by the French scholar “Francois Champollion”. This gave insight into

1- Ibid. pp. 14-16.

the ancient religion, the manners and customs of people of long ago and, above all, into the complex political institutions that endured for five thousands years.

The beginning of the 19th century witnessed the construction of the railways all over Egypt, and the city emerged as a commercial centre for the north to the port of "El-Kuseir" on the Red Sea, But unfortunately, the opening of the Suez Canal affected the city adversely because of the transfer of shipping routes. Luxor then, began to seize its place as an important archaeological site.

The city today is a tourist city. In 1989 it was separated from Quena Governorate and became an independent city. The president of the city council was granted the power and authority of a governor. Excavation continues. What has been discovered so far such as the tombs of the Valley of the Kings, the Valley of the Queens, and the temples East and West of the Nile, make the city the greatest historical environment in the world.

5.2 THE URBAN COMPONENTS OF LUXOR CITY

The city of Luxor stretches along both sides of the River Nile but mainly on the eastern bank. Within its boundaries it consists of:

a. Ancient Thebes which is called the "city of life", due to its functions for everyday life, is on the eastern bank of the Nile. This contains the magnificent temples of Luxor, Karnak, and Mut, the Sphinx-lined avenues and the neglected Madamoud temple in addition to modern buildings. The expansion of the city has two main restrictions, the railway line in the east and the Nile River in the west.

b. Luxor City, located in the south eastern sector of ancient Thebes, has combined with some hamlets absorbed by the city's growth.

c. In the north and south of the city there are many villages which have gradually
become connected to the main city as the intervening areas have been the only possible areas for expansion. These include several villages (sing. naga'); naga el-Thtany, naga el-Nwafil, naga el-Karnak, and naga el-Fowikany in the north, and the southern villages, el-Hataba, el-Awamia, el-Biaddia, el-Hobilah and naga el-Mittawih. The most important is the village of Karnak which is located on the archaeological sites, with about 25% of the city's population. This needs to be relocated to make a way for conservation and excavation works. As a result of a special order issued in May 1989 for Luxor city, there is some confusion and conflict about the boundaries of these villages and Luxor city.

d. The "city of the Dead" is on the western bank of the River Nile. The urban heritage in this part is mainly magnificent tombs and burial-grounds. Today the urban growth is limited, but at the end of the last century some people were living and working on the excavation sites of ancient Egyptian monuments in the Gourna region. The discovery of antiquities led to a rise in tourism, which stemmed migration and allowed residents to remain in the region and work in tourism-related activities.

Photographs (5-1, 2 and 3)

Shows both the Karnak temple and the Luxor temple in 1922. On the above one, the Karnak temple area there is no residential areas around, which is now covered by Karnak village.

In contrary the other two shows the area of Luxor temple which was covered by inhabitants, and now is empty and used as an open area.
5.3 LUXOR HERITAGE COMPONENTS

The urban heritage of Luxor city is located on both banks. Many of the Egyptologists insisted that what have been discovered is limited comparing to what is unknown about this heritage. Furthermore, tremendous activities are required to excavate and fully understand the urban heritage of Luxor city.

5.3.1 Eastern bank heritage

..."Thebes, 'was rabidly becoming a worthy seat of empire, the first monumental city of antiquity.' The temple of Luxor was built with a splendour and beauty which have been obscured rather than added to by the subsequent additions of Ramses II. It was then connected with its greater sister Karnak by a wide avenue bordered by sphinxes and made gay with flower gardens".¹

The heritage of the eastern bank played an important part in the shaping of Luxor city. The strong relationship, both spatially and spiritually, between these sites had a powerful influence over ancient Thebes. This heritage consists of: Luxor temple, The Sphinx-lined avenues and the great collection of Amon-Ra Karnak temples.

Photograph (5-4)

Eastern Heritage visited by tourists from all over the world.

The urban heritage components of ancient Thebes

Figure (5-4) The Karnak temple complex
The Temple of Luxor

Amenhotep III, the 18th Dynasty Pharaoh, built the temple of Luxor close to the Nile bank, just south of the Karnak Temple, to be a temple dedicated to the God Amon-Ra. Every year, there was a great festival to transfer Amon for a few days from the Karnak temple to the Luxor temple through the Sphinx lined-avenue. The temple suffered from numerous alterations:

a. Amenhotep IV, who later became known as Akhenaton, transferred the royal residence to Tel El-Amarna. The temple was stripped of the images and names of the deities, especially those relating to Amon.

b. Few further alterations took place until the advent of Christianity, when the entire area between the sanctuary and the hypostyle hall was converted into church, the ruins of which can be seen today.

c. When the Arabs came to Luxor in 640 A.D, they built the Mosque of Abu El-Hagag in the Luxor Temple, which has withstood both time and argument and still stands in the court.

d. There were two pink granite obelisks, 27 metre high, standing in the northern entrance of the temple. One is still in position, the other one was awarded by Mohammed Ali Basha to France and stands today in Paris.

The temple has been used for religious purposes by the Ancient Egyptians, the Christians and the Moslems throughout its history, regardless of their conceptual and ceremonial differences.

---

Photographs (5-5,6 and 7)
The Temple of Luxor: Dedicated to the God Amon-Ra. Located on the centre of Luxor city. The temple has been used for religious purposes by Ancient Egyptians, the Christians and the Moslems throughout the history.
Photographs (5-8,9 and 10)
The temple of Luxor when it was buried. The north-east portion of the court was blocked by Abu el-Hagag mosque; but it has been cleared. And the new entrance of the temple from the Nile side.
The Sphinx-lined Avenues

Usually the temples of the Pharaohs are approached by an avenue lined with a double row of ram-headed sphinxes. These acted as the temple’s guards. In Luxor there were four Sphinx-lined Avenues. The most important one was the 3 kilometre avenue connecting the Luxor temple and the Karnak temple. The avenue at the entrance of Amon-Ra temple in the Karnak collection linked it to the River Nile. The third was located between the Karnak and Mut temples and finally the avenue in front of Khonsu temple remained uncompleted.

Photographs (5-11 and 12)

The sphinx-lined avenues.

---

Photographs (5-13, 14 and 15)

There is still possibility to excavate the remaining of the sphinx avenues.
The great Temple of Amon-Ra at Karnak

"The great temple of Amon-Ra at Karnak, on the east side of the Nile opposite Deir-el-Bahri, on account both of its magnitude and its political importance, must be regarded as the metropolitan fane of ancient Egypt. Its construction extended over more than 1000 years, during which time Egypt attained its highest degree of power and civilization. It illustrates more completely than any other building all that is peculiarly Egyptian in architectural art".  

The Temple of Amon-Ra at Karnak, with all its collections, is a natural open museum of ancient Egyptian art, a reminder of the power and glory of a golden period and a mine of historical knowledge. It was not built to one plan as it appears now, but it accommodated a number of Pharaohs' needs and was built through the centuries with different architectural designs and designers. It consists of the temple of Ramses III, the temple of Amon, Akhenaton’s sun temples at Karnak, the temple of Khonsu, and the temple of Mut which is now completely in ruins. It is located about 3 kilometres to the north of the Luxor temple with an area of 200 feddans (1 feddan is approximately one acre). It is considered the biggest religious structure in the world. The Egyptian named it "the best places", but it was known after that as the Karnak temple. The main spatial direction of the temple east-west might have had a significant relation with the sun-god Ra being the King of Gods.

The Temple of El-Madamoud

To the north of the Karnak temple, about 8 kilometres away, are located the remains of the temple of El-Madamoud, built for Montu god (Thebes ancient god) by Amenhotep II.


Photographs (5-16, 17 and 18)

The Karnak temple and The temple of El-Madamoud
The residential areas in ancient Thebes

"The early Egyptian lived in shelters built of river reeds, bound together to give strength and plastered with river mud. These dwellings were either round and conical like the houses of many of the upper-river tribes today, or else rectangular in plan with curved arched tops."  

Little information is known about the ancient residential areas and human settlements. Although all the temples were built of stone to meet the Egyptian beliefs about the second life, they built their houses with sun-dried mud bricks. From recent excavations and reconstructed drawings, it can be seen that the residential area consisted of royal palaces or dwelling houses, along the bank of the River Nile. It is believed that there were building regulations at that time to limit the houses to 3 levels: basement, ground floor as entrance and reception, first floor for the residents and roof.

Photographs (5-19 and 20)
The remains of residential area of ancient Thebes.

---

1- Escander, Maged, "Cultural Heritage of Luxor City". Ibid, pp. 85-100.

5.3.2 Western bank heritage

The heritage of the Western Bank, "the City of the Dead", was located on the desert plain west of the Nile as burial places for Theban Pharaohs. Throughout the history of ancient Egypt the tomb played an enormous part, for all of Egyptian religion was in some way linked with the mystery of death, and the search for permanence led to lavish expenditure for tomb building. It must be remembered that for a long time, the Thebes of the western bank became a great city, not only peopled by the dead, but by a large and peculiarly turbulent population of labourers and craftsmen, whose whole occupation was confined within the walls of the necropolis, and by a considerable number of priests whose work was to carry on the funerary rites of the various tombs of the nobles and such commoners as could afford the endowment of their tombs. It is two kilometres from the Nile at the end of the agricultural land. The most magnificent heritage in the world consists of: the Mortuary Temple of Seti I (Gourna), the Mortuary Temple of Queen Hatshepsut (Deir El-Bahri), the Mortuary Temple of Ramses II (the Ramassuem), the Mortuary Temple of Ramses III (Medinet Habu), the Colossi of Memnon, the Necropolis of the valley of the Kings and the Necropolis of the valley of the Queens.

The Mortuary Temple of Seti I (Gourna Temple)

This temple was constructed to continue the cult of the deceased Pharaoh and honour Amon. Most of the frontal courts and pylons are in ruins, but they show how Seti I encouraged art and architecture. This temple undoubtedly holds some of the most exquisite relief work in the entire Nile Valley.

The Mortuary of Ramses II (The Ramassuem)

This magnificent mortuary temple is unfortunately half in ruins. The temple was built to commemorate the victories of Ramses II during his 67-year reign, especially the battle of Kadesh against the King of the Hittites, which is depicted on the surface of the entrance pylon.

---

Photographs (5-21,22-23)

Colossi of Memnon; two massive statues, about 20 metres high.

The mortuary temple of Queen Hatshepsut (Deir el-Bahari), its unity with the surrounding area is remarkable. This site will watch the Famous Opera "Aida" on the November 1994.

The Tomb of Tutankhamen.
The Mortuary Temple of Queen Hatshepsut (Dair El-Bahri)\(^1\)
This temple was called Deir El-Bahri an was and early Christians' sanctuary. Justly, deserving its name "Most Splendid of All", it consists of three terraces: small, upper and sanctuary. What strikes a visitor when approaching the temple is its unity with nature. Drawn on the walls are views of Hatshepsut invasions of other territories, and many other drawings record the important historical, political and religious events of the time.

The Mortuary Temple of Ramses III (Medinet Habu)
The name Medinet Habu was given by the early Christians to a group of buildings dating from the beginning of the 18th Dynasty through to Roman times. Ramses III built an unusual entrance structure. This structure is known as the Pavilion, the name given by the French scholars accompanying Napoleon. The painting on the reliefs of the temple are well preserved, and in some places in nearly perfect condition.

Colossi of Memnon
Two massive statues, about 20 meters high, are the only remains of the Mortuary temple of Amenhotep III, one of Egypt's most powerful Pharaohs, sadly weathered by time and now of no artistic merit.

---
The Necropolis

Extending over seven kilometres, no accurate or complete map of the Theban Necropolis can be given. Life after death was a concept most deeply rooted in the minds of the ancient Egyptians. At western hills, Pharaohs, Queens, and Nobles (the rich and powerful who served the Pharaohs), built tombs for their eternal home when they departed the world of living. The tomb, so essential to them, had to be carved and embellished for the security and comfort of their eternal life. Today, the remains of these funereal extravaganzas constitute some of the most famous and magnificent monuments of antiquity: the Valley of the Kings, the valley of Queens and the valley of Nobles. The workmen’s village at Deir EL-Medina where the artisans who built and decorated the tombs lived, also remains.

The Necropolis: The Valley of the Kings

There are over sixty Kings’ tombs in the valley. They chose to separate their tombs from the mortuary temples as a safeguard against pillage, and to burrow through solid rock in an effort to ensure eternal seclusion. Some historians say that the location of Luxor city (ancient Thebes) was based on the site of the valley of the Kings and Queens. The famous Pharaohs’ tombs in the valley include the tomb of the boy-king Tutankhamen (whose discovery by Howard Carter in the 1920s attracted world-wide attention), the tomb of Seti I, the tomb of Amenhotep II, the tomb of Ramses II and the tomb of Thutmose III.

The Necropolis: The Valley of the Queens

In this valley, all the Queens of the new Kingdom were buried. There are over twenty tombs in the valley, many are unfinished and the most impressive are those of the wife of Ramses II, Queen Nefer-Tari tomb, the tomb of Queen TITI and the tomb of Khaemaust.

---

The Necropolis: The Tombs of the Nobles (El-Gourna)
This was spread over an area of about three square kilometres, about two kilometres far from the Nile river. The hill of this area appeared as a pyramid, so it was named El-Gourna, derived from the Arabic word El-Gurn (the burn). The tombs of the nobles differed from those of the Pharaohs in one important respect. Whereas the royal tombs were only burial places, the tombs of the nobles were funerary rooms and burial places combined. The most important tombs were, the tomb of Nacht, the tomb of Ramose, and the tomb of Haremhab.

The Temple of Deir El-Medina
These were the burial places for the middle classes and labourers and are identified by their simple shape and appearance.
Photographs (5-24 and 25)

Another characteristic brick-form developed by the Egyptians was the vault. Whether a knowledge of the arch principle was borrowed from the people of western Asia or developed independently will perhaps never be known; but, whatever the source may have been, the Egyptians were well acquainted with the principle and used vaults frequently, in tombs (especially of the middle Kingdom) and in drains, and occasionally vaults were used to cover rows of storage rooms, as in the Ramesseum.
5.4 CONSERVATION PROBLEMS

A temple as ancient and as large as Karnak, for example, imposes a continual strain upon those who are charged with its maintenance. Before the construction of the High Dam, one of the main reasons for the need of ceaseless care at Karnak was the infiltration of water through the soil beneath the temple during the period of the flooding of the Nile. The flooding of the temple with clean Nile water would do little harm but the infiltration of water through the soil is another matter. The water which rises beneath the buildings is heavily polluted with salts mainly derived from the soil through which it flows and these act most destructively upon the foundations of the buildings and upon whatever sculptured or inscribed blocks may be exposed to their action. Foundations crumble into mere sand, under the insidious action of the salt and become incapable of supporting the weights which they are supposed to bear. The outer surfaces of sculptured and inscribed blocks scale off, reliefs and hieroglyphics are gradually destroyed and the lower parts of statues and their pedestals are subjected to a gradual eating-away which, in some cases, gives the appearance of some loathsome disease.

In the past, hope was fixed on the huge drain which had been dug round the main group of temples with a view to carrying off the polluted water from the irrigated land to the south and east of Karnak. The difficulty did not occur at Luxor, whose drainage conditions were much better than those of Karnak, as it is situated on the river-bank.

After the construction of the High Dam, both the archaeological monuments and the newer areas of Luxor bordering the modern course of the Nile are affected differently but just as seriously. The raise of ground water is aggravated, it is believed, by the after effects of the building of the High Dam, which has reduced the scouring action of the river to a minimum, allowing fine silts to be deposited against the banks. These are so fine that they have effectively sealed the substrata, and prevented the water table from draining out into the river. The result has been the creation of an "underground lake"

---

under Luxor, which is kept filled by leakage of the water brought in for daily consumption and is not drained away again. It is thought by the authorities that only 50 percent of water brought in actually reaches the taps, the remainder being lost to the ground through leaks in the pipes. Similar, or even worse, losses in the drainage system explain the slow but steady rise in the water table, to which must be added the waste of water in places where no drainage removal system was ever built. The water table has risen in the last thirty years from an average of three meters below ground level to an average of less than one meter below ground level\(^1\).

It should be noted that the above account of the ground conditions in Luxor is necessarily generalized and simplified. There are actually two subterranean water tables, one "perched" above the other, and the two are separated by harder strata. One of the modern problems is that the two are beginning to operate as one, the lower exacerbating the condition of the upper. But the problems for buildings remain the same.

Conservation and the work of excavation and cleaning associated with it have been responsible for several discoveries of great interest. Indeed, one result of these conservation operations has been to increase our wonder, not only at the wonderful organizing power of the ancient Egyptian builders, but also at what seems to us nothing less than the carelessness which they displayed with regard to the foundations. The temples have stood for many centuries but are now failing structurally. There seems no reason why they should not have stood forever in the climate of Egypt had reasonable care been taken in the design of the foundations on which they were built. This was not done, and so the modern conservators of the Luxor heritage and other ancient Egyptian monuments have to pay the price.

5.5 THE IMPORTANCE OF CONSERVING LUXOR'S URBAN HERITAGE

The heritage of Luxor city is one of Egypt's main cultural resources. This study focuses on aspects affecting that heritage and the need for adequate protection and conservation. Many studies, conferences, and international appeals have called for saving the historical environment of Luxor city. Work is going on, but unfortunately, there is no integration or coordination between the numerous efforts. Zahi Hawass, one of the archaeologists at the Egyptian Antiquities Organization said1:

"all the monuments are endangered. If we don't do something soon, in 100 years the painting will be gone, and in 200 years the architecture will be gone."

The age of the Luxor antiquities make their preservation difficult. The burgeoning population has combined with the hordes of tourists arriving each year to wreak more havoc in the past few decades than the effects of thousands of years of erosion. Other factors such as vibrations from traffic produce cracks in the monuments, and more serious still is the damage caused by underground water from leaking pipes and sewerage systems.

Luxor's historical environment is threatened by three main impacts: the impact of time, the impact of natural action and the impact of human activities. The impact of time and natural action are the results of uncontrolled forces. The third is an impact of controllable human activities and is the one which this study will explore.

The Impact of human activities can be divided into two main groups:

First, actions which were created directly, for example destruction due to wars,

a. Unauthorised habitation of monuments,

b. Ignorance, such as the use of the Temple's stonework as quarries for greek and roman monuments, and

c. The lack of maintenance, faulty restoration, and limited technical resources.

the Memnon Colossi, the Hatshpesut temple suffered from untrained management when the monument was opened to the public.

Second, actions resulting from developmental activities: agriculture, modernization, tourism, traffic and vibrations such as

a. Atmospheric pollution from smoke, gas and soot condensate on the surface of stones, forming a black crust. Sulphur dioxide is the main agent of deterioration.

b. High humidity which produces vapour that reacts with the calcium carbonate of the stones and destroys its consistency. The stone degrades progressively, from the outer surface to the deeper layers.

c. Changes in air pressure, subsidence and water table levels resulting from the High Dam construction.

d. Sinking of foundation caused by the degradation of wooden piles and the flow of water from nearby sites.

e. An inadequate legislative practice to guard, protect and conserve.

In relation to the development and conservation of the historical environments of Luxor city, this study aims to provide a framework for the following:

a. The development of the city of Luxor to suit current and future needs.

b. The preservation and conservation of Luxor's heritage.

c. The increase of national income by exploiting these historical environments, providing more job opportunities, revitalizing the tradition of craftsmanship and activating the tourist industry in Luxor city.

---

5.6 THE URBAN FABRIC OF LUXOR CITY

Data collection in developing countries is considered one of the most difficult part of any research. The quality of data is a matter of great debate. To collect data for Luxor city was not a simple subject, partly because of the limited resources available, and partly because the city's transformation by the 1989 decree is still a new creation. Some existing information, in addition to several field trips, were considered enough to give an overview of the existing situation of Luxor city. The physical survey of the city provided by the most recent maps shows the city's main structures. In combination, these two sources provide the following description of Luxor's urban fabric consisting of land use, building form, building condition and visual quality.

5.6.1 Land Use

The total area affected by the 1989 decree is only 55.4 square kilometres, of which 7.44 square kilometres are inhabited, the rest is desert area and agriculture land. In order not to damage agriculture, the government prohibited further settlement within agricultural land. Therefore, a site for the planned new town of Luxor (Thebes) has to be found in the desert region. The main problem is that there is no coordination between different ministries in the future planning of the land uses of the city. The inhabited area consists of:

a. Residential buildings:
These include all those constructed and those under construction. They cover about 21% of the city area.

b. The commercial and industrial buildings:
They are concentrated in the central business district, and cover about 0.46% of the city area.


2- Engineers Consultants of Planning and Architecture, "Planning and development project of an urban extension alternative for Luxor city", Part two, Cairo, 1987, pp. 30-50.
Figure (5-6)
The city Land uses
c. Public services:
They are located intensively in the center, covering about 1.05% of the city total area.

d. Educational facilities:
These cover about 1.07% of the city area.

e. Archaeological sites:
These include all eastern and western archaeological sites, and those which are being excavated. They cover 9.15% of the city area.

f. Open green areas:
They are limited in the city just 0.95% of the total area.

g. Vacant land:
They are the spaces without any use, and cover 2.5% of the city area.

h. Health services:
Luxor hospital is the main health service which with a few public and private clinics, cover 0.96% of the city area.

j. Religious buildings:
Mosques, churches and a monastery provide the religious services in Luxor city, and cover 0.16% of the city area.

Photographs (5-26,27 and 28) Land uses
k. Community services:
Such as Clubs and community centres. They are limited, covering less than 2500 m².

l. Public infrastructure:
Buildings related to electricity, water, sewage management and T.V and Radio cover about 0.62% of the total area.

m. Recreational and tourism buildings:
In Luxor there are 4 five-star hotels, 6 four-star hotels, and many other types. They cover about 2.03% of the city.

n. Cultural services:
These are represented by Luxor museum and the cultural palace, covering about 0.08% of the city area.

o. Communications:
Such as: roads, pathways, car parking, railway lines and the Nile harbour cover about 12.3% of the city area.

p. Cemeteries:
They are located between the river and the Karnak village, the most strategic site of the city, covering about 0.55% of the total area.

q. Agricultural areas:
They represent the majority of the city area, about 45% of the total area.

Photographs (5-29,30 and 31)
Others, including the canals, drains, land covered by water, warehouses, etc.
5.6.2 Building heights

Building heights of Luxor city could be divided into four groups;

a. Buildings with a height of two floors or less
   All west bank buildings have one or two floors. They represent about 82% of the city buildings and are concentrated in the city centre and the Karnak village.

b. Buildings with three floors
   They constitute 13.7% of the city buildings.

c. Buildings with four floors
   They are limited to just 1.9% of the city buildings.

d. Buildings with five floors or more
   They include some modern buildings: hotels, public buildings and few residential buildings. They are 2.4% of city buildings.

Photographs (5-32 and 33)

Building heights.

---

Figure (5-7)
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5.6.3 Buildings’ conditions

The majority of the city buildings are in a very bad condition, except the tourist structures and residential buildings in the new extension areas. They can be categorized into four groups:

a. Under construction
They are 7.5% of the city buildings, located in the new extension areas south and east of the Luxor city.

b. Buildings in a good condition
They are limited, only 2.3% of the city buildings, concentrated in tourist areas, located mainly at El-Cornish street, in front of the Nile river.

c. Buildings in a fair shape
They are also limited to 2.7% of the city’s total buildings and concentrated at the city centre.

d. Buildings in a poor repair
Most of the city buildings are in poor condition they represent about 77.5% of the city buildings. Located in the ancient part of the city between the Luxor temple and the Karnak temple, and also on the west bank.

Photographs (5-34 and 35) Building’s conditions

---

Figure (5-8)
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5.6.4 Aesthetic studies:

Every city’s built environment is unique, and the collection of buildings, spaces, monuments, corridors, and edges form a valuable resource. The identity of these elements contributes to a sense of place, helping distinguish each part of the city. Through contact with these elements, the resident builds up a mental map of the city, in which the relationships with places of works, education, friends, and home are established\(^1\).

Aesthetic components which affect the perception of the urban fabric of Luxor city consist of shapes, colours, arrangements, places, buildings, smells, the sequences of events, memories, experiences, hopes, the drama of life and death, crowds, and the great Nile River, together give a mental picture of the city. Kevin Lynch addressed five basic elements affecting the mental image of any city: Pathways, Districts, Edges, Landmarks and Nodes.

"Environmental images are a result of a two-way process between the observer and his environment"\(^2\).

Luxor city has a number of images, each perceived differently by its citizens or visitors.

a. Paths: historically, the sphinx-lined avenues were the channels which connected the different temples of ancient Thebes. Today, these avenues are buried under ground except at the entrances of the Luxor and Karnak Temples. The eastern part of Luxor city is a long rectangle parallel to the Nile river. All streets, roads and walkways are parallel, and along these paths the other elements of the city are arranged and related. The west bank paths are more traditionally arranged according to the topography of the land.


Figure (5-9) The Visual analysis of the city
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b. **Edges**: these are the city boundaries. The city is divided by the Nile river into two parts. The edges of the western part of the city are the mountains and the desert and the Nile river on the east. The eastern boundaries are the railroad-line on the east and the Nile river on the west. The northern edge of the city is formed by the Karnak temple and the agricultural areas. The south edge is an agricultural land, which was attacked by development.

c. **Districts**: The city of Luxor is divided into five districts, which can be thought of as having individual characteristics. One district on the west bank is Gourna village and the Necropolises. The Karnak village district, The City Centre district, the East-Railroad district, and El-Television district are the other four districts located on the east bank.

e. **Nodes**: Luxor rail station, Luxor coach station, the taxi station and the ferry terminal on the Nile River are the main nodes, or strategic points of Luxor city.

e. **Landmarks**: Luxor temple, Karnak temple, modern tourism hotels, and the western mountain are landmarks of Luxor city. They could be seen from many angles and distances.

Luxor in general suffers from many visual problems affecting its historical environments. Most result from recent development, and it could be concluded that:

a. The pathways connecting the city elements are confusing and lack clear directions.

b. Historical sites are not presented as they should be.

c. There is visual pollution over all the city, especially in the historical areas.

d. There are few landscape areas. They are of poor quality and do little to beautify the city districts.

e. The complexity of the city’s urban fabric.

f. The difficulty of getting a clear mental image of the city.
5.6.5 Evaluation of the city urban structure
After reviewing the city’s land use, building heights, building condition and the visual qualities, the urban fabric could be divided into the following categories:

a. Unlawful residential areas to be demolished.

b. Residential districts in very bad condition to be replanned or demolished.

c. Historical environments threatened by uncontrolled urban growth to be preserved and conserved.

d. Areas to be cleared to allow archaeological works to take place.

e. Areas with high potential economic value that are not being explored or used.
Figure (5-10)
The Urban Classification of the city
5.7 THE CITY OF LUXOR POPULATION STUDIES

Population studies are the second base for the analysis of Luxor city. The aim of this part of the study is to understand the socio-economic characteristics, how people live, their age groups, education, employment and location.

The city’s population, according to the last National census of 1986, was 123,600\(^1\). It is estimated to have reached 147,951\(^2\) in 1993.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>YEAR</th>
<th>POPULATION</th>
<th>BUILT AREA</th>
<th>POPULATION DENSITY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1990</td>
<td>136,178</td>
<td>7.44 km(^2)</td>
<td>18303.5 person/km(^2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1991</td>
<td>139,991</td>
<td>7.44 km(^2)</td>
<td>18815.9 person/km(^2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1992</td>
<td>143,899</td>
<td>7.44 km(^2)</td>
<td>19341.2 person/km(^2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1993</td>
<td>147,951</td>
<td>7.44 km(^2)</td>
<td>19886 person/km(^2)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The general population density for 1993 is about 19886 persons/square kilometre. The density is highest in the ancient city and the village of Karnak, and lowest in the urban extension areas and the west bank.

5.7.1 The city growth development

In 1891 the populated area of the city was about 0.32 km\(^2\). Now, after one century the area is more than 25 times as great, about 7.44 km\(^2\). The total city area under the 1989 legislation is 55.4 km\(^2\). The city developed during five periods which are\(^3\):

---
\(^2\)- Centre of Information and Decision-Making Support, "LUXOR", Luxor City Council, periodical, No. 18, June 1992, pp. (4-5).
The inhabited area of the total area of the city

Land use

Archaeological sites 9.15%
Services 2.12%
Residential 21%
Agricultural areas 45%
Communications 12.3%
Others 10.33%

Figures (5-11 and 12)
* **1891-1922:** Initially the main city was the area around the Luxor temple. Urban growth took a South-Eastern direction towards the railway-line which became a limit to the city development. The west bank was almost vacant, with only few camps for labourers engaged in excavation works.

* **1922-1927:** Could be seen as the time of high development towards the Karnak Temple and the North-East. This was also stopped by the railway-line. The west bank was inhabited by the families of the labourers.

* **1927-1954:** The city saw a great increase of urban growth in two directions, to the North-East parallel to the Nile River, and to the East on the other side of the railway-line. The west bank saw the unique experiment by Hassan Fathy (1940-1944), to transfer seven thousand people who lived on the heritage sites. For many reasons the experiment did not succeed.

* **1954-1980:** Very intensive urban development took place in different parts of the city, compared to the previous periods, in three directions, to the North-East and the Karnak temple, to the South-West towards a new extension area on agricultural land, and East of the city boundaries by increasing the number of railway crossings. The west bank expanded without any new centres of development.

* **1980-1993:** The city became one of the major tourist attractions of Egypt. Tourist centres developed in different sections of the city. Also growth and development occurred in all directions, particularly in the North, North-East, and the South-West.

5.7.2 *The age group*¹

The yearly growth of the population of Luxor city is between (1.9% - 2.2%), an average of 2500 persons yearly. The percentage of children under 15 years in the city is high, about 37.6% of the total population, with almost equal proportions of males and females.

* The working population, from 15 to under 60 years, is 56% of the city’s population. But effectively, this age group is between 15 to 45 years and represents 44.5%, with fewer males than females by 2.3%.

* There are more males than females in the age group of 60 years and up by about 0.8%.

¹- Centre of Information and Decision-Making Support, *"LUXOR*, Ibid, p. 5
The city growth development

Figure (5-13)
### CITY POPULATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>1976</th>
<th>1986</th>
<th>1992</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>Male</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>less than 15</td>
<td>12076</td>
<td>11785</td>
<td>17039</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15-60</td>
<td>27117</td>
<td>26404</td>
<td>42141</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>more than 60</td>
<td>2497</td>
<td>1821</td>
<td>5612</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### 5.7.3 Family size and room ratio

The average of family size in Luxor city is five persons. They live in dwellings in which the number of persons per room is 2.1.

#### 5.7.4 Education

Educational provision in Luxor city is poor, as in the whole of Egypt. From the recent census, the educational standard of those aged 6 and up is divided into four categories:

- Those who are illiterate: about 40% are illiterate with twice the number of females to males.
- Those who can read and write: (with only an elementary level of education) about 20%.
- Those attending secondary school represent 27% of the city population.
- Those attending University represent 3% of the city population.

---


The low educational standards have a negative influence on the city at many levels. In spite of all the Government’s efforts in education, a large proportion of the inhabitants are illiterate or do not participate in any education, due to the economic situation where the time given to earning from work connected to agriculture or tourism competes with time required for education.

### 5.7.5 Religion

Muslims constitute 82% of the total population, and Christians are 18%.

### 5.7.6 Marital status

Under Egyptian law, marriage is illegal for females less than 16 years old and for males less than 18 years old. Most of those above these ages are married. There is a small percentage of widowed and divorced, which reflects the family ties, traditions and customs of Luxor citizens.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>City Population</th>
<th>1976</th>
<th>1986</th>
<th>1992</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Single</td>
<td>12670</td>
<td>20055</td>
<td>23667</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Married</td>
<td>35494</td>
<td>45517</td>
<td>53717</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Widowed &amp; Divorced</td>
<td>5012</td>
<td>6252</td>
<td>7375</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

5.7.7 Employment

Employment affects not only peoples' socio-economic position but also their personalities and life styles. Agriculture in the rural areas casts people in a specific mould such as a tendency to remain settled, marry early and have an uneventful life. On the other hand, the urban society, especially the industrial community, encourages people to develop new skills and to move from one job to another.

In the city of Luxor, the percentage of those employed is 29.3% of the total population more than 6 years of age, less than that in any other Egyptian city by 2.5%. This indicates job availability, which results in a 3.5% unemployment rate with a large labour emigration from Luxor to other places.

The city can be divided into two main sectors with various types of employment as follows:

a. The rural sector: about 35% of those employed are working in agriculture.

b. The urban sector: 26% of those employed are working in industry and transport, about 15% working in government and 24% are working in service industries, tourism and commercial businesses.

Figure (5-14)

---

5.7.8 Evaluation of population studies:
a. Although the city of Luxor is considered an urbanized area, the associated villages and hamlets are mainly rural, which creates a conflict between the residents' activities and the social characteristics of each area.

b. The population is concentrated only on 7.44 km² of the city, which is about 20% of the total area. The city suffers from a fixed boundary without any possibility to expand under the 1989 regulation of Luxor. The desert is the only possible expansion area for the city, which requires effort and dedication of the people to colonise the desert.

c. Good education is a solid foundation for any social, economic or political structure. In spite of all governmental efforts to secure a free education at all levels for every citizen, the number of illiterate people in Egypt, as well as in Luxor city, remains a barrier against all efforts to raise social and economic levels.

d. There are some social customs and traditions, in addition to certain beliefs and values that play a role in directing and effecting the aspects of city life. As an example, revenge, with all its negative aspects, is one of the ancient customs, and all efforts to encourage changes through security, awareness and education are useless.

e. Women play a marginal role in the life of the city in relation to economic activity, education and employment. The lack of acceptance of women to take part in activities outside the home is the main obstacle for the improvement of women's role.

f. Early marriage with several wives is the custom in rural areas of Luxor city, whereas in urbanized Luxor people have to marry late because of economic difficulties.

g. Family size is a problem in Luxor. Women are seen as birth factories, to get as many family members as possible. All government efforts to encourage birth control are
ineffectual because child labour is an economic resource\textsuperscript{1}. As members of the family increase, so the potential income of the family raises.

h. Tourism is one of the main economic resources of the city, but its development is compromised between residents' values and tourists' rights.

\footnote{Last Oct. 1993 the government established a new ministry for population as a necessity to look after population problems in Egypt.}
5.8 SUMMARY OF THE CHAPTER

This chapter identified Luxor city as a physical reality. "Thebes" was the virtual centre of the ancient world and the headquarters for the worshipping of the god Amon-Ra. The River Nile and Religion, two great life forces, played a major role in the history of the city and its people. The city today is a tourist city. In 1989 it was separated from the Quena Governorate and became an independent city. The Head of the City Council was granted the power and authority of a governor. Excavation continues. What has been discovered so far, such as the tombs of the Valley of the Kings, the Valley of the Queens, and the temples East and West of the Nile, make the city the greatest historical environment in the world. The definition of the problems of the city can be considered in the light of understanding the urban heritage, the urban fabric and the population. These problems can be outlined as follows:

a. The city is suffering from a severe backwardness which disables its main functions at local, national as well as international levels.

b. Urban growth is limited by the Nile in the west and the railway line in the east. This has led to a harmful urban expansions on agricultural and historical areas within the area bound by the Nile and the railway.

c. Squatter extensions have badly affected the urban fabric of the city.

d. The location of the main city on the archaeological areas has made excavation impossible and has covered much of the known heritage including the sphinx-lined avenues.

e. Inadequate health and social services in residential areas and the lack of open green spaces.

f. Uncontrolled mix of rural-urban population in the centre of the city and its suburbs has deprived the city of its distinguished character.
g. The entrances to the city are not notable and inappropriate for the city’s importance as a tourist centre. Furthermore, the narrow, dusty and irregular street network in the inner city needs to be improved.

h. The migration from the city because of seasonal jobs. The tourist season lasts usually from October to April.

i. The historical areas suffer from:

1. Environmental contamination from humidity and sub-soil water
It was thought that the High Dam at Aswan would improve the conditions for the conservation of monuments. The stabilization of the river was regarded as a benefit, since it overcame the threat of high floods. This, it was thought, would enable the reinforcement of undermined foundations and stop further collapse of large structures. Furthermore, it was reasoned that the damage caused to some monuments by the excessive wetting and drying out each year, would come to an end. However the effect was different, a higher average water-table damages reliefs through seepage and, more seriously salt erosion. In the past, while the annual flood had totally destroyed reliefs on lower reaches of temple walls, the parts above flood level were, considering their age, well preserved. Now the seepage and salt erosion are causing progressive deterioration of reliefs on upper walls as well.

2. Desecration, plunder by grave robbers
Tomb robbery is not something new. So long as there have been tombs there have been robbers, even in the Pharaonic times. "Plundering excavations" resulted in great collections of Egyptian antiquities being illegally possessed around the world, especially in France, Britain, Italy and U.S.A. The last fifty years,

---

however, have observed some of the most cruel desecration of the Luxor heritage ever known. Large portions of decorated wall reliefs have been literally hammered away in order to remove a chosen scene or figure. The problem is serious; there are hundreds of tombs on the west bank that spread over and need to be excavated.

3. Damage by tourists

Tourism is rapidly increasing. Both from the number of tourists and the related tourist buildings, the archaeological sites are in a great danger. The city needs a proper strategy to balance the capacity of the city with the needs of the tourists.

4. Damage by citizens

There is no doubt that one of the main problems of the historical areas is the squalor of the existing urban surroundings producing waste, traffic vibration, a rising of water table and, above all, pollution. The social character of the community and its activities play a main part in the damage to the urban fabric, whether they are meant or not.
CHAPTER SIX
FIELD WORK STUDIES
INTRODUCTION

Chapter 5 described the history of Luxor city, its present urban fabric and population. This is a definition to the physical reality of Luxor city. This chapter will report on the field study of Luxor city and its historical environment. The aim of this field work is to understand the city from the part of view of its residents values, behaviour and attitudes. There is a need to describe the environment based on the activities of the people to place them back as the centre of the world after they have been pushed to the fringe as variables amongst others that contribute to the shaping of physical environment. Therefore, this chapter will end with another definition of the city which is the social reality.

6.1 Approaches to Luxor case-study

It was argued in the last chapter, that without evaluating the performance of the historical and urban built environment of Luxor city, there could be no improvement or development to the quality of present life. All past projects and studies have focused on physical problems and arrangements but Luxor is more complicated and can not be understood by any one approach.

The main reason for this field work is to enable a design for the community to be made that will build upon the lessons of the past and recognise the complexity of current realities and will not only improve human environments and alleviate social and economic ills, but will also help to reshape cultural goals. Luxor is the result of people making places and in seeing the city in this way buildings are seen in their rightful position, as the setting and context for human actions. People, are the key players in this perspective. Through my experience of living in Luxor. I have attempted to develop an understanding of the shaping of the physical environment as experienced by people who
FIELD WORK STUDIES

have not been directly influenced by the twentieth century professional view of the world.

Data collection in developing nations is usually considered the most difficult part of research. Therefore, in addition to using all the scientific approaches of questionnaires and interviews to collect data from people, I had to elicit actual needs by adopting methods which may not be scientific but which are more appropriate to the reality of these people. The way of collecting this data is described as "story gathering". People are treated as informants and not "subjects" or "respondents", and are encouraged to "tell about what has happened or is happening to them as a way of explaining how things work". Then I tried to "cut and paste" from their stories, finding themes and priorities.

The field work was not only difficult conceptually and technically but also because it questioned all one has taken for granted about the area which has become an integral part of one's life. Overcoming these initial obstacles allowed a dialogue with the inhabitants to be established and a new world began unfolding itself. This "opening up" of a new reality became the most important driving force with which I approached my Luxor experience. The field work consisted of a pilot questionnaire in November, 1991, followed by a full questionnaire and interviews January 1993.

---


6.2 Pilot Questionnaire 1991

Over 30 sample households were questioned but only 22 were usable for the final analysis. The questionnaire was constructed to understand Luxor’s people and to discover any technical problems for the full questionnaire. The questionnaire has space for the respondent to give opinions, suggestions and concerns about the city, the heritage, tourism, conservation and related work. In practice these pilot questionnaires became the basis for an interview because of the impossibility of obtaining written responses because of the high number of illiterate people in Luxor. These interviews made the process more lively but took a great deal more time and effort.

The pilot survey was important, because I discovered how much people could support or destroy any plan by their rejection or acceptance of it. In the course of this field work I discovered that the New Gourna village designed by Hassan Fathy was destroyed by its people because it was not accepted by them as an idea. Over one year (11/1990 to 11/1991) 9 houses of the 50 built by Fathy were destroyed and replaced by others. The main reason for this was because as long as the village remained intact the people feared that the authorities would make Gourna into a tourist village.

The results of the pilot led to editing the forms to clarify some questions, introducing others and cancelling some irrelevant ones. Another benefit of the pilot was to show the importance of personal contact with respondents to get higher returns in a relatively short period of time. This is confirmed by Sommer’s recommendation;

"...for maximum returns, the questionnaire should be given out and collected in person"

In addition, the result of only 22 returns from 30 questionnaires, led to personal interviews by the researcher in the final survey to secure maximum results. This required

1- See Appendix 1, the Questionnaire (In Arabic)

time both for the interviews and the preparation for them.  

Photograph (6-1) The office of the building regulation dept. is in the additional accommodation. How could some one responsible for this be qualified to control others?

Photograph (6-2) The council offices of Luxor city in Gourna built in concrete and steel in an area where there is a decree not to allow any buildings in concrete and steel. How could the people be asked not to build in concrete and steel when those directing the policy build like this?

---

1- One of the most critical issues in a community such as Luxor, is the way which you are introduced to the people. First impressions play an important role in the success or failure of the work. You have to eat, drink and sit with the people as they do it. For example I had to drink more than 20 caps of tea every day of the field work. If I refused they thought that I was an agent for the government.
Photograph (6-3) The power of people or the concept of "negative participation". People participated to build this complete concrete home in one day and night to avoid the law.

Photograph (6-4) Air-conditioned technology versus traditional techniques. One of the new Gourna's residents said; "let HASSAN FATHY die in peace, and his Gourna will come along later."
Photo (6-5) Gourna village, destruction and alteration by the inhabitants.

Photo (6-6) Another example of the Gourna collapse; the open theatre is used as a lorry parking lot.

The research method used consisted of a questionnaire and interviews supplemented by visual presentations. The questionnaire was in four parts. In addition, there were questions dealing with the characteristics of the respondents such as: home ownership, length of time lived in Luxor, marital status, household composition, education, income, age, and so on.
6.3 Reflections on the field work

After the pilot survey, the researcher made modification to the questionnaire and his approach. These could be summarized as:

a. Approach people recognizing that they have more knowledge of their world than any outsider or expert.

b. As the world of Luxor was a socially constructed reality, it was natural that my presence would influence the on-going "dailyness" of Luxor life.

c. Establish necessary contacts that would facilitate an extended stay.

d. Listen to the story being told and read the culture through living there.

e. Entry into Luxor was not as difficult as I anticipated. Luxor's people are very hospitable and peaceful. They are used to living with visitors and tourists all the year. Although they are suspicious by nature, they are quite open to strangers.

f. Initial contact with key people is very important not least for an unofficial approval of my survey. If they accept the outsider then the whole village opens its doors. If they do not then all close their doors completely. Luckily, I was accepted by the ordinary people and had little problem entering their homes. Naturally, the acceptance into their more informal world came with time and close interaction with certain individuals with whom I developed a strong friendship. University students and graduates are the most practical individuals to deal with. There was one problem, however, my interactions were predominantly with men since most of the women lead a relatively invisible life within Luxor. Consequently, the world of the women was practically inaccessible to me. I established some contacts with working women and wives of my friends, but that was not enough to explore the different complexities of their world.

g. In order to conduct this survey, official approvals from the various authorities involved (e.g. Egyptian Antiquities Organization, The Public Censuses Organization, The City Council, the Security..etc) had to be given before the survey was conducted. These involved complicated stages of bureaucracy and paper work. In many cases the author had to get permission from the central administration in Cairo.¹

¹- It took me one year between Luxor and Cairo to get the permission of the EAO to do the survey work on the historical sites, furthermore some of these official papers are still in the process of approval. In reality I did my field work without or with the minimum official approval, which was mainly because of personal contacts. The unofficial approval of the key persons helped. Problems could occur if any of the residents or authorities had suspicions about my work, then it could be a real problem.
h. My documents of Luxor would not have been complete if it did not record the physical environment. I managed to get maps of Luxor, with help of the people, but also I had to draw my own maps of the site and some houses. I also managed to use a camera and that helped me understand very important dimensions of their systems.

j. Because the diverse nature of the sources of my data: interviews, questionnaires, observations, experiences, photographs, and drawings. the study is bound to cover more than one issue and more than one interest, and thus is a characteristic I have intentionally tried to maintain.

k. Some of the questions have faced reluctant by the people to answer, especially those which related to their opinion about the government or the authorities, therefore, indirect questions have been used after the direct ones to have more chance to receive their opinions.

l. The instability of Luxor has been a particularly critical aspect to deal with. The time of my stay was a highly changeable stage in Luxor’s life. It is a stage of transformation between a past characterized by scarcity and poverty and a promising future with ever increasing possibilities.
6.4 The Questionnaire

The questionnaire was considered the main activity of the field work. This was achieved by interviewing most of the respondents because of the illiteracy situation. A sample of 200 households were questioned through discussion with the head of the household. Thus the questionnaire was answered in relation to the head of household. The households were made up as follows: 50 households from the Karnak temple area, 50 households from the Luxor temple area, 50 households from the Gourna (West bank area) and 50 households from other areas of the city. The sample was chosen randomly in each area. The sample represented about 5% of the families who could be affected by or who could and effect any development project for the historical sites.

Aims of the study:

The purpose of this questionnaire was to enrol the citizens of Luxor and other institutions into the preparation of a study for replanning Luxor with particular reference to the conservation of the known archaeological sites and the excavations of others within the framework of developing a new urban community. The questionnaire includes a comprehensive set of suitably formed questions enabling the public to express their opinions about the major points relating to the environment and the city of Luxor as a whole. It was divided into four sections:

a. To identify individual characteristics

b. To identify housing conditions as well as the surrounding urban environment

c. To obtain the residents' perception of the city

d. To identify the possibilities for public participation.

The questionnaire was 15 pages long with 40 main questions some of which have a number of secondary questions (see Appendix 2 the questionnaire in Arabic and English). The questions were formulated after many visits to Luxor and meetings with key personnel, ordinary citizens and officials of Luxor city. The results of the questionnaire will enable the objectives of the research to be tested with reference to
Luxor city. Therefore the analysis concentrates on parts C and D of the questionnaire. These parts of the questionnaire contain two important issues. First to obtain a perception of the city through the eye of its inhabitants and second to investigate possibilities for residents to participate in changing Luxor city. Parts A and B included important information about the respondent's socio-economic characteristics and the surrounding environment and this will be covered briefly. (See Appendix 3 for the whole results). Multiple choice questions were used to elicit participants preferences, opinions and priorities for a number of alternatives which were arranged in order of their importance. Open-ended questions were also used to permit the household to respond in appropriate terms.

Questionnaires were given out personally by the author with the aid and support of two colleagues. There were 220 questionnaires. There was a 90% response which was achieved in a relatively short period of time (about a month).

Questionnaire results
The results of the questionnaire will be summarized by analysis comment and conclusions. The data has been processed manually through simple average counts, and percentages. The processed data is tabulated and presented in pie and bar charts. Comments will be based on observations, photographs and discussions with the respondents. The conclusion will be a definition of the city as social reality.
6.5 DATA ANALYSIS

Section A: Residents socio-economic characteristics

This section contains questions 1-7 about the respondents socio-economic characteristics, their origins, social statues, employment and monthly expenditure.

a. Most of the households were originally from Luxor (80%), the rest came from outside to find work.

b. 70% are married, the rest are single, divorced or widowed. 34% of the families live as extended families, especially in the Karnak and Gourna areas. The average family number is 7 persons.

c. About 5% of the sample are unemployed, 70% of them are Governmental employees and 25% are in private businesses.

d. Family income. This was difficult to obtain. Most of the respondents did not give a clear answer. Therefore questions 6 and 7 will to use as a way to understand economic level. About 60% said that they got a fixed income, 35% irregular income and 5% none. It should be remembered that the irregular income may be part of another income from commercial or tourist activities. In question 6 about family expenditure, it was found that the average spending per month for the sample was, food (320 LE), education (105 LE), clothing (100 LE), housing (45 LE), health (45 LE), transportation (40 LE), recreation (15 LE), saving and others (45 LE). The other economic indicator is in question 7 about the house appliances. It was found that of the 200 households 194 had got a refrigerator, 188 television, 182 fan, 178 radio, 176 gas oven, 172 washing machine, 172 iron, 158 cassette, 110 traditional oven, 98 telephone and 50 air-conditioning.

The above data indicates an area of high stability. The average of 700 LE expenditure for a family per month (140 English Pound) is high compared with other places in Upper Egypt. (for comparative purposes the income of a University teacher at the time of the field study was 500 LE per month). Respondents described the city as an expensive place for living because of its tourist nature.
Section B: Housing conditions and surrounding environment:

In this section questions (8-17) asked for respondents housing conditions and their surrounding environment.

a. Tenure and condition. 65% of householders are owner occupiers, 30% are tenants and 5% not classified. 52% of these houses are in a good condition, 40% acceptable condition and 8% in a bad condition. (classification by the author).

b. Structure and amenities. 55% of the houses are a frame structure, 25% are load bearing and 20% built of temporary materials. 73% of the walls are in a good condition, 13% suffer from damp and 14% are cracked. 55% of the houses have reinforced concrete ceilings, 30% palm leaves, 15% wood and there are no metal ceilings. The majority of the houses are one and two floors. The average numbers of rooms/house is four. 94% of the houses have a bathroom. 78% of the respondents have livestock living in the same house. The average area of the houses is about 200 m².

c. Law. The legal situation is that 38% are "informal" or houses built illegally and 62% are legal. 82% are located in areas which fall within the building regulation control of the city. Most of the housing is located in areas of archaeological interest.

d. Services. 92% of the houses are connected to the electric supply, 80% of the houses are connected to a water supply, but only 45% are connected to the public sewage system.

e. Satisfaction. 80% of the respondents express a desire to stay in their houses but for different reasons such as the location of the area, relations to the site, the closeness of relative and friends. 20% who expressed a desire to change their homes referred to the lack of water, sewage, and shortage of space.

From the above we can conclude that the housing conditions of the areas surveyed are acceptable, and residents are generally satisfied with the location and facilities. There is need for some upgrading. the 20% who expressed a desire to change their homes are not connected with water supply. 78% of the dwellings house livestock and that plays a major part in housing design.
Section C: The residents perception of the city

The findings of this part of the questionnaire are important for the study. They reflect the opinion and perception of the residents of their city. It includes questions 18-24, which are multiple-choice or open-ended questions.

a. Heritage. The first question measured the respondent's opinion of the historic heritage. 15% of the respondents said it was a disadvantage to have the heritage in their city. But at the same time 99% of the sample recognised the worldwide importance of the city.

b. Tourism. While 83% of the respondents are happy with tourism in Luxor, 17% of them reject tourism and tourists. 25% said that there is no benefit from tourism for them, 50% got moral benefit and 25% gained material benefits.

c. The balance between resources being allowed to the city and tourism. 32% said that all the resources are returned to tourism, 45% said it is relatively well balanced and 23% said that it is well balanced.

d. Questions 19 and 23 were for the household to describe Luxor's problems from their point of view.

e. Question 24 gave the respondent space to express views of the city during the Gulf War (1989-90), the city in (1992-93) and the city before and after the separation from Quena Governorate. Finally there was a question about whether the neighbours would agree with the opinions expressed. 92% thought that the neighbours would agree with their answers.

In fact many of the Luxor people expressed their anger with tourism. This could be understood when the lack of citizen development in Luxor is compared with the level of development undertaken to support tourism industry. One of them told me, pointing to the luxurious Nile cruisers, "do you know how much money spent every day in such boat? do you know how much destruction is created here to our religious values?" Those respondents who said in question 22 that the all city resources were returned to tourism,

---

1- The summary of the open-ended questions in part C and D are given at the end of this section.
referred to the period of the Gulf War when there were no tourists and when everything in the city were cheap and available for them.

To conclude, this section showed that the awareness of the respondents of the problems facing the city is very high. They gave many suggestions and recommendations which are significant. It also confirms that people have a desire to change the present condition of the city.
Section D: To identify the possibilities that are available for the public to participate in the future development of Luxor city:

This investigation was covered in questions 25-40 at three different levels; participation related to relocation, participation related to the surrounding built environment and participation related to the development and conservation of Luxor city.

a. Participation in relocation.  
40% would agree to move from their dwellings if they were given the opportunity, while 60% would refuse. The author then asked all the respondents that if they had to move what type of dwelling tenure would they prefer? 80% preferred to own a house while 20% preferred to rent. 32% preferred to be financially compensated for moving and would then build their own houses, 14% suggested the provision of a cooperative organization for building and 54% chose self-help. About the type of participation they could offer, 21% favoured financial participation, 13% participation in implementation and 66% participation in consultation.

b. Participation in a new infrastructure  
Most of the respondents confirmed that the provision of utilities and services is the first priority, then transport and accessibility to work places. Most of the respondents agreed to participate through consultation and minimum number accepted financial participation. On the question of how participation should be organized, 28% preferred individual efforts, 24% by establishing community organizations, 12% with complete governmental supervision and 36% chose community-governed supervision.

c. Participation in the development and conservation of Luxor city  
Before starting this part of the questionnaire an explanation from the author was given about the meaning of conservation and development of Luxor city. 94% of the sample agreed with the necessity to conserve Luxor. There was some suggestions of ways to achieve this, most of the households suggested building the bridge between the East and West as first step, then constructing new areas to relocate the inhabitants living on the archaeological sites. 91% of them would like to share in the development processes, but by through consultation.

These were some suggestions in the questionnaire about development which the respondent was asked to accept or reject:

* make the city an open museum, 73% accepted and 27% rejected,

* relocate the inhabitants who live on/near the archaeological sites, 64% accepted and 36% rejected,
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* make a protected zone for historical sites from all the urban development and surround them by green areas, 78% accepted and 22% rejected,

* build New Thebes city to transfer of residents and for future urban growth, 80% accepted and 20% rejected,

* limit the traffic at historical zones, 72% accepted and 28% rejected,

* provide different levels of tourist facilities, 91% accepted and 9% rejected,

* connect East bank with West bank by a bridge over the Nile, 94% accepted and 6% rejected,

* direct future expansion towards the desert to save available agriculture land, 90% accepted and 10% rejected,

* initiate regulations and laws for the implementation of conservation and development processes, 92% accepted and 8% rejected.

The question then is if the household think that they have any role in the conservation and development process. Only 31% said they have a role while 69% said not. 74% of the households are not involved in any social activities in the city. 26% think that they should play an active role in Luxor's future, 27% say a partial role, 29% a marginal role and 18% no role at all.

About the Authority's activities in the city, 24% said that they are doing what the respondent wished, 35% said partially, 21% said little and 20% thought that they are not carrying out any of his wishes.

16% said that they would offer their help for work in the community, 44% said they have no time, and 40% were not interested. 63% thought that there are people who have influencing power in the city such as the bazaar owners and horse drivers, and 37% said all the citizens are equal.

22% said the responsibility for the future of the city lay with the central government in Cairo, 28% the City Mayor, 17% the citizens, 13% the tourist and private companies and 20% the local representatives. The respondents said their responsibilities lay in decision making 15%, financial contribution 7%, in survey and collecting of data 26%, in discussions 27% and 25% said all of these are their responsibilities.

The final question asked the respondents what of the following would have the greatest on the conservation and development of Luxor.

* Mass media campaigns, 81% very important, 11) slightly important and 8% no
**Effect**,  

- Public meetings, 81% very important, 12% slightly important and 7% say no effect.
- Birth control and efforts to halt illiteracy, 67% very important, 23% slightly important and 10% no effect.

From this section it can be seen that the respondents care less about the development and conservation of Luxor compared to participation in relocating their houses. In general they wish to be consulted but planning and implementation would be the responsibility of the government. Some say that they do not have enough time, others made it clear that they are not interested, but there is still a quite valuable number who would like to participate in all the activities concerning the future of Luxor. Age, sex, economic level and educational background played a great part in this variation.

**The open-ended recommendations**  

In the open-ended parts of the questionnaire, most of the respondents gave opinions, suggestions and recommendations. Some of them were relevant to the questions and some were irrelevant. The main problem facing the author is how to present these valuable views. All the 200 respondents gave at least 10 to 20 points for the different questions in sections C and D. That produced about 2000 written paragraphs. The author then tried to identify common themes and classify each in three groups, planning, tourism and services.
Planning aspects

1. Make the development of Luxor the subject of an International competition.

2. Upgrade the historical sites without depopulating them.

3. Organize traffic and movement in the city, by paving and widening the streets.

4. Redraw the boundary of Luxor city to include the city's villages.

5. Keep the city clean with better public service.

6. Establish a system of directions written in Arabic and English for tourists all over the city and especially the historical sites.

7. Divide the city into districts, and paint the buildings of each district with a specific colour.

8. Build road tunnels under the railway to ease the extension of the city towards the eastern desert.

9. Establish continuous visits by authorities (President Mubarak and Ministers) from Cairo, to secure official support and the continuity of city developmental projects.

10. Prevent heavy traffic close to the historical sites.

11. Improve the landscape of the city with green areas, sculptures and street furniture.

12. Solving the problems created by the Nile boats and ferries, which degrade the visual quality of the Nile.

13. Connect the east and west banks of the city.

14. Create a preservation zone around the historical sites.

15. Improve the proposed services and infrastructure for the new city of Thebes and even consider its relocation nearer to Luxor. In addition reconsider the design of the low-income houses built by the Government at El-Hobilah.

16. Have regular meetings between the residents and officials to discuss issues and problems.

17. Raise the awareness of the international importance of the city, and combine
this with literacy campaign.

18. The participation of tourist companies in all developmental projects.

Tourist aspects

1. Provide different recreational facilities for tourists and residents.

2. Increase entrance charges to help finance Luxor projects.

3. Prevent the abuse of tourists by regulating the tariffs of the tourist services.

4. Increase other types of tourism such as educational visits and curative medical visits.

5. Provide guidance for the behaviour and attitude of tourists concerning dress and drink.

6. Build an International theatre to display folk art and traditional displays.

7. Transfer the Ministry of Tourism to Luxor city. (To decentralize Cairo, and give Luxor prestige).

8. Regulate the hotels especially those with two and three stars.

9. Encourage diverse types of restaurants catering for the wide range of tastes of the different kinds of tourists.

10. Provide training programs for administrators and the local population to facilitate communication with tourists.

11. Provide parking areas for tourist caravans.

12. Organize festivals and Opera all through the year.

13. Give the citizens the same level of interest, by improving their level of life and providing job opportunities for them.

14. Construct some tourist villages in the desert areas, to avoid building on agricultural land or historical zones.

15. Discourage beggars in the city and the historical zones.

16. Discourage dishonest bazaar keepers from cheating tourists.
Service aspects

1. Improve the quality of Luxor hospital, by providing staff, equipment and appliances.

2. Improve communication facilities, especially international telephone lines.

3. Construct a suitable market and transfer the bazaars from temples.

4. Lighting the West bank monuments

5. Ensure that a proper proportion of foodstuff at normal prices is available for residents and is not taken by tourist companies.

6. Provide educational facilities such as archaeological and tourist studies, which will allow students to have practical experience in Luxor.

7. Improve Luxor Airport with facilities and extensions.

8. Build public toilets around the city.

9. Make special arrangements for the weekly markets such as the Camel Market, so as they don’t disturb the life of the city.

10. Construct leisure centres for tourists and the local population.

11. Provide local television and radio to promote the local issues of the city.

From the above summaries it appears that the respondents have a lot to say which could be used in planning of Luxor. There should be channels for residents to express their views and ways of translating these into action.
6.6 COMMENTS (observation and interviews)

In addition to the questionnaire and the interviews the author tried to find other ways of extracting information. Although a Center for Information to Support Decision-making\(^1\) has been recently established in Luxor, the centre itself is new and has limited data on offer. Other Government departments, such as Planning and Regulation, Survey, Tourist organizations and the Egyptian Antiquities department in Luxor, are very bureaucratic and usually refuse to give any information, partly because they do not want to create any problems for themselves. On the other hand foreign centres such as The Chicago Institute in Luxor, and the French Institute at Karnak, have much information concerning the registered heritage but not concerning the city. They are involved with the Egyptian Antiquities Organization in the excavation and restoration of historical sites. Given the wide distribution and the large number of monuments in Luxor (both listed and unlisted), these activities are minute compared to need\(^2\). The cost of a full coverage is huge which the government could never afford. Even if money could be found from international donors, it would seem politically unwise for it to be spent (and be seen to be spent), on monuments in the light of Egypt's other pressing problems. One of Luxor's people expressed his feeling about money spent on heritage when he said:

"I am a live person, those are dead stones, so how can you ask me to be aware of dead stones, when no one is concerned about a live person or family"?

In the observation of and interviews with, different parties in Luxor, authorities, tourist businessmen, residents, and professionals, only one word could described their situations

---

\(^1\) The Egyptian administrative system has an information and reporting system. Yet such information gathering activities tend to document the observance of procedures and rules governing the processes of decision-making, budgetary control, etc. rather than performance. As this information gathering process is used for problem solving and mid-course corrections at the governorate, district, and village level, monitoring tends to be a live process, perceived by staff as functional.

"ISOLATION". Each of the different parties thinks on its own. The authorities initiate quick plans and studies which remain on the shelf, the businessmen think and plan only for profits, residents used to unkept promises, feel that they have no role to play, and professionals in planning, excavation, conservation... etc, come to the city for a limited time and find many conflicting issues, which they are helpless to resolve.

One example of this isolation, related to the construction of buildings in the zone of the sphinx-lined avenue that connected Luxor and Karnak temples. Till the year 1992, there were no buildings in this area, which is agricultural land, but contains the remains of some sphinxes. Not all the sphinxes were excavated because of the shortage of money. Land owners could not do anything with the land for two reasons; The Agricultural law which prevents land being used for buildings, and the Archaeological law which prevents any development in order to protect the heritage. At the beginning of 1993, construction of some buildings was started in this area. It will effect negatively the heritage and any future planning and does not recognise the pre-historic connection of Luxor and Karnak temples. I tried to investigate how and who gave permission for such construction. The Antiquities Dept. said that they did some investigation on the site and no remains were found. It is obvious that the centre of Karnak temple will not contain any remains, but does this mean that building permission should be given? The people of Karnak village who have been prevented by the Antiquities Dept. from making any changes to their houses saw the construction and criticized it. At the City Council some of the officials advised me to keep quiet. Every one I discussed it with agreed with me and showed surprise. Was the answer that it was an order from Cairo?? The construction continues. Now there are some bazaars and motels being built on the site. No one is raising the issue and the file is closed.

Another example of Isolation in Luxor is the way the horse car drivers act. The horse car (Hantor), is the traditional transport in Luxor. In the past years, with increased tourism they started to charge very high prices. No local people could afford these charges. Now even the tourists in the tourist guide books have been warred about abuse
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Two examples of the ISOLATION in Luxor City.

Construction of buildings in archaeological zones. And the way the horse car drivers act.
by the horse car drivers. With high prices the drivers could spend all day begging for a customer or two. Every day there are quarrels between the drivers for the custom of those passengers. They usually park near the temples and create problems with the officials. I tried asking some of them about their problems, and they felt that tourist companies, the authorities and local people are against them. They used their high charges for limited journeys and they think that the motor taxi, and public transport will take all their business.

In reality this is not true. There is another option for them to agree not to make such high charges. then all the local people and tourists, who like to use the Hantor if the charge is reasonable would then do so and the horse drivers, rather than searching all the day for one expensive journey, could work all the day and still receive a suitable income.

The horse drivers have an informal "master" (Maalm), who acts like El-Sheikhs in the villages. He is responsible for solving problems and for fixing charges. He said, it is not practical to reduce charges as the local people will use the Hantor all the day and the tourists will be unable to do so. It is better for us to stay as we are.

In chapter 7, as a result of the field work, two other conflicting issues are revealed, "the evacuation of Luxor temple area" and "the low-income houses at the New Thebes".
6.7 Administrative field work

One of the key issues of my field work was to come to terms with different official attitudes in Luxor. I met with many different types of authorities, including three Mayors, and many other official employees. Most of the officials, especially those who are not originally from Luxor, tend to be one or more of the following:

Apathetic: "There is nothing I can do".

Unconcerned: "They (Luxor people) really don't want to change in any way".

Critical and superior: They (Luxor people) are really too stupid to understand what I am trying to do". (This was the way Hassan Fathy described the people of Gourna when they rejected his project).

Isolated and lonely: "I am so far from My friends and family, and no one here really cares about me". (He considers his stay in Luxor as a station, sooner or later he will leave to serve in another place. All four Mayors of Luxor city have come from Cairo, and they came directly from a military background to appointments in the Ministry of Local Government. As soon as they started to understand Luxor's problems and their duties, they were moved to act as governors in other places).

Discouraged: "I really tried for the first few months but nothing happened". These people usually said to me "It is nice for you to try to do something for Luxor we hope that you will not be disappointed like us".

Anxious to leave: "I will soon be leaving, let the next person try to do something".

Helpless and unqualified: "I have never lived away from Cairo before, it is completely difficult to live in Upper Egypt even in Luxor, and there is so much to do, and I don't know where to start".

Fearful and unsure: "Some of the key people in Luxor (such as Bazaar owners, or horse cars drivers (Hantor), told me to mind my own business and do what they say, and I will be all right".

Indifferent: "I do what is required of me and no more, that is what I am paid for".

---

1. The reason of why I did not include the views of the three Mayors in the field work is because, as it will be discussed in chapter 7, that three of them have been changed. No one of them came to continue what the other had started, each of them came with his own attitude, behaviour and ideas for Luxor.
Easy-going: the Arabic words which have great meaning such as "Ma'alaysh, Baada Bukra, Insha-Allah", is that we may try something but not now. It is a way to cancel or delay action as long as possible. In other words not to take the responsibility for any action.

These attitudes will dominate in Luxor and in Egypt until there is an incentive or reason to change. The Government will continue to pour hundred of thousands of Egyptian pounds into wages for their officials with very little effect until the behaviour needed is identified, encouraged, practised and rewarded¹.

6.8 SUMMARY OF THE CHAPTER

After analyzing the field work a new perception of the city can be defined: this is the social reality which describes the environment based on the activities of the people and places them back in the centre of their world. It can be seen in parallel with the definition of physical reality defined in chapter 5.

"We want to ask you only one thing; why don’t you take the buried Pharaohs and their tombs and remove the stones of the Karnak temple and take them to Cairo!".

These words were in my mind when I was doing this field work. They represented the general feelings of most of the people of Luxor which comes from being marginalised and alienated. Authorities and tourists visit Luxor to see monuments. No attention is given to people’s living conditions. Even when there are projects proposed the main reason for them is to facilitate the city’s acceptance of more and more visitors.

"Then we go to hell. We are fed up with the tombs and the temples. If you like them, then why don’t take them to Cairo. Perhaps after that some one might come and inquire about our living conditions".

This is the social reality, the reality which could not appear in administrative censuses and studies. Hotels and physical improvements which do not reach the residents, or improve their living conditions, generate frustration.

Isolation, Ignorance, Frustration and Confusion, these summarise people’s experience. From the open ended part of the field work, it appeared that if only the people were allowed to express themselves, it would be realised that demand for social actions are comments on wider issues; that where an interpretation comes from does not determine where it is impelled to go. Small facts speak to large issues.

From the questionnaire, measures of consumer goods, house conditions and economic levels are high and it follows that people will be reluctance to move. The average 700 LE monthly expenditure is one which is related to tourism. But it is obvious that the impact of tourism on a society with a strong set of social and religious values, creates
a rejection of the tourist industry. This dramatic xenophobia can produce violence.

People care less about the development and conservation of Luxor compared to participation in the relocation of their houses. In general they wish to be consulted but realise that planning and implementation is the responsibility of the government.

Cohesion, still strong and pervasive, is gradually changing with the changing physical, social, and economic fabric of the city. These changes threaten the collective living of the community. Belonging is the key word to describe these people, belonging to family, belonging to a tribe, and belonging to the village.

To encapsulate the results of the questionnaire and with what has been expressed in the open-ended discussion, conflict is rising. The people in the questionnaire see the city as being for tourists. They want to see better living and economic conditions for themselves along with conservation and upgrading projects on. In their comments they said no one appreciates their living conditions. All of them call for change. The conflict is between their dreams and social reality, the conservation of monuments versus living on the historical sites, improving the city versus refusing to move, the need to change without being willing to made an effort and constant experience of plans versus nothing happens.
CHAPTER SEVEN

ISSUES OF LUXOR
7.1 INTRODUCTION

One of the major problems of conserving the urban heritage in historical cities, especially those in developing or underdeveloped countries, is the discrepancy between the enthusiasm to make numerous studies and reality. This reality is the social reality of people living in the physical reality of services and inadequate facilities in an era of slight resources and thin budgets. Thus, the problem is to make connections between the idealism of the studies and the reality of the situation. Chapters 5 and 6 describe the social and physical realities of Luxor. In chapter 4, the actions which need to be undertaken in Luxor have been identified in principle. In this chapter these actions will be studied in greater depth within the social, economic, political and technical realities of Luxor.

All the studies which have been completed to plan, develop or extend the city of Luxor, started with a basic goal: to maintain the distinguished urban heritage and build a suitable environment for the excavated work such as in the Sphinx-lined avenues and the surrounding areas. The main problem is that the places which are rich in heritage are located in areas that are poor in opportunities and over-settled with high numbers of poor people. That is why improvement is not just the administrative, physical, technical or financial processes, but it involves many other human issues.

Planning is a set of mediating processes that inform of the choices that can be made in the development of towns, cities or regions. Planning will be employed to achieve a number of objectives: economic well-being, social opportunity, transport efficiency and cultural integrity, to name but few. Conservation is one of those objectives. Thus, those who would conserve need to understand the processes of planning, and those who would plan need to understand the nature of conservation.
In the third world, conservation is a language that only a few people use. At the same time, development is the talk of all governments. That is one of the reasons why conservation and development have two different perspectives. Some powerful organisations, such as the International Bank, assist with development in the needy countries. But conservation has not the same foundation. UNESCO has made considerable contributions in some international projects, as in Abu Simbel in Egypt, but there are many other schemes in Egypt itself (Luxor is one of those) that are in need, and these can not be financed by UNESCO because of its other involvements all over the world. Through combining the forces of both conservation and development, the role of urban planning will emerge. Urban planning services are responsible for designing the physical framework within all forms of urban activity and development, and it is quite normal for conservation areas to be included within urban development plans. Urban planning determines the future shape of the city under the present circumstances, just as its archaeological sites constitute the historical dimension of its culture, linking the past, present, and the future together.

The combination of these forces will be the approach to the study of a solution for the complicated problem of Luxor which has been mentioned in the previous chapters. To achieve this, the city and the urban heritage will be analyzed through four issues that influence any future policy or strategy. These are:

Social issues: Difficulties and potential public awareness,

Economic issues: Tourism, conservation expenditure and the city's ability to pay.

Political issues: Decision-making, legislation and its application.

Planning and Technical issues: Technical conservation, excavation work and the existing city plan.

It is obvious that these four issues interact with each other, and that it is difficult to separate them. But to make it clear for analysis, each of them has been explored individually.
7.2 SOCIAL ISSUES

The population issue is important for Luxor because of the limited area of land available for expansion in the Nile valley and the fear of expanding into the remaining agricultural land or archaeological landscape. Socially, religion plays an important role in Luxor. The city is built on strong family relationships, each family having its head and strong membership. Culturally, the city is made up from a diverse background, extending from the ancient Pharaohs, Greeks, Romans, Christians and Muslims.

Luxor’s population has grown in parallel with that of Egypt, and because of its character as a rural-urban area this growth was considered to be a natural increase. But after the war (1973), and because of the new "Open-door Policy", the city has become a tourist city, bringing various types of activities and inhabitants migrating from all over the country. Many first-class hotels have been established and a conflict between the urban and rural has emerged.

The historical areas in the city have survived many centuries, always with settlements around them, but in small numbers and with little damage. These settlements are essentially composed of "survival housing". Almost totally created by the poor labourers who settled down and lived there in the early 1900s, usually against government policy. Thus, the settlements are often bulldozed down on government orders. In those instances, mass action by the poor has led to confrontation with the authorities. Yet, by participating in order to survive, these squatters have taken the initiative in gathering skills and resources, discovering the political problems of working in groups, and becoming more prepared for wider participation in today’s life.

The problem arises due to the close proximity of the citizens over and around the monuments. This results in official interference in the lives of the citizens, and contributes to the deterioration of the monuments. The people are unable to be active in an ordinary manner, not having full authority over their land. Consequently, the monuments are being destroyed as a result of this mixed environment. There are many
constraints for alternative sites for physical growth including the need to maintain the use of the limited agricultural land, the strong regulations by the Ministry of Agriculture forbidding building over agricultural land and other regulations by the Egyptian Antiquities Department which prohibit the use of the land within a certain distance of historic sites.

The new function of the city as a major tourist attraction divided the citizens into two groups. On the one hand, one group considers that tourism had destroyed the customs, the traditions, the social bonds and the identity of the city, moreover, some of them think that tourism is against their religion. On the other hand, a second group enjoy the benefits of tourism: land owners, tradesmen, private transport drivers and others.

Studies have shown that about 35,000 persons are living in areas of archaeological interest, both on the east and west banks of the city. Most dwellings are in poor condition and in need of upgrading programmes and alternative areas for housing for the growing urban poor.

Therefore, there is a conflict between the conservation of historical areas, and the preservation of the settlements of which have been despoiling the urban heritage. How can a balance between past and present values be obtained in the coming future of the city? Many citizens believe that what is described as heritage are merely stones which have existed for a thousand years and that will be there for thousands more. If there is any money to be spent or any effort to be made, they must be preferred, and their problems must be solved first.

Internal and external forces change the community of Luxor. It has been affected by the daily visitors with their different values, attitudes and behaviour. Other internal forces such as the media "videos" and "satellite" have made many changes to the inhabitant’s life: they used to sleep early after sun set, and wake up before sun rise, this is no longer the case. Consequently, the type of their work has changed, the productivity of their day,
and their relations within the community, have been changed by imported thoughts which are completely alien to their original culture. The human values of the community have been completely destroyed. It is clear that to do any upgrading, conservation, urban renewal or development, studies will be needed of their threatened customs, culture, traditions, and economic base. These studies will facilitate the plans and projects which might be proposed.

Hassan Fathy, in his work to build the Gourna village, stated that statistics are not sufficient when dealing with community characteristics. Statistics will completely miss such critical information as the habits of the people and their personal customs. He said:

"Indeed, we should really have subjected the village to a thorough socio-ethnographic and economic investigation, conducted with the utmost scientific rigor, since we wished for reliable information on which to base our planning. The social ethnographer is not generally recognized as an essential contributor to town and regional planning; yet to my mind he is as important as the demographer. Today nearly all planners are dealing with communities in the process of change, and no planner can claim from his own limited experience and untrained observation to understand the changes in culture that are taking place even in his own society. Far less can he claim to understand an alien society, as planners often have to. Only a social ethnographer can provide this understanding, which may prove vital to the success of a plan. It should be as unthinkable for town planning to do without socio-ethnographic survey as to do without a demographic record of the community.

The same approach must be in mind when we start studying the dilemma of Luxor and its inhabitants. There is a need for continuous social studies. As it has been mentioned it is difficult to specify the common values of the community, because they are changing with the new imports influencing the character of the city, so that the ethnographic studies need to be based over a long period of time. These studies must also consider the effects of transferring a large number of people from where they live on the social

bonds that exist through the community and the critical role of those bonds in the city as a whole.

**Community of Luxor**

In Egypt, a relation between policy-makers and the public does not exist. The political and administrative system is a centralised and authoritarian one: Even local authorities are no more than local branches of the Ministry in Cairo. Priorities, criteria and budgets are set in terms of National development policies rather than local development needs. There is therefore a need to examine the reality of the role of the community.¹

The Egyptian community in general, and in Luxor in particular, has been governed by many factors other than civil legislation, such as religion, tradition, respect for elderly people and the influence of the religious man (Imam). In Gourna for example, there is a leader (El-Sheikh El-Tayib²) who is the "head" of the region and the Imam of the mosque, who has not been chosen by the government. He inherited his authority from his family which has governed the for many years. They people will come to him with any problem related to their daily life. He also operates as a local court, an arbitrator between people or villages in conflict. Furthermore, it is considered a shame if any outsider interferes in these conflicts. Even when the government has established its institutions, such as the police office, health centre and other facilities, they still have to get permission form the Sheikh when they need to take any action related to the area. In Karnak village and other villages, there are similar systems but not quite so strong as in Gourna. It is within these social organizations that decisions, consultations and participation are made: This reflects the traditional pattern of responsibility where the

---


²- I had to get his permission even when I had the official permission from the government before starting my field work. He read the questionnaire and questioned me to know exactly what is the purpose of my work. Without his permission no one from the community would allow me to enter their homes and interview the families.
individual and local group's share of responsibility has been larger than that of the municipal domain. In other words, people have been taking care of their own affairs more than official policy-makers and professionals in government. The task is therefore to exploit the potential, conscience and motives of these communities. For there is a possibility of promoting these local leaders to interpret the feelings of those communities where public consultations techniques such as "public hearings" and "public enquiries" are not a common practice.
7.3 ECONOMIC ISSUES

Luxor is one of the wealthiest cities in Egypt. The tourism industry produced in 1989 about US $300 million. But because of the system of centralized government this money was transferred to Cairo (the National Central Government). Similar incomes collected from all over the country are then redistributed through the main National budget to every ministry, institution and municipality in the country. In the year 1989, less than US $2 million was allocated to the city of Luxor for the local government to finance local issues. Thus, there are large gaps between the money earned, the money received and the money required every year. Although the Central Government will finance major projects in the city, there still remains a large shortfall between supply and demand.

The National strategy (5-15 years) for environmental protection is divided into two plans: the five year plan (1994-1998) and the ten year plan (1999-2008). This strategy states its objectives and identifies projects which include both the environmental protection of Egypt’s urban heritage and a public and institutional participation campaign. In the 15 years covered by the plans, Luxor has been allocated less than US $10 million out of more than US $1700 million for all Egypt.

In a city which contains the most magnificent heritage in the world, the tourist industry should play a primary role in the economic base of the city. The question remains, why is the city not allowed to finance itself by the money it produces?

---

1- The year before the Gulf crisis of 1990, and before the interior problems of tourism in the last two years which affected negatively the tourism industry in Egypt as well as in Luxor.

2- Any of the new four-five star hotels which have been built in Luxor cost more than the 15 year budget.

Tourism is now regarded by the Egyptian government as a main source of foreign currency. After the Gulf war in 1991, the tourism movement to Egypt made a good recovery. The Egyptian Ministry of Tourism regarded 1992 as a peak year for tourism, with income of US $2.029 million\(^1\). Tourism development projects in Luxor consist of about 15 five/four star hotels and many five star Nile cruisers operating along the river in between Cairo, Luxor Aswan and Abu Simbel. The essence behind choosing tourism as a development option, as far as the government is concerned, is that in addition to generating foreign currency, tourism is capable of absorbing a large percentage of the unemployed workforce\(^2\). What role will these developments play in the economy of Luxor?

The economic base of the population depends on two main activities, tourism and agriculture. In addition, there is employment in local Government. In general, tourism in Luxor remains part of the macro-economy with little leftover for local economy. The reality in Luxor is that very few of the local population find their way into such luxury developments. Rather, the labour force for tourist projects in Luxor is usually imported from other areas, the only exception being handicraft stalls which are sometimes owned by local people. The problem is that tourism is an international industry, and private companies do not involve local people as they are not qualified nor capable of such work. If the government forced these companies to employ local people, or if it applied restrictions of any kind, these companies will switch their activities to other places all over the world. The paradox is that once the local people are qualified and understand how to participate in such an industry, it will be cheaper and easier for companies to employ them rather than import work forces from other areas. If this were to happen, the local people will require programmes of awareness training and of course specific education to qualify them for the new work.

---


\(^2\) Aziz, Heba, "Tourism and Terrorism: Cause or Effect", Conference, Tourism the state of the art, University of Strathclyde, July, 1994.
The internal and external forces which influence the city and the citizens' economic conditions have been unstable. For example, during the Gulf War¹ in 1990, tourism all over Egypt completely stopped and all activities depending on tourism suffered (At same time it is worth pointing out that the ordinary citizen in Luxor believed that during that time the city was more suitable for his way of life; everything was cheaper, available, and privacy could be obtained). At the same time, billions of dollars from Egyptians working in Oil-rich Arab countries stopped and a great number of the Egyptian labours returned home and the whole country faced a new era of socio-economic disruption.

Another example comes from internal problems, labelled by Western press as Terrorism. Two or three attacks by some groups in Egypt on tourist facilities and tourists have led observers to believe that tourism itself is being attacked. The real issue of these groups was to create political pressure on the government and was not against tourism or tourists. Some people in Luxor who earn from tourism suffered highly, but most people did not have any reaction to this crisis. Why was this? And why did some of them prefer the time of the Gulf crisis?

The reasons come from the reality, the social-reality, that tourism has not brought any benefits for such people in terms of availability of better job opportunities, additional sources of income or improved housing standards.

The nature of tourism in Egypt could be seen to be lacking a social dimension, and that means a lack of attempts to increase public involvement of areas such as Luxor where the tourism industry is a prime development option. Tourism, as an economic phenomenon, has a social and cultural impact, and such impacts need to be assessed and

¹- The Gulf crisis was an event that impacted on all Egypt in general and on Luxor in particular. Suddenly there was no Tourism, and the city's economy was paralysed. There were no studies about the effects of this war on Luxor. An opportunity to learn from the lessons of that experience has been lost and can not be carried forward into plans for the future.
weighed against the economic gains. Such a balance is difficult to achieve in Egypt or Luxor¹.

There are many projects proposed for Luxor, some to provide basic necessities for the poor, some to serve the tourist industry, others to enhance the city and some to enhance the urban heritage and allow for excavation of the monuments. How are these projects to be financed? Which is of greater importance? Can we strike a balance between them? Are they in sympathy or in conflict with each other?

There is no monetary value to the urban heritage in itself. The moral, historical and cultural values provide enough benefits to support conservation projects. But if the economic base of the city is dependent on tourism, it could be said that the heritage, in addition to its cultural significance, have an economic value. From an economic point of view any conservation work is not useless expenditure, but is an investment and should have both moral and material benefits for the city.

The actions required for Luxor should be prioritized according to the importance of the projects and the relationships between one project and another. For example, the excavation work of the Sphinx-lined avenues, requires the relocation of a great number of people who live on site. This will require the provision of new places for them to live or reasonable compensation, in addition to the money demanded for the excavation works themselves. No single project in Luxor should be under-taken without coordination with other projects and the participation of the residents. Individual projects should be considered as part of the whole plan of the city for urban design, heritage conservation, urban renewal, landscape and development.

Two options are possible for resourcing these projects. First, let Luxor be funded from the money produced from tourism, which will be an investment not only for Luxor and

¹- Aziz, Heba, "Tourism and Terrorism: Cause or Effect", Conference, Tourism the state of the art, University of Strathclyde, July, 1994.
for Egypt but for coming generations. Or start looking for funding from financial organizations, banks, government bodies and international charities.

This review shows that in a study of the socio-economic aspects of Luxor city, many other factors are involved. The main aim of this study is to conserve the historical sites and at the same time relocate the land uses in the city to enable excavation works to take place.
7.4 POLITICAL ISSUES

Luxor, in keeping with all Egyptian cities, has been influenced by a number of factors formed by the political structure pertaining at the time. From Mohammed Ali’s family rule (1805-1952), to Nasser (1952-1970), and Saddat (1970-1981) to the present day, each of these periods has had its external pressures and internal reactions, with their impact on the country and its cities. In general, there has been no political stability and all these dominions started with different ambitions influencing the country and its citizens.

The Arab Republic of Egypt is divided into twenty-six Governorates, and one city with a special order which is Luxor city. Each Governorate is further divided into some 145 Marakaz (districts), usually consisting of one major town and several (five to seven) village council areas which include roughly forty to fifty smaller villages.

Public Law 52, enacted in 1975, mandated that local councils be elected at each of three levels of the governmental hierarchy: the governorate, the district, and the village council.

Potentially, a council can play an important role in developing a deep sense of legitimacy and commitment among the citizenry. It can provide a sense of participation for the inhabitants of a governorate, a district, or a rural community. A council provides an institutional structure by which local requests, complaints, and proposals can be channelled to higher governmental authorities. The truly effective council may develop a series of projects or programs of such obvious local value as a strong inducement to the local citizenry to contribute a significant portion of the financing\(^1\).

Yet, for a council to function in this manner, there must exist a literate citizenry, a group of experienced and capable leaders who understand the strengths and weaknesses of the local government system, who appreciate the need for the local community to shoulder a large portion of the costs, and who are willing to participate with the central government in reforming and developing the social, economic, and political conditions of the local areas. Unfortunately, many of these factors do not exist in Luxor or other local areas of Egypt.

One significant factor for the lack of effectiveness of these local councils is the degree of continuity that exists for these council members. Most of these representatives have experience going back to the mid 1960s. All were members of the Arab Socialist Union (ASU) under the Nasser regime, and tended to be reelected several times in the Sadat and Mubarak periods until now, and the same people with the same principles will be elected for now and at future elections. The reason is that the elections are affected by the social characteristics of the community. Family ties, or dominant family groups, will reserve a seat whatever the agenda or political differences.

Before 1989, Luxor was one of Quena governorate’s seats (Marakez). Quena governorate is mainly described as industrial. Luxor was the largest city in the governorate, without any industrial activities, but with significant historical, cultural and touristic activities. There were many appeals and suggestions from Luxor residents and institutions to relieve the conflicts between the city and the Quena governorate by transferring Luxor to a separate governorate. But it was not possible to have another governorate in the area without adverse effects on the National administrative system of the Republic: And so Luxor deteriorated for a long time as a result of the duality of interests between its situation as a distinctive historical city of world-wide importance and its limited position as a subservient city to the Quena governorate.

The political status of the city has been reformed by a "Presidential Order" issued in May 1989, which makes the head of the city’s administration directly accountable to the
President of the Republic, with authority over even government ministers within the boundaries of Luxor city. The city representatives in the city council consist of:

a. Representatives from all the ministries.

b. Directors of the Egyptian Antiquity Organization, the General Organization for Tourism Promotion, Egypt-Air, the National Organization for Water Supply, and the Higher Committee for Regional Planning. In addition, three public figures interested in tourism, archaeological heritage and town planning.

c. The City Council.

This was the first order in Egypt to separate a city from its Governorate, and it gave Luxor a distinctive condition. There is still a duality of responsibilities between the Luxor administration and the Quena Governorate on one hand, and the Luxor administration and the ministers' representatives on the other. It is an experiment and no one can predict its results. But during the last five years some results can be seen in the city. However, the main objectives of the city are confused. What is the real aim of the change? Is it to become a tourist city? Is it to implement upgrading programmes for the poor areas? Is it to conserve its heritage? Or is the objective, as usual, to have quick projects with quick results?

In the past, before this separation, Luxor's problems had been caused by the lack of skills and knowledge in the Governorate. The present system gives the Mayor of the city the right to decide all local actions in Luxor. Luxor was directly administered by the Ministry of Local Government (MLG). The Mayor of the city now represents the local government and in theory he has independent authority to set policies and implement them, but in practice Luxor's city council is merely a local office for the central government. The Mayor's responsibilities are to provide housing, building and planning permits according to municipal legislation, and to manage the utilities, infrastructure, traffic, transport, .. etc. The problem here is that since Luxor has been separated from Quena governorate, Luxor has been governed by four Mayors in as many years. None

1- El-Ahram, Republic order of the special system of Luxor city, 16-5-1989.
came from Luxor or Upper Egypt, all came from a military background, and their first public service was to be head of Luxor city. The last three, just as they started to understand Luxor’s problems and to think of future plans, they were chosen as governors in other areas. EL-Bahnasawi governed for two years and the people of Luxor still remember him because he was sincere in wanting to change Luxor’s future. The other two El-Siid and El-Zohiri, did not get enough time, but both of them did not compare with El-Bahnasawi. The problem is one of CONTINUITY.

The role of the legislative authority is very important. In the city of Luxor, a great amount of legislation has been passed, but has faced several difficulties. Firstly, some laws contradict each other, which opens the door to the public rejecting them. Secondly, the legislation is implemented ineffectively. And lastly, the administrative procedures involved are so cumbersome, time consuming, and costly that they discourage compliance except for the most compulsively law-abiding citizens. So, local authorities have been unable to stem the tide of popular disregard of regulatory controls.

Karnak and Gourna villages are clear examples of the failure of legislation: 35,000 inhabitants lived on the archaeological sites mostly without any official papers. Originally, they were the labourers who worked on the excavations and they settled near archaeological sites with their families. Legislation was issued to transfer these people, but because of the weakness in implementation, people never believed the warnings. The population increased, government provided electricity, drinking water, elementary schools and all their needs. After several years of planning by local and federal governments, these plans seems to generate confusion. This confusion results in a continual decline in living conditions as well as the condition of the monuments. Deterioration is evident everywhere in Luxor, its infrastructure, housing and, last but not least, its precious monuments. The duality between what government says it wants and what it actually does is evident every-where.

Thus, it becomes essential to define the major political aspects involved in order to
balance what is desirable and what is possible, and consequently to make the decision. Co-ordination between these different levels of decision-making is a vital factor in development planning. Despite the fact that most large scale projects are nationally decided, still the implementation and coordination of such projects are local actions. Local authorities are responsible for

a. The balance of city projects: how to assure the balance between the various interests of the city in terms of population, jobs, housing, tourism, heritage conservation and commercial activities and to avoid centralisation and overcrowding problems. Also the allocations of funds.

b. The main infrastructure and utilities networks: the capability of the main network to accept any load as a result of a planned programme, as well as the technical and financial feasibility of cooperation.

The best illustration of the administrative confusion is related to historical sites. Historical sites in Luxor are directly and indirectly the responsibility of several authorities such as the city council, The Egyptian Antiquities Organization (EAO) which is a branch of the Ministry of Culture, The Ministry of Tourism, The Ministry of Development, New Communities, Housing and Public Utilities, The Environmental Protection Organization (EPO), and the foreign archaeological teams, supervised by the EAO.

Mainly, the Egyptian Antiquity Organization (EAO) is responsible for all Egyptian museums and monuments. It is responsible for listed monuments, permissions for excavation works, restoration and conservation activities, coordinating foreign teams working in historical sites. The work of this Organisation has been largely undermined by three factors:

a. The enormous bureaucracy involved in its administration: everything has to go through its Central Administration in Cairo and in most cases through the Minister of Culture. This consumes much effort, time and money in lengthy paperwork and administrative tasks, while causing increasing difficulties for real work to take

---
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b. The lack of adequate finance: the enormous task of looking after five thousand years of history. This money is part of the income derived from visit charges which the central government allocates to an annual budget which is often less than adequate.

c. The conflicting interests of other parties involved, e.g. the Ministry of Tourism, the City Council, etc.

To conclude the review of the political aspects of Luxor and its legislative status, two factors can be highlighted: First, there is a need for high level coordination and cooperation between the different authorities concerned within a general framework for development in Luxor. This could be seen as Administrative Participation. The failure of the existing system can be explained by the conflict of interests among and within these different authorities, e.g. the only objective of the municipal authority is to provide as much shelter as possible.

Second, all the legislative measures, even if in favour of conservation, lack the realistic element necessary for their application, i.e. the practical means for implementation, such as financial compensation for the residents who would be relocated.

---

1 For example: a permission for photographing anywhere in Egypt has to be issued only by the director in Cairo
7.5 TECHNICAL AND PLANNING ISSUES

Three areas of technical and planning issues affecting the future of Luxor will be covered in this section. They are;

1. Technical conservation of the monuments

2. Remote sensing and GIS in excavation work

3. Physical planning which will accommodate the city land uses, building regulations, building heights and all aspects of future development.

I. Technical conservation aspects

The stresses imposed on Luxor's heritage by modern conditions are many, this was summarized by Peter Dorman1 as;

"Unfortunately, in the last 100 years, the destructive forces have increased dramatically. Most recently, rising ground water, the burgeoning population, and the expanding tourist industry have combined to place Egypt's remains in jeopardy. One alarming problem is the formation of salt crystals and blisters on temples and tomb walls, not only breaking away the carved surface but literally turning the stone back to sand".

One of the major problems is the serious change that has taken place in ground conditions. In the past, the dry conditions of the Luxor area have reduced the damage from the damp to a minimum. But during the last fifty years, the widespread provision of tapped water supplies, combined with inadequate drainage facilities in expanding urban communities, has led to a high water table, aggravated after rain, which has introduced the problem of dampness for the first time. With the water table almost at ground level the capillary attraction into the hitherto dry porous materials of the masonry above the ground is considerable, reaching on many occasions 4 or 5 metres, and in extreme cases up to 10 metres above ground2.


Photographs (7-1 and 2)

Damp attacking all Luxor monuments. There is a lack of technical knowledge on the part of local contractors and also on the part of experts, which often leads to cause further damage.
Damp is the worst enemy of buildings, attacking the mortar and fillings of walls, depriving them of their strength and cohesiveness, and attacking the plasterwork, especially on internal walls. Another major factor caused by damp is that it may bring with it solutions of nitrates, chlorides, or other salts, some of them originating in the ground water from leaking sewers or human waste. These, when they reach the surface, attack the buildings’ materials causing disfigurement, disintegration, and eventual collapse. Accordingly, water is now the hidden enemy in heritage sites, lurking just below ground and ready to send up acid tentacles to attack and undermine any building which has not been designed with special defense against it.

Expert repair has, in many cases, only served to aggravate the condition it was designed to rectify. On the whole, traditional technologies were deficient in understanding the problems of repair of damage caused by damp. For builders up to ten or twenty years ago, there was always the possibility of stripping away the damaged wall completely and remaking it from scratch. Today, this is usually avoided as too expensive, and only surface repairs are effected, leaving the salts deposited by the water still inside the wall from whence they quickly invade and destroy the repair work. Further, the lack of technical knowledge on the part of local contractors and also on the part of "experts", often leads to repairs being made with unsuitable materials which react unfavourably with the original materials to cause further damage. Two types of action can be identified to deal with the problems relating to the rising water table:

a. the protection of the monuments against high water tables.

b. the total control of all new buildings on vacant and dilapidated sites.

Two technical measures are being used to reduce the problem of water table, the first and most effective are preventive measures, the second are curative measures.

---

a. Preventive measures
The most effective measures are clearly those which lead to a reduction in the height of the water table. That is, efficient water supply with minimum wastage; efficient sewerage and storm water drainage, with strong pipes and connections, proof against future breakage and leakage.

b. Curative measures (repair of surfaces)
With increasing labour shortage and costs today, expert research and supervision is increasingly necessary if repairs are to be successful. Fundamentally, the old plaster and sub-plaster which has become impregnated with salts has to be removed to above the level to which the damp has risen. Then the wall underneath has to have the salts leached out by repeated washing. When the wall has been allowed to dry thoroughly (and this may take up to three months), plaster or other finishes should be applied according to the formulae originally used, which are likely to be the best available for those conditions and masonry materials. The use of modern cement in repair work introduces serious new problems (such as those that affected THE SPHINX in Giza). Portland cement contains surplus salts which are very alkaline, and therefore react with acids in rainwater or rising damp to produce huge amounts of salts which cause efflorescence, corrosion, and disintegration. It is possible to obtain more expensive cements which are less alkaline, but even so there are other great advantages in avoiding the use of cement. For this, and other reasons, not as relevant here, it is wise to revert to the original lime and gypsum plaster materials when repairing the damage done by rising damp to old buildings.

However, in the residential areas of Karnak and Gourna villages, a lack of maintenance of Luxor's existing infrastructure has resulted in inadequate water distribution systems and sewerage. These problems have resulted in seepage which can be seen freely on the streets and on the ground floor of houses. The effect of water on the houses has been devastating. Many of these houses have collapsed, adding a problem to the housing shortage in the area.

---
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Conservation and reconstruction of collapse monuments. The French Institute and the reconstruction at the Karnak Temple.
2. Non-destructive exploration: Remote Sensing and GIS techniques

Most aspects of land resource management require information on the current extent of underground features and the ways in which their distribution has changed in the past. Such information can be collected by ground survey and/or the use of aerial survey and satellite imagery. By capturing this spatial data on a computer-based Geographical Information System and overlaying different data sets, planners and managers have the capability to analyze changes in the distribution of these features. This is important for assessing the impact of previous planning decisions and for carrying out inventories of existing networks. A Geographical Information System (GIS) is a system for capturing, storing, checking, integrating, manipulating, analyzing and displaying data which are spatially referenced to the Earth surface.

This normally integrated with Remote Sensing techniques involves a spatially referenced computer database and an appropriate application software. The use of Remote Sensing and GIS in Luxor is very significant to:

a. Concentrate the research efforts in the areas where they are the most needed.

b. Provide policies that are rational in the sense, and that if implemented, some gains could be achieved.

c. Reduce the cost of implementing recommendations that could have little or no effect on the goals and objectives of Luxor region, as has been happening in most cases in this region for the past few decades. This is evident in the previous efforts of planning, which were almost fruitless.

d. Minimize the losses for both pulling powers, namely the power of the ancient activities formalized in the historic vicinities and the power of the living personalized in the current activities and the people that conduct those activities.

---

1. One of the results of this thesis is the establishment of the Remote-Sensing Centre at Assiut University, with the cooperation of York University, financed by the European Community, with the hope to use these techniques in the excavation and management of archaeological sites, as well as other disciplines in Upper Egypt.

These techniques would be of great help to set the criteria for the possible future outcome of different planning decisions of the city. These will include the integrating and analyzing of different data such as the assessment of land suitability in the land use planning process. Remote sensing and GIS will be a method for sharing information in the Luxor participation project.

To do so, one should first conduct an investigative study of the physical limits of the ancient Luxor city. Although this task is not a simple matter, one can visualize from the latest Archaeological and Egyptological researches conducted in the area the ancient Luxor city limits and boundaries.

On the east bank, some of the existing residential structures are built on top of the ancient ruins of one or more of the civilizations that occupied the site at some time. David O'Connor\(^1\) researched the ancient boundaries and ruins of Luxor and commented:

"First, where are the New Kingdom palaces of the city located? A significant problem is that a number of the Theban palaces are archaeological ghosts, referred to with some frequency in the texts and hinted at, rather than depicted, in scenes in the nobility's tombs, but not attested by any excavated remains".

"...others suggest an east bank location, in the general vicinity of the Karnak temple and the city of Thebes itself. The latter, in my opinion, is correct; and more precisely, I would suggest that through the 18th Dynasty, and presumably the 19th and 20th (although this is less sure), the governmental palace was always immediately north-west of Karnak temple. Hatshepsut definitely had a palace in this location".

---

\(^1\) O'Connor, David, "City and Palace in New Kingdom Egypt", Cahier de Recherche de l'Institut de Papyrologie et D'Egyptologie De Lille, Université Charles de Gaulle, Lille, 11, 1989, pp. 78-79.
ISSUES OF LUXOR

Barry Kemp’s thoughts and ideas led him to draw the new boundaries of the ancient Luxor as well as its general structure with the Karnak temple as the core of the city.

"The monumental heart of the New Kingdom Thebes was the temple of Amon at Karnak. This now stands within a huge enclosure surrounded by a massive brick wall of the 30th Dynasty. In places, particularly in the south, this wall must follow the line of the New Kingdom enclosure wall, but in the east it takes a course somewhat outside. Even so, in the New Kingdom the enclosure must have covered an area of at least 400 by 400 meters.

The city of Thebes of pre-New Kingdom periods had grown by the late Middle Kingdom into an extensive city mound covering an area at least 1,000 by 500 meters and possible a lot more. Karnak, Luxor and the city of Thebes’ proper lay on the east bank of the Nile. Across the river on the west bank, the New Kingdom witnessed the large-scale development of the city of the dead".

It is known that foundations and basements of newer buildings conflict with heritage remains. Therefore, there is a necessity to use non-destructive techniques of Remote Sensing to identify the above boundaries. The results of such a survey could be used to evaluate sites for the relocation of residential areas, and also to reduce uncertainties for development.

On the west bank, where there is relatively limited construction on heritage sites, it is more easy to use such techniques. "The Berkeley Map of the Theban Necropolis"3, was a survey project which provided a useful tool for Egyptologists, but could also play a role in the preparation of long-term plans for the conservation and development of the area. Kent Weeks4 explains the reasons for undertaking the Theban mapping project:


"...helping to create a developmental master plan for the Theban necropolis to ensure that the monuments survive to be studied and appreciated, studying ways to minimise the impact of tourism, and working with the EAO to train Egyptians in site conservation"

This map was built on a grid network established on the west bank and completed with aerial photographs taken from a balloon and which mapped all accessible tombs, developed computer programmes for the preparation of tomb plans, elevations and axonometric drawings. The work included a Geophysical survey using Resistivity surveys, Electromagnetic tests (Ground Penetrating Radar) and a Seismic Refraction survey. Sites chosen for this work were primarily in areas of proposed development for tourist facilities, where it seemed possible to test various theories of the ancient use of site and to relocate monuments which were unclear from earlier maps.
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Using of the non-destructive techniques would help to reduce the damages of old techniques of excavation in Luxor Heritage.
3. The Urban Planning Issues

Before 1989, the city was a part of Quena Governorate. All the proposed plans for the city were based on its integration with the whole regional planning of the Governorate. Up to now, all the references and regulations of the city continue as they were under the previous situation. Now, the city boundaries have been changed, and the area is fixed at 55.4 sq. km. Only 7.44 sq. km of this area is inhabited and the rest is desert and agricultural land. In 1976, the Council of Ministers issued Decree No. 134, designating Luxor city a tourist zone, which requires that all new construction must be approved by the Ministry of Tourism. The plan is based on two main concepts:

a. No urban or hotel development shall take place on the west bank of the Nile, expect for the relocation of people living above of or near tombs; and

b. Environmental protection/conservation zones shall be established around the monuments of both east and west bank.

There have been many other plans for the city but none of them have been implemented. As has been shown, lack of understanding of social, economic, and political factors are the reason why these plans have not worked. Usually they have lacked preliminary studies and power to be implemented. For example, a proposal was made by the International Bank and the Ministry of Construction, which specifies implementation programmes and operational areas, which assume that the programme period should be between the years 1988 and 2010. To date the proposal has not received the agreement of the Public Congress but with the new situation of the city many modifications have been made to these plans. The studies underlying the proposal are not adequate even if the plan begins in the near future.

---


In 1989, and after the separation of Luxor, the general planning regulations for the city, which were issued in 1984, were accepted by the Public Congress. In the planning regulations the city has been divided into districts, and building legislation of the city was defined as follows:

**West Bank Area.**

a. It is prohibited to construct new buildings or maintain old ones on historical sites or those which might be excavated.

b. Create protecting zones around the historical sites, with the use of natural boundaries, to provide maximum control.

c. Villages which are not in historical zones, are allowed to construct buildings after obtaining permission from the city council and the Antiquities.

d. The government may construct buildings for public use.

**East Bank Area.**

District No. (1) "the Karnak Temple", "the boundaries of that area are the fences surrounding this temple". It is forbidden to build any type of building inside the temple site, and all the existing buildings within the site will be demolished.

District No. (2) "the Karnak village", "bound on the north by the Karnak temple and on the south by the main city and the highway." It is allowed to maintain only the ground floor of the houses, and to retain all the other storeys without any restoration. In addition, all the buildings have to be painted white and the doors and windows green. The area is to be planted with trees and no new building is to be constructed.

District No. (3) "the Luxor Temple", "located in the city centre". It is prohibited to build any type of buildings within the temple boundaries.

District No. (4) "The green area in front of the Karnak temple with a frontage of about 1449 meters. The boundaries to the north: a line, extended north from the temple fence, up to the Nile river at the west, south: a line, extended south from the temple fence, up to the Nile river at the west, east: the Temple fence and west: the Nile river.

---


2- Now it is a parking area for the buses, as in the photograph.
These four districts must follow these stages:

The first stage:
a. All the construction has to be stopped in the area, without any extension to the existing buildings being permitted.

b. Demolish all the existing buildings located inside the temple fences, in addition to buildings located within an area 100 meters wide in front of the entrance of the Karnak temple, and up to the Corniche (river bank road).

The second stage:
Demolish all buildings located in an area 50 meters on both sides of district (2).

The third stage:
Paint all the buildings located in district (4) white, and the doors and windows green. Some owners can maintain their properties, until the government agrees on suitable compensation or resettles them appropriately.

District No. (5) "That area which probably contains some archaeological value. Its boundaries are: north: The highway and Karnak village, south: Tohutmos street, east: The railway line and west: The Karnak road and the sphinx-lined avenue. In this area all the buildings must be one storey (4 meters). In some cases, with the permission of the Antiquity Organization, buildings may be two storeys (7 meters). All buildings should be painted white and the doors and windows, green.

District No. (6) " the area which lies between the Nile on the west and the sphinx-lined avenue on the east to the north of Luxor temple and south up to the Sidy Yossif Mosque. This area is for tourist use. The height of buildings should not be more than 13 meters, and the built up area not more than 60% of the total area of the site.

Note: These districts are included in the case study. There are 15 districts in the city of Luxor according to the master plan of 1984, therefore, the study concentrates only on the 6 districts mentioned above and the West bank.

The general planning regulation seems to be unrealistic, it is looking for an ideal physical plan without any other considerations, therefore many delays have occurred which include:

a. The residential buildings surrounding the Karnak temple still stand although the plan recommended to demolish them. In fact the area has increased and the population grown.
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The general planning regulation seems to be unrealistic, it is looking for an ideal physical plan without any other considerations. Therefore, most of it has not been implemented.

Residential areas surrounding the Karnak temple remained.

Green areas have not been implemented.

Excavation areas still under pressure.
b. The excavation areas located south of the Karnak temple, are still under pressure from residential expansion, although excavation should have been continued.

c. The tourism area is still not completed.

d. All the recommendations to have green areas have not been implemented.

e. There is no indication that the uncovering of the sphinx-line avenue will happen. The right way between Luxor and Karnak temples, has been delineated as a spacial zone prohibiting any new construction so that the sphinx-avenue can be restored in the future. As has been mentioned in chapter 6, this area has already been covered by new buildings.

f. The railway line is a restriction to the development of the city, and there are no indications that it might be moved. (In June 1991 the government opened a new railway line on the same route, which means that there is no attention to divert it).

Any planning for Luxor can not be separated from all other issues. Luxor as an urban and historical asset should be seen within three different perspectives:

a. Luxor as an artifact, sees the city only from its physical reality, a city of visual components which has evolved through time;

b. Luxor as an urban settlement, which sees the city from its social reality, concentration of population, with a high potential for satisfactory physical, economic, ideological and social environment, and

c. Luxor as an indicator of past lives and its potential for chronicling changes in society and the way it evolves.

In addition, Luxor could be seen as having three sets of resources related to urban development and tourism:

a. Cultural resources: including temples, necropolises, historical sites, social and cultural values;

b. Natural resources: such as air, land, water, sun and favourable climate especially from October to May of every year; and

c. Man-made resources: including hotels, Tourism villages, services and facilities.

Policies concerning site management and visitor management within the comprehensive
city planning process of Luxor city should be adapted to cope with the previous sets of problems, and should attempt to answer the highlighted questions.

Comprehensive City Planning is a set of mediating processes which bring about the choices that can be made for towns, cities or regions. The process will be employed to satisfy a number of objectives of social well-being, economic prosperity, functional efficiency, structural soundability, cultural integrity and environmental suitability.

Site management involves those sets of policies and techniques to control and manage the physical resources of the site and to enable its satisfactory maintenance.

Visitor management means the development of policies and implementation of strategies which encourage and bring about a better relationship among visitors, residents, and the natural and built components of the environment.

Finally, consideration of the technical issues of the city can not be separated from other social, economic and political issues in the city.
7.6 LUXOR APPRAISAL

As a result of the field work many other discoveries have been made from contacts and archives. These discoveries have social, economic, political and technical implications for the physical environment of Luxor. Among these, two very important issues emerged. First is the depopulation of the Luxor temple area, and second, the New Thebes and the government’s Low-Income houses built in El-Hobilah.

1. Depopulation of the Luxor temple area.

How were the inhabitants who lived on the Luxor temple site moved from their houses? During the field work, no documents at all have been found to explain how it happened. I can only rely on stories and memories of people who lived there. The evacuation process started in 1933, and lasted till 1964. It is obvious that old people gave me the stories. Other stories have been inherited from one generation to another. If the process had been documented, it would have been of great help to recent and future relocation work. At least it could have been used as a guide. I discovered that the Hassan Fathy’s Gourna project and its approach was a reaction to the government’s approach in Luxor area. The stories show that the government started debates with the people. But, because of the resistance and obstacles put in the way of any action, the authorities decided to use its power. In one day and night the Haggana (the traditional security services at that time), using guns and riding camels evacuated the area. They demolished the houses without consideration. They asked the inhabitants to get out of the homes, then immediately destroyed them. More than half of the area was evacuated in this way. The people were shocked, and could not organize themselves to resist. The rest then accepted government compensation. They succeeded in evacuating the whole area, but the process took about thirty years. When the government tried to build a new life for the people of Gourna in 1944, partly because they did not want to repeat the Luxor exercise again, and partly because of the sensitivity of the Gourna area, they could not force the evacuation. But the alternative of using persuasion failed and up to now all discussions and approaches have not succeeded. Only a few people have accepted to be relocated.
Photographs (7-11, 12 and 13)

Has been taken 60 years ago of the Luxor temple area show the temple completely buried under houses, but others taken later show the area cleared with no evidence of previous settlements.
2. Building of the New Thebes

In 1987 the central government of Egypt with funding from the World bank, made plans to build a new extension city of Luxor named New Thebes in order to:

a. move people from the historical sites and,

b. provide a more efficient base for the development of the tourist industry.

The site eventually chosen was a large desert tract of government-owned land located 9 to 15 kilometres northeast of the existing city of Luxor near the temple of Madamud. How did the authorities initiate this action? In an official announcement on television, the Mayor of the city, said that no one will relocate the people of Karnak village before the government has built alternative houses. To house 25,000 persons: what kind of houses? Who decides? From whose point of view?

In New Thebes, the government is expected to provide houses in a new settlement. To entice new settlers, the government is supposed to provide all the amenities they would require within the settlement: schools, health clinics, water, sewage system, electricity, etc., on a rigid grid pattern of planning with back to back units stretch out in rows separated by long streets. On the surface, this scheme appears good, but in reality it is different. There are no attempts to employ distinguishing spaces to identify individual units. It is a matter of numbers and figures. There is a certain amount of money and a certain number of people to house. It is a prototype design that reflects the bureaucratic attitude that is more interested in the efficient manipulation of figures on paper than with the actual quality of living conditions.

The government built low-cost houses on an area called El-Hobilah, about 9 kilometres south-east of the main city, unfortunately on agriculture land. This type of housing raises many questions. How suitable is this low-cost housing, bearing in mind the tradition and culture background of these people in Karnak.

---

1- General Yehia El-Bahasawi the first Mayor of Luxor after it became separate from Quena (the meeting was in May 1990).
Nobody in Karnak accepts these buildings (or the transfer to Thebes) as a just compensation for him or his family. The differences between the two environments can be easily seen. The houses of most of the residents who live on historical sites are traditional houses. The outside walls are three meters high with no fenestration expect the door at the northernmost corner and a small one at the southern end. Most of the houses belong to Hags (a pilgrim to mecca), so the walls are painted white and adorned with various inscriptions and paintings. Paintings of the Kaaba, boats and airplanes show the Hag process and the travelling. The doors are usually wooden and decorated. There is a limited range of building materials and the vocabulary of building elements is also limited. Most of theses houses are single storey with an inner courtyard for ventilation, as well as a possible place for animals. The people have housed themselves by their own hands, sometimes in the absence of local government and professional intervention, sometimes in spite of it.

The low-cost houses of El-Hobilah are built in concrete and steel. They are not suitable for the Luxor environment. When the weather reaches 50 degrees, no one can live in such buildings. At the same time the vertical type of buildings (5 storeys) is not appropriate to the type of community, and above all the areas of the flats, (either 60 m² for the small family, or 73 m² for the big families), are not sufficient to accommodate the people. In general, these types of low-cost houses produce slum environments. While the new city was considered to be a model of modern development, many of the inhabitants found that their new surroundings left something to be desired.
Photographs (7-14,15 and 16) Show the difference between residential types, at the Karnak area, the old Gourna and El-Hobilah. The low-cost Houses of El-Hobilah are not suitable for the people or Luxor environment.
7.7 SUMMARY OF THE CHAPTER

The city of Luxor is living in a dilemma. This dilemma has different expressions: social, economic, political and technical. The results have been reflected in the physical structure of the city which could be summarized as:

A. Conflict

1. In the absence of proper planning measures and in the absence of effective implementation of such measures, conflict exists, and will always exist, between areas of importance for the well-being of urban development, including tourism and historical preservation.

2. Urban development is required because:
It aims at utilizing the available resources to solve the problems, satisfy the needs, and achieve the goals of the society at all levels of existence.

3. Tourism is a major sector of the development of the city that can not be ignored. As such, it also requires to be promoted and developed.

4. Historical conservation is also required because:
In historical towns, such as Luxor, the heritage sites and buildings are part of the resource of the development process. They are treasures and assets which must be valued as such for cultural reasons, educational reasons, moral reasons and material reasons.

5. However, the severe damage infected on the precious heritage of Luxor City by improper development of urban and tourist facilities constructed during the last few decades, proves that citizens, businessmen, and authorities have not yet become aware of the fact that conservation of the heritage is of central significance to the well-being of the residents.
6. Such a conflict should not exist and must be resolved.

B. Components
1. The heritage covers more than 5000 years and several ancient ages (Pharaonic, Classic, Islamic, etc.). The historical sites cover about 10% of Luxor’s urban area.

2. The population is about 100,000 persons, 35% of these people reside on historical sites. This population requires all urban facilities.

3. Waves of tourists arrive all the year, the aim is to reach about 1.5 million visitors a year. Such a large number requires sizable expansion in tourist facilities and infrastructure.

4. Improper allocation of urban and tourist facilities results in disarray and uncontrolled development occurs to the detriment of historical monuments and sites.

5. Scarce financial resources and small budgets are allocated to meet the sizable demand from urban and tourist facilities.

6. Lack of coordination among the various parties involved in urban development, tourist development and in urban conservation projects.

C. Approaches
1. There must be a plan to resolve the conflict between the day-to-day development practices, and the efforts to conserve and preserve the outstanding heritage of Luxor.

2. Many plans are prepared, and more can be prepared. But more important than having plans is the provision for effective implementation and plan enforcement.
3. Any successful master plan should be comprehensive, taking into consideration the four components: resources, needs, problems and goals of the urban conservation and development process.

4. The resources required to support the various activities of the urban conservation and development process should be collected from all sources interested in maintaining the outstanding heritage as well as in enhancing the social and environmental qualities of the population. This means that all sources of funding and technical support should be utilized in the process from, the self-help to the use of international grants.

5. The need of local residents to have suitable living and working environments, the need of the national population to share in economic gains from tourism, and the needs of the international community to conserve the treasures of Luxor and to enjoy visiting it, must be identified and met in the plan.

6. Problems of all individuals, groups, and other organizations involved in the development process should be defined and solved. Such problems as that of the cultural disruption of local values and norms due to unacceptable tourist practices, and the problems of high rates of illiteracy and poverty.

7. All the Goals of local residents, the regional population, the national government, the international organizations and tourists should be taken into account in the plan.
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The section on empirical studies contains three chapters, covering the case study of Luxor city, "Background Study", "Field Work" and "Issues of Luxor". They give a full description of the city both from its physical reality and social reality, and examines those realities against the social, economic, political and technical issues confronting the city.

1. The majority of residents in Luxor care less about preserving their heritage than about the immediate problems of their survival. However, urban conservation, development and tourism should be the main strengths of Luxor's future. This conflict will be resolved by a better understanding of the need to encourage more participation of residents, businessmen and authorities. This could be achieved only through long term physical and social planning which aims to cure illiteracy, increase awareness, provide adequate shelter, education and health facilities.

2. The major problem facing Luxor, is that all the projects related to conservation, development and tourism are seen individually. There is no cooperation between these different interests in the city. The projects are action-oriented, rather than being thought of as a process. Urban planning is that process.

3. Urban planning requires predictions. All predictions have an element of uncertainty. There are three broad classes of uncertainty: uncertainties about future physical, social and economic environments, uncertainties about guiding values and the uncertainty about decision-making. All three uncertainties may affect the accuracy of predictions. The most difficult part to predict could be the sociological conditions, as underlying societal values may change quite dramatically over the life of any project.

4. In Chapter 4, we discussed Simmie's concept of social relationships. His proposition is that a stable relationship of cooperation, in which values are shared, can break down into *anomy* if any of the accepted rules of the relationship are not observed. One of the parties will feel marginalised and, until the rules are re-established, will remain on the edge of the relationship. *Conflict*, on the other hand, presents a situation where values are not shared and can stultify any action and bring about disagreements amongst the interested parties. This situation can only be resolved by one or the other sets of values being accepted or rejected, and in this case the "owner" of the rejected values will feel *alienated*.

Simmie suggests that the total cooperation and total conflict act against creative thought or action and that positive results can be obtained from the tensions created by anomy and alienation.

Although Simmie's theory is presented as being about personal relationships, it is legitimate to translate it into social action. In the example of Luxor we have seen a number of players or groups more or less, (and mostly less), related to each other. It is worth considering what kind of relationship this is, whether it allow for progress, and if not, how might the relationship be altered?

We have three groups, the Residents, the Administrators and the Professional experts. What kind of relationship do they have? Is the reason why so little has been achieved through physical planning, an indication of total conflict or total cooperation? It certainly is not the latter but more certainly the former. How can conflict be changed into alienation or anomy and create better opportunities for action.

As has been stated, the possibilities of making these changes are related to values and observance of the rules. The objective of participation can be to express and to accept sets of values, the observance of the rules is a more difficult objective to obtain, and can only be brought about by debate and discussion. The rules must be "out in the open".
5. To some degree, the individual must be sacrificed to the mass, otherwise there can be no society and man dies of isolation. But the question is how, in human interactions, can common and individual factors be balanced. Inexorably and largely unchallenged, the promoters of sameness have prevailed and have eliminated from modern life the tradition of individuality.

6. Much of the discussion on Luxor issues based on sustainable development is about the better management of current activity, in harmony with the significant historical environment. However, there will always be pressure for new development.

7. Within the perspective of the issues discussed, it would be wrong to think that it is easy to find an appropriate solution for Luxor. The nature of Luxor and its special problems needs an internal mechanism balancing imported thoughts, citizen traditions and the local circumstances. Public participation could meet the need for planning for Luxor city.

8. Public participation can be used positively to convey information about a development, to clear misunderstandings, to allow a better understanding of relevant issues and of how they will be dealt with, and to identify and deal with areas of controversy while a project is still in its early planning phases. The process of considering and responding to the unique contributions of local people may suggest measures that the developer could take to avoid local opposition. These measures are likely to be more innovative, viable, and publicly acceptable, than those proposed solely by the developer. Project modifications made early in the planning process, before plans have been fully developed, are easier and cheaper to accommodate than those made later. Early public participation also prevents an escalation of frustration and anger, thus helping to avoid possibilities of resistance to "participation".
SECTION THREE: IMPLEMENTATION

1. The role of public participation.
2. The difficulties of applying public participation.
3. The parameters of public participation (e.g., scope, type, size and focus).
4. Administration and public participation.
5. Development and public participation.
6. Inter-department organization and public participation.
7. Training and public participation.
8. Social, economic, political and technical issues.
9. Conservation, development, tourism and planning.
10. The lessons of Mubin, Sheikja and Ferdry's Course.
11. The resolution of the dispute of Luxor area concerning its Course.

And how the lessons from all these might be paralayed in a proposed participatory procedure for an area of Luxor City as we will discuss in Chapter 8.
SECTION THREE
IMPLEMENTATION

The third section is about implementation which, in the case of the dissertation, means applying the principles that have been laid down in the theory section to a specific planning problem in Luxor, about which we have learnt in section two.

Therefore, we have to think about:

1. The role of public participation.
2. the difficulties of applying public participation.
3. The parameters of public participation (i.e. scale, type, kind and form).
4. Administration and public participation.
5. Development and public participation.
7. Training and public participation.
8. Social, economic, political and technical issues.
9. Conservation, development, tourism and planning.
10. The lessons of Nubia, Nasriya and Fathy’s Gourna.
11. The evacuation of the temple of Luxor area comparing to Gourna.

And how the lessons from all these might be packaged in a proposed participatory procedure for an area of Luxor City as we will discuss in Chapter 8.
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PUBLIC PARTICIPATION IN LUXOR

8.1 INTRODUCTION
One of the objectives of this research has been to establish a framework of WHY and HOW public participation can help to achieve the following goals:

a. to develop the city of Luxor, physically and socially, to meet current and future needs of society at a local, regional and national levels; and

b. to manage the historical environments and the archaeological resources of the city so as to preserve and conserve Luxor's heritage.

c. to increase the national income by adequately utilising these historical environments to create job opportunities, to revitalize the tradition of craftsmanship, and to activate the tourism industry in Luxor city.

d. to realize the above goals within a context of an urban master plan.

The previous chapters are in two parts, theoretical studies and empirical studies, which have attempted to answer the first question, WHY? These two parts highlighted different dimensions of the problems, actions, issues and approaches to the Luxor study. It was concluded that, although it is not easy to find appropriate solutions, it is not difficult to see that in planning there is a need for an internal mechanism to involve the different participants: the authorities, the consultants and the residents. Public participation can provide that mechanism.

This chapter aims to answer the second question: HOW? How can public participation be implemented in Luxor? What are the opportunities and constraints, mechanisms and participants, costs and time?
8.2 New directions for Luxor planning

Several significant changes in Luxor's administrative and professional thinking are called for. To begin with, public and private sector capabilities and responsibilities must be re-evaluated. Key aspects of essential growth and development requiring governmental intervention must be identified, and costly, ineffectual, and unneeded government activities abandoned. The private sectors (e.g. tourist companies) capacities for construction and urban upgrading should be encouraged and integrated into municipal planning. In addition, planning approaches must be sensitive to local population characteristics to ensure a wide understanding of their purpose, and visibly action-orientated to gain broad-based support.

These challenging realities can be transformed into an effective planning strategy based on the following priorities for public intervention.

a. Controlling the direction of urban development

Control the direction of urban development. A critical element for any urban policy is the ability to direct development in order to ensure that primary infrastructure networks can be planned efficiently.

b. Limiting the role of Government

Limit the role of government to key activities. These activities include gathering statistical information, guiding the location of future development by phased improvement of infrastructure, and preserving historical and open spaces. A primary responsibility of municipal governments is to provide an information base needed by ministries responsible for education and health facilities.

c. Advancing private initiative

Limiting the role of government to directing the location of development and providing necessary transport and infrastructure linkage, implies dependence on the private sector. Citizens in growth areas must therefore be encouraged to participate actively in the improvement and maintenance of their environment. Rather than creating lower-level bureaucracies through administrative decentralization, municipalities can build upon existing social structures: community associations, extended family groupings, and local notables who continue the urban tradition of El-Sheikh.
8.3 The Strategy plans of Luxor

Strategy plans prepared by planners for any city are made as the first step towards achieving an end result. Public participation will be used in the development of Luxor's plan, and this will require many changes in the present planning process. Luxor, as mentioned before, is a microcosm of Egyptian national problems, and could be used as a pilot approach to solve these problems. Strategy planning, requires preparation. Three areas of interest are specified by El-Gammal;¹

a. the gathering of information about the city,

b. the development of models which relate information and thus enable predictions to be made of likely consequences of a policy change,

c. the evaluation of the consequences.

In Luxor, policies will be examined from two angles: Improving the standard of living of the inhabitants of this region, and preserving the monuments that have survived thousands of years.

From previous studies of Luxor's ancient boundaries revealed by recent archaeological sources and theories, and by using Remote Sensing and GIS² techniques, policies can be constructed that will accommodate the stated goals. These policies will be built around several concepts, namely:

---


² See non-destructive techniques, Chapter 7, pp. 273-276.
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1. Constraints policy (push approach)
Where the plan will enforce certain constraints on the zones that contain the monuments by enforcing the following:

a. prohibition of any new structures on the available build-able land within these zones;

b. Reduction of the number of households living within the historical sites.

2. Adopt a policy of facilitation (pull approach)
This will encourage rather than enforce organisations to develop. This could be applied in several ways, some of which could be:

a. To promote economic development which will act as an economic "pulling" factor, encouraging residents who live in the historical areas to move to these economically strong zones. This policy could be implemented by promoting the development of the underdeveloped land in these zones. This will increase the amount of developable vacant land.

b. To facilitate the crossing of the Nile that will encourage households to move from the east side, which is densely inhabited, to less populated zones which will relieve congestion on the east bank.

To implement these policies, two levels of action are proposed. First, at the scale of the city as a whole; and second, with respect to the historical sites and monuments within the city. Within Luxor city, it is also recommended that a program of housing upgrading and improvement is initiated and integrated with the conservation policies. In making these proposals, it is necessary to stress the need for immediate action, initially over an emergency period of five years1. These historical sites are identified for immediate action and incorporated with sites which are not excavated, but are an inherent part of each local area. They form potential conservation and rehabilitation zones and are of equal importance. An environmental assessment of each zone should be carried out,

analyzing the existing character by means of photographs and maps. In this way the heritage sites will be included in four historical zones within the city districts mentioned in chapter 7, each of which needs a relocation policy. Furthermore, each of the four zones has its potential attractions and requires specific conservation measures. These zones are:

Zone One:
The Karnak area is populated by about 20,000 people, who live in very poor conditions. They create considerable damage to the Karnak temple. They suffer from a lack of infrastructure and from unlawful housing. Vibrations from vehicles close to the historical site also cause many negative results on the foundations of the temple.

Zone Two
Luxor temple is located in the heart of Luxor city. The main entrance on the north of the temple and approached through the sphinx-lined avenue, is closed by a metal gate. Today's entrance is on the River Nile. There is an opportunity to find many more antiquities on the site, following the discovery in 1989 of monuments of major importance. Abo El-Hagag mosque has offered to get much more revenue from the site, but bazaars surrounding the temple generate distracting visual pollution and cause functional disruption. In 1987, there was a performance of the famous opera "Aida" there.

Zone Three
The Sphinx-lined avenues were built by the Pharaohs, to connect Luxor temple and Karnak temple, especially for the annual Festival when Amon-Ra, the Ancient Egyptian god, visited Luxor temple. There is evidence of a clear understanding by the ancient

Figure (8-1)
Luxor Historical Zones
urban designer of the function of sphinxes, which were supposed to guard of temples and thus temple entrances and in turn affect the design of the whole city. There are four known sphinx-lined avenues in Luxor city, the most important of which is about 3 kilometres long and connects Luxor temple with Karnak temple. There is a plan to excavate this avenue and convert Luxor into an open Museum. More than 60% of the avenue is available for excavation, the remaining portion is located at Karnak village, under existing buildings in the city centre. From time to time parts can be uncovered.

Zone Four
The West bank has the most significant monuments in Egypt. The Tutankh-Amon Tomb, famous worldwide, is visited by every tourist and because of this it used to calculate the number of Luxor tourists. Studies\(^2\) have shown that it is possible for only four visitors to be inside the tomb at any one time, and if those four take two minutes to see the tomb, then the maximum number per hour would be 120\(^3\). If the tomb is open daily for 12 hours, the maximum daily visitors will be about 1440 persons. If the annual average of visitors to the tomb is about 80% of daily visitors to Luxor, we can calculate the maximum yearly average of tourists to Luxor as 1440 \times 0.8 \times 365 = 420,480 visitors. That means the maximum capacity of tourists to Luxor city should not exceed half a million yearly. To raise the number of tourists and to avoid creating problems for the tomb, the Egyptian Antiquities Organization in cooperation with other foreign institutions are intending to build a replica Tutankh-Amon tomb. Furthermore it is considered that Luxor will need a vertical rather than a horizontal expansion of tourism. That is an increase in the number of tourists remaining overnight in Luxor rather than increasing the day visits.

\(^1\) The Remote sensing and GIS techniques could be use in this activity as will be covered in chapter 6, technical aspects.

\(^2\) El-Remali A. at al, "Strategic Planning for Luxor Region", Cairo, Egypt, 1972.

\(^3\) Unfortunately, during the peak season the visitors exceeded the hourly capacity to over 300 visitors to the detriment of the tomb.
8.4 Participation: the means or the ends?

An important distinction should be made in approaches to public participation, between those which identify participation as a means, and those which identify it as an end. This distinction between means and end clearly has important implications for the way in which public participation is evaluated in projects and programs. Where participation is interpreted as a means, it generally becomes a form of mobilization to get things done. This can equally be a state-directed, top-down mobilization (sometimes enforced), to achieve specific development objectives, or bottom-up "voluntary" public based mobilization to obtain a larger immediate share of resources. The most frequent constraints of participation as a means are operational obstacles such as inadequate delivery mechanisms, lack of local structures of local coordination, while evaluation is concerned with the measurement of quantitative results of specific development objectives, rather than the extent of real participation. Where participation is identified as an end the objective is not a fixed quantifiable development goal but a process whose outcome is increasingly a "meaningful" participation in the development process, and is "to increase control over resources and regulative institutions in given social situations, on the part of groups and movements of those hitherto excluded from such control"¹.

Public participation has been appropriated by planners for reasons of efficiency more than equality and in recognition of its important political and methodological advantages in shaping planning decisions. In planning, it has been equally effective in helping to ensure continuity in management, maintenance, and administration, building on local expertise and effort which can carry on when "outsiders" have left. Planning participation emerged from grassroots demands and neighbourhood organizations, and not as something passed down from above.

Whatever the arguments, public participation is not a substitute for professional or governmental interventions or for formal planning and design, but an intrinsic part of both processes. Just as governmental and professional interventions can distort programs in favour of the needs of those who dominate, so too can public participation. "Who participates with whom, who relinquishes control to whom and how much, and what specific field of decision-making", is something that can only be decided on a case by case basis (plan by plan), and as an essential preparation to planning and designing. It cannot, in view of the complex network of clients and client demands, be something that is planned as a palliative.

A more coherent understanding of planning, design and participation is emerging, one which recognizes planning and design as a subject rather than an object of public participation; not the end result of the process, but the means to it.

In this approach, planning and design can be effective means of "public enablement" a process that will improve the efficiency of planning and of design practice, that will assist planning and design as a part of the governmental plans, and at the same time will promote an atmosphere of cooperation1.

---

8.5 Public participation Implementation.

1. Introduction

Implementation is acknowledged as a complex and continuous process of managing, monitoring, evaluating and restructuring the original plan in ways to bring about a wide range of social, economic, and political changes. Gradually, development experts became more sensitive of the need to:

a. obtain information and to become aware of the role that culture plays in the lives of people, and

b. clarify the needs, the attitudes and the perceptions of the people to be impacted by the proposed plans.

Although the ultimate aim of public participation for Luxor is to be a way of daily life, we need to think about the realistic possibilities of implementation, in terms of short-term, medium-term and long-term strategy plans. We need to start around a short-term concrete project for the people to exercise themselves and in the same time for the authorities to test the excessive cost of time, effort and control. This plan will pilot the idea that public participation will be the mean for future development with the hope that it will become an accepted way of people’s life.

Emergency action is required for all the four historical zones of Luxor city, the reality is that one of these zones should be chosen as a pilot project for public participation. Therefore, the study will focus on zone Four, the Gourna area, as a concrete project in the short and long-term, testing both the Constraints and Facilitation policies. Zone Four has been chosen for many reasons;

a. The importance of the west bank heritage.

b. The previous experiment for the relocation of Gourna’s people, with Hassan Fathy’s experiment and the relocation by the Antiquities Department.

c. The limited urban growth and tourist infrastructure of the area compared with the other three zones.

d. The desire of many of the people to move to other areas because of area legislation.
e. The social bonds, harmony and traditional influences of local leadership in the areas such as El-Sheikh El-Taib.

f. Governmental, as well as International, concern for this area, which could facilitate and finance the project.

The study will concentrate on how to build a new settlement for Gourna's people with the use of public participation, relying on local labour, natural resources, local raw materials, appropriate technologies and expertise.

2. Project goals

Evaluation of past and present experience in city and village planning in Egypt has provided a set of lessons and significant indicators for the future. Notable among these is that the exclusion representatives of the residents from participation in all stages of the planning process has resulted in a lack of implementation. This is in addition to the inadequate understanding of local social realities.

The primary goal of this study is to draw up a development and physical plan which is based on local limitations and available resources, including considerations of its significant heritage, using local materials, labour and building traditions. This is a component of the wider, more comprehensive goal of incorporating the physical planning function in various levels of implementation mechanisms, and of creating job opportunities suited to local capabilities and expertise. Given these goals, the strategy of the project will be based on the following:

a. Physical plan preparation.

This will rely primarily on local village-led capabilities, followed by local city-level inputs, instead of relying entirely on outside consulting expertise. This will ensure that the planning process and the implementation of the physical plan are realistic both in the short-term and long-term. Participation in the planning process by local executives, elected officials, and other representatives of the residents will also lead to the development of local capacities.
b. Focus on the role of public participation
This will occur in all stages of planning and implementation through various direct and indirect means of participation.

c. Change the professional’s role
The major professional change is from the traditional role of "performing all the work" to "assisting people to do the planning themselves". Consultants provide specific technical assistance of the management in various planning stages, including establishing an appropriate organizational structure and a training centre in the field.

3. Principles of the project
The study proposes the following principles to relocate the Gourna population;

a. Integrated public participation:
Which includes the collaborative involvement of experts, the public and administrators in different stages of the project, from decision-making, planning to self-help building and self-financing. A consultant will act as a coordinator to connect the different parties of the process.

b. Identification of residents real needs:
To find the appropriate level of expenditure, which will provide for all the people’s necessities, and at the same time be affordable. It should be recognised that there will be variations within the population according to the differences of family sizes, the level of education and status. The social upgrading of the community as a whole should also be considered.

c. Setting realistic time scales for the relocation process:
Since Hassan Fathy’s first experiment fifty years ago, authorities with the EAO have failed to achieve the goal of relocation through trial and error. The short-term and long-
term goals related to the priorities of the people and the heritage sites have not been implemented. Time is needed if the relocation project is to succeed.

d. Enforcement approach (push approach):
No new generation would be allowed to build or extend their home in the existing settlements. Once married and with children, the family should have the option of relocating in the new settlement or of leaving the area. No restoration or reconstruction to any existing house would be allowed.

e. Encouragement approach (pull approach):
Parallel to the above approach, the new settlement should provide different support services for health and education and jobs. The community of Gourna should be allowed to experience a better world. A pilot project would be critical to the whole process.

f. Connecting the relocation of Gourna with other development initiatives:
Gourna should be considered in relation to the future of Luxor recognising the new administrative formula as a city with a special order. The relocation of Gourna should be integrated with the future of the region. Tourism, the main vehicle for development, should attract as many of Gourna people as possible and should be considered a positive force in the region. Crafts and small industries could play a major role in the employment of local people, which could be focused on the Centre for Relocation in the new settlement.

g. The sustainability of the project:
The relocation project is clearly a long-term project, probably extending for a decade or through one generation. The first stage would be taken up with studies of the old Gourna, and its population and the new site. The residents' opinion of the new site would be sought. One approach would be to build-up an infrastructure for the new settlement over a three year period (second stage), and simultaneously target people for pilot intervention which would act as demonstration models for the others. Following
this activity would be the establishment of local industries, crafts, and tourist facilities with the integrated management of the relocation period over three years (third stage). The completion of the project would be in the final three years (fourth stage) when the rest of the residents begin to be rehoused and a self sustaining economic development process will have been started. The final stage (fifth stage) will be evaluation, maintenance, self-administration and management (continuity).

h. The Relocation Centre

The Centre will be the operational body for the relocation project and the focus for public participation. It should be located on the site. It is intended as the intermediate organization which would establish the foundation for continuing the process. In this centre, local people of Gourna will be professionally trained in different aspects of management, building techniques and other skills. It will act as a centre of exchange of information between local people and experts. The centre will provide building materials. It should be located in the centre of the new settlement, with easy access for everyone. It will be the core of public participation administration. In this centre the Government will cooperate with the public through the coordination of the professional consultants. The role of the consultant is very important but after a period of time there will be qualified local staff who will administer the centre.
4. Implementation structure

The study aims to make the "Relocation Centre" the main focus in the new settlement for the development and relocation operations. This project is a unique conception, different from other resettlement projects in Egypt. The urban development in this proposal is based on the full understanding of the social-reality, and the nature of the site. This is also linked to the use of local materials, local technology and the traditions of the people, all of which will be applied through public participation at both administrative and community levels. To operationalise this, the role of the "Relocation Centre" will include:

a. Changing peoples' attitudes by awareness campaigns, stressing that the relocation project is basically for their benefit, and that it would not succeed without their support as individuals and as a community.

b. Identifying the key persons, who could be the first group to be trained, and who could then help to promote the plan to the whole community.

c. Encouraging the role of women and youth in the development process and in the self-help construction, to ensure the continuity of the project.

d. Exploiting the use of local materials and techniques. This could be achieved through public consultation meetings before any critical decision is made in the field.

e. Changing the administrative structure of Gourna which will allow (over time) more people to participate.

f. Making sure that the pilot project is a success which will have a great effect on the continuity of the project and encourage others to follow.

g. Training the community in different skills to be integrated with the tourist characteristic of the area.

The place of the centre should be familiar to everyone and within the walking distance from the site, with enough space for different activities such as training programmes, meetings and etc.
8.6 The Challenge to Change Egyptian Bureaucracy

Change always upsets the status quo in an organization. Some may welcome the upset because they find existing conditions restrictive or oppressive. Others, who have no argument with the old, may also welcome the new because they see enlarged opportunities and potential gains. But change in the status quo is likely to be viewed with suspicion by many who do not want to be disturbed in their ways and who are uncertain of what the future may bring in its wake. This is especially true of older people who no longer have the energy or the desire to make the effort required to adjust to the new.

Consideration needs to be given here to the factors encouraging change and those that act as barriers to it, in Luxor in order to identify the problems that the Luxor Council must consider in developing and carrying out its plan. The first important factor operating in favour of change is the clear evidence that President Mubarak and his key advisors and ministers strongly support the new status of Luxor and the establishment of an effective system of local government, and the special Order to create Luxor as an independent City. Second, Egypt has gradually, through successive shifts and slow changes, provided an environment where local councils may begin to function as effective instruments of planning and evaluation. Moving very slowly from a fairly centralized system to one more decentralized, local councils have been given adequate time to prepare for the difficult tasks of self-government. Finally, specific efforts are being made to provide the local councils of Luxor with local funds (from tourism) and resources necessary to emerge eventually as an independent local government unit capable of identifying needs, generating sufficient external funding, developing and implementing programs, and then pursuing the tasks of evaluation and follow-up.

---


2- In the appendix 4, there will be parts of many articles written about Luxor and its problems in the last eight years.
8.7 General planning studies
The issues addressed by the planning studies and the levels at which they are to be conducted shall conform to the methodologies for the master plan development, and shall aim at developing a physical plan for the village to the year 2010. These studies shall address various issues including future land requirements and use, infrastructure and road network planning, various services structures, aesthetic considerations, and implementation priorities and schedules.

1. Problematic dimensions
In the past many experiments have been undertaken to relocate the people who lived on the archaeological sites on the west bank. In addition, there was much legislation and preventive measures to limit the urban growth of these sites. This included prohibiting building by concrete, the provision of running water and sewage networks. Consequently, these areas then became squatter areas, and people suffered in many ways. In addition there was the conflict with the archaeologists. The area suffered from¹:
   a. Absence of utilities other than electricity and telephones
   b. Buildings erected on and among antiquities and historically significant areas.
   c. Haphazard physical growth.
   d. Deterioration of antiquities and historical areas.
   e. Absence of educational, health, sports and other services in the hamlets
   f. Deterioration of the living conditions for most of the region’s residents.

In spite of the Governmental ventures to relocate people and the real desire of these

---

people to be transferred\(^1\), there are still many obstacles to their relocation which could be summarized as:

a. The residents' suspicion of all government promises.

b. The raising of the relocation issues which always coincided with the authorities' visits and were then forgotten.

c. The Government's duplicity in trying to prevent building houses with concrete, while allowing service buildings to be constructed in this way.

d. Difficulties with people who would like to gain from their location.

e. Changing the economic base of people who worked in the "black economy".

f. Not enough time given or qualified staff employed to understand the environment and local circumstances. In addition, many of the studies or recommendations were unrealistic and could not be understood by the people.

Learning the lesson from this experience a secondary goal of the proposal is to build up trust, awareness and understanding through public participation of all different parties, recognising the different social, economic, environmental and planning factors, to achieve realistic solutions and suggestions for these people.

2. Basic Studies

To fully understand the project capabilities and limitations, basic studies such as social, economic, environmental and planning factors should be covered.

---

\(^1\)- As a result of the questionnaire, many of the west bank residents expressed their hope to transfer in a better accommodation and better environment.
A. Social factors

At the beginning of this century, in connection with the excavation activities on the west bank of Luxor, temporary labourers came to work with the teams in this area, which was then devoid of any population. Some of these labourers settled and supplemented their income by robbing the tombs. As a result, different villages (Naga) were established (Naga Gurnat Maree, Naga El-Haroubat, Naga El- Hassassna, Naga El-Ghabaat and Ezbat El-Ward, and Naga El-Atayaat and El-Sawalim). Each of these villages had similar characteristics and family bonds which could be considered as an extended family. The villages are tribe-like in structure and are administrated by El-Sheikh who has influence in all the different decisions and problems on the village and who is responsible for marriage and religion. His home is the biggest in the village, is located near the mosque and provides places for guests to sleep. In each village, there is a large space, mostly at El-Sheikh’s house, for special social activities. The growth of these villages is related to their power, and, the more males, the greater the power.

The village activities are influenced by the natural landscape of area, and the limited amount of agricultural land means that most of the population work in tourism and antiquities generally. A high percentage of immigrants work outside the area, but keep their families in Gourna. Most of the marriages happen within the village and most of the houses contain extended families. There is a considerable number of educated people, but more than half of the villagers are not educated and work as guards on archaeological sites.

The character and the life of the occupants appear on the facades of their houses, which show important events they have undertaken such as doing Hag, or visiting Mecca, in addition to many decorations placed in the entrances.
Photographs (8-1,2 and 3)

The people of Gourna who first settled in the area supplemented their income by robbing the tombs.

The character and the life of the occupants appear on the facades of their houses, which show important events they have undertaken such as doing Hag, or visiting Mecca, in addition to many decorations placed in the entrances.
B. Economic factors

The people of Gourna started as labourers on the excavations. Many of the families made a trade from their own excavation of tombs and therefore resisted the relocation policy.

Recently, the possibilities of stealing from the tombs have been limited. Part of the population are working for the Egyptian Antiquities Organization as guards on historical sites. Some are still working as labourers on excavation sites with foreign teams. Others are working in activities related to tourism. There are some small craft industries which employ women and children. Therefore, Gourna is considered to export labour. More recently, even tourist activities or working with foreign teams have become seasonal. In general there is no stable economic base such as agriculture or industry in the area. The possibilities for economic development are in these fields:

a. The tourism service sector which is expected to grow significantly.

b. Medium and light industries in areas such as alabaster, papyrus, rug and carpet production.

c. Old building maintenance and new building construction.

d. Antiquities restoration, protection and excavation

e. Population growth and the anticipated increase in the number of tourists will necessitate the extension and improvement of service industries.
Photographs (8-4,5 and 6)

Many of the families made a trade from their own excavation of tombs and therefore resisted the relocation policy.

Part of the population are working for the Egyptian Antiquities Organization as guards on historical sites.

Some are still working as labourers on excavation sites with foreign teams. Others are working in activities related to tourism.
C. Environmental factors

The site of Gourna, in a hilly desert area, effects and is affected by the diversity of activities on the area. The location of residential quarters in the Gourna settlement was guided by the limited available agricultural land with a concern to protect and to exploit the natural elements: water, sun, wind, and the lie of the land, in order to create comfortable bioclimatic living conditions. For that, their inhabitants chose the summit of hills where clusters of houses form a village or "Naga" protected from the flooding of the Nile River. Because of the limited availability of building land and for climatic reasons, Gourna is based on compact urban groupings of buildings, weaving a dense and continuous tapestry of structures, exposing only the roof tops and part of the facades to the harsh sunlight. This principle is based on the maximum volume for a minimum of exterior surface.

Furthermore, for privacy and for climatic reasons, the habitable space is cubic with small openings to the exterior, with fixed blinds minimizing heat-gain from the outside environment. The habitable space is distributed around a central court which provides natural illumination, ventilation, and thermal regulation. In winter, the central position of the court also serves as a source of warmth. In summer, a harmony of lush greenery provides shade and a source of humidity in the dry desert air. Finally, the use of traditional materials such as clay, brick, palm leaves, wood and lime, ensures that the building has an organic quality.

Because of the geology of the site and its archaeological quality, it is impossible to have any sewage network or water pipes below ground, therefore underground tanks are used. Drinking water is carried from the lower areas to the top of the hill by donkeys.

Footpaths and roads are formed according to the mountain contours, giving maximum

---

shade and wind movement. There is no system to collect solid wastes in the area and most of the courtyards house different types of animals without any health considerations. Responding to the climate with local materials and traditional constructional techniques, the shelter take shape and architecture is formed.

Photographs (8-7 and 8)
Drinking water is carried from the lower areas to the top of the hill by donkeys.
D. Urban and Planning factors

Environmental aspects shaped the urban form of Gourna. The total area is about 30 feddans, populated by 16,000 persons, living in 3000 homes in the different villages. Most of these houses contain extended families. The houses are built according to demand, therefore they will be built over a period of time. The maximum height of building is two floors.

Legislation prevents any construction in concrete, therefore most of the buildings are built from traditional materials. Green bricks have been used even though there is another law to prevent the use of clay to protect agricultural land. New construction has to break the law either by building with concrete or building with clay. Thus, most of the citizens have problems with either the Egyptian Antiquities or the City Council.

There is no health service, education facilities or youth centres, and, as has been mentioned no sewage nor water systems. Electricity is the only utility provided.

The urban growth of Gourna appears haphazard but was regulated by the location of the tombs. Every house was built above one or two tombs to allow the owners to excavate and steal from these tombs without interference from the authorities.
Photographs (8-9, 10 and 11)

The urban growth of Gourna is haphazard but was regulated by the location of the tombs. Every house was built above one or two tombs to allow the owners to excavate and steal from these tombs without interference from the authorities.

Most of the existing houses are in a bad condition.

Green bricks have been used even though there is another law to prevent the use of clay to protect agricultural land.
8.8 Proposed site for the new settlement

Alternative sites for the relocation of El-Gourna people should be evaluated. Two major factors affecting the evaluation are the proximity of the archaeological sites and the location of agricultural land. Other factors such as accessibility to work and other urban services are very important. All this points to a desert site on the western bank, not on agricultural land with access to the historic sites.

Photograph (8-12)

Two major factors affecting the evaluation are the proximity of the archaeological sites and the location of agricultural land.
8.9 Public participation in Gourna

"People already have the knowledge; what they must have are the rights over their local environments. This is the big problem in the world today. The vast majority of the people have become passive observers, and few people are taking decisions from everyone else. That is the prime reason why the environment is being destroyed."¹

As we have seen in the Nubian experiment, after time had been spent in negotiation, and under the threats of the floods arising from the construction of the Aswan Dam in 1934, it was realized that there was only one year to build the new homes and villages before the existing settlements were flooded. This led to a miracle. Without hesitation, with limited money, local experience and materials and much participation Nubian built their new settlements.

In the Luxor temple area, the people were moved by human force, but in the New Gourna project, people were not threatened by nature or human action and have remained in their existing homes. This does not mean that we can achieve results only by threat or the exercise of power. The most important issue is the necessity for people to accept change. In the Nasriya project, the people participated to upgrade their environment, they gave all they could offer in effort, finance and time.

In Gourna, the assumed role of the government as a major supplier of services has to be changed. Instead the process will adopt strategies of the least direct intervention in construction, coupled with the maximum support of families, community organizations and local enterprise, who will become the prime movers in construction and implementation. It is a strategy which generates the need for a non-government organization in Gourna to mediate between the necessities of private life and the

Implementation planning is not merely a process of creating a list of who is responsible for what, but is rather a process by which the participants in the planning situation come to know each other, come to appreciate the contribution each can make, come to open meetings and are candid in their comments and feelings. They take a personnel interest in the project. When an external facilitator works with the project staff in implementing the planning process, new kinds of ideas can be introduced. New organizations which build upon trust, openness, and cooperation can be strengthened. A variety of skills can be learnt about feedback, conflict resolution, reflective inquiry and process consultation which can be made part of the decision making and problem-solving procedures.

Clearly, participation allows opportunities for the people involved to define their real needs as they perceive them and to express priorities requisite to the satisfaction of those needs.

The success of such demand will depend on the extent to which interest groups control or influence decision-making representative bodies and other participatory organizations. In other words, the capacity of participatory organizations to take action to meet demands is directly related to the opportunity and power to influence the making of key decisions.

In short the aim of the Gourna project is to define the process but not to proscribe the outcome; that is the business of the participants.

---

8.10 Administrative Participation

The success of administrative participation in Luxor city hinges on the extent to which the council members and executive members are able to alter their behaviour and expectations. They will no longer be allowed to doing many things that they were accustomed to do and they must learn how to do many new things. Such a transformation of behaviour in Luxor's local government will not be easy to effect, and, unless all the resources of the City council in conjunction with central government ministries concerned with Luxor development work together, it is likely that the change expected will not be effectively implemented.

All human behaviour is learned. Hence, the success of the administrative participation will depend on the opportunities afforded to members of local government to receive training in new skills. The city must provide a climate for learning and devote adequate resources to the task. The acquisition of new skills is at the core of the new participatory administrator.

However, public participation is not a magic stick, but the more people share in the responsibility, the more they accept the end results. To achieve sharing the responsibility, change in the Gourna climate is required.
8.11 The Program

INITIATION, PREPARATION, IMPLEMENTATION AND CONTINUATION

The initiation stage of the project is carried out by the staff of the local Government offices who define the objectives of the project and appoint a "Sponsor" from among their staff, to be the spokesperson for the Local Council. An External Consultant is then appointed to direct the project. His first job is to identify the roles and relationships of the participating parties. The relationships are between:

a. The Consultant and the City Council (Sponsor).

b. The Consultant and the Local Representatives.

c. The Consultant and the Gourna residents

d. The Gourna residents and the Project Sponsor.

e. Gourna residents and the population of Luxor

f. Private sector interests in the area (e.g. tourism).

Also, it is necessary to understand the relationship of the Gourna project to the Master plan of Luxor city.

The second is to open the channels for communication in order to understand these relationships. This will involve:

a. A public meeting for the participants, i.e the Authorities, the Consultant and the Gourna residents to identify and agree on the objectives of the project.

b. Discuss with all participants other experiments (such as Hassan Fathy’s, the Nubia project and Nasriya project), considering both their positive and negative aspects.

c. Individual interviews and questionnaires with some of the residents.

d. Identify and discuss the issues by "Brainstorming" solutions to measure the general response to the project.

Therefore, the role of the consultant will be changed from the traditional "doing all the job", to the participatory "help them to do the job".

---

1- This will be summarized in a chart by the author describing all the stages of the project with the participants in the "Relocation Centre".
The third step of the participatory stage is to identify the phases of the project and the role of the participants in every phase of the project as the table suggests:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Project Phases</th>
<th>Gourna resident</th>
<th>Authorities</th>
<th>Consultant</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Project objectives</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Data collection</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Project proposal</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Proposal development</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Choosing from proposals</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Details drawings</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Final evaluation</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. Implementation</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Means essential role, 0 Means assistant role, - Means secondary role

The fourth step is to choose the method of participation. As objectives and problems are identified, they will be stated and prioritized. The critical point here is how to deal with preconceptions about solutions from all the participants. In the case of Gourna, the project could be divided into targets. These targets will range from providing all the basic needs in the new site, to individual and group relocation. The criteria of each decision will be based on time, cost, and effort. Even in the basic needs target they will be prioritised according to the community needs (schools, health services, utilities, mosque, etc). The allocation of houses will also be prioritised according to family necessities, existing house conditions and the threat they provide to the heritage. Then when agreement on priorities is achieved the next issue will be to agree on who and where? That is the location of the residents in the new site. Such issues needing intensive discussions. Even when the project starts, the plan will not be complete and will have to be settled by negotiation.

The residents then could be grouped according to family size, economic level, family
ties and sharing priorities. The community as a whole could then be rearranged as working groups, each with a member of government staff, community members and technical support. Learning, and therefore, training becomes an integral part of the program and the approach.

8.12 Measures for sustaining Mass Participation

Once the framework for promoting mass participation has been established, a more important, and perhaps more difficult, task is the creation of the right types of conditions for sustaining mass participation over time. The important question is how to maintain, or even build on, the initial momentum of participation derived from the desire to satisfy a specific need when that need has been fulfilled. New demands and higher aspirations take its place, which may be difficult for the authorities to satisfy.

Experience has shown that the critical factor for sustaining mass participation concerns the extent to which the people who have previously participated individually or collectively development efforts perceive the rewards and benefits received in relation to their inputs. Essentially, this consideration focuses on the related issues of incentives and motivation which are now widely recognized as important conditions for mobilizing people for effective participation in the development process.

Therefore, the function of the "Relocation Centre" is not only for the project objectives, but also for the sustainability of the Gourna people and the whole environment. The "Relocation Centre" would be open to tourists and would provide information about the ongoing relocation activities, and knowledge about the monuments in the vicinity. The "Relocation Centre" would also include a display area, a theatre, a cafeteria, and a library, with supportive workshops and offices. In this way tourism will be integrated with the project objectives to improve the quality of life of Gourna people. The display area will exhibit the traditional crafts of the people, produced in the "Relocation Centre" itself, or locally. The theatre could provide folklore plays. The cafeteria will provide local drinks and food. And the library will have all information about the history of the
area and documents of the project and how the process is working. Furthermore, accommodation facilities could be provided on the new site for tourists to live in a traditional way. A further step which would need a change in the social attitude of the Gourna’s people, that they could provide bed and breakfast and receive direct income from the tourists.

8.13 The Future

It has been assumed that public participation should initially be promoted around a concrete project usually in the form of a self-help construction such as shelters, schools, community centres, roads and bridges, according to the needs of the public. However, this approach (participation as a means) risks encouraging only episodic participation since, once the communal facility is built, the incentive for participation disappears. Although participation can be re-stimulated around another construction project, each successive project is likely to be of less perceived importance. The difficulty lies not in the use of a specific community project for initiating participation, but rather of this becoming an end in itself. Used as a means of encouraging the establishment of local organization, promotion via concrete community works can be a positive step. One approach frequently taken is to encourage the public to begin by helping to plan a project prior to participating in its construction. In this way, people can become accustomed to organized decision-making which can carry over to other projects. An alternative approach (participation as an end) to stimulating continuous public participation is to engage in a general promotional effort to create public motivation prior to beginning a specific project. In this typically indirect form of promotion, communities are encouraged to discuss their local problems, to decide to organize and then, through group processes, determine an order of priority.

"The future is not written anywhere, it is still to be built. It is an uncertain, multiple and indeterminate future. In fact, without this uncertainty, human activity would lose its

---

1- UNITED NATIONS, Popular Participation in Decision Making for Development, Department of Economic and Social Affairs, New York, 1975, pp. 36-37.
elements of freedom and its meaning. The hope of a desired future".1

During the five year initial period of Gourna project, when experience is gained in methods of implementation through public participation, it will also be possible to consider ways of expanding these areas as well as creating new ones for further action in Luxor city as a whole. To be practical, such a policy must not only aim to create minimum interference with the living fabric of the city as a whole, but also to allow other agencies to participate in the conservation of the historic city (World Bank, USAID). The few conservation and environmental agencies now in existence are made painfully aware that, in essence, they are spending and not earning from conservation. Consequently, they are under strong pressure to justify and trim the costs of conservation and protection (estimates show that it costs three times as much to clean pollution as to prevent it, for example, prevention is better and cheaper than cure).

It is the role of professionals to deal with conservation in Egypt. There is a lack of financial resource to deal with the complex problems of conservation and planning. It is, therefore, important to place a strong emphasis on training and strengthening the expertise of the relevant planning authorities to deal with their own situation, and where possible, to have them assisted by facilities from other developed countries. Perhaps it is this kind of sensitive approach that is urgently needed from foreign consultant expertise, rather than the production of glossy master plans for ministerial shelves.

---

8.14 Sustainability

"The language of "sustainability" as a goal in the planning and re-planning of towns, is new. But our image of the pre-industrial urban settlement suggests a place which was sustained through a mutual relationship with the rural hinterland that fed its citizens. A successful city relied on water-borne traffic to and from its wharves.

Might it be that instead of using the concept of sustainability to support our aesthetic predilections, we should shift the focus from sustainable cities to sustainable citizens?

The most widespread criticism of new settlements and of new developments generally is the loss of the quality of urbanity associated with the street, the absence of mixed land use through the adaption of zoning, and the surrender of the environment to the needs of motor cars'.

New settlements in historic areas also lack a comprehensive perception of sustainable development, one in which tourism projects are built in harmony with the surrounding environment, and one in which the gap between the facilities developed for the tourists and the facilities available for the locals is not huge. This lack of social consideration epitomises government policy for tourism development and could easily lead to a complete rejection of the industry and to the birth of xenophobic attitude among the directly affected locals. The social and cultural consequences of the tourist industry are not in the picture. In a recent unpublished report by the Ministry of Tourism (1993), no mention was made of community participation or of maximizing tourism income into local economies; nor about ways of altering the nature and scope of tourism developments or the possibilities of moving towards a more sustainable path.

---


2- Aziz, Heba, "Tourism and Terrorism: Cause or Effect", Conference, Tourism the state of the art, University of Strathclyde, July, 1994.
8.15 SUMMARY OF THE CHAPTER

The Centre for Relocation Participation will be the summary of this chapter (Figure 8-2).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PARTICIPANTS</th>
<th>ORGANISATIONAL STRUCTURE</th>
<th>STAGE</th>
<th>TARGETS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LUXOR CITY COUNCIL</td>
<td>Council Sponsor</td>
<td>All</td>
<td>Project Policy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Legislative Department</td>
<td></td>
<td>* Finances</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Finance Department</td>
<td></td>
<td>* Supervision</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Planning Department</td>
<td></td>
<td>* Evaluation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>* Developing and changing the plans</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>* Gaining approvals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CONSULTANT</td>
<td>Project Director</td>
<td>All</td>
<td>To act as intermediary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Preparation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Social, Economic, Planning Architecture, Archaeology, Tourism Experts</td>
<td>First</td>
<td>Basic studies in all aspects</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Media and Information Experts</td>
<td>Second</td>
<td>Advertising for and promoting Residents</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Consultant Team of Planners Architects and Surveyors</td>
<td>All</td>
<td>Planning, Implementation, Supervision and Evaluation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Accountants and Administrators</td>
<td>All</td>
<td>Administration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Architectural and Engineering Technicians</td>
<td>Third</td>
<td>Training</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Fifth</td>
<td>Technical Support</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PEOPLE OF GOURNA</td>
<td>Local Representatives</td>
<td>First</td>
<td>Introducing the project to Local Communities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Implementation</td>
<td>Heads of Families Local Council Members Sheiks (Horse Drivers) Iman (Mosque) Elderly People</td>
<td>First</td>
<td>Participation in the collection of Data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Residents</td>
<td>Second</td>
<td>Participation in Decision Making</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Third</td>
<td>Training Programmes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Fourth</td>
<td>Financial Participation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Fourth</td>
<td>Self-Help Participation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PEOPLE OF GOURNA</td>
<td>Resident Project Director</td>
<td>Fifth</td>
<td>Participation in Maintenance and Administration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Continuation</td>
<td>Residents</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
CHAPTER NINE

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

2.4 CONCLUSIONS

The results of this research are used to demonstrate the importance of the environmental and cultural protection of the natural resources that are part of this area, especially the lakes and the local population who are directly related to them. These studies have been conducted and will be the basis to improve the conservation of these resources in a more sustainable way. Other new ideas, such as the ones proposed in the text, have not been implemented.

The research shows that the Egyptian government and the local population are in agreement, seeking for a better protection of their natural resources in order to avoid the conflicts between Egyptian authorities and the local population. This study also emphasizes the importance of the local population's involvement in the protection and preservation of the environment.

Three significant propositions are identified in the study:

1. Participation, Social Justice

The participation is a vital aspect of the social justice. This participation is a mechanism to promote social justice. The participation involves the interaction between the government and the local population. The participation is also an important aspect of the conservation of natural resources.

2. Education, Environmental Awareness

Education is the key to increasing environmental awareness. The education is an important aspect of the conservation of natural resources. The education is a mechanism to promote environmental awareness.

3. Economic Development

Economic development is a priority for the local population. The economic development is a mechanism to promote economic development. The economic development is an important aspect of the conservation of natural resources.

These three propositions are necessary for the conservation of natural resources.
9.1 CONCLUSIONS

The origins of this research lie with the concern of the Author for the conservation of the historic sites and monuments of Luxor. Having withstood the ravages of 5,000 years of history they now are at risk from the armies of tourists who come to visit them, from a central administration that is incapable of implementing plans to defend them and from and the local population who desecrate them in order to earn a survival income. Many studies have been commissioned and many plans produced with the aim of managing this resource in a more controlled way but few have seen the light of day and fewer have been implemented.

The research shows that this failure to achieve objectives with which there is general agreement, occurs for a number of complex and related reasons which are to do with the conflicts between Egyptian culture and the imported European concepts about planning, building and conservation. The thesis hypothesises that Public Participation is a way out of these dilemmas but in the course of the research it has been discovered that "true" participation has its own rules that are as much concerned with procedures as with end products, and as such provide a threat to traditional planning methods.

Three important propositions arise from the theoretical and empirical studies (sections one and two) in the dissertation. They are:

1. Participation, Social Reality and Social Learning
   a. That participation has a number of parameters related to the scale of the participation, the type of participation required, the form that the participation will take and lastly, the kind of participants who will take part.

The implication is that there is an appropriate procedure for different combinations of parameters and that these should be understood in the early stages of a project. Furthermore, that whatever the procedure adopted, participation with change the traditional planning procedures which at their best allow for consultation but little else.
b. That the traditional form of planning has been based on a perception of physical reality and that the language associated with it has become that of the "expert" or professional planner. Lay People perceive the built environment as a social reality and this is particularly the case when describing their own lives and environments.

The implication of this is that in the traditional planning procedures are inappropriate for projects that involve true public participation. Projects need to be described in a language that is understood by the lay public and are built on concepts that are primarily social rather than physical.

c. That the concept of "Social Learning", which is that all knowledge is deeply embedded in the culture of a society and that any change, i.e. learning, is a development of that culture, radically changes the traditional roles of the planner or expert whose professional training tends to alienate them from the "home culture" and allows them to impose an acquired culture on a community.

The implication is that the planner or researcher can no longer be the detached observer or objective planner but must become involved in the micro culture of the community for whom he is planning. This has given rise to the term "bottom up planning" as opposed to "top down".

If this set of propositions are combined within the framework of a participation exercise, it can be seen that radical changes would have to be made to the traditional planning procedure; indeed we are no longer talking about public participation but participation of all the parties concerned, experts, administrators and "the public". In fact all become experts in their own fields contributing skills or knowledge to the common goal.

The theoretical research concludes that it is not difficult to see why research studies and well intentioned plans have remained on the shelves; they are impossible to understand by the people for whom they were intended. They, the public, understandably put every barrier in the way of the implementation of proposals which they do not understand and in which they have little faith to provide them with any social benefit. To the public, these proposals represent unwanted change.
2. Social Relationship; Collaboration, Anomy, Alienation and Conflict

A theory of social relationships, discussed in the first section of the thesis, illuminates the empirical studies of the Egyptian experience of Participation (section two) and can be applied to the study of Luxor. This theory proposes that there are four states of social / personal relationships and these may be seen as:

a. **Collaboration**, in which the parties have common values and agreed priorities.

b. **Anomy**, in which previously agreed rules have been broken by one of the parties to the detriment of the other and tensions between the two exist.

c. **Alienation**, in which one of the parties feels marginalised by the action of the other.

d. **Conflict**, in which values, rules and priorities are not shared and action cannot be agreed.

The theory suggests that in the first and last, progress will be stifled but in the other two progress is possible because the tensions produced are manageable and often generate creative ideas. By using this explanation of social interaction in the studies discussed in the second section of the thesis, it is possible to understand why some actions were more successful than others but that, in the main, the conflict that existed between Policy-Makers, Experts, and the Public defeated attempts to implement preconceived plans. From this theory we can learn that the objective of any planning exercise will be to set up conditions in which Collaboration and Anomy can exist if the exercise is to be successful.

3. Urban Planning: Conservation, Tourism and Development

The third set of propositions discussed in the first two sections of the thesis, is the need to drive policies for urban planning by a strategy that integrates the needs of Conservation, Tourism and Development. This is fully discussed in chapter 4, but it should also be mentioned that the implication for the experts in Conservation, Tourism, and Development are considerable, as in the past they have worked in isolation, developing their own priorities, but now will have to learn collaboration skills.
9.2 THE CASE STUDY: LUXOR

The third section of the study, Implementation, applies these three sets of propositions and other research findings to a proposed project in Luxor. As one of the first considerations relates to the scale of the participatory exercise, it has been decided to limit the proposal to one of the zones identified in chapter 8 rather than to the whole of Luxor. This has been done for two reasons. The first is that the evidence suggests that to have the greatest chance of success, participation projects should be related to an identifiable group or community. The second is that if the project succeeds, others will follow and will be able to build on the example and trust established in the first.

Thus, the objectives of the project are directed at being clear about the scale, type and form of participation; about the training and information required to describe the social reality of any proposal and the understanding required to make this an opportunity for social learning; about establishing a situation of collaboration and anomy rather than one of alienation and conflict and finally to establish an integrated strategy for conservation, tourism and development. The objectives or targets are listed in figure (8-2) at the summary of chapter 8.
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

9.3 RECOMMENDATIONS

The recommendation arising from this research are, firstly, immediate and specific relating to the proposed relocation project of Gourna, secondly, of a longer-term and more generalised nature relating to Luxor and thirdly long-term recommendation relating to the historic sites throughout Egypt. The recommendations are directed at particular groups of participants in the planning process; groups that have been described throughout the thesis as being in conflict with each other. These are the Policy-Makers (authorities), the Consultants (sometimes referred to as the experts) and the Public. The three groups and the three time scales provide a matrix of recommendations that can be considered from the point of view of a group spanning over all time scales or of a time scale spanning over all groups.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RECOMMENDATIONS</th>
<th>Short term: Gourna</th>
<th>Mid term: Luxor</th>
<th>Long term: Egypt</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Policy Makers</td>
<td>Nos. 1-3</td>
<td>Nos. 10-12</td>
<td>Nos. 19-21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consultants/Experts</td>
<td>Nos. 4-6</td>
<td>Nos. 13-15</td>
<td>Nos. 22-24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Public</td>
<td>Nos. 7-9</td>
<td>Nos. 16-18</td>
<td>Nos. 25-27</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

9.3.1 SHORT-TERM: GOURNA

Policy-Makers

1. Prepare and publish a policy for the Relocation Project with the help of the legal, finance and planning departments.

2. Prepare an outline brief for the Project and gain approvals for its implementation.

3. Appoint a Council Sponsor and a Project Director.

Consultants

4. Set up the Centre for Relocation.
5. Set up Advisory group consisting of experts in Sociology, Economics, Planning, Architecture, Archaeology and Tourism.


The Public

7. Participate in the programme of awareness studies.

8. Participate in the collection of data and in the public meetings.

9. Set up residents committee and system for electing representatives and feedback meetings.

9.3.2 MID-TERM: LUXOR

Policy-Makers

10. Within the new Administrative system for Luxor, separate the functions of decision-making and implementation. The responsibility for the first should be with a trust consisting of local authorities, experts, international organizations and citizens. The second with appointed organizations chosen for their expertise in the particular field.

11. Identify public rights and responsibilities and place restriction orders on urban squatters living on historic sites.

12. Evaluate the current City legislation to eliminate conflicts and inappropriate measures. Change where necessary.

Consultants

13. Undertake studies of the social history of the population of Luxor to include demography, ethnography, traditions and values. The methods could include questionnaires, interviews and public hearings.

14. Undertake studies of land uses and city activities and their relationships to the historical environments.
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15. Prepare two strategy plans, the first aimed at decreasing the causes of today's crisis, the second to consider the social, political, economic and technical issues of Luxor city in the context of the present circumstances of the Country, making balance between national capabilities, development pressures and conservation needs.

The Public

16. Call for literacy campaigns in specific historical and environmental subject areas.

17. Call for programmes for public awareness of the historical value of Luxor.

18. Call for public participation in all planning projects in order to bring public views into the currency of policy thinking.

9.3.3 LONG-TERM: EGYPT

Policy-Makers

19. Proclaim conservation of the heritage as a national duty and responsibility. Recognise the value of participation between the people and governments of the world to meet this responsibility.

20. Establish International Trust with powerful financial resources to conserve the world's heritage, especially in developing countries.

21. Establish professional departments in each municipality with a responsibility for the heritage and to co-ordinate the contributions of Universities and Research bodies.

Consultants

22. Gain experience of conservation projects through a programme of exchange visits and international conferences.

23. Integrate plans for development, tourism and conservation on a national and local scale.

24. Adopt an environmentally friendly approach to the conservation of historic sites and avoid the dangers of inappropriate technology.
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The Public

25. Develop awareness of the conservation crisis and the necessary balance between heritage protection and residential capacities.

26. Encourage the tourists industry to serve the heritage and participate in the financing of conservation works.

27. Encourage academic studies to develop students appreciation of heritage values and support the collaboration between conservation agencies and schools in national projects.

9.4 FUTURE RESEARCH

One of the questions that was raised in the thesis was "Participation: an End or a Means?" It was suggested that to encourage participation merely in order to facilitate the completion of a project, was to have a limited view the potential of participation. This was participation as a means. On the other hand, participation as an end considered it as a way of life, an end in itself and something to be encourages.

The same question could be applied to Research, and particularly to the kind of research that this thesis has reported on and discussed. Are the findings of this research to be used as a means of facilitating urban planning in Luxor through public participation or is there a wider message contained in its pages, that is a plea for continuous research, as a way of life, as an end in itself?

It would be unrealistic to think that the dissemination of this work could change national work practices and attitudes that have become part of the Egyptian culture. However, with effort and pressure some of what is proposed locally might be achieved and with the interest that the research has generated already, this is likely to happen. But for the future more research will be required to keep up a relentless pressure on the Authorities to take the considerable resource of the public's participation seriously and to allow them to play a major part in the shaping of their future social reality.
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Public Participation in the Conservation and Development of Luxor city

The objective of the study is to renovate Luxor city by preserving its cultural heritage and developing a new and participatory neighborhood.

The study is divided into four parts:

1. Information on the site.
2. Information on the residents and their cultural heritage.
3. Information on the relationship between the city and the neighborhood.
4. Analysis of the effects of development on the community's participation.

APPENDICES

APPENDIX 1: THE PILOT QUESTIONNAIRE 1991 (IN ARABIC)
# APPENDICES

المجموعة الأولى من الإسكلاة

للتعريض على خصائص السكان ووضعهم الاجتماعي والاقتصادي

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>اسم المستقصي منه</th>
<th>العنوان</th>
<th>رقم المنطقة على الخريطة</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>م имени</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

1- السن:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>عدد من 30 سنة</th>
<th>41 30 سنة</th>
<th>27 30 سنة</th>
<th>26 40 سنة</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

2- هل كنت من ابناء مدينة الأقصر أم من خارجها:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>من ابناء الاقصر</th>
<th>من خارجها</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

3- إذا كنت من خارجها ما مدة الإقامة بها:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>من ابناء الأقصر</th>
<th>من 5 سنوات</th>
<th>من 10 سنوات</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>11: 20 سنوات</td>
<td>9: 1 سنة فاكثر</td>
<td>6: 1 سنة فاكثر</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4- ماسب الإقامة بها:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>توفر الخدمات</th>
<th>اخرى حدود</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

5- نوع العمل:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>معمد</th>
<th>لا يعمل</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

6- طبيعة العمل:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>عمل داخلي</th>
<th>عمل خارجي</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

ii
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8- في حالة العامل البدوي:
لا يعمل ----- عمل دايم ----- عمل نقل ----
عمد صناعي ---- ترقية واتسار ----
تشييد وبناء ----
غير منتظم ----

9- نوع الدخل:
- منتظم ----

10- كم يصل دخل الأسرة بالتقريب في الشهر:
اقل من 100 جنيه ---- 100 : 4 جنيه ----
أكثر من 400 جنيه ---- لا ----

11- هل يوجد دخل اضافي؟ نعم ----

12- في حالة وجود دخل اضافي ماصدره:
عمل اضافي رسمي ---- نشاط سياحي ----
عقارات - استثمارات ---- نشاط خاص ----
نشاط تجاري ----

13- نوع السكن:
- هل انت مالك أم مستأجر:
مالك ---- مستأجر ----

14- هل يقيم المالك في العقار؟
نعم ----

15- اين يقع مكان العمل بالنسبة للسكن:
ا : 5 كم ---- اقل من 500 م ----
أكثر من 5 كم ---- 500 م : 1 كم ----
سيارة اجرة ----
16- طريقة الوصول إلى العمل:
- سيراً بالقدام ---- حضور ----
سيارة خاصة ---- دراجة ----
مواعيد عامة ----

iii
17- بآم� حالتك الاجتماعية: ازب - متزوج - مطلق

18- هل تقيم امرتك معك: نعم - لا

19- هل الأسرة ممتدة: نعم - لا

20- كم عدد أفراد الأسرة: 6

21- مستوى تعليمك: ابتدائي - ثانوي - جامعي وما فوق

22- مستوى تعليم الزوجة: متعلمة - غير متعلمة

23- عمل الزوجة: ربة أسرة - تعمل

24- كم نرذ في الأسرة في مرحلة التعليم: لا يوجد

25- مراحل التعليم: لا يوجد - جامعي - المرحلة الاساسية

26- طريقة الوصول للجامعة: سيراً بالقدم - اتوبيس عام - دراجة - سيارة خاصة - حطورة

27- آخر عدد
المجموعة الثانية: التعرف على السكن والبيئة العمرانية:

- حالة السكن: جيد --- متوسط --- رديم ---

- نوع المواد المستخدمة في البناء:
  - مواد غير داكنة --- حواكش حاملة --- بناء هيكلي ---

- نوع المادة المستخدمة في سقف المنزل:
  - غاب اوتش --- خشب --- صفيح --- مسلع ---

- عدد ادوار السكن: دور واحد --- 3 ادوار --- 5 ادوار ---
  - دورين --- 4 ادوار --- أكثر من 5 ---

- استخدامات الدور الأرضي: سكني --- تجارى --- سكن تجارى ---
  - جرافي --- سباهي --- حرفى --- اخرى ---

- قانونية السكن:
  - ايجار حكومي --- ايجار خاص --- ملك وضع بيد --- عشوائي مسجل ---
    - ملك قانوني --- لا يمكن الاستيلال ---

- هل المنطقة تفع لقوانين البناء والتنظيم وتتبعها:
  - نعم نعم ---
  - لا ---

- هل توجد مناطق كثف اثري بالمنطقة: نعم ---

- الامداد بالمياه: متصلة --- غير متصلة ---

- الامداد بالكهرباء: متصلة ---

- الخرف الصحي المجاور: مجري عمومية --- خزان تحليل ---
  - مياه مرفت --- اخرى ---

- هل يوجد حمام بالمنزل (بين يتم قضاء الحاجة): نعم ---

-
40- كم عرض الشارع أمام المنزل بالتقريب:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>عدد</th>
<th>عرض</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>١٠</td>
<td>١٣ م</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>١٦</td>
<td>١٨ م</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

41- هل عرض الشارع كافي؟ نعم لا

42- هل الشارع مرصوف أم لا: نعم لا

43- يمكن تقولي ماحة الأرض التي عليها بيت قديم بالتقريب: 1000 مربع

44- كم عدد حجرات المنزل: حجرة 3 حجرات 4 حجرات 5 حجرات

45- هل يوجد حظيرة بمنزل زريبة؟ نعم لا

46- هل يوجد عدداً من الحيوانات بالمنزل: نعم لا

47- إذا وجد نروي وقدره:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>عدد</th>
<th>نعم</th>
<th>لا</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>بقر وجاموس</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>دجاج</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>غنم وماعز</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>اخري</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

48- محتويات المنزل: ثلاجة بونتيز فلاحة تليفزيون فرن بلدي
المجموعة الثالثة: بيانات للتعرف على المدينة وارتباط العينة بها

49- في رأيك وجود الأشار بالمدينة:

نعم -> نقطة ----
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10- منذ فترة انفصال الإقليم عن محافظة قنا، ما تقييمك:

ما أقول: --- كانت أفضل --- ما أقول: ---

11- هل تعتقد أن يوجد امل في تغيير مستقبل المدينة وكيف 5 اقتراحات تذكر:

تكريمة، --- ما أقول: ---
للتحريف ودراسة الاتجاهات والإمكانيات المشتركة للمشاركة الشعبية في تغيير
الوجه المستقبل للمدينة الأقصر.

: تعريف من الباحث للباحث في مجال الحفاظ و المشاركة وتطوير المدينة و
ما قد يستلزم ذلك من جهود و إجراءات و ابحاث.

66: هل تشعر أن المدينة في حاجة إلى حفاظ وتطوير.

نعم ( )
لا ( )

هذه بعض التصورات بالنسبة لعمليات الحفاظ وتطوير ما مدى موافقتك.

على كل مما يلي:

33: ربط المدينة بالقرى بالطريق بواسطة كورب:

ضروري جدا ( ) مطلوب ( ) مرفوض ( )

44: نقل السكان من المناطق الأثرية:

ضروري جدا ( ) مطلوب ( ) مرفوض ( )

55: بناء مدينة جديدة

ضروري جدا ( ) مطلوب ( ) مرفوض ( )

66: توفير حجم أكبر من الخدمات:

ضروري جدا ( ) مطلوب ( ) مرفوض ( )

77: استمرار الجهود الحالية:

ضروري جدا ( ) مطلوب ( ) مرفوض ( )

88: هل لك أي دور في عملية الحفاظ وتطوير:

نعم ( )
لا ( )

99: هل لديك الرغبة الذاتية للمشاركة في عمليات الحفاظ وتطوير:

نعم ( )
لا ( )

11: هل كنت في يوم من الأيام عضو في عمل مشارك للحفاظ على وتنمية الأقصر:

نعم ( )
لا ( )
71: هل يمكن أن تنضم جمعية أو هيئة بهدف الحفاظ على وتنمية الأقصى؟

72: لا ( )

73: لا يوجد سبب ( )

74: ها: لأ حد كبير جدا ( )

75: هل لديك استعداد لترشيح نفسك في المجال الشعبي؟

76: لا يوجد عندني وقت ( )

77: المدينة مسؤولية مين?

78: مين له تأثير أكبر في رأيك على مستقبل المدينة؟

79: تفكر ايه من الواضح على مسئوليتك كعضو بالمدينة؟

80: المساهمة المالية ( )

81: المشاركة في المناقشات ( )

82: المشاركات في ابادة الري ( )

83: التصويت على القرارات ( )
- ما رأيك في هذه الخطوات التي يمكن أن تساهم في الحفاظ على و تطوير مدينة

الإجابة:

80 : الإعلام في التلفزيون والإذاعة

لا حايل ( )
ضروري جدا ( ) مهم لحد ما ( )

81 : الصحافة والمجلات الدورية:

لا حايل ( )
ضروري جدا ( ) مهم لحد ما ( )

82 : الاجتماعات الإرشادية:

لا حايل ( )
ضروري جدا ( ) مهم لحد ما ( )

83 : المساهمة في محو الأمية المدنية:

لا حايل ( )
ضروري جدا ( ) مهم لحد ما ( )

84 : المساهمة في مشروع تنظيم النسل:

لا حايل ( )
ضروري جدا ( ) مهم لحد ما ( )

85 : مشاركته في توعية جيرانك و أخوانك:

لا حايل ( )
ضروري جدا ( ) مهم لحد ما ( )

هذه بعض الأمثلة لو ممكن تقول لي رأيك فيها ايه:

86 : القفة اللي لها و دينين يشيلوها اثنين:

غير موافق ( )
ما يفرض معاناة ( )

87 : الايد واحدة ماتسقش

غير موافق ( )
ما يفرض معاناة ( )

88 : إن كان لك صاحب لا تعامله ولا تناسبه:

غير موافق ( )
ما يفرض معاناة ( )

89 : خصى شريك من جارك:

غير موافق ( )
ما يفرض معاناة ( )
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90: عند الشدائم تعرف الإخوان:

غير موافق ( )
ما يفرق مشاعر ( )

91: واجب الجميع ليس واحد أحد:

غير موافق ( )
ما يفرق مشاعر ( )

92: الابره النوى فيها خيطين متقاطعين:

غير موافق ( )
ما يفرق مشاعر ( )

93: اشكي لمن و كل الناس مجاريج:

غير موافق ( )
ما يفرق مشاعر ( )

94: أن اتهدم بيت اخوك خذ منه قالب:

غير موافق ( )
ما يفرق مشاعر ( )

95: ادمن عمر وارمي في البحر:

غير موافق ( )
ما يفرق مشاعر ( )

96: البانط مالج و الفاحتانزل:

غير موافق ( )
ما يفرق مشاعر ( )

97: اقتب بالحاش لحد ما يجي الغابب:

غير موافق ( )
ما يفرق مشاعر ( )

98: البركة في النزلة:

غير موافق ( )
ما يفرق مشاعر ( )

99: ازرع كل يوم شاكل كل يوم:

غير موافق ( )
ما يفرق مشاعر ( )

100: اعمل المعروف مع اهله و غير اهله:

غير موافق ( )
ما يفرق مشاعر ( )

اقتراحات:

========
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APPENDIX 2: THE QUESTIONNAIRE DEC. 92-JANUARY. 93 (IN ARABIC)

"بسم الله الرحمن الرحيم"

جامعة أسوان
كلية الفنون
قسم العمارة

استمرار البحث الميداني وأشغال تأليف الرأي لدراسة الدكتوراه

عنوان

المشاركة الشعبية في الحفاظ على البيات التاريخية : دراسة تطبيقية على مدينة الاقصر

Public Participation in the Conservation of Historical Environments
A case study of Luxor City, Egypt

-----------------------

عدد أعداد المعنيه 200 قسم

50 من منطقة الكرنك

50 من منطقة ميد الاقصر وطريق الكباش

50 من السباع الشرقي (القرن 19)

50 من مناطق مختلفة من المدينة كليها

الهدف من الدراسة :

إعادة تخطيط مدينة الاقصر وراءها فيها الحفاظ على المناطق الإثريات والتطورية الظاهرة وبحث
itivity منطقية أو مناطق جديدة وبحث نهج المدعم في إطار من المشاركة الشعبية العامة لاجراءات الإجراءات في

مدينة الاقصر

يقسم البحث الميداني إلى أربعة أقسام :

1 - بيانات للشرع للعينة

2 - بيانات للشرع للسكن والمبنى للمعمر

3 - بيانات للشرع على المدينة وارتباط المعني ب...

4 - بيانات للشرع ودراسة الاتهامات والإمكانات للمناخ للمشاركة الشعبية العامة في

تغيير الوجه المستقبل لمدينة الاقصر وتراثها الحضاري

xiii
العمالة الاجتماعية

| اسمdrawable | منطقه رقم | استخدام تم | عمل
|-------------|------------|------------|-----
| اسمdrawable | 1234 | ناقد | محترم
| اسمdrawable | 5678 | عامل | معتمد
| اسمdrawable | 9012 | مسال | معتمد
| اسمdrawable | 3456 | تاجر | معتمد
| اسمdrawable | 7890 | مهندس | معتمد

عدد أفراد الأسرة المقيمين بالوحدة

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>اسمdrawable</th>
<th>1234</th>
<th>5678</th>
<th>9012</th>
<th>3456</th>
<th>7890</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>أفراد الأسرة</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

نسبة الأسر المقيمة في قرية

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>اسمdrawable</th>
<th>1234</th>
<th>5678</th>
<th>9012</th>
<th>3456</th>
<th>7890</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>نسبة الأسر المقيمة في قرية</td>
<td>50%</td>
<td>40%</td>
<td>30%</td>
<td>20%</td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

المرتبة

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>اسمdrawable</th>
<th>1234</th>
<th>5678</th>
<th>9012</th>
<th>3456</th>
<th>7890</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>المرتبة</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

المواد والمواد الوراثية

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>اسمdrawable</th>
<th>1234</th>
<th>5678</th>
<th>9012</th>
<th>3456</th>
<th>7890</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>المواد والمواد الوراثية</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

المواد والمواد الوراثية

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>اسمdrawable</th>
<th>1234</th>
<th>5678</th>
<th>9012</th>
<th>3456</th>
<th>7890</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>المواد والمواد الوراثية</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

المواد والمواد الوراثية

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>اسمdrawable</th>
<th>1234</th>
<th>5678</th>
<th>9012</th>
<th>3456</th>
<th>7890</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>المواد والمواد الوراثية</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

المواد والمواد الوراثية

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>اسمdrawable</th>
<th>1234</th>
<th>5678</th>
<th>9012</th>
<th>3456</th>
<th>7890</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>المواد والمواد الوراثية</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----</td>
<td>-----</td>
<td>-----</td>
<td>-----</td>
<td>-----</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### مراجعة

<p>| | | | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### مراجعة

<p>| | | | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### توزيع الإنفاق الشهري

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>المادّة</th>
<th>القيمة</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>الطعام</td>
<td>20.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>الملابس</td>
<td>10.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>الاستهلاك والترفيه</td>
<td>30.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>الضرائب</td>
<td>9.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>المراسلات</td>
<td>30.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### معدات المنزل

- **راديو**
- **عمل**
- ** venez مبلأ**
- **غرفة**
- **ككي**
- **كمبيوتر**

- **برنتر**
- **محمّل للشاحنة**
- **تنزّينات**
- **كمبيوتر**
السفين.

| الحالة السكنية | جيدة  
|---------------|------|
| عدد الأدوار للسكن | 3 أدوار  
| دون دوري | 2 أدوار  
| دون دوري | 0 أدوار |

| الحالة السكنية | جيدة  
|---------------|------|
| عدد الأدوار للسكن | 3 أدوار  
| دون دوري | 2 أدوار  
| دون دوري | 0 أدوار |

| الحالة السكنية | جيدة  
|---------------|------|
| عدد الأدوار للسكن | 3 أدوار  
| دون دوري | 2 أدوار  
| دون دوري | 0 أدوار |

| الحالة السكنية | جيدة  
|---------------|------|
| عدد الأدوار للسكن | 3 أدوار  
| دون دوري | 2 أدوار  
| دون دوري | 0 أدوار |

| الحالة السكنية | جيدة  
|---------------|------|
| عدد الأدوار للسكن | 3 أدوار  
| دون دوري | 2 أدوار  
| دون دوري | 0 أدوار |

| الحالة السكنية | جيدة  
|---------------|------|
| عدد الأدوار للسكن | 3 أدوار  
| دون دوري | 2 أدوار  
| دون دوري | 0 أدوار |

| الحالة السكنية | جيدة  
|---------------|------|
| عدد الأدوار للسكن | 3 أدوار  
| دون دوري | 2 أدوار  
| دون دوري | 0 أدوار |

| الحالة السكنية | جيدة  
|---------------|------|
| عدد الأدوار للسكن | 3 أدوار  
| دون دوري | 2 أدوار  
| دون دوري | 0 أدوار |

| الحالة السكنية | جيدة  
|---------------|------|
| عدد الأدوار للسكن | 3 أدوار  
| دون دوري | 2 أدوار  
| دون دوري | 0 أدوار |

| الحالة السكنية | جيدة  
|---------------|------|
| عدد الأدوار للسكن | 3 أدوار  
| دون دوري | 2 أدوار  
| دون دوري | 0 أدوار |

| الحالة السكنية | جيدة  
|---------------|------|
| عدد الأدوار للسكن | 3 أدوار  
| دون دوري | 2 أدوار  
| دون دوري | 0 أدوار |

| الحالة السكنية | جيدة  
|---------------|------|
| عدد الأدوار للسكن | 3 أدوار  
| دون دوري | 2 أدوار  
| دون دوري | 0 أدوار |

| الحالة السكنية | جيدة  
|---------------|------|
| عدد الأدوار للسكن | 3 أدوار  
| دون دوري | 2 أدوار  
| دون دوري | 0 أدوار |

| الحالة السكنية | جيدة  
|---------------|------|
| عدد الأدوار للسكن | 3 أدوار  
| دون دوري | 2 أدوار  
<p>| دون دوري | 0 أدوار |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ITEM</th>
<th>效应</th>
<th>能源</th>
<th>储备</th>
<th>水质</th>
<th>循环利用</th>
<th>再生资源</th>
<th>环境</th>
<th>生物多样性</th>
<th>生物多样性</th>
<th>生物多样性</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- **APPENDICES**

- **الفصل الأول**
  - **الدراسة الأولى**
    - **الدراسة الثانية**
      - **الدراسة الثالثة**
        - **الدراسة الرابعة**
          - **الدراسة الخامسة**

---

*xviii*
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>الج. المجموعة الثالثة:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>بيانات تشير إلى رأي العصية في المدرسة وارتباطها بها</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>نسخة</th>
<th>نسخة</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>لا</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>لا</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>لا</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>لا</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>لا</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>لا</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>لا</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>لا</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| 20 | ✓     | لا     |
| 20 | ✓     | لا     |
| 20 | ✓     | لا     |
| 20 | ✓     | لا     |
| 20 | ✓     | لا     |

| 20 | ✓     | لا     |
| 20 | ✓     | لا     |
| 20 | ✓     | لا     |
| 20 | ✓     | لا     |
| 20 | ✓     | لا     |

| 20 | ✓     | لا     |
| 20 | ✓     | لا     |
| 20 | ✓     | لا     |
| 20 | ✓     | لا     |
| 20 | ✓     | لا     |

| 20 | ✓     | لا     |
| 20 | ✓     | لا     |
| 20 | ✓     | لا     |
| 20 | ✓     | لا     |
| 20 | ✓     | لا     |

| 20 | ✓     | لا     |
| 20 | ✓     | لا     |
| 20 | ✓     | لا     |
| 20 | ✓     | لا     |
| 20 | ✓     | لا     |

| 20 | ✓     | لا     |
| 20 | ✓     | لا     |
| 20 | ✓     | لا     |
| 20 | ✓     | لا     |
| 20 | ✓     | لا     |

| 20 | ✓     | لا     |
| 20 | ✓     | لا     |
| 20 | ✓     | لا     |
| 20 | ✓     | لا     |
| 20 | ✓     | لا     |

| 20 | ✓     | لا     |
| 20 | ✓     | لا     |
| 20 | ✓     | لا     |
| 20 | ✓     | لا     |
| 20 | ✓     | لا     |

| 20 | ✓     | لا     |
| 20 | ✓     | لا     |
| 20 | ✓     | لا     |
| 20 | ✓     | لا     |
| 20 | ✓     | لا     |

| 20 | ✓     | لا     |
| 20 | ✓     | لا     |
| 20 | ✓     | لا     |
| 20 | ✓     | لا     |
| 20 | ✓     | لا     |

| 20 | ✓     | لا     |
| 20 | ✓     | لا     |
| 20 | ✓     | لا     |
| 20 | ✓     | لا     |
| 20 | ✓     | لا     |

| 20 | ✓     | لا     |
| 20 | ✓     | لا     |
| 20 | ✓     | لا     |
| 20 | ✓     | لا     |
| 20 | ✓     | لا     |

| 20 | ✓     | لا     |
| 20 | ✓     | لا     |
| 20 | ✓     | لا     |
| 20 | ✓     | لا     |
| 20 | ✓     | لا     |

| 20 | ✓     | لا     |
| 20 | ✓     | لا     |
| 20 | ✓     | لا     |
| 20 | ✓     | لا     |
| 20 | ✓     | لا     |

| 20 | ✓     | لا     |
| 20 | ✓     | لا     |
| 20 | ✓     | لا     |
| 20 | ✓     | لا     |
| 20 | ✓     | لا     |

| 20 | ✓     | لا     |
| 20 | ✓     | لا     |
| 20 | ✓     | لا     |
| 20 | ✓     | لا     |
| 20 | ✓     | لا     |

| 20 | ✓     | لا     |
| 20 | ✓     | لا     |
| 20 | ✓     | لا     |
| 20 | ✓     | لا     |
| 20 | ✓     | لا     |
APPENDICES
المجموعة الرابعة

الدروس والدراسات الإضافية والمطالعات المصاحبة للمشاركة الشعبية في تنفيذ الوظائف

المشتركة في مراقبة المسكن

إذا المشاركة في بناء السكن

أوا المشاركة في الحياة وتطوير المدينة (لا تقتصر

المشاركة في المسكن:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>السمات</th>
<th>موافق / مخالف</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>العنوان</td>
<td>لا</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>الصور</td>
<td>لا</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>الملاحظات</td>
<td>لا</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

في حالة هكذا:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>السمات</th>
<th>موافق / مخالف</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>الرغبة</td>
<td>موافق / مخالف</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>في جميع</td>
<td>موافق / مخالف</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

في حالة لا:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>السمات</th>
<th>موافق / مخالف</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>الرغبة</td>
<td>موافق / مخالف</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>في جميع</td>
<td>موافق / مخالف</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

لا تعهد في المسكن:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>السمات</th>
<th>موافق / مخالف</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>الرغبة</td>
<td>موافق / مخالف</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>في جميع</td>
<td>موافق / مخالف</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

لا يوجد في المسكن:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>السمات</th>
<th>موافق / مخالف</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>الرغبة</td>
<td>موافق / مخالف</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>في جميع</td>
<td>موافق / مخالف</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

لا يوجد في المسكن:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>السمات</th>
<th>موافق / مخالف</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>الرغبة</td>
<td>موافق / مخالف</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>في جميع</td>
<td>موافق / مخالف</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

لا يوجد في المسكن:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>السمات</th>
<th>موافق / مخالف</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>الرغبة</td>
<td>موافق / مخالف</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>في جميع</td>
<td>موافق / مخالف</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

لا يوجد في المسكن:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>السمات</th>
<th>موافق / مخالف</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>الرغبة</td>
<td>موافق / مخالف</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>في جميع</td>
<td>موافق / مخالف</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

لا يوجد في المسكن:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>السمات</th>
<th>موافق / مخالف</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>الرغبة</td>
<td>موافق / مخالف</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>في جميع</td>
<td>موافق / مخالف</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### APPENDICES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>الشريعة</th>
<th>المصدر المطلوب للمحمولة في المكان</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>المشارك في تنفيذ المساكن</td>
<td>لائحة تنفيذ (معاذنة - مساحة)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>المشارك في تنفيذ المساكن</td>
<td>لائحة تنفيذ (معاذنة - مساحة)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>المشارك في تنفيذ المساكن</td>
<td>لائحة تنفيذ (معاذنة - مساحة)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

1. خياء نذية
2. كهرباء
APPENDICES

| جدول المهام | 
|---|---|
| 6 | حرف مصري |
| 7 | طريق مصريون |
| 0 | تعريب نحاطة |
| 1 | تشغيل الساحة |
| | اهلي (حدد) |

| جدول المهام (ال المشترك) |
|---|---|
| 3 | خدمات تعليمية |
| 6 | خدمات صحية |
| 8 | خدمات دينية |
| 0 | خدمات ثقافية |
| 7 | خدمات كاريزما |
| 7 | خدمات تقنيات (مدفوعة) |
| 8 | خدمات مكانية (عربية) |
| 6 | خدمات قيادة |
| | رخصة (حدد) |

| جدول المهام (المشاركون في اقامة وصيانة الموقع) |
|---|---|
| المشارك بالمال | ✔ |
| المشارك بأداء الرأي | ✔ |
| المشارك في توعية الاعتدال | ✔ |
| المشارك في كفاءة الحكم | ✔ |
| المشارك في التنسيق والجهود | ✔ |
| المشارك في المتابعة والصيانة | ✔ |
# APPENDICES

## المشاركة في الحفاظ وتطوير مدينة الأمين

عن من البحث لبحث من أهمية الحفاظ وتطوير مدينة الأمين، وقد

* يتمثل ذلك من جهود وإجراءات.*

- **الحفاظ**؛ هي مجموعة العمليات التي تنطل الإصلاح والصيانة بإعادة
  التأهيل وتجديد النماذج والتطوير. بالنسبة ل مدينة الأمين بأن المدينة
  في حاجة إلى التغيير. هذا التغيير هو ما تصورناه الحفاظ وتحصين
  مدينة الأمين والتي تعتمد من مناطق اهتداد العوان ومن الوضعية
  الوبائي وزيادة الكثافة السكانية ورفع البناء بالمناطق الأثرية والمباني
  وأعمال سابقا وداخل المناطق الأثرية بالجبال وبالمواد المرتبطة
  وفقا للโรคات والخدمات.

- **التحلي**؛ يجب اعادة تخطيط المدينة في فوق الوضع الراهن
  ويتطلب من اعمال طفيلة وطبيعة LANDに行く ما الذي لا بد من
  تنفيذ حتى يعاد اعمال الحفاظ.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>حالة</th>
<th>توصيات</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>تنفيذ مشاريع تعديلية للحفاظ وتحصين</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>تنفيذ مشاريع تعديلية للحفاظ وتحصين</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- **بيئة المدينة الجديدة**
- **دبلومات وتعليمات**
- **انجذاب السكان إلى الانتهاء**
- **استئصال الجرد الحالي**
- **توصية أخرى (الحدود)**

---

* xxiv*
هناك مجموعة من الملاحظات اللازمة لعملية الحفاظ والطبيعة وهي محسوبة

1. جمل المدينة المحاذي للمنطقة:
   - الأوانق
   - الأوانق

2. إخلاء السكان الذين يعيشون بجوار أو
   السطح الآثري أو إذا احتفالات
   للتكايا الآثري
   - الأوانق
   - الأوانق

3. عمل حمز للمنطقة الآثري بالعدين ومزجها
   من السكان والسيول المطرية بآكلتها
   بالمنطقة الأخضراء
   - الأوانق
   - الأوانق

4. إلحابة مدينة طبية الجيدة لاستحباب
   السكان المنتقلين وأحتلالات التمدد
   القرى للمدينة
   - الأوانق
   - الأوانق

5. بنغ الخور الآتي بالمنطقة الآثري
   - الأوانق
   - الأوانق

6. توزيع الخدو والعصور النابضة
   - الأوانق
   - الأوانق

7. ربط البر الشرقي (العدين) بالبرغربي
   (المنطقة الآثري) بجري على التمدد
   - الأوانق
   - الأوانق

8. جمل يكون المنتقل للعدين في الصحراء
   وذلك للحفاظ على الأرض الزراعية
   بالعدين
   - الأوانق
   - الأوانق

9. من القوانين والتشريعات جيدة تائمة
   تنفيذه على كل ما يتعلق بمصلحة الطبيعة
   والحفاظ
هل يمكن أن تضم جمعية أو هيئة بدعم الحفاظ على وحماية الأثاث؟

لا ( )

لذا: لا يوجد تشاكر حول ودعم الحفاظ على المدينة بحوزة على مساعدة الرؤية.

أو على مدى كبيرة جدا ( ) عدد من ( ) لجد بسيط ( ) ما يبين ( ) ما يحدث الأتم ( )

وأيضاً: لا يوجد أي شك أن القيادات المحلية بيعملوا على أن يحتتمون.

لقد كبير جدا ( ) عدد من ( ) لجد بسيط ( ) ما يينط ( )

هل هناك استخدام لترويج تفاهيم في المجالات الشعبية؟

لا يوجد ( ) لا يوجد جهد وقت ( ) لا اهتمام له ( )

هل تعتبر ان فيه ناس انها مراكز فوق بالمدينة؟

لا يوجد ( ) لا يوجد جهد وقت ( )

المدينة مستقلة من:

- المكان ( )
- الحكومة المركزية ( )
- رئيس مجلس المدينة ( )
- شركات القطاع الخاص والسياسة ( )
- الميليشيات الشارعية ( )
- لا يوجد له تجاكر أكبر في راية على مستقبل المدينة.

المدينة المركزية ( )
- رئيس مجلس المدينة ( )
- شركات القطاع الخاص والسياسة ( )
- المكان ( )

تفضل إبداع من السلوك على مستواجه كعم بالمدينة:

- المشاركة في المناقشات ( )
- المشاركة في اجتماعات ( )
- المشاركة في اجتماعات ( )
- المساهمة بالجموعة ( )
- دعمنا على القرارات ( )
- جميعهم ( )
للملاحظات

سيرت تنظيم النقل لمسة للتأثير على مستقبل المدينة. بل تعلمت ليتناسب جيداً مع السكان حيث تم النظر بشكل مكثف من قبل الخبراء.

هذا represents 60
خـل لـدـيـكـاً رـأي مـقـترـحات:

(1) إضـتيـاء خـبيـشر إدـاعة لـمـبـتـبـة لـلدـائـة لـإدـانـة إـبـدـاـرة
(2) التعـمـيـل الـتـطـبيـقـي لـكـلـيـات بـالنـظـرـة إـبـدـاع إـبـدـاـرة
مـهـولـيـة كـافـهيـة مـقـلـدـة كـيـاً بـلدـيـة كـلاً
(3) لـم ٍمـتـصـمـيـس كـامـل ضـحـية فـيـفـيـع ٍبـالنـمـطـة لـنـظـرـة
مـن العـفلات ٍلـمـا إـبـدـاع الرـأـيـة إـبـرة لـمـتـصـمـيـس
لـيـصـبـه فـيـفـيـع كـامـل ضـحـية فـيـفـيـع لـمـا إـبـدـاع
(4) لـمـا فـيـفـيـع كـامـل ضـحـية فـيـفـيـع ٍبـلدـيـة كـلاً
(5) لـمـا فـيـفـيـع كـامـل ضـحـية فـيـفـيـع ٍبـلدـيـة كـلاً
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THE ENGLISH TRANSLATION OF THE QUESTIONNAIRE
IN THE NAME OF GOD, MOST GRACIOUS, MOST MERCIFUL

University of Assiut Dec 1992 - January 1993
Faculty of Engineering
Department of Architecture & Planning Studies

Field study questionnaire and interview as part of a D.Phil study titled:

"Public Participation in the Conservation of Historical Environments: A Case study of Luxor City, Egypt".

Sample number of 200 households made up as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Area</th>
<th>Numbers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(1) From Karnak area</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(2) From Luxor area</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>and Sphinx-lined avenue</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(3) From West Luxor Bank</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(4) From different areas</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>of the city</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Aim of the study:

The purpose of this questionnaire is to enrol the citizens of Luxor and other institutions into the preparation of a study for replanning Luxor with particular reference to the conservation of the known archaeological sites and excavations of others within the framework of developing a new urban community.

The questionnaire is divided into four sections:

a. Data to identify individual characteristics
b. Data to identify housing conditions as well as the surrounding urban environment
c. To study the residents perception of the city
d. To identify the possibilities for public participation to changing the future of Luxor
Section A: Residents Socio-economic characteristics:

Questionnaire No. [ ]
Area code No. [ ]
Name: ---------------
Address: ---------------

1. Living in Luxor

1a. Were you born in Luxor?
Yes ( )
No ( ) If No complete 1b

1b. If no, how long have you been living in Luxor?
1:5 years ( )
6:10 years ( )
11:20 years ( )
21 years or more ( )

2. Social Status

2a. What is your social position?
Married ( )
Single ( )
Divorced ( )
Widowed ( )

2b. Does your family live with you?
Yes ( )
No ( )

2c. Is the family extended?
Yes ( )
No ( )

2d. Number of family members living with you?
2-4 ( )
5-7 ( )
8-10 ( )
more than ( )

3. Employment

3a. Your employment?
Unemployed ( )
Full employment ( )
Part-time work ( )

3b. Nature of employer?
Governmental ( )
Private firm ( )

4. Income

4a. What income do you have?
fixed income ( )
Irregular Income ( )

4b. How often is it paid?
Monthly stipend ( )
Daily stipend ( )
Weekly stipend ( )

xxx
5- **Daily Journeys**

5a- **How do you get to your work or school?**

- Public transport ( )
- On foot ( )
- Private car ( )
- Taxi ( )
- Bicycle ( )
- Ferry ( )
- Horse car ( )
- Others ( )

5b- **How long does it take you to get to your work or school?**

- less than 15 minutes ( )
- 15:30 minutes ( )
- 30:45 minutes ( )
- 45:60 minutes ( )
- more than an hour ( )

5c- **Does the family own a car?**

- Yes ( )
- No ( )

6- **What do you spent each month on**

- Food [ ]
- Clothing [ ]
- Housing [ ]
- Transport [ ]
- Education [ ]
- Health [ ]
- Recreation [ ]
- Savings [ ]
- Others [ ]

7- **Does your house contain the following appliances?**

- Refrigerator [ ]
- Radio [ ]
- Gas oven [ ]
- Cassette [ ]
- Washing machine [ ]
- Traditional oven [ ]
- Television [ ]
- Fan [ ]
- Telephone [ ]
- Air conditioning [ ]
- Iron [ ]
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Section B: Housing conditions and Surrounding environment:

8- What type of tenure do you have?
   Owner/occupier ( )
   Tenant ( )
   Occupier/tied Property ( )

9- Housing data

9a- Do you consider your housing conditions to be?
   Good ( )
   Acceptable ( )
   Bad ( )

9b- Is your dwelling built of?
   Temporary materials ( )
   Load bearing ( )
   Frame Structure ( )

9c- Are the walls?
   Damp ( )
   Cracked ( )
   Good ( )

9d- Is the ceiling made of?
   Palm leaves ( )
   Wood ( )
   Metal ( )
   Reinforced concrete ( )

9e- No. of floors of dwelling?
   one floor ( )
   2 floors ( )
   3 floors ( )
   4 floors ( )
   5 floors ( )
   more than 5 floors ( )

9f- What is the ground floor used for?
   Residential ( )
   Commercial ( )
   Resi/Commercial ( )
   Garage ( )
   Tourism ( )
   Crafts activity ( )
   Others ( )

9g- How many rooms does your dwelling have?
   one room ( )
   2 rooms ( )
   3 rooms ( )
   4 rooms ( )
   5 rooms ( )
   6 or more ( )

9h- Is there a bathroom in your home?
   Yes ( )
   No ( )

10- Who owns the land on which your house is built?
   Governmental rental ( )
   Private rental ( )
   Illegal ownership ( )
   Legal ownership ( )
   Squatter registered ( )
   Can not be specified ( )
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11- Does the area fall within building regulation control?  
   Yes ( )  No ( )

12- Are there any historic excavations in the area?  
   Yes ( )  No ( )

13- Services  
   Are you connected to:-

13a- Water supply?  
   Connected ( )  Unconnected ( )

13b- Electric supply?  
   Connected ( )  Unconnected ( )

13c- Sewage system?  
   Public sewage ( )  Cess pit ( )
   Septic tanks ( )  others ( )

14- Road  

14a- What is the width of the front road?  
   4 - 6 m ( )  7 - 9 m ( )
   10-12 m ( )  13-15 m ( )
   16-18 m ( )  more than 18 m ( )

14b- Do you think this width is sufficient?  
   Yes ( )  No ( )

14c- Is the road paved or not?  
   Yes ( )  No ( )

15- Could you please, give the approximate area of your dwelling? ----

16- Have you any livestock in your house?  
   Yes ( )  No ( )

17- Housing evaluation  

17a- Would you like to keep your house permanently?  
   Yes ( )  No ( )

17b- If yes, What advantages of these you get form it?  
   - Housing location (near the city centre...); [ ]
   - Personal friendships within the area; [ ]
   - Proximity of the area for business reasons; [ ]
   - Proximity of relatives and friends; [ ]
   - Proximity of kind neighbours; [ ]
   - Reasonable rent; [ ]
   - Other reasons. [ ]
17c- If no, what are the disadvantage?
- The house is too small; [ ]
- The house is too big; [ ]
- The sun dose not penetrate the rooms; [ ]
- The ventilation is bad; [ ]
- Can not see the Road; [ ]
- Noises and disturbance (what is the source); [ ]
- Bad odours (what is the source); [ ]
- Shortage of water supply or electricity; [ ]
- Lack of sewage system and services; [ ]
- Others reasons. [ ]

Section C: The residents perception of the city:

18- Opinions

18a- In your opinion the heritage Is?
Advantage ( ) disadvantage ( )

18b- How important do you think the heritage Is?
very ( ) a little ( ) not at all ( )

18c- Do you think the heritage Is of world wide Importance?
Yes ( ) No ( )

19- Tourism

19a- Are you happy to accept tourism as an essential part of the economy of the city?
Happy ( ) Not happy ( )

19b- If happy; give reasons

19c- If not happy; give reasons

20- Advantages

20a- Do you gain from Luxor's status?
Yes ( ) No ( )

20b- What type of benefit
No benefit ( ) Material profit ( )
Moral benefit ( ) Both of them ( )

21- Do you visit the monuments?
Yes ( ) No ( ) Some ( )

22- In your opinion; Is the balance right between the need of the towns people and those of the tourists?
Balanced ( )
Relatively balanced ( )
Not acceptable ( )
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23- Describe Luxor problems from your point of view?

24- Perspectives

24a- What did you think of the city during the Gulf War (1989-90)?

24b- What do you think of the city now (1992-93)?

24c- Has the separation of Luxor City from Quena Governorate improved Luxor position?

24d- Do you have any suggestions for eliminating some of the problems of Luxor?

24e- Do you think that your neighbours would agree with the above answers?

Yes ( ) No ( )
Section D: To identify what possibilities are available for the Public to participate in changing the future face of Luxor city:

a) Participation in relocation

b) Participation in upgrading the surrounding built environment;

c) Participation in the development and conservation of Luxor city.

Participation in relocation

25a- If you had the chance: would you like to change your dwelling?

Yes ( ) No ( )

25b- In case of yes: what are the reasons?

- New job opportunity [ ]
- Owning new dwelling [ ]
- Desire of change [ ]
- Better built environment [ ]
- Provide of facilities and services [ ]
- Others, specify [ ]

25c- In case of no: what are the reasons?

- Proximity with place [ ]
- Proximity with services [ ]
- Proximity with job [ ]
- Proximity with relatives [ ]

26- Dwelling specifications

26a- Type of dwelling preferred?

- Specific home ( ) Piece of land ( )
- Apartment ( ) Core house ( )

26b- What is better for you?

- Rental house ( ) Owned house ( )

26c- Preferable means of owning a dwelling

- By buying ( )
- Within a cooperative organization ( )
- By self built ( )

26d- In case of building the dwelling within a cooperative organization or by self built: What type of skills could you provide?

- Help with finance ( )
- Help with implementation ( )
- Help at design stage ( )

26e- Type of participation in implementation?

- Technical labouring (concrete-bricks row-...) ( )
- Non technical labouring (heavy job) ( )
- Both of them ( )
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Participation in upgrading the surrounding built environment

27- If you had the chance to transfer to a new district, What of these provisions are the most important in rank order?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Provision</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tap water</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electricity</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sewage system</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paved roads</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Garbage collection</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Area Landscape</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Others, specify</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

28- What of these services and facilities are most important in your opinion: Place in rank order

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Service/Facility</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Educational facilities</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health services</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Religious services</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cultural facilities</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Commercial facilities</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Communication facilities</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cash services (banks)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recreational facilities</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Others, specify</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

29- What is the best way of participation in building and maintaining your living environment?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Way of Participation</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Finance participation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Participation by opinion</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Participation in training others</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Participation in decision making</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Participation in implementation and effort</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Participation in evaluation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

30- What is the preferable means for participating in building and maintaining the built environment?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Means</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Individual's effort</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Establishing community organizations</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Complete governmental supervision</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Community-Governmental supervision</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No need for any effort</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Participation in the development and conservation of Luxor city

EXPLANATION FROM THE RESEARCHER TO THE INTERVIEWEE ABOUT THE MEANINGS OF THE CONCEPTS OF CONSERVATION, PARTICIPATION AND DEVELOPMENT OF LUXOR CITY WITH A DISCUSSION A SUMMARY OF ALL THE NECESSARY RELATED EFFORTS, PROCESSES AND RESEARCHES

31a- Do you feel it necessary to conserve Luxor's Environments?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Option</th>
<th>Yes</th>
<th>No</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(   )</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

31b- In case of yes, what is your view of the best options for conservation and development.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Option</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Connecting the city with the western bank by a BRIDGE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relocating the inhabitants from the historical sites</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Providing more tourist services and facilities</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Constructing a new THEBES city</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Separating administratively the city from Quena</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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governorate
Continuity of current efforts
Other perspectives (specify)

32a- Have you any desire to share in conservation and development processes?
Yes ( ) No ( )

32b- Types of Participation
Financial participation ( )
participation by opinion and ideas ( )

32c- Would you accept conservation and development guidelines.
Yes ( ) No ( )

33- These are some suggestions for conservation and development, they summarize the findings of previous studies.
What in your opinion could help in Luxor’s conservation and development.

33a- To make the city an open museum
Accept ( ) Refuse ( )

33b- Evacuate the inhabitants who live on/near the archaeological sites
Accept ( ) Refuse ( )

33c- To make a protected zone for historical sites from all the urban development and surrounded them by green areas.
Accept ( ) Refuse ( )

33d- Build a New Thebes city to accept the transfer of residents and future urban growth.
Accept ( ) Refuse ( )

33e- Limit traffic at historical sites
Accept ( ) Refuse ( )

33f- Provide different degrees of tourism facilities
Accept ( ) Refuse ( )

33h- Connect East bank with West bank by a bridge on the river Nile
Accept ( ) Refuse ( )

33g- Direct future expansion towards the desert to save available agriculture land
Accept ( ) Refuse ( )

33i- Initiate regulations and laws for the implementation of conservation and development processes.
Accept ( ) Refuse ( )

34a- Have you any role in the conservation and development process
Yes ( ) No ( )

34b- Have you ever been a member in any conservation public work
Yes ( ) No ( )

35- Would you join a committee or an organization to conserve and develop Luxor?
Yes ( ) No ( )
36a- How far do you think the success of the conservation of Luxor depends on your participation?
Totally ( ) Partially ( )
Little bit ( ) Not at all ( )

36b- Do you think that you should play an active part in Luxor's future?
Totally ( ) Partially ( )
Little bit ( ) Not at all ( )

36c- Are the local authorities doing what you wish?
Totally ( ) Partially ( )
Little bit ( ) Not at all ( )

36d- Are you prepared to offer your service for public work?
It is my responsibility ( )
I have no time ( )
I am not interested ( )

37- Do you think that some people have central power in the city?
Yes ( ) No ( )

38a- The city is the responsibility of?
Central government ( )
The City Mayor ( )
Citizens ( )
Tourist and Private companies ( )
Local public council ( )

38b- Who has the most powerful effect on Luxor's future?
Central government ( )
The City Mayor ( )
Citizens ( )
Tourist and Private companies ( )
Local public council ( )

39- What of these are of your responsibilities?
Participate in discussion ( )
Contribute financially ( )
Participate in surveys ( )
Participate in decision making ( )
All ( )

40- What of these steps in your opinion, could help in Luxor's Conservation and Development?

40a- Television and radio
Very important ( )
Slightly important ( )
No effect ( )

40b- Newspaper and magazines
Very important ( )
Slightly important ( )
No effect ( )
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item Number</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Very Important</th>
<th>Slightly Important</th>
<th>No Effect</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>40c-</td>
<td>Extension and leadership meetings</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40d-</td>
<td>Efforts to reduce illiteracy</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40e-</td>
<td>Birth control efforts for the community</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40f-</td>
<td>Raising the awareness of your community</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
APPENDIX 3: QUESTIONNAIRE RESULTS

1a. Were you born in Luxor?

1b. If no, how long have you been?

2d. Number of family members?

2o. Is the family extended?

5o. Does the family own a car?

6. What do you spent each month on?

7. House appliances

9a. Housing conditions
9b. Is your dwelling built of?
9c. Are the walls?
9d. Is the ceiling made of?
9e. No. of floors of dwelling
9f. No. of rooms
9g. Is there a bathroom?
11. Building regulation
12. Are there any historic excavations?
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17b. If yes, what advantages?

17c. If no, what disadvantages?

18a. In your opinion the heritage is?

18b. Heritage Importance
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Question</th>
<th>Response Options</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>18a. World Importance</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>160</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19. Are you happy to accept tourism?</td>
<td>Happy</td>
<td>160</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20a. Do you gain from Luxor's statue?</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>160</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20b. What type of benefit?</td>
<td>No benefit</td>
<td>120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21. Do you visit the monuments?</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>160</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22. Balance between people and tourists?</td>
<td>Balanced</td>
<td>160</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24a. Neighbours agreement</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>160</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25a. Change the dwelling?</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>160</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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25c. Means of owning a dwelling

25d. Participation?

29. Best way of participation?

30. How participation organized?

31a. Necessity to conserve Luxor?

31b. If yes, what is the best option?

32a. Desire to share in conservation?

32b. Type of participation?
32c. Accepting conservation guidelines?
33a. Open museum?
33b. Evacuate the inhabitants?
33c. Protected zone?
33d. New Thebes?
33e. Limit traffic at historical sites?
33f. Tourism facilities?
33h. Luxor bridge?
37. Central power of some people?

38a. The city is the responsibility of?

39. What are your responsibilities?

40a, b. Mass Media

40c. Public meetings

40d, e. Birth control and illiterate
APPENDIX 4: LUXOR IN THE MEDIA

There are many articles written about Luxor and its problems in the last eight years. In addition there are many others talked about, public participation, decentralization and development. These articles are related directly to this study. Even when most of them was written in Arabic, but they are valuable to show that study reflected the real life problems of Egypt in general, and Luxor in particular.
The TIMES [London]
March 6, 1993

LUXOR ALERT

From Mr. Edward Aldivid-Solv, MEP for York (European People's Party (Conservatives))

Sure, your report on the threat from housing developments to ancient sites at Luxor (March 2) is timely. I hope nothing is done before full archaeological surveys have been

The New Survey will also cover the mile-long Avenue of the Sphinxes between the Temple of Luxor and that

I am disturbed by the destruction of possibly the finest, and now because of drought, quite marvellous, archaeological site in the world. Through the Laura facilities I am going to make frequent appearances at the Luxor dig to prevent this.

Yours etc.,

EDWARD MELLIAN SCOTT, MEP for York.
Ran Felsend, Branch 1040
March 2
كشوف أثرية جديدة
على طريق أبو الهول بالاقصر

رئيس هيئة الآثار:
السكان من المناطق الأثرية بالاقصر

كلمة الاعلان:
١٣٠٨

إحداثي يحتفل
السياحة من الأقصر

١٣٠٨
وزارة الثقافة تساهم في تجميل الاقصر معمراً
لا يقتصر
تستعد لاستقبال
"حايدة"
إلى جانب تكامل الثرام العالمي
وأسلوب من العبادات لنقل الزوار
ومع عدد من هواة السياحة من خروج مرسى علم
وعدد من شباب مصر في اليوم الأول من عودة عيد الأضحى.

الخط الزمني:
- 6:00 صباحاً: بدء استقبال الزوار من مرسى علم.
- 7:00 صباحاً: نزول الفرق الأول من هوائيات دولية.
- 8:00 صباحاً: بدء التزود بالمنتجات الثقافية.
- 9:00 صباحاً: فتح القصر للزوار.
- 10:00 صباحاً: الاحتفال بالعيد في 국내ات السيادة.
- 12:00 برنامج الفرح بعد الاحتفال.

الأنشطة:
- زيادات السيادة.
- محاضرات عن الثقافة الإسلامية.
- برامج الفرح والرقص.
- مهرجانات السياحة.

الموقع:
يقع الم.setColumn(0,0)يزيد من مرسى علم في جنوب شرق مصر.

المراجع:
- الصحف المحلية.
- المواقع الإلكترونية.
- الصور من يوم العيد.

الخاتمة:
هذه النشاطات والأنشطة تجعل من مرسى علم مجناً للزوار من جميع أنحاء العالم.

الشكر:
شكرًا على أنتظاركم throughout the year.

ال_neighbors:
- تكامل الثرام.
- أساليب من العبادات.
- السياحة.
- عيد الأضحى.
- مرسى علم.
- 국내ات السيادة.
- الفرح والرقص.
- برامج الفرح.
- مهرجانات السياحة.
- الصحف المحلية.
- المواقع الإلكترونية.
- الصور من يوم العيد.
تقليل سكان المنطقة الأثريّة بالأنقاض ضرورة ضرورية للحفاظ على تراث مصر.

350 أسرة تهدد ألف مقبرة و41 معبداً بالبحر الفربي.

مدينة سامسون:
20000 ساكّن
2000 شريحة
الばかり من الجمال الأدبي غير الكلمات، بل الكلمات هي الشكل الحضاري من الجمال الذي يعكس الجمال الأدبي. والجمال الأدبي هو الأداة التي يعتمد عليها الأدب في تصور العالم إما أن يكون ذلك تصوراً فنياً أو تصوراً عسكرياً أو تصوراً عقلياً.}

**الإملاء وال пунктуация:**

- ترتيب الألفاظ بشكل منطقي ومنظمة.
- استخدام الألفاظ النحوية بشكل صحيح.
- الاحترام لمصلحة المصدر الأدبي.

**النص الأصلي:**

جدير بالذكر أن هيئة الأدب الأدبي في مصر تركز على تحسين الحياة الأدبية والثقافية في البلد، مما يؤدي إلى ازدهار الأدب في فضاء الجمال. وتشمل جهود هيئة الأدب الأدبي ترويج الأدب إلى الجمهور وتشجيعه على المشاركة في حركة الأدب.

**القصة:**

الكتاب يتناول نصاً أدبياً معروفاً يتناول موضوعات متعددة من الجمال والأدب، مما يعكس جدارة الأدب في تصور العالم وتعزيزه.}

**الصور:**

- صورة 1: جزء من المدينة، يظهر مجموعة من المباني القديمة.
- صورة 2: نادين وأحمد، يظهراً في مرحلة حضارية.
- صورة 3: مناظر طبيعية، تظهر جمال الطبيعة.

**النص العربي:**

جدير بالذكر أن هيئة الأدب الأدبي في مصر تركز على تحسين الحياة الأدبية والثقافية في البلد، مما يؤدي إلى ازدهار الأدب في فضاء الجمال. وتشمل جهود هيئة الأدب الأدبي ترويج الأدب إلى الجمهور وتشجيعه على المشاركة في حركة الأدب.

**اللغة العربية:**

الكتاب يتناول نصاً أدبياً معروفاً يتناول موضوعات متعددة من الجمال والأدب، مما يعكس جدارة الأدب في تصور العالم وتعزيزه.
The Endangered Pyramids

Waiting for Washington

While Moscow wobbles Europe, the U.S. dithers

Perilous Times for the Pyramids

Without help soon, Egypt's unique archaeological treasures will be lost to humanity

By Michael B. Leek

The long masterpiece on the northwesterly face of the Great Pyramid of Giza is slowly crumbling. The limestone blocks have begun to crumble, but they have barely begun to shed their ancient beauty. By the time they come apart, the stones will have begun to crumble, but they have barely begun to shed their ancient beauty. By the time they come apart, the stones will have begun to crumble, but they have barely begun to shed their ancient beauty. By the time they come apart, the stones will have begun to crumble, but they have barely begun to shed their ancient beauty.
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APPENDICES

What the World Can Do

Governments should welcome Egypt's aid, realizing that the entire region is at stake. Moderate governments in the Middle East should nurture and expand the concept of non-aggression. The United Nations should be encouraged to promote peaceful solutions to regional conflicts. International aid should be increased to help Egypt's economy.

Lack of democracy will not stop the spread of radicalism. The government must be inclusive and transparent. Education and economic opportunity should be increased. Human rights must be respected. The role of religion must be clarified and controlled. The power of the military must be reduced.

The world must understand the complexity of the situation. Egypt cannot be expected to solve all the region's problems alone. A multilateral approach is needed, with the participation of Israel, Jordan, and the United States.

What can the world do to help Egypt?

1. Provide economic assistance: Egypt needs investments in infrastructure, agriculture, and industry.
2. Promote trade: Encourage countries to trade with Egypt to boost its economy.
3. Support educational programs: Support schools and universities in Egypt to promote knowledge and understanding.
4. Encourage tourism: Promote tourism to Egypt to create jobs and increase income.
5. Support free speech: Promote freedom of speech and press in Egypt to support democracy.
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لا يوجد نص يمكن قراءته بشكل طبيعي من الصورة المقدمة.
الأحزاب والمشاركة السياسية

تتألف المشاركة السياسية من الأحزاب السياسية. وتتألف الأحزاب السياسية من الأفراد الذين يجمعون في أطوارهم حول أنفسهم لتكوين واحات بأفكار متشابهة. وتحرص الأحزاب السياسية على التองف في سبيل تحقيق أهدافها.

الجبر البناء

الاقتصاد والمشاركة السياسية

وبعد أن نتائج الاقتصاد، فإنها تنتهي إلى نتيجة بصرية في الاقتصاد السياسي. وتحرص الأحزاب السياسية على التوجه في سبيل تحقيق أهدافها.
تجديد المجتمع

شروط الوضع الوطني
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